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Introduction 

Who is Oxford Learner's Grammar. for?

Teachers: 
Oxford Learner's Grammar can be used by teachers working with classes from 
intermediate to advanced level, including classes preparing for examinations such 
as the the Cambridge First Certificate or the Cambridge Certificate in Advanced 
English. 

• for grammar lesson preparation
- providing reference information on specific grammar topics
-to help you teach specific grammar topics by using the detailed

explanations and associated practice exercises.
• for general lesson preparation (e.g. alongside a main coursebook with its own

grammar syllabus):
-to anticipate grammar questions and problems likely to come up in class;
- to provide extra explanation and practice of a grammar topic covered in the

class coursebook;
- to teach extra grammar topics not included in the class coursebook, but

which may be part of a national or examination grammar syllabus.
• for general reference

-to deal with problems which come up in class
- to help you answer your own and your students' grammar questions.

• for testing of students' existing knowledge and for revision
-The test questions on the Grammar Checker CD-ROM can be used to assess
. your students' level of grammar and to discover their strengths and

weaknesses. 
-The Grammar Builder consists of practice exercises only - without

accompanying explanation. This means you can use it to find out what
your students know (and what they don't know) about a particular topic, as
well as for revision.

Students: 
If you are an intermediate or advanced level student, you will find Oxford Learner's 
Grammar useful to work with on your own, in class, or alongside a coursebook, to 
prepare for examinations such as the the Cambridge First Certificate or the 
Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English. 

• for self-study
-you can study the explanations and examples in the Grammar Finder and

then practise using the ·Grammar Builder exercises and the Grammar
Checker interactive CD-ROM.

• for class study
-you can look up explanations of grammar topics in the Grammar Finder, 

especially when a topic is causing you problems; 
-you can use the Grammar Builder for extra practice in class or for

homework as directed by your teacher.
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What is the Oxford Learner's Grammar pack? . - . 

, 

Oxford Learner's Grammar is a resource consisting of this Grammar Finder 
reference book including the Grammar Checker CD-ROM, and the Grammar 
Builder practice book. 

The Grammar Finder is a reference book containing clear explanations aIJ.d 
examples of English grammatical structures. Particular attention is paid to areas 
likely to cause difficulty, such as the gerund and infinitive, conditional sentence 
patterns, and the difference in use between the present perfect and the past simple. 
The Grammar Finder is designed to be as accessible as possible: as well as detailed 
explanations, it contains tip boxes which provide the learner with useful hints and 
guidelines. You can use the book to study grammar in detail or to sort out 
particular difficulties as they arise. 

The Grammar Checker CD-ROM is inside the back cover of this book. It has three 
features. Test Yourself contains 200 test questions which enable you to identify 
problems and check progress. You can then move to the Audio feature, which lets 
you hear and then practise examples which illustrate grammar points where 
pronunciation plays an important part. There is also an interactive index to the 
Grammar Finder. its word search feature gives instant access to a Grammar Hints

window which displays answers to your questions on grammar. 

The Grammar Builder contains exercises on the grammar points dealt with in the 
main chapters of the Grammar Finder. There is a wide variety of exercise types, 
including some which are similar to those used in the Cambridge examinations. As 
well as exercises on individual points, there are contrastive exercises and review 
exercises covering the content of a whole chapter. 

There is also an Oxford Learner's Grammar Website at www.oup.com/elt/olg. 

How do I find my way around? Routes in ... 

The first route into Oxford Learner's Grammar is through a contents overview at the 
beginning of this book. A second route is via the index. You can access a specific 
grammar point by means of the index at the back of this book or via the interactive 
index on the Grammar Checker CD-ROM. For example, to find an explanation of 
the difference between the question words what and which, you can look up either 
of these words and find a reference to 16B. This means that in part B of section 16 
in the Grammar Finder you will find information on who, what, and which. 

Practice material on a specific section can be found by referring to the section 
numbers at the head of each exercise in the Grammar Builder. For example, if you 
have studied 16B in the Grammar Finder and you need related practice material, 
you will find the reference► Finder 16A-C in the Grammar Builder at Exercise 30, 
which practises who, what, and which. Answers can be checked in the key at the 
end of the Grammar Builder. Each answer has a reference back to a specific part of 
the Grammar Finder, which you can consult again if problems remain. 
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The Test Yourself feature on the Grammar Checker CD-ROM also has a key which 
either confirms that the answer is correct or takes you to a grammar hint which 
explains briefly why an answer is incorrect. There is also a reference to the relevant 
section of the Grammar Finder if you would like to· study the topic further. 

What kind of English are we talking ab'out? 

Oxford Learner's Grammar deals with modern standard British English. The 
examples are mainly neutral in style: not especially formal or informal. Usages that 
are formal, informal, literary, or non-standard are marked as such. 

The website at www.oup.com/ elt/ olg covers in some detail the main grammatical 
differences between British and American English. Differences are also mentioned 
throughout the book. 

How will I learn to communicate effectively? 

Grammar and meaning 
Grammar is a vehicle for expressing meaning, so there is little point in studying 
formal structure for its own sake. However, a poor knowledge of grammar can 
seriously hinder communication. As a student, you need to know the difference 
between if I have time and if I had time and between So I do and So do I. Oxford 
Learner's Grammar pays a good deal of attention to meaning. It also covers the use 
of grammatical forms in communicative functions, such as the use of modal verbs 
in requests and offers and the function of imperatives and question tags. 

Grammar and context 
Grammar consists of more than isolated sentences. There are many aspects of 
grammar \.fhich cannot be properly explained within the confines of a clause or 
sentence. Texts and dialogues are used to take account of discourse and the wider 
context whenever this is relevant. How answers relate to questions, how sentences 
are linked in a text, how emphasis depends on context - these are all examples of 
grammar going beyond the sentence. 

Grammar and 'real WQrld' English 
Grammatical fortns and structures underlie actual use of language in real 
situations. The Grammar Finder contains numerous examples to illustrate 
grammatical structures and bring them to life. Most of the texts and dialogues are 
authentic in that they are drawn from genuine conversations or book or newspaper 
articles. Some of the examples have been taken from or adapted from the British 
National Corpus. Many of the explanations and the ltsts of words occurring in 
particular patterns are also based on an analysis of the British National Corpus. 
Some examples are invented, especially where this is the best means of illustrating 
a point in the clearest possible way, but all the examples are realistic. 
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Is it necessary to learn rules? 

The 'rules' in this book are explanations of how English is used. They are a means 
to understanding how English works, not a set of formulas to be learned by heart. 

Modem descriptions of English are based on what people actually say and write. 
Language changes all the time and even grammar rules are subject to gradual 
change. However, there is a belief among some English speakers that there are 
unalterable rules which must always be obeyed. This has caused some controversy 
among English speakers over a small number of grammar points. For example, 
some people believe you should not split an infinitive or begin a sentence with the 
word and, despite the fact that English speakers frequently do so. The Grammar 
Finder draws attention to these prescriptive 'rules' and gives advice about usage. 

What are the special problems of English grammar? 

Unlike words in some other languages, English words do not have lots of different 
endings. Nouns have -s in the plural, but they do not have endings to show if they 
are the subject or the object. There are a few verb endings such as -ed for the past 
(started) but just one ending for person: -s in the third person singular of the 
present simple (starts). However, a verb phrase can still have a complicated 
structure such as have started, will be seeing, or must have been waiting. 

Word order is very important in English. The man bit the dog means something 
different from The dog bit the man. The subject-verb word order in a statement is 
fixed, and we can change it only if there is a special reason. 

A problem for the non-native-speaker is the use of prepositions, which have many 
idiomatic uses in phrases such as on Friday or at two o'clock. Both prepositions 
and adverbs combine with verbs in an idiomatic way: wait for someone, turn the 
radio off. There are many such expressions that need to be learned as items of 
vocabulary. 

Good luck 

The aim of the Oxford Learner's Grammar resource pack is to provide clear, 
accessible explanations and meaningful practice in order to facilitate learning. 
Author and publisher hope very much that teachers and students will benefit from 
the pack and enjoy working with it. 
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Key to symbols 

Phonetic symbols 

These are usually inside slashes, e.g. /i:/. 

i: tea A cup p put f first h house 
I sit 3: bird b best V van m must 
i happy a away t tell 0 three n next 
e ten el pay d day � this lJ song 
re had au so k cat s sell 1 love 
a: car al cry g good z zoo r rest 
D dog au now tJ cheese J ship j you 
J: ball JI boy d3 just 3 pleasure w will 

u: fool Ia dear 
u book ea chair 
u actual ua sure 

(r) four linking r, pronounced before a vowel but (in standard British English) not 
pronounced before a consonant: 
four apples /fo:r 'replz/ 
four bananas /fo: ba'na:naz/ 

' = Stress follows, e.g. about /a'baut/; a is unstressed, and bout is stressed. 

, = Secondary stress follows. 

, = Falling intonation follows. 

-" = Rising intonation follows. 

Other symbols 

The symbol I (forward slash) between two words or phrases means that either is 
possible. The shop may not/ might not be open today means that two sentences are 
possible: The shop may not be open today and The shop might not be open today. 

We also use slashes around phonetic symbols, e.g. tea /ti:/. 

Brackets ( ) around a word or phrase in an example mean that it can be left out. I've 
been here (for) ten minutes means that two sentences are possible: I've been here for 
ten minutes and I've been here ten minutes. 

The symbol ➔ means that two things are related. Discuss ➔ discussion means that 
there is a relationship between the verb discuss and the noun discussion. 

The symbol ~ means that there is a change of speaker. 

The symbol > is a reference to another section and/ or part of a section where 
there is more information. For example, > 65 means 'see section 65'; > 225C 
means 'see part C of section 225; and > B means 'see part B of this section.' 

The symbol ➔ Audio is a reference to the audio feature on the Grammar Checker 
CD-ROM provided with this book.
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1 Word classes 

Here is a piece of writing in English. 

The Internet is, by far, one of the most amazing tools available to humans 
since the begi.nning of time. No, this is not an exaggeration. With some 
relatively inexpensive equipment (a.computer,_ a modem and a telephone 
line) you can find information about practically anything, at any time, 
because the Internet is fast becoming a repository of the sum total of human 
knowledge. . . , 

No less incredible is the fact that,'for people online, the world doesn't have 
borders. You can meet people from the most exotic corners of the earth, even 
develop meaningful relationships with people you'll never meet face to face. 
And with such global friendships comes the promise of peace and prosperity. 

But enough of that pompous stuff. The truth is, the Internet is where you can 
find out all the latest gossip about Sandra Bullock or Kevin Costner. It's 
where you go shopping for hats or book airline flights. It's where you stay up 
all night chatting with-strangers when you can't fall asleep. It's cool, fun, 
exciting, and, best of all, it's affordable. 

(from How to Use Microsoft Internet Explorer by Hubert, SG/Schwerin, R, ©1996. Reprinted by 
permission of Pearson Education, Inc., Upper Saddle River, NJ.)

There are eight word classes in English, sometimes called 'parts of speech'. 
Here is a list with some examples from the passage above. 

Word class Examples 

Verb: 
Noun: 
Adjective: 
Adverb: 

becoming, can, comes, develop, find, is, stay 
computer, Internet, night, people, time, world 
amazing, cool, exotic, global, inexpensive 
even, never, practically, relatively 

Determiner: a, any, some, such, the, that 
Pronoun: anything, it, you 
Conjunction: and, because, but 

Preposition: about, at, by, for, of, since, to, with 

NOTE 

Most word classes can be divided into sub-classes. For example: 

Verb➔ Ordinary verb: find, meet 
Auxiliary verb: is, can

Adverb ➔ Adverb of degree: very, relatively 
Adverb of manner: carefully, fast 
Adverb of frequency: often, never 
etc 

Determiner ➔ Article: the, a
Quantifier: some, any

Demonstrative: this, that

Possessive: my, your

1 



Words and phrases 

2 

2 Words belonging to more than one 
word class 

Some words belong to more than one word class. Here are some examples. 

promise Verb: 
Noun: 

human Noun: 

I promise I won't forget. 
With such friendships comes the promise of peace. 

Adjective: 
It's the most amazing tool available to humans. 
All human knowledge is there. 

fast Adjective: Snail mail isn't as fast as e-mail. 
Adverb: The Internet is fast becoming essential. 

that Determiner: Enough of that pompous stuff. 
Pronoun: It's something that people can afford. 
Conjunction: It's a fact that the Internet doesn't have borders. 

In English there are lots of verbs that we can use as nouns. 
Have a look at the Help menu. 
Can you make a copy of this document? 
I'll do a search of the web. 

There are also nouns that we can use as verbs. 
Now you have to name the file. 
Please key in your personal number. 
Another means of communication is texting by mobile phone. 

3 Phrases 

There are five kinds of phrase. 

A Verb phrase: is, can find, is becoming, doesn't have, comes, has been growing 

A verb phrase has an ordinary verb. There can also be one or more auxiliaries. 

(Auxiliaries) 

can 
is 
doesn't 

has been 

Ordinary verb 

is 
find 
becoming 
have 
comes 
growing 

Be, 'have and do are both ordinary verbs and auxiliary verbs. > 64

The Internet is amazing. (be as an ordinary verb) 
The Internet is becoming essential. (be as an auxiliary) 



3 Phrases 

B Noun phrase: the Inte�net, a computer, information, such global friendships 

A noun phrase has a noun. There is often a determiner and/ or an adjective. 

(Determiner) 

the 
a 

such 

NOTE 

(Adjective) 

global 

Noun 

Internet 
computer 
information 
friendships 

A noun phrase can be replaced by a pronoun. 
The Internet is amazing. ➔ It is amazing. 

C Adjective phrase: cool, most amazing 

An adjective phrase has an adjective, sometimes with an adverb of degree in 
front of it. 

(Adverb) Adjective 

cool 
most amazing 

D Adverb phrase: never, really quickly 

An adverb phrase has an adverb, sometimes with an adverb of degree in front 
of it. 

(Adverb) 

really 

Adverb 

never 
quickly 

E Prepositional phrase: at any._time, of the earth, for hats 

A prepositional phrase is a preposition + noun phrase. 

Preposition 

at 
of 
for 
into 

Noun phrase 

any time 
the earth 
hats 
it 

3 



The simple sentence 

4 Basic clause structure 

This chapter is about sentences with just one clause. A clause which can stand 
alone as a sentence has a subject and a verb. It may also have other elements: 
an object, a complement, or an adverbial. Each element plays its part in the 
structure of a clause. We can put the elements together to form different kinds 
of clauses. Here are some examples of the different clause structures. 

1 Subject Verb 

My friend is waiting. 
Nothing happened. 

2 Subject Verb Object 

The company sells mobile phones. 
The dog has eaten my homework. 

3 Subject Verb Complement 

This colour is nice. 
The old cinema became a nightclub. 

4 Subject Verb Adverbial 

The concert is tomorrow. 
The photos lay on the table. 
The Olympics are every four years. 

5 Subject Verb Object Object 

We should give the children some money. 
Sarah sent me a fax. 

6 Subject Verb Object Complement 

The project kept everyone very busy. 
The group made Simon their spokesman. 

7 Subject Verb Object Adverbial 

I put my credit card in my wallet. 
The police got the car out of the river. 

For more information about these clause elements, > GLOSSARY.

4 



5 More details about clause structure 

5 More details about clause structure 

A Each of the clause structures in 4 begins with subject + verb. This is the 
normal word order in a statement. For inversion in questions, > 14B. 

NOTE 

For structures like The police they got the car out of the river, > 175D. 

B The subject of a sentence is a noun phrase (e.g. my friend). 
The object is also a noun phrase (e.g. mobile phones). 
A complement usually gives information about the subject of the sentence. It 
can be an adjective phrase (e.g. nice) or a noun phrase (e.g. a nightclub). For 
object complement,> D 
An adverbial expresses an idea such as when, how, or why something 
happens. It can be an adverb phrase (e.g. tomorrow), a prepositional phrase 
(e.g. on the table) or a noun phrase (e.g. every four years). 

C Verbs which do not have an object (Structure 1 in 4) are called intransitive 
verbs, e.g. wait, happen, sleep, go. Verbs with an object (Structure 2 in 4) are 
called transitive verbs, e.g. sell, eat, see, catch. Verbs with a complement 
(Structure 3 in 4) are called linking verbs, e.g. be, become, get, look, seem. 

NOTE 

Some verbs can be used in more than one structure. Many can be either intransitive 
or transitive. 

The door opened. (intransitive) Someone opened the door. (transitive) 

D There are two different kinds of complement: subject complement and 
object complement. These two examples have a subject complement. 

Everyone was very busy. Simon became their spokesman. 
The subject complement relates to the subject of the clause 
(everyone, Simon). 

These two examples have an object complement. 
The project kept everyone very busy. 
The group made Simon their spokesman. 

The object complement relates to the object of the clause (everyone, Simon). 
In both pairs of examples, very busy relates to everyone, and their spokesman 
relates to Simon. 

E We can add extra adverbials to any of the clause structures. 
My friend is waiting outside. 
Unfortunately the dog has eaten my homework. 
A few months later the old cinema suddenly became a night club. 
According to the paper, the concert is tomorrow at the town hall. 
To my surprise, Sarah actually sent me a fax right away. 

There are different places in the sentence where we can put an adverbial. For 
more details, > 190. 
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F We can link two or more words or phrases with and or or. 
The colour is nice and bright. 
My friend and his brother are here. 
The work went smoothly, quietly, and very efficiently. 
The concert is on Wednesday or Thursday. 

G We can use two noun phrases one after the other when they both refer to the 
same thing. We say that the phrases are 'in apposition'. 

My friend Matthew is coming to stay. 
Everyone visits the White House, the home of the President. 

6 Give, send, buy, etc

Give, send, buy, reserve, and similar verbs come in two different sentence 
structures. They can either have two objects, or they can have an object and a 
prepositional phrase. 

You give the attendant your ticket. 
You give your ticket to the attendant. 

A Two objects 

1 

When the verb has two objects, the first is the indirect object, and the second 
is the direct object. 

Indirect object Direct object 

You give the attendant your ticket. 
We'll send our teacher a message. 
Nigel bought Celia a diamond ring. 
I can reserve you a seat. 

Here the indirect object refers to the person receiving something, and the 
direct object refers to the thing that is given. 

B Object + prepositional phrase 

Instead of an indirect object, we can use a prepositional phrase with to or for. 

You give 
We'll send 
Nigel bought 
I can reserve 

Direct object 

your ticket 
a message 
a diamond ring 
a seat 

Phrase with to or for 

to the attendant. 
to our teacher. 
for Celia. 
for you. 

The phrase with to or for comes after the direct object. 



6 Give, send, buy, etc 

C To or for? 

Some verbs go with to and some go with for. You give something to someone, 
but you buy something for someone. 

You give your ticket to the attendant. 
Nigel bought a diamond ring for Celia. 

These verbs can go with to: award, bring (see Note b), fax, feed, give, grant, 
hand, leave (in a will), lend, mail, offer, owe, pass, pay, post, promise, read, 
sell, send, show, take, teach, tell, throw, write. 

These verbs can go with/or: bring (see Note b), buy, cook,fetch,.find,.fix, get, 
keep, leave, make, order, pick, reserve, save. 

NOTE 

a For meaning 'to help someone', 'on someone's behalf can go with very many verbs. 
I posted a letter to Adam. (a letter from me to him) 
I posted a letter for Adam. (a letter from Adam to someone else) 

b Bring goes with either to or for. We usually use for when we talk about giving things 
to people. 

We've brought some flowers for our hostess. 
We use to when we talk about transporting things to places. 

Lorries regularly bring coal to the power station. 
We also use to when bring has other more abstract meanings. 

The news brought a smile to her face. 

D Which structure to use? 

In a clause with go, send, buy, etc, there is a choice between an indirect object 
and a prepositional phrase. 

Indirect object: 
Prepositional phrase: 

You give the attendant your ticket. 
You give your ticket to the attendant. 

The choice depends on what is the new information in the clause. The new 
information usually goes at the end. Look at this conversation between two 
people on holiday who are buying postcards. 

Emma: I'm going to send this card to my brother. 

Lauren: Yes, that's a nice one. And I like this one here with a photo of the 
cathedral. I might send it to Amy. 

Emma: What about William? 

Lauren: Oh, I'll send William this view of the harbour. 

Compare these sentences. 
I'm going to send this card to my brother. 

My brother is the new information and so it comes at the end. This card is 
known information in the context. (They are looking at postcards.) 

I'll send William this view of the harbour. 
This view of the harbour is the new information. William is known 
information. (Emma has just mentioned him.) 

NOTE 

For more details about information and sentence structure,> 31-32. 
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E Pronouns after give, send, etc

When there is a pronoun, it usually comes before a phrase with a noun. 
Mark lent me his umbrella. 
I might send it to Amy. 

This is because the pronoun refers to known information. (It means the 
postcard just mentioned.) 

When there are two pronouns after the verb, we normally use to or for. 
We'll send it to you straight away. 
I've got a ticket for Wimbledon. Louise bought it for me. 

NOTE 

In informal conversation you may hear two pronouns together. 
Louise bought me it. I Louise bought it me.

F Describe, explain, etc

Some verbs can occur in the structure with to or for but not with an 
indirect object. 

Tim described the men to the police. 
(NOT Tim described the police the men.) 
I'll explain everything to you. 
(NOT I'll expl:ain you everything.) 
My lawyer obtained a copy of the letter for me. 
(NOT l,fy l:a:wyer obtained me ll COfJY ef the letrer.) 

Such verbs include announce, communicate, deliver, describe, donate, 
explain, obtain, propose, purchase, report, and suggest. 

TIP 

It is safer to use an indirect object only with a short verb like give or send 
and not with a longer verb like describe or explain. Say Can you give me 
the figures? but Can you explain the figures to me? 

NOTE 

For structures with say and tell, > 260. 



Sentence· types 

7 Introduction 

A There are four sentence types: a statement, a question, an imperative, and 
an exclamation. 

Statement 
Question 
Imperative 
Exclamation 

Example 

You took a photo. 
Did you take a photo? 
Take a photo. 
What a nice photo! 

Main use 

giving information 
asking for information 
an order or a request 
expressing a feeling 

A statement, a question and an imperative can be negative. 
You didn't take a photo. 
Didn't you take a photo? 
Don't take photos, please. 

B Besides the main use, some sentence types have other uses. Here are some 
examples. 

Statement 
Que.�tion 
Imperative 

Example 

I'd like to know all the details. 
Can you post this letter, please? 
Have a nice time. 

Possible use 

asking for information 
a request 
expressing good wishes 

This chapter is mainly about the use of statements, negative statements, the 
imperative, and exclamations. For word order in a positive statement, > 4. For 
questions and answers, > 13-19. 

8 The use of statements 

This conversation contains a number of statements. 

A PROGRAMME ABOUT WIIDLIFE 

Stella: 

Adrian: 

Stella: 

Adrian: 
Stella: 

Adrian: 

Stella: 

There's a programme about wildlife on TV tonight. 

Uh-huh. Well, I might watch it. 

I've got to go out tonight. It's my evening class. 

Well, I'll video the programme for you. 

Oh, thanks. It's at eight o'clock on BBC 2. 

We can watch it together when you get back. 

OK I should be back around ten. 
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The main use of a statement is to give information: There's a programme 
about wildlife on TV tonight. But some statements do more than that. When 
Adrian says I'll video the programme for you, he is offering to video it. His 
statement is an offer, which Stella accepts by thanking him. And We can 
watch it together is a suggestion to which Stella agrees. 

There are many different uses (or 'communicative functions') of statements. 

Expressing approval: You're doing the right thing. 
Expressing sympathy: It was bad luck you didn't pass the exam. 

I'm very grateful. Thanking someone: 
Asking for information: I want to know your plans. 
Giving orders: I want you to check these figures. 

9 Performative verbs 

A Some present-simple verbs express what the use of the statement is. For 
example, we can say I promise when we promise to do something. 

Promising: 
Apologizing: 
Predicting: 

I promise to be good. 
It was my fault. I apologize. 
I predict a close game. 

In general, performative verbs are fairly emphatic. I promise to be good is a 
more emphatic promise than I'll be good. Some performative verbs are also 
rather formal. For example, I apologize is more formal than I'm sorry. 

Examples of performative verbs are: admit, advise, agree, apologize, disagree, 
guarantee, insist, object, predict, promise, protest, refuse, suggest, warn. 

NOTE 

a With a few verbs we can use the present continuous. 
Don't come too close, I warn you/I'm warning you. 

b Sometimes in formal situations the passive is used. 
You are requested to vacate your room by 10.00 am. 

B Sometimes we use a modal verb or similar expression before a 
performative verb. 

Advising: I'd advise you to see a solicitor. 
Insisting: I must insist we keep to the rules. 
Informing: I have to inform you that you have been unsuccessful. 

When we are telling people to do things, the modal verb makes the statement 
less direct and so more polite. It is also rather more formal to say I'd advise 
you to see a solicitor than You should see a solicitor. 



10 Negative statements 

Some typical examples are: must admit, would advise, would agree, must 
apologize, must disagree, can guarantee, have to inform you, must insist, must 
object, can promise, must protest, would suggest, must warn. 

10 Negative statements 

A Use 

This text contains a number of negative statements. 

FRANKENSTEfN 

In 1818 Mary Shelley wrote a famous book called 'Frankenstein'. But the 
monster wasn't called Frankenstein, as is popularly believed by people who 
have never read the book. Frankenstein is not the name of the monster but 
the name of the person who created it. People who haven't read the book 
sometimes talk about 'Doctor Frankenstein'. Frankenstein wasn't a doctor, 
and he did not study medicine. We can't be sure where Mary Shelley got the 
name from, but there is a place in Germany called Frankenstein, which 
might or might not have given her the idea. 

The negative statements correct a mistaken idea, such as the idea that the 
monster was called Frankenstein. In- general, we use negative statements to 
inform someone that what they might think or expect is not so. 

B Not with a verb 

Compare the positive and negative forms. 

Positive Negative Negative 
Full form Short form 

was called was not called wasn't called 
have read have not read haven't read 
should be should not be shouldn't be 
studied/did study did not study didn't study 

In a negative statement, not or n't comes after the auxiliary. We write the 
auxiliary and n 't together as one word. 

Some people have not read the book. 
The monster wasn't called Frankenstein. 

If there is more than one auxiliary, not or n't comes after the first auxiliary. 
That might or might not have given her the idea. 
We shouu:ln't have stayed so long. 

In simple tenses we use the auxiliary verb do. 
I don't like horror films. (NOT I like 1tot horfflr.films.) 
Frankenstein did not study medicine. (NOT Prttnk-enstein studied not 
medicine.) 

11 
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Be on its own has not or n't after it. 
East London is not on most tourist maps. 
These shoes aren't very comfortable. 

We cannot use no to make a negative verb form. 
The message didn't arrive. (NOT The niess-ttge rte arri1;1eti:.) 

NOTE 

a The negative forms of can are cannot and can't. 

b For the negative in a sentence with two clauses, e.g. I don't think it's safe or I think it 
isn't safe, > 253A.

C Not in other positions 

Not can come before a word or phrase when the speaker is correcting 
something. 

I ordered tea, not coffee. 
That's a nice green. ~ It's blue, not green. 

Not can also come before some expressions of quantity (e.g. many, much, 
a lot (of), more, enough, everyone, and everything) and before a phrase of 
distance (e.g. far) or time (e.g. long). 

Not many people have their own aeroplane. 
Your call will normally be answered in not more than 30 seconds. 
There's an Internet Cafe not far from here. 
The business was explained to me not long afterwards. 

NOTE 

a Not can come before a negative prefix, e.g. un-, in-, or dis-. 
Beggars are a not unusual sight on the streets of London. 

b Not can stand for a whole clause, e.g. I hope not. > 28B 

D Other negative words 

There are other words besides not which have a negative meaning. 

No, none, etc Not/n't 

no There's no time. There isn't any time. 
none We wanted tickets, but there We wanted tickets, but there 

were none left. weren't any left. 
no one, nobody I saw no-one acting I didn't see anyone acting 

strangely. strangely. 
nothing I saw nothing suspicious. I didn't see anything 

suspicious. 
nowhere There was nowhere to park. There wasn't anywhere 

to park. 
few Few people were interested. Not many people were 

interested. 
little There was little time. There wasn't much time. 
never I've never seen the film. I haven't ever seen the film. 
seldom, rarely We seldom eat out. We don't often eat out. 



1 O Negative statements 

no longer· Adam no longer lives here. Adam doesn't live here 
any more. 

hardly, scarcely We've hardly spoken to 
our neighbours. 

We haven't really spoken to 
our neighbours. 

neither, nor I can't understand this ~
Neither can I. 

NOTE 

I can't either. 

In standard English we do not normally use notln't or never with another negative word. 
I didn't do anything. (NOT I didri't do riothfrtg.) 
That will never happen. (NOT That wori't rie1Jer happeri.) 
We've hardly started. (NOT ��re ha11eri't hardly started.) 

But in non-standard English a double negative means the same as a single negative. 
I didn't see no one. (non-standard) (= I didn't see anyone.II saw no one.) 

In Standard English two negatives are sometimes used together. The two negatives make a 
positive. e.g. I didn't do nothing. I did some work. (= It isn't true that I did nothing.) 

E The emphatic negative 

We can stress not or an auxiliary with n't. 
I did NOT take your mobile phone. 
I DIDN'T take your mobile phone. 

For emphatic stress, > 38B. 

We can also use at all to emphasize a negative. 
We don't like the town at all. 
In no time at all, the interview was over. 

At all usually goes at the end of a clause or after a negative phrase, 
e.g no time.

Here are some other phrases which emphasize a negative. 
The operation was not a success by any means. 
I'm not in the least tired. 
Her son's visits were far from frequent. 

We can use absolutely before no, nobody, nowhere, etc. 
There was absolutely nowhere to park. 

We can use whatever or whatsoever-after nothing or none, or after no + noun. 
There's nothing whatever/whatsoever we can do about it. 
The people seem to have no hope whatever/whatsoever.

F Inversion after a negative phrase 

A negative phrase can come in front position. Thi8-€ an-happen with phrases 
containing the words no, never, neither, nor, seldom, rarely, hardly, and the 
word only. There is inversion of subject and auxiliary. 

Under no circumstances should you travel alone. 
(Compare: You should not travel alone under any circumstances.) 
Never in my life have I seen such behaviour. 
(Compare: I have never seen such behaviour in my life.) 

13 
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The telephone had been disconnected. Nor was there any electricity. 
(Compare: There wasn't any electricity either.) 
Only in summer is it hot enough to sit outside. 
(Compare: It is only hot enough to sit outside in summer.) 

The structure with inversion can sound formal and literary. It often adds 
emphasis to the negative. 

Sometimes a phrase with not can come in front position. 
Not since his childhood had the old man been back to the village. 
Not until the following Monday was I able to see a doctor. 

If the verb is in a simple tense, we use the auxiliary verb do. 
Seldom do we have any time to ourselves. 
(Compare: We seldom have any time to ourselves.) 
Only once did the company break the law. 
(Compare: The company broke the law only once.) 

NOTE 

No way is informal. 
No way am I going to let this happen. 
No way can we get over there by six o'clock. 
(Compare: There's no way we can get over there by six o'clock.) 

But in no way is more formal. 
In no way have I failed in my duty. 

11 The imperative 

A Form 

14 

The imperative is the base form of the verb. The negative is do not/don't+ 
base form, and for emphasis we use do + base form. 

Imperative form 

Positive: Come here. 
Please read the instructions carefully. 

Negative: Do not remove this book from the library. 
Don't make so much fuss. 

Emphatic: Do be careful. 

NOTE 

a We can mention the subject you when it contrasts with another person. 
I'll wait here. You go round the back. 

You can also make an order emphatic or even aggressive. 
You be careful what you're saying. 

A few other phrases can be the subject. 
All of you sit down! Everyone stop what you're doing. 

b We can use other negative words with an imperative. 
Never touch electrical equipment with wet hands. Leave no litter. 

c In British English you may hear the emphatic do used as a polite form in offers and 
invitations. 

Do have some cake. Do come in. 



11 The imperative 

B Getting people to do things 

There are many different ways of getting people to do things in English. 
Compare these sentences. 

I'd be very grateful if you could translate this letter. (asking a favour) 
Could you translate this letter, please? (a polite request) 
Translate this letter. (an instruction on an exam paper) 

The form we use for an order or request depends on the situation. It is usually 
necessary to use a polite formula such as Could you ... ? rather than an 
imperative. 

To be very polite when asking a favour, we need to use a longer formula. 
Would you be so kind as to move into the other room, please? 
I wonder if you'd mind dealing with the matter for me. 

In most situations we use a question form. 
Could you hold the door open for me, please? 
Would you mind giving me a lift? 

You should always talce the trouble to put your request into a question form. 
It would not be polite to say simply Give me a lift. In such a situation, the 
imperative would sound abrupt and even rude. 

Even people in positions of authority often use a polite formula rather than a 
simple imperative. 

Can you get out your books, please? 
I want you to just keep still a moment. 
You mustn't spend too long on this. 
I'd like you to move a bit closer together. 
Would you like to come this way? 

The imperative is sometimes used to give orders. 

Teacher (to pupils): 
Doctor (to patient): 
Boss (to employee): 
Traffic sign: 

Open your books at page sixty. 
Just keep still a moment. 
Don't spend too long on this. 
STOP 

But it is unusual to begin a conversation with an imperative. Often a polite 
formula is used for the first request, followed by a series of imperatives. 

Can you get out your books, please? Open them at page sixty and look at 
the photo. Then think about your reaction to it. 

An imperative can also be used informally between equals. 
Give me a hand with these bags. 
Hurry up, or we're going to be late. 

TIP 

It's better not to say Do it. 
Say Could you do it please? 
or Would you mind doing it pkase? 
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C Asking for something 

When we ask someone to give us something, we use Can I/we have .. .  ? or 
Could I/we have .. .  ? 

Can we have our bill, please? 
Could I have one of those street plans, please? 

We do not say Give us our bill, please. 

In a shop or cafe we can simply name what we want, but we must add please. 
A box of matches, please. Two cappuccinos, please. 

We can also use I'd like ... or I'll have ... 
I'd like an orange juice. I'll have the fish, please. 

D Other uses of the imperative 

Slogans and advertisements: 
Save the rain forests. Visit historic Bath. 

Suggestions and advice: 
Why not take a year out before college? Travel around and see the world. 

Warnings and reminders: 
Look out! There's a car coming. 
Always switch off the electricity first. 

Instructions and directions: 

Mind you don't fall. 
Don't forget your key. 

Select the programme you need by turning the dial. Pull out the knob. The 
light will come on and the machine will start. 
Go along here and turn left at the lights. 

Informal offers and invitations: 
Have a chocolate. Come to lunch if you like. 

Good wishes: 
Have a nice holiday. Enjoy yourselves. 

E Imperative + question tag 

We can use a positive tag after a positive imperative. 
Get out your books, will/would/can/could you? 

The tag makes the imperative less abrupt. 

The·tag can't you? after an imperative expresses annoyance or impatience. 
Keep still, can't you? Hurry up, can't you? 

In warnings, reminders and good wishes, the tag is won't you? after a positive 
imperative and will you? after a negative. 

Drive carefully, won't you? 
Don't forget your key, will you? 
Have a nice holfday, won't you? 



12 Exclamations 

F Let .... 

Let's + verb expresses a suggestion. 
It's a lovely day. Let's sit outside. 

The full form is let us, but we normally use the short form let's. 

We can use the tag shall we? 
Let's have some coffee, shall we? 

The negative is let's not or don't let's. 
Let's not waste/Don't let's waste any time. 

NOTE 

a Let me means that the speaker is telling him/herself what to do. 
Let me think. Where did I put the letter? 
Let me see what's in my diary. 

Let me see means 'I'm going to see.' Compare let meaning 'allow'. 
Oh, you've got some photos. Let me see./May I see? 

b After let we can refer to another person or other people. 
If Lauren doesn't want to come out with us, let her stay at home. 
Let them sort out their own problems. 

This means that I think they should sort out their own problems. 

12 Exclamations 

A An exclamation is any phrase or sentence spoken with emphasis and feeling. 
Oh no! Lovely! You idiot! Stop! Oh, my God! 

In writing we use an exclamation mark (!). 

B fherc arc structures ·vVHh·how and what that can be used in an exclamation, 
although they do not always have an exclamation mark. 

After how we can use an adjective or adverb. 
How awful! How nice to see you. How brave you are. 

We can also use a subject+ verb. 
Look at the plants - how they've grown!

After what there can be a noun phrase with a/an or without an article. 
What a surprise! What a good idea. 
What nonsense you talk. What nice things you've got. 

C Some exclamations have the form of a negative question. 
Aren't you lucky! (= You're lucky./How lucky you are!) 
Wasn't that fun!(= That was fun./What fun that was!) 
Don't you look smart!(= You look Sfi1:art./How smart you look!) 
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13 The use of questions 
BUYING A TRAIN TICKET 

Travel agent: Can I help you? 

Customer: Do you sell rail tickets? 

Travel agent: Yes, certainly. 
Customer: I need a return ticket from Bristol to Paddington. 
Travel agent: When are you travelling? 

Customer: Tomorrow, Thursday. Coming back the same day. 
Travel agent: Are you leaving before ten o'clock? 

Customer: It's cheaper after ten, is it? 
Travel agent: It's cheaper if you leave after ten and return after six. 
Customer: What time is then.ext train after ten o'clock? 

Travel agent: Ten eleven. 
Customer: Oh, fine. And how much is the cheap ticket? 

Travel agent: Thirty-two pounds. 
Customer: Can I have one then, please? 

. . 

The most basic use of a question is to ask for information. 
What time is 'the next train?~ Ten eleven. 

But we can use questions in other ways, especially with modal verbs, e.g. can. 

A request: 
A suggestion: 
Offering to help: 
Offering something: 
Asking permission: 
Complaining: 

NOTE 

Can i have one then, please? 
Shall we take the early train? 
Can I help yo�? 
Would you like a brochure? 
May I take one of these timetables? 
Why can't you listen when I'm talking to you? 

There are also 'rhetorical questions', where an answer is not usually expecte�. 
What do you think will happen?~ Who knows? 
You're always criticizing me, but have I ever criticized you? 

14 Question forms 

A Yes/no questions and wh-questions 

18 

There are two question types: a yes/no question and a wh-question. 

A yes/no question can be answered by yes or no. 
Do you sell rail tickets?~ Yes, we do./Certainly. 
Will I need to change?~ No, it's a direct service. 



•, 

14. Question forms

A yes/no question begins with an auxiliary verb (do, will).
' . 

Sometimes other expressions are used instead of yes or no.
Are you leaving before ten o'clock?� I e_xpect so. 

A wh-question begins with a ·question w9rci 
When are you travelling?~ Tomorrow. 
What shall we do?~ I don't know. 

/ 

·'I 

The question words are who, what, which, whose, where, when, why, and 
how. For more details, > 15-16. · · · ': ?. · ' 

NOTE 

We can use or in a question. · , 

Are you coming back today or tomorrow?~ Today. 
Were you running or jogging?~ I was running. 

Or can link two clauses. 
Are you coming back today, or are you staying overnight?~ I'm coming back today. 

The second clause can be the negative of the first one. 
Are you coming back today, or aren't you?lor not? 

This stresses the need for a yes or no answer and can sound impatient. 

B lnve
_
rsion in questions 

r 
• 

,, . · "

' .,, ' ' 

In most questions there is inversion of the subject and the auxiliary. 

Statement 
You are leaving today. 
The train has stopped. 
We can sit here. 

Questton 
Are you. leaving todax? 
Why has the train stopped? 
Where can we sit? 

If there is more than 'one I iuxiliary verb, then only the fir�i: one c.ome$ before 
. ,, \ . the subje�t. . ,., ,, , . ','. , } . .· 

Statement· 
. ,. 

I could have reserved a seat. 

\\ \. :Question , 
' t � • 

Could I have r:eserved a seat? 
I ' 

(NOT Ctndd narie .r reserved (;l seat!) 
• I ! { � · . 

In simple tenses we use the auxiliary verb do.

Statement 
You like train journeys. 
They arrived at six. 

Question ., 
Do you like train journeys? 
Did they arrive at six? 

• 
' I 

\ 
• ,• 

Be on its own as an ordinary verb can also come before the .subject. 

Statement 
The train was late. 
My ticket is somewhere. 

i,lan9ua9a 

Question 
Was the train late?�. 
·Where is mY. ticket?
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NOTE 

In simple tenses, do can be used for emphasis in a statement. > 38C Compare: 

Statement with emphasis 
You do like train journeys. 
They did arrive at six.

Question 
Do you like train journeys? 
Did they arrive at six?

C Questions without inversion 

In informal conversation a question can sometimes have the same word 
order as in a statement. 

You're leaving tomorrow?~ Yes. 
The car was blue?~ That's right. 
The car was what colour?~ Blue. 
They went which way?~ That way. 

TIP 
-

When you ask a question, say Are you leaving tomorrow? and not You're 
leaving tomorrow? A question without inversion is not as usual in English 
as in some other languages and can sometimes sound a little strange. 

15 Wh-questions 

A Question words 
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Here are some questions with the various question words. The sentence in 
brackets shows how each question relates to a statement. 

Who did Luke take to the dance? (He took someone to the dance.) 
What are you reading? (You're reading something.) 
Which film shall we see? (We'll see one of the films.) 
Whose bike is that? (It is someone's bike.) 
Where do you live? (You live somewhere.) 
When did the accident happen? (It happened at some time.) 
Why is your friend so upset? (She is upset for some reason.)

How did you get a ticket? (You got a ticket somehow.) 
For short questions, e.g. Why?, > 25A. 
For whom, > lSC. 

NOTE 

a In these examples, the question word relates to something in a sub-clause. 
What did Emma think I said? (Emma thought I said something.) 
When would you like to leave? (You would like to leave at some time.) 

b Why (not) can come before a noun phrase or a verb. 
Why the panic?(= What is the reason for the panic?) 
Look at our prices - why pay more? (= Why should you pay more?) 
Why not stay for a while?(= Why don't you stay for a while?) 



15 Wh-questions 

TIP 

Do not confuse who's and whose. 
Who's is a short form of who is or who has. 

Who's going to the party? 
Whose party is it? 

B Who, what, etc as subject and object 

When who or what is the subject of a question, there is no inversion. The 
word order is the same as in a statement. Compare these questions. 

Subject 

Who invited you to the 
party?~ Laura did. 
(Someone invited you.) 
What caused the accident?~ The 
driver of the lorry fell asleep. 
(Something caused the accident.) 

Who saw the detective? 
(Someone saw him.) 

Object� 

Who did you invite to the 
party?~ Oh, lots of people. 
(You invited someone.) 
What did the accident cause? 
~A 20-mile tailback. 
(The accident caused something.) 

Who did the detective see? 
(He saw someone.) 

Here are some more examples of a question word (or a question word + 
noun) as the subject. 

Who is organizing the trip? 
What happens next? 
Which came first, the chicken or the egg? 
Which coat looks the best on me? 
Whose car has been stolen, did you say? 

We can also use how many and how much. 
How many people know the sc,cret? 
How much of the money goes to those who really need it? 
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C Whom 

When who is the object of a question, we can use whom instead. 
Who/Whom did you invite? 

Whom is formal. 

TIP 

Use who, not whom. Whom is formal and r�ther old-fashioned. 
Say Who can you see? not Whom can you see? 
Who is more usual in everyday speech. 

D Prepositions in questions 

A question word can be the object of a preposition. 
Where does Maria come from? 
(Maria comes from somewhere.) 
What are young people interested in these days? 
(Young people are interested in something these days.) 

Usually the preposition comes in the same place as in a statement (come 
from, interested in). 

But in formal English the preposition can come before the question word. 
On what evidence was it decided to make an arrest? 
In which direction did the men go? 

When who/ whom is the object of a preposition, there are two possible 
structures. 

Who were you talking to? 
,To whom were you talking? (formal) 

When the question begins with a preposition, whom is used, not who. 
(1'J'OT To who were you talking?) 

NOTE 

Since comes before when even in informal English. It often suggests disagreement. 
I always help with the washing up~ Oh yes, since when? 
Since when has this area been closed to the public? 

The second example might be used to challenge someone trying to bar people from a 
public place. The same question with How long . . .  ? would be more neutral. 

16 More details about question words 

A Question word + noun 
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What, which and whose can have a noun (or an adjective+ noun) after them. 

Without a noun 

· What will you do?
Which is best, Thursday or Friday?
Whose was this stupid idea?

With a noun 

What action will you take? 
Which day is best? 
Whose stupid idea was this? 



16 More details about question words 

Which can come before one/ones or before-an of-phrase. 
We've got lots of suitcases. Which one shall we take? 
Which of the bands did you like best?, 

We can also ask Which one of ... ? , ·· ·, 
Which one of these boxes should I tick? 

B The use of who, what, and which 

- Who always refers to a ·human being.
Which can refer either to humans or to something non�human.
What refers mostly to something non-human� but it can refer to humans
when· it comes before a noun.

who 
which 

what 

Human 

Who is your maths teacher? 
Which teacher/Which of the 
teachers do you have? 
What idiot wrote this? 

Non-human 

Which supermarket! Which of the 
supermarkets is cheapest? 
What book are you reading? 
Wh�t do you do in the evenings? 

Who cannot come before a noun or before an of-phrase. 
(NOT WhB tef.tcher dB yt)l!,_ fttwe? and NOT WhB ttf the tef.tchers dB ytJtt htwe?) · 

There is a difference in meaning between what and which. 
What do you do in your spare time? What sport do you play? 
Which is the quickest route? Which way do we go now? 

We use what when there is an indefinite (and often large) number of possible 
answers. We use which when there is a definite (and often small) number of 
possible answers. 

What sport? 
Tennis, or golf, or football, or ... 
Which way? 
Right or left? 

The choice of what or which depends on how the speaker sees the number of 
possible answers. In some contexts either word is possible. 

What newspaper I Which newspaper do you read? 
What parts I Which parts of France have you visited? 
What size I Which size do you take? 

NOTE 
We can use what to deny the existence of something just mentioned. 

Why don't you invite a few friends?:"' What friends? I haven't got any friends. 

C Question phrases 

What and how can combine with other words to form phrases that are often 
used to begin a question. 
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What can come before a noun. 
What time is the next train?~ Ten eleven. 
What colour shirt was he wearing?~ Blue, I think. 
What kind ofttype of/sort of computer have you got?~ Oh, it's a laptop. 
What make is your car?~ It's a BMW. 

We use what about or how about to draw attention to something or to make a 
suggestion. 

What about/How about this packaging? Are we going to throw it away? 
What about/How about some lunch?~ Good idea. 

We use what . . .  for in questions about purpose or reason. 
What are these screws for?~ To fix the handles on. 
What did you make such a fuss for?~ Sorry, but I was annoyed. 

How can come before an adjective or an adverb. 
How old is this building?~ About two hundred years old. 
How far did you walk?~ Miles. 
How often does the machine need servicing?~ Once a year. 
How long can you stay?~ Not long, _I'm afraid. 

It can also come before many or much. 
How many people live in the building?~ Twelve. 
How much is the cheap ticket?~ Fifteen pounds. 

NOTE 

How come is an informal phrase meaning 'why'. There is no inversion after how come. 
How come all these papers are lying around?~ I'm in the middle of sorting them out. 

D How and what . . . like? 

We can use how in friendly enquiries about someone's well-being, 
enjoyment or progress. 

How are you?~ Fine, thanks. 
How did you like the party?~ Oh, it was great. 
How are you getting on at college?~ Fine, thanks. I'm enjoying it. 

What . . . like? asks about quality. Sometimes it has a very similar meaning 
to How ... ? 

How was the film? I What was the film like? 

But What . . .  like? does not refer to well-being. 
How's your brother?~ Oh, he's fine, thanks. 
What's your brother like?~ Well, he's much quieter than I am. 
What does he look like?~ He's taller than me, and he's got dark hair. 

TIP 

When you are introduced to someone, both of you say hello. 

In a formal situation, you might say How do you do? (rather old-fashioned). 
If someone says How do you do? to you, you should reply in the same way. 
How do you do? is not a real question, so don't say Very well, thank you. 

Americans say How are you? to each other when they are introduced. 
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16 More details about question words 

When you meet someone you know, especially when you haven't seen 
them for some time, it is friendly to ask how they are. 

How are you?~ Very well, thank you. And you?~ Oh, I'm OK, thanks. 

E What exactly ... ? About how tr)�_ny ... ? etc 

To ask for exact information we can use· exactly or precisely after a question 
word. � -

What precisely do you want to know? 
We can also put exactly or precisely in end .position. 

When are you coming ba6k exactly? 

To ask for approximate information, we cari use roughly or approximately. 
" , ' . 

They usually go in end position. 
How many people will there be roughly? 
How big is the room approximately? 

They can also go before the question word or ·phrase. 
Roughly how many people will there be?· 

We can also put about before a question phrase such as what time, how 
many, how much, or how long. 

About what time do you think you'll be ready? 
About how long would the journey take? 

F Else 

Else means 'other'. 
What else do we need? (What other things ... ?)

Who else did you invite? (What other people ... ?)

G Emphasizing a question 

We can emphasize a question by using on earth. 
What on earth do you think you're doing? 
Where on earth have I put that letter? 

On earth expresses the speaker's feelings. In the first example I am surprised 
or annoyed about what you are doing. In the second I am puzzled about the 
whereabouts of the letter. 

We can also use ever. 
What ever/Whatever can the matter be? 
How ever/However did you manage to find us? 
Who ever/Whoever left that gate open? 
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17 Indirect questions 

We can ask a question indirectly by putting it into a sub-clause beginning 
with a question word or with if/whether. This makes the question sound less 
abrupt. 

We need to know what the rules are. 
Can I ask you how much yoz fre getting paid for the job? 
Could you tell me where Queen Street is, please? 
I'm trying to find out who owns this building. 
Do you know when the train gets in? 
I was wondering if/whether you could gi,ve me a lift. 

There is no inversion in the sub-clause. 
NOT �''le 1'teetl to k1'UJw what -are tfte rules. 

NOTE 

a If the main clause is a statement (We need to know), then there is no question mark. 

b For question word + infinitive, > 108. 
Could you tell me how to get there? 

18 Negative questions 
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POWER CUT 

Claire: Did you see 'Big Brother' last night? 
Anna: No, we can't watch Tv. Our electricity is still off. 
Claire: What! Haven't they got the power back on yet? 
Anna: No. It's an awful nuisance. It's over a week now. 

Claire: Isn't there a deadline? Don't they have to do it within 
a certain time? 

Anna: I don't know. 
Claire: Why don't you refuse to pay your bill? 

Anna: Yes, I might just do that. 
Claire: And come to our place tonight. 

A Use 

A negative yes/no question often expresses surprise. 
Haven't they got the power back on yet? 

The context shows that the negative is true, because Anna has just explained 
that the electricity is still off. Claire is expressing her surprise at this. 

A negative yes/no question or question with why can be a complaint. 
Can't you be quiet? I'm trying to concentrate.~ OK, sorry. 
Why haven't you done what you promised?~{ didn't promise. 

We can use Why don't/doesn't ... ? or Why not ... ? for a suggestion. 
Why don't you refuse to pay your bill? 
Why not use your credit card? We accept all major cards. 



i,lan9ua9C! 18 Negative questions 

Negative questions with who, what, or which usually ask for information. 
Who hasn't returned this library book?,..;It must be Charlotte. 

. What can't you understand?~ This sentence here. 
Which of the guests doesn't eat meat?~ Oh, that's Julia. 

We can use a negative question to ask the hearer to agree that something 
is true. 

Isn't there a deadline? Don't they have to do it within a certain time? 
Haven't we met somewhere before? 

The meaning is similar to We've met somew__here before, haven't we?> 20 

B Form 

We make a question negative by putting n't after the auxiliary. 

Positive 
Are we a democratic people? 
Have they got the power back on? 

The negative of am I is aren't I.

Negative 
Aren't we a democratic people? 
Haven't they got the power back on? 

Why aren't J, getting paid for this? 

We do not use not after the auxiliary. 
(NOT i4re not we a democrtttic people'!) 

In more formal English not can come after the subject. 
Are we not a democratic people? 

We can use other negative words. 
Are you never going to finish? Is there no electricity? 

If the question word is the subject, n't or not comes after the auxiliary. 

Positive 
Who has filled in this form? 
Which program works? 

Negative 
Who hasn't/has not filled in this form? 
Which program doesn 'ti does not work? 

We can also use other negative wor<;ls in a wh-question . 

Positive 
Which of us has ever 
done anything dishonest? 

C Yes/no answers 

. NegatiJe 
Which of us has never 
done anything dishonest? 

The answer no agrees that the negative is true. The answer yes means that the 
positive is true. 

Haven't they g9t the power back on yet?~ No, not yet. It's a real nuisance. 
Haven't they got the power back on yet?~ Yes, it's back, thank goodness. 
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19 Answering questions 
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A How long should an answer be? 

Some questions can be answered in a word or phrase, but for others you need 
one or more complete sentences. Here are some examples from real 
conversations. 

Didn't you hear about the bank robbery?~No. 
I've got a hat. ~ What colour?~ Brown. 
Do you like school?~ Yes, I do. It's OK. 
How long do you practise?~ About half an hour. 
How is Lucy?~ She's a lot better now. In fact I think she'll be back at 
school next week. 
Why did you sell the car?~ It was giving me too much trouble. I was 
spending more money on it than it was worth spending money on. 

It is usually enough to give the relevant piece of information without 
repeating all the words of the question. There is no need to say No, I didn't 
hear about the bank robbery or The hat is brown in answer to these questions. 

NOTE 

People sometimes give an indirect answer or avoid answering the question. 
What time will you be back?~ Well, these meetings sometimes go on for hours. 
Are you a member of this club?~ Why do you ask? 

B Yes/no short answers 

We can sometimes answer with a simple yes or no, but English speakers often 
use a 'short answer' like Yes, I do or No, we haven't. A short answer relates to 
the subject and auxiliary verb of the question. A positive answer is yes+ 
pronoun+ auxiliary. A negative answer is no+ pronoun+ auxiliary+ n't. 

Is it raining? 
Have you finished? 
Can your sister swim? 

' Positive 

Yes, it is. 
Yes, I have. 
Yes, she can. 

Negative 

No, it isn't. 
No, I haven't. 
No, she can't. 

In simple tenses we use the auxiliary verb do. 

Do you play the piano? 
Did we do the right thing? 

Positive 

Yes, I do. 
Yes, we did. 

Negative 

No, I don't. 
No, we didn't. 

In this example, the question has be as an ordinary verb. 

Positive Negative 

Are you in a hurry? Yes, I am. No, I'm not. 



19 Answering questions 

We can sometimes use another phrase ,Qr clause insteqd pf yes or no.
Am I in the team?~ Of course (you are). 

· · 

Were you late?~ I'm afraid I was. . . ,, 
Does the jacket go with the shirt?~ I think it does. 

' i,,- � '' J., H .- .. · � J · ;'_.- t:J,i.·i� 
We oft�n add information or ,comment aft�r•,� .,�iµin\e yes or no or after a 
short answer. . , � 

Were you late?~ Yes, I missed the bus,. . , , , \ 
Did Carl get the job?~ No, he didn't, Zfnfoi;tU;lJately. 
Have you read this book?~ Yes, I have. I really enjoyed it. 

• 
I� l� ; )t� • 

TIP 

In some situations it can seem abrupt or unhelpful to simply answer 
Yes or Yes, it is. In a friendly conversation, it is better to add something 
relevant to keep the conversation going. 

Is this CD player new. ~ Yes, it is. I bought it last week. 

NOTE 

a The full form not in a short answer is formal or emphatic. 
'V\{� the scheme a suc;cess? ~ No, it

1 
was n(!t. [t U!qs a complete failure. 

b We can use a short answer to agree or di�agree with a statement. 
, 

• , ! '� ',,i, 

Agreeing: These photos are good.~ Yes, they are. 

Disagreeing: 

It doesn't feel very warm. ~ l'{o� it_;�e�J?, 't. 

I posted the letter.~ No, you didn't. It's still on the table. 
We can tt afford a car.~ Yes, we CO.I'}, if we borrou,rthe money. 

c We can use a pronoun + auxiliary' when 'we answer a' wh-question. 
Who filled this crossword in?~ I did. 

I• :
.. 

. " . ' 

C Requests, offers, invitations, and sugges�ions. 
' ' . L 

,,_,,.' ' 

We cannot usually answer these with a short.answer such as Yes, you can or 
tYes, I would. .."·

1 • 

Can I use your phone, please?~Sure.!Of course. 
Would you like a chocolate?~ Yes, please. Thank·you. 
W�uld yo,u like, to c,ome to my_ party? ";',Yes, I'd lpve to. T_hank you very 
much. 
Shall we have a coffee?~.GoqdJdea,.!Yes, why,nof! 

A negative answer to a request; invitation or suggestion needs some 
explanation.· , • . , . 

Can I use your phone, please?~ Sorr,y, someone's using it at the moment. 
Would you like to come to my party on Saturday?~ I'm sorry. I'd like to, 
but I'm going to be away this weekend. 
Shall we have a coffee?~ I've just had one, but you go ahead. 
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20 Question tags ➔ Audio

A The form of a negative tag 

30 

The form of a tag depends on the subject and auxiliary of the main clause: 
It's . . .  , isn't it? The structure of a negative tag is auxiliary+ n't + pronoun. 

It's raining, isn't it? 
You've finished now, haven't you? 
The others can go, can't they? 

In simple tenses we use the auxiliary verb do. 
Louise works at the hospital, doesn't she? 
You came home late, didn't you? 

In these examples the main clause has the ordinary verb be. 
It's colder today, isn't it? Those sausages were nice, weren't they? 

After I am or I'm . . . the tag is aren't I? 
I'm late, aren't I? 

NOTE 

A negative tag occasionally has the full form not instead of n't. Not comes after the prononn. 
Progress is being made, is it not? 

This structure is used in a formal style or to add emphasis. 

B The form of a positive tag 

A positive tag is like a negative one, but without n't. 
It isn't raining, is it? You haven't finished, have you? 
These beans don't taste very nice, do they? 

C More details about the pronoun 

We can use the subject there in a tag. 
There were lots of people at the carnival, weren't there? 

But we do not use this, that, these or those in the tag. We use it or they instead. 
That was lucky, wasn't it? 
These plates aren't very expensive, are they? 

If the subject is a word ending in -one or -body (e.g. anyone, nobody), we use 
they in a tag. 

Anyone could just walk in here, couldn't they? 
Nobody likes going to the dentist, do they? 

If the subject is a word ending in -thing, we use it in a tag. 
Something fell out of your bag, didn't it? 
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20 Question tags 

D Summary of stFuctures.with tags 

OFF TO· AUSTRALIA 

" . 
- .. J,; 

James: 
Tim: 

James: 
Tim: 
James: 

It's colder today, Isn't it? 
I _\it , ._ 

Yes, it's not very warm, is it? But I'll be off to Australia soon, 
-as usual. 
Lucky you. You go there every year, do you? 
.Yes, I always.spe,id our winter in• �dTJ,ey. 
You get the best of both worlds; don't you? 

There are three main structures. 

Positive statement '.fl- negative tag: 
Negative statement+ positive tag: 
Positive statement + positive tag: 

NOTE 

• J 

It's your birthday, isn't it?> E
It isn't your birthday, is it?> F
It's your birthday, is it? > G

For tags with the imperative and let's, >llE-F. 
·, · , • · r r 

E Positive statement + negative tag -t Audio

This kind of tag asks the hearer to agree that the statement in the main clause 
is true. It is sometime�._.opviou� that_tbe st�temel).t is tt:u,e. For example, in the 
conversation in D, both James and Tim know that it is colder today. In the . ·c' . ... • . , . � , • 
sentence It's colder' today, isn't it?•the tag is•not really'a request for 
information. It is an invitation to the hearet' to respond. 

It's cold, isn't it?~ It's freezing. I should have put a coat on. 
You're Italian, aren't you? ri,J Yes, I come from Milan. I'm staying here 

. with spme friends. .• , -
. 

I '
• 

·We can use a tag irt a..;reply.
•. • •: It's not so warm· today. ;.., No, 'it's freezing, isn't it?
Here the tag expresses agreement. We do not need to reply to it.

When the statement is clearly true, a falliµg �tonation .is used on the tag. 
It's cold, � isn't it? . . , Coal fires are-n,ice, , aren't they? 

But when the speaker is not sure if the statement is true; th,e voice can rise on 
the tag. ·; · · · · · 

You'll be back in the spring, ..,, won't you? 
· · 

·· We're'going th'e'right way,..,, aren't wet~ I hope so.
Iri the second example the speaker can choose a rising intonation in order to 
ask for reassurance. 

NOTE 

Sometimes a tag with a rising intonation can express surprise. 
They have central,heating,, don't they? Everyone has' central heating nowadays. 

Co�pare, D_on't they hav,e central heating?, which also e)Cpresses surprise.> 18A
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F Negative statement + positive tag ➔ Audio

This structure is used mostly in the same way as the examples in E. The tag 
invites the hearer to respond. Compare these sentences. 

It's colder, isn't it? 
It isn't so warm, is it? 

With both negative and positive tags, the voice falls when it is obvious that 
the statement is true. 

In these examples with a rising intonation, the speaker expresses suspicion or 
disapproval by inviting the hearer to confirm or deny something. 

You didn't make a scene, did you?~No, of course I didn't. 
You aren't staying in bed all day, are you? 

The second example means 'I hope you aren't staying in bed all day.' 

We can also use the structure with a rising intonation to ask a tentative 
question or make a tentative request. 

You haven't heard the test results, have you?~No, sorry, I haven't. 
You couldn't lend me ten pounds, could you?~ Yes, OK 

A negative statement can have a negative word other than not. 
There's been no news yet, has there? 
You never tell me anything, do you? 

G Positive statement + positive tag ➔ Audio

This structure has a different meaning to the examples with a negative 
statement or a negative tag. Look at this part of the conversation in D. 

James: I'll be off to Australia soon, as usual. 
Tim: You go there every year,do yoJill 

Tim realizes from James's words (as usual) that James goes every year. The 
information is new to him. He is expressing interest and inviting James to 
continue the conversation and give him more details. Tim's words mean 'Oh, 
so you go there every year.' 

Here are some more examples. 
I've got no time at the moment. ~ You're busy, are you? 
~ Very busy, I'm afraid. 
Vicky doesn't live here any more. ~ Oh, she's moved, has she? 
~ She moved out about a month ago. 

In the second example she's moved, has she? means that I realize she has 
moved but I would like you to confirm this and perhaps tell me more. 

Compare the positive and negative tags. 
We can't move this cupboard.~ It's heavy, isn't it? I tried to lift it, but 
I couldn't. 

Here the second speaker already knows that it is heavy. But in the following 
example, the information that it is heavy is new to the second speaker. 

We can't move this cupboard.~ It's heavy, is it? I was afraid it might be. 



21 Echo questions and echo tags 

NOTE 

a In informal speech a statement tag is sometimes used after a positive statement. 
You're crazy, you are. That was great, that was. It makes me mad, it does. 

The tag adds emphasis to the statement. 

b . A positive statement + positive tag is not used in American English . 

. . 

21 Echo questions and echo tags 

A Echo questions ' .... .. 

We can use an echo question when we do not understand what someone 
says, or we find it hard to believe. 

I often eat bits of wood.~ What do you eat?!You eat what? 
My father knew Bill Clinton. ~ Who did he know?/He knew who? 
Did you see the naked lady?~ Did I see the what? 

The second speaker is asking the first to repeat the important information. 
' ' 

The voice rises on the question word . 
.,,, What have they done? They've done .,,, what? 

NOTE 

We can use a statement with rising intonation to check that we heard correctly. 
I often eat bits of wood.~ You eat bits of wood? 

B Echo tags ➔ Audio

We form an echo tag like a question tag. A positive statement is followed by a 
positive tag, and a negative statement is followed by a negative tag. 

We're moving house soon: ~ Oh, are you? 
The team played brilliantly. ~ Did they really? 
My sister isn't 'very well. ~Isn't she? I'm sorry to hear that. 
The children can't swim. ~Can't they? ·

These tags express interest in what someone has just said. The voice rises. 
Oh, .,,, are you? Did they .,,, really? 

Now look at these examples. 
We're moving house soon.~ You aren't, are you? 
The children can't swim. ~ They can, can't they? 
Max won the prize.~ He didn't, did he?. 

The last example expresses, surprise or disbelief. The speaker didn't expect 
Max to win the prize. 

We can use a negative tag in reply to a positive statement. 
That was great. ~ Yes, wasn't it? 
It's a lovely day. "'.It is, isn't it?· 
The team played brilliantly.~ Yes, didn't they? 

In the last example, both speakers saw the team, �d agree that they played 
11 . . . . . . : <>-,:,'.,./·;.,, very we . . . . . .. . .. · .. :, . -

:· -� ... -�/ .: . 
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A 
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In this conversation Mary's friends are talking about her new glasses. 

MARY'S GI.ASSES 

Sarah: 

Tom: 
Simon: 
Tom: 

Simon: 

Susan: 
Simon: 
Tom: 

Mary: 
Susan: 
Tom: 

Mary's got a new pair of glasses, look. Does she look different 
to before? 
No, I wouldn't say so. 
They're very nice. I like them. 
I rather like them, yes. 
I think they suit you extremely well. 
I think they're good. 
Very nice. 
Yes, are they a bit bigger than your previous ones? 
Mm, quite a lot. 
I prefer them to the last ones. 
Yes, I think they're nice. 

\ 

), 

Simon: They're a different shape, definitely.· Yes, they're very circular. The 
other ones were a bit more - were they a bit more square? 

Mary: Yes, that's right. And these are photochromic. 

In many'of these sentences, some words are left out or replaced by a 
pronoun. We do this to avoid repeating a word when it is not nee.essary to 
repeat it. For example, the topic of the conversation is Mary's glasses, so 
there is no need to keep repeating the word glasses. 

Sentence 

I like them. 
And these are photochromic. 
Very nice. 
I wouldn't say so. 
That's right. 

Meaning 

I like the glasses. 
And these glasses are photochromic. 
The glasses are very nice. 
I wouldn't say that she looks different. 
That the other ones were a bit more 
square is right. 



23 Replacing and leaving out -nouns 

NOTE ' , .
~ ' . � '· " 

. 
I • • - • ' (

. . I ' .,, ... ,• ' t., . . I . .,, • ·' •� • . 
Sometimes we can leave out or replace words that come later in the sentence. 

If you want to, you can pay by credit card. 
1 (= If y'ou want to pay by credit card, ... ) • i fi ' · 

After he had been given oxygen, the patient recovereq, 

) ' 

·· (= Afte,:;the p�tient.had be!;!n given oxygen, ... ) , ·. 
Here he refers forw/¥'c;is t<;> th'epqt!ent, which c�me� later in the sentence. 

t 

B It is not always pos�fble tp avoid repetiti_on_'. �eo;'s,om�tj�es :µ_eed to repeat a 
word to make the mea.Ilfng �lear.. . , ; , , ,, 1 . _ · 

I bought a book and a CD yesterday:;{ve,got;the b.�ok h(!re, but I can't 
remember where! put the CD. 

, 11• . , I , • • • • 

We cannot use it instead o_f thf! book or the CJ? because w� need to make clear 
which one we are talking about. 

• I; t ; l , ... , 

It is so�etimes more helpful to repeat things because it makes th�.n:i,eaning 
easier to understru;id. , . . . , \ \ , 

After about half a mile you'l� Se(! a s�h9r1J qn<the left..:, Turn right just after 
the school. 

We. can also repeat words.for emphasis., .J •'f ·., ..

This jacket,is cotton, the best cotton you/ean get::-,. 
It is possible here·to say·the best you can,.get,'but tb:e speaker·chooses to 
emphasize the fact that the jacket is made of cotton. 
. 

. I . . 
,, . . . ·-

23 R�plaEing and leaving out Aouns 
: • : •. ..,, , • i 

( i 1 • , t 

We often replace a noun phrase with a pronounJto avoid repeating the noun, 
as happens with glasses ih ,MARY'S GI.ASSES tin·-22. ' · 

1 Mary'Sgot some new •glasses. They're very nice. 
Have you seen Mary? She's got some new glasses. 

For more details about
_i
proIJ.ouns, > ·i 75. 

We can also leave out a noun after certain words. 
. ' ' '

I I p � 

. '

A number: ·.,,. There's only one CD 'in here. ~ No, there are 
two, look. 

A quantifiet:· 

This, that, these, or those. 

A sup�rlative ac;ij�ctive: 

I've got some chocolate here. •Would you like 
some? 
My old glasses weren't photochromic, but 
these are. 
Whicff question was the most difficult? 

,.,. ' .: \ 

We cannot leave�out the whole·noun phrase. , r;. 
(NOT I've got some chocolate here. l"loult=l )'0U Ulee?J 

.. ' \ 

i,lan9ua9a 

• t 

• i 

I ' 
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24 Leaving out words after the auxiliary 

36 

A A sentence can end with an auxiliary if the meaning is clear from the context. 
I'm doing this wrong. ~ Yes, it looks as if you are. 
Kate hadn't brought an umbrella. She was pleased to see that Lauren had. 
I don't want to answer this letter, but perhaps I should. 
Can you _get cable TV? We can. 

If the verb is in a simple tense, we use the auxiliary verb do. 
I don't enjoy parties as much as my wife does. 
Don't laugh. If you do, I'll kill you. 

We can also end a sentence with the ordinary verb be. 
This piece isn't long enough.~ This one is. 

We often use this kind of sentence when we are expressing a comparison 
or contrast. 

The meeting went on longer than I thought it would. 
I'm not a student, but my 'girlfriend is. ' · 

NOTE 

The stress can be on the auxiliary or the subject, whichever is the new information. 
I've made a mistake.~ Yes, I'm afraid you HA VE. (focus on the fact) 
Someone's Tnflde a mistake.~ Yes, I'm afraid YOU have. (focus on the person) 

B The auxiliary can be positive or negative. A positive auxiliary cannot be a 
short form. 

Am I too late?~ Yes, I'm afraid you are. (NOT I'm afra.id you're.) 
But an auxiliary can be followed by not or by the short form n't. 

Am I too late?~ Of course you aren't/you're not. 
We can use a negative auxiliary to contradict someone. 

What did you have for breakfast?~ I didn't. I never have breakfast. 

C Usually everything after the auxiliary is left out. 
Can you see now?~ Yes, I can. 

After can we leave out see now. But in some contexts we put a word or phrase 
after the auxiliary, for example, a tag or an adverbial. 

This is a nice colour. ~ It is, isn't it? 
ls there a.market today?~! don't know. There was yesterday. 

In the second example a market is left out of the answer, but yesterday is new 
information. 

D Sometimes we have to use two auxiliary verbs. When the first auxiliary is a 
new word in the context, we cannot leave out the second. 

Have the team won?~ Everyone's smiling, so they must have. 
I don't know if Tom is still waiting. He might be. 
When is the fence going to be repaired?~ It already has been. 

In these examples must, might, and has are new in the context, so we use 
both verbs. 



25 Other structures wher� words are left out 

But when the two auxiliaries are both in the previous sentence, then we can 
leave out the second auxiliary. 

The gate hasn't been repaired, but the fence has '(been). 
You could have hurt yourself, jumping off there.~ I suppose I could (have). 

In British English, do is sqmetimes used ,after an ampliary.
I don't want to answer t�/s letter, but perhaps I�sho�ld (do).
Have we won the contract?~ Everyone's smiling, so we must have (done). 

Here do means 'answer the letter', and done means 'won the contract'. 

25 Other structures where words are left out 

A Short questions 
I ( ,t .� ....

) \ ' <c\ \ ' 

A short yes/no question consists of an auxiliazy t subjec�. 
I've been.to New York before. Have you?~No, I haven't.,. 
I wanted Karen to pass her test.~ And dtd she?,.;_, Yes, 'fortunately. 

Here it is clear from the context that And did she? means 'And did she pass 
.her test?' 

In a short wh-question, we simply use a question word or question phrase. 
. I think I'm going to give up my course.~ Really? Why? 

I've got a _hair a71pointment this afternoon.~ W!iat time? 

When the question word is the subject, the auxiliary can come after it. 
Something rather strange has happened.~ What (has)? 

A sub-clause can also end with a questioii-wo'rd if the meaning is clear from 
the context. . . _ , . 

The road is closed to traffic. No one knows why. 
I put the letter somewhere, and now 1·can't remember where. 

NOTE 

For why in struc�es such as Why the hurry? and Why both.er?, > 15A Note b .
. • . 

t,1. 

B Leaving out a to-infinitive clause . ,,:, . ,. ,,.n,

·' 

When there is no need to repeat a to-infinitive clause, we can sometimes 
leave out the words after to. 

\ 

Would you like to join us for lunch?,....;. Yes, I'd love to. ·• ,, 1 • 

Jane got the job, although she didn't expect to. 
We need people to serve refreshments. Are you willing to? 
I didn't take any rzotes because I didn't feel the .need, fo. . 

You've switched the computer off. I told you not to, didn't I? 
This happens most often when to follows .a verb, adjective, or noun, e.g. love 
to, willing to, need to. 

But we repeat an auxiliary after to. 
Jane was chosen for the job, although she didn't expect to be. 
I'm not sure if the system has crashed, but it seems to have (done). 
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Sometimes we can leave out to. This happens especially after the verbs like, 
try, and want. 

You can stay as_long as you like. 
Take one of these brochures if you want. 

We often leave out to after an adjective or noun. 
You can come through now if you're ready. 
I'd love to ask that question, but I haven't got the nerve. 

C Leaving out the main verb 

The main verb can sometimes be left out. 
The boys sat on the wall and the girls on the seat. 
(. . . and the girls sat on the seat.) 
America has won twelve medals and Australia ten. 
(. . . and Australia has won ten medals.) 

We do not need to repeat the verb when there are two clauses with the same 
structure and the same verb. 

26 Leaving out the first word 

38 

A In conversational English certain kinds of words can be left out at the 
beginning of a sentence if the meaning is clear without them. 

A: Ready? 

B: Sorry, no. Can't find my car keys. 

A: Doesn't matter. We can go in my car. Better get going, or we'll be late. 

It is clear in this situation that Ready? means 'Are you ready?' and that Doesn't 
matter means 'It doesn't matter.' 

B The pronoun I can be left out at the beginning of a statement. 
Can't find my keys. (= I can't find my keys) 

We can leave out I and a positive auxiliary. 
Sorry I was late. (= I'm sorry I was late.) 
Talk to you soon. (= I'll talk to you soon.) 

It, it's, or there's can also be left out. 
Feels colder today. (= It feels colder today.) 
Colder today. (= It's colder today.) 
A cold wind today. (= There's a cold wind today.) 

We can sometimes leave out a/an or the before a noun at the beginning of 
the sentence. 

Cup of coffee is what I need. (A cup of coffee . .. ) 
Television's broken down. (The television . . .  ) 



27·- Tao, either', so, and neither/nor 

C We can leave out the auxiliary or the ordinary verb be from a yes/no question. 
Your problem been sorted out?(= Has your problem been sorted out?) 
Everything all right? ( = Is· everything all right?) 

We can som�times leave out ·the si1bject as well, especially if the subject is 
you or there. · · · :1 . , 

Tired? ( = Are you tired?),. 
Any free seats in here?(= Are there any free seats in here?) 
Need a loan? Just give us.a ring. (= Do you need a loan?) 

The la�t e�ample is from.� adv:ertisement which is written in a 
J• . ' t t • • • •  

conversational style. · 
. 

D We can sometimes leav�,out an imperative verb, especially be or a verb which 
expresses movement. 

Careful. (= Be careful.)_ . . . , 
This way, please. (= Come this way, please.) 

' I 

27 Too, either, so, and neith•erlnor 
. ' 

A Too and either 
.) I 

After a clause there can be a short addition with too or either. It expresses the 
idea that What is true of one thing is also- true of another. These are the 
patterns. . ' , •' · t 

� t l.; j 

Positive: subject+ auxiliary+ too
,, ' . ' 

You're yawning. ~ You are, too. We're both tired. 
Negative: subject + auxiliary+ n't + either

My sister ca 't dr{ve, and her husband can't eith,e,;. 
:" . ; . .. "'� 

\ 
. ··-

.. 

In simple tenses we use the auxiliary verb do.
I like chocolate. ~ I do, too. :y; .
That calculator doesn't work.~ This one doesn't either. . . 

• _ •• • I l 

We can also use be on its own as an ordinary verb. 
I'm tired. ~ I am, too. , . .

In informal English we can say Me too or Me nezther.
I'm tired. ~J'am, t'od.lM� too. 

I haven't got any motley. ~ I h�ven 't either.!Me neither. 
. � . : 

B So and,,neitherlnor ,. 

We can also form a short addition with so and neither or nor. Here so means 
. 'too','' also': 

)· 

. . 
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Positive: so + auxiliary + subject 
I like chocolate. ~ So do I. 
You're beautiful.~ So are you. 
Children should behave themselves, and so should adults. 

Negative: neither/nor+ auxiliary+ subject 
My sister can't drive, and neither/nor can her husband. 
We haven't got a colour printer.~ Neither/Nor have we. 
The apples don't taste very nice.~ Neither/Nor do the oranges, I'm afraid. 

So do I means the same as I do too, and neither! nor do I means the same as I 
don't either. 

NOTE 

For Children should behave themselves, as should adults, > 233D Note. 

C Negative after positive; positive after negative 

In these examples, a negative addition follows a positive statement, and vice 
versa. This kind of addition is used to express a contrast. What is true of one 
thing is not true of another. 

I'm tired. ~ Well, I'm not. 
We don't go bowling.~ WE do. 

The stress is on the subject I and we. 

We can also use a short statement to contradict what someone says. 
You're tired. ~No, I'm NOT.

You don't go bowling.~ We no. 
The stress is on not or on the auxiliary. 

28 So and not: I think so, I hope not, etc 

A So replacing a clause 

40 

The word so has a number of different uses. In these examples, it replaces a 
whole clause. 

Will you be going out?~ Yes, I expect so. 
(= I expect I will be going out.) 
I'm not sure if this is the right answer, but I think so.

Is your luggage insured?~! don't know. I hope so.

Has the committee reached a decision?~ Well, it seems so.

We cannot leave out so, and we cannot use it in these contexts. 
(NOT Yes, l expect.) and (NOT Yes, [ expect it) 

In this structure with so replacing a clause, we tan use these verbs and 
expressions: be afraid, it appears! appeared, assume, believe, expect, guess, · 
hope, imagine, presume, say, it seems! seemed, suppose, suspect, tell 
(someone), think. For do so, > 29A. 



28 So and not: I think so, I hope not, etc 

We do not use know or be sure in this structure. 
The flight has been cancelled.~ Yes, I know. (NOT Yes, I know so.) 
The flight has been cam;elled. ~Are you sure? (NOT Are yott ·sttre so?) 

·" .. . ..... . 

NOTE 

We can use so with the verb be. 
I'm travelling around the world.~ Is that so? 

Here Is that so?(= Is that true?) expresses interest. 

B So or not in the negative 
' .. 

There are two negative structi.u;es. ,., 
.

Negative verb + so: Will you be going out?~ I don't expect so. 
Positive verb + not-. Is this watch broken?~ I hope not. 

With the verbs expect, imagine, and think, we usually form the negative with 
n't . . .  so. 

Is it a public holiday on Monday?~ I don't think so. 
I think not is possible but rather formal. 

There are some verbs and phrases which always form the negative with not. 
It's no use waiting any longer.~ I guess not. 
Is this picture worth a lot of money?~ I'm afraid not. 

These verbs include assume, guess, hope, presume, and suspect. We also use 
not.after afraid. 

Some verbs can be used in either structure. 
Will- they give us a day off?~ I don't suppose so. 
We can't just leave without telling anyone. ~I suppose not. 

These verbs are appear, believe, say, seem, and suppose. 

The two structures with say have different·meanings. 
Is the illness serious? ~:J don't know. The doctor didn't say so. 
Is the illness serious? ~·No, it isn't. The doctor said not. 

C So at the beginning _ ... ; ,.,. � •) l 

With a few verbs, so can come at the beginning of the clause. We use this 
structure to comment on the truth of a statement. 

Is there going to be an extra day's holiday?~ Well, so I've heard. 
· The exam has been postponed. Or so I understand.

These verbs include assume, believe, hear, say, and - understand. 

We Ca.I) use so they say t<? express the idea that a· piece of information may be 
Just a rumour. 

They're giving away free tickets. Or so they say. 
So you say expresses doubt or disbelief about what someone says. 

You're_.bound to get a nice welcome. ,..,,so you say. I rather doubt it myself 

We can also use appear and seem after it. 
Mark and Laura are good friends. ~ So it appears. I So it seems. 
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D If so and if not 

So and not can replace a clause after if 
Looking for a higher ra_te of interest? If so, you need our Super Savers 
account. 
Have you got transport? If not, I can give you a lift. 

E Not after an adverb 

We can also use not after certain adverbs. 
Will your friend be fit to travel?~ No, definitely not. 

These adverbs include certainly, definitely, maybe, of course, perhaps, 
possibly, presumably, and probably. 

29 More patterns with so

42 

A Do so, do it, and do that 

We can use do so or do it to avoid repeating an action verb and the words that 
follow it. Do so is a little formal. 

If you have not already paid this bill, please do so immediately. 
She had always wanted to fly a plane, and now at last she was doing so/it. 

The stress is on do, not on so or it. 

When do has a different subject from the verb it replaces, we cannot use so. 
Everyone else jumped. Why couldn't you do it? 

Here the subjects everyone else and you are different. 

When we use do that, we usually stress that. 
We need someone to serve drinks. ~ I'll do THAT if you like. 
I might tell the boss exactly what I think of her.~ Oh, I wouldn't do THAT if I 
were you. 

In this last example, that is stressed to express surprise or shock at the kind of 
action that is mentioned. 

B So in short answers 

A short answer with so can express agreement. The structure is so + pronoun 
+ auxiliary or 'be.

You can't go this way. This is a one-way street.~ Oh, so it is.
So it is means that the speaker agrees that it is a one-way street. He/She is 
noticing or remembering it. 

Compare these two structures. 
You've made a mistake.~ So I have. (I agree that I have made a mistake.) 
I've made a mistake: -;..., So have I. (I have made a mistake, too.) 



., ' ) 30 Special styles 

C. So and that way '· 1, . 

So can replace, an adjective after become and remain.
The situation is not yet serious, but it may become so. 
(= It may become serious.), 1 , 

So is rather, formal h,ere. �!1- inf<?�mal Englfsh we use get/ stay that way.
The situation isn't s"erious·yet, but it may get.that iv_ay. 

' . 

We can also use so after more or less. 
It's usually quite busy here "7 more so• in summer, of course. 

D The same 
• I ,· . , .. , 

The same .can replace words just mentioned, StJCh as a complement or 
an object. · · · ,. · · 

Monday was beautiful, arid Tuesday was the same., 
What are you having? ~ Steak and chips. ~ I think I'll have the same . 

. ..,

We can use do the same (thing) to refer to an action just -�irentioned. 
' 

The actor forgot his lines at a vital-moment. The, next night he did the same 
(thing). (= The next night he forgot his lines again.)

We can also use say the· same (thing) or think, the same to report words or 
thoughts that have just been mentioned. 

, � l 'l. I ,1-, • • � • ' ! 

The first person Tasked said they disagreed with the _idea, and everyone else 
sa:id the same (thing). (= Everyone else s�id they; disagr��d with the idea.)
The others think we should take part, r:znd I think th� _same.
(= I think we should take part.)

· · · · 

Note the expression feel the same or feel the same way. 
The others think we should take part, and I feel the same (ivay). · · •J 

We can use The same is .trae·of ... or The same'goes for ... to show that 
information about one thing-also applies to another. 

The Labour Party is divided on the issue,• and the ·same is true of the 
Conservatives. (= The Conservatives are also divided on the issue.) 
There is -a, shortage of cheap h0using here, 1:Jut the same.goes for other 
places. ( = There is also a shortage of cheap housing in other places.) 

NOTE 

, We c� use (The) sa17?� to you to re.turn good wishes. 
Happy New Year!~ Thank you. (The) same to you. 

\ . \ 

30 Special styles 

J., . 

In some special styles of English, words are left out to save space. 
. ' 

A Signs and labels . ,. 

A sign or label usually gives the necessary information in as few words as 
possible, e.g. Office, No entry, Airmail, Sold. 
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44 

B Newspaper headlines 

Alan, the, and the verb be are often left out of headlines. 
Stone circle discovery (= The discovery of a stone circle) 
PM on holiday(= The Prime Minister is on holiday.) 

The simple present is often used to refer to recent events, where n9rmally the 
present perfect would be used. 

Actor dies (= An actor has died.) 
Bomb kills boy. (= A bomb has killed a boy.) 

A passive participle on its own is often used instead of the present perfect 
passive. 

Six arrested in raid(= Six people have been arrested in a raid.) 

A to-infinitive is sometimes used with a future meaning. 
Factory to close (= A factory is going to close.) 

C Instructions 

The is sometimes left out of instructions. 
Open battery compartment cover by pushing in direction of arrow. 
(= ... the battery compartment cover ... the direction ... the arrow) 

When an instruction is on the thing it refers to, there is often no need for the 
verb to have an object. 

Handle with care. ( on a parcel) 
Do not cover. (on a heater) 

D Note style 

English can be written in note style when information needs to be given as 
briefly as possible, for example on a postcard. 

Arrived safely Saturday. Hotel OK, weather marvellous, sun shining. Lots to 
do here. Going on excursion tomorrow. 

However, this style would not be polite in a letter, where there is space for 
full sentences. 

This example is from a guidebook. 
French-style cafe on two floors, just off Bridge St. Nice pastries and delicious 
coffee downstairs. Some hot food served upstairs. Trendy late-night 
hangout; office crowd during the day. 

The words left out include I and we, a/an and the, auxiliary verbs, the verb be 
and there isl are. 

Text messages often use note style and abbreviations. 
Arrive in 30 mins. CU soon. 
(= I will arrive in thirty minutes. See you soon.) 



Wo�d �1:,�er �nd· e_plpJ,�s�s. 

31 Introduction 

A Imagine you are sitting in a cafe with a friend drinking a cup of coffee when 
one of you makes this comment. 

This coffee tastes awful. , , 
This statement begins with the,subject (This coffee,) and .the verb (tastes). This 
is the normal word ... order in a statement: Here a complement (awful) follows 
the verb. For details of what can follow the verb, > 4. 

' We can also•look at the sentence from the .. point of-yiew of the information it
communicates. The first phrase (This coffee)ds the topic, ·what the sentence is 
about .. The last phrase (awful) is the important information about the topic. 
This ·coffee is 'old information' because it is naturally in our thoughts in the 
situation. Awful is 'new information', the poir:it of the message. The sentence 
starts with old information and then tells us something new about it. This is a 
typital �ily of commuriicating information,' although'it is certainly not an 
absolute rule: 

B Sometimes there are different ways of sayihg the same thing. Compare these 
pairs of sentences. 

The Studio Cafe does better coffee 
than this. 
A group of us went to the Studio 
Cafe last week. 

· I lik_e the atmosphere. in this place.

This coffee isn't as good as at the 
Studio Cafe. 

\ Last week a group of us went to 
the Studio Cafe. 
Whqt I like about this place is the 

�- atmospbere. 

Each pair of sentences orders the information 'in a different way. The choice 
of one or the other will depend on the context and what information is old or 
new._ The rest. of this chapter is,;about how-w� make such choices. 

32 Linking the information in a text 

,, 

ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE 

Many scientists th�nk that tJ:te universe was born in a colossal explosion 
called the Big Bang. Iri fhis explosion, lS�OOf?. million years ago, all matter, 
energy, space and tim,e were c,re,afe_d. Of course no 011e pas there ·to tell us 
what happened. But discoveries in physics and astronomy have enabled 
scientists to tr(J,Ce the Un�versils lffst?ry t� it$ Ji,:st fraction_of a second. They 
believe at that.time the Univers� was squashed into a finy volume, and it has 
been expanding ever, sin�e. The Big Bang Theory was put forward in 1933. 
Another idea, called the Steady State Theory, was suggested in i 948. This said 
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that new material was continuously being created, and so overall the 
Universe would not change. The Steady State Theory has now been 
discounted. More recently, scientists have been looking into the future of the 
Universe. What happens next? 

(from The Darling Kindersley Science Encyclopedia) 
• I 

When we are writing a text we usually try to start each sentence with 
something known or expected in the context. Usually it relates to something 
just mentioned. The new information comes later in the sentence. For 
example, in the sentence The Steady State Theory has now been discounted, 
the theory is already in our thoughts because it has just been mentioned. The 
new and important information is that scientists no longer believe it. 

Here are some ways in which the starting-point of a sentence can link to 
something mentioned in the previous sentence. 

Type of link Just mentioned in the Starting-point of the 
previous sentence new sentence 

J:lepeating a word in a colossal explosion � In this explosion, . . .

Using a pronoun have enabled scientists � They believe . . .

Expressing something the Universe was � The Big Bang Theory 
in .different words squashed into a tiny was ... 

volume, and it has 
been expanding 
ever since 

Making a contrast has now been � Mbre recently, 
discounted scientists . . .

Most of the sentences in ORIGIN OF THE UNIVERSE take as their starting-point an 
idea which is already familiar or which links to something earlier in the text. 
This helps the reader to see how one sentence follows on from another. 

TIP 

When writing a com.position, try to link your sentences by starting each 
one with known information and then saying something new about it. 

33 Linking the subject 

46 

We often use the subject to link with what has gone before. 
The men are in prison. They raided five banks. 
There was a series of robberies. Five banks were raided. 
The girls did well. Celia won the first prize. 
There were lots of prizes. The first prize went to Celia. 
We can't get all the furniture in. The sofa is too big to go through the door. 
There's a problem. The door isn't wide enough to get the sofa through. 



34 Front position 

· � • We can often express. an idea in different ,ways, e.g. They raided five banks.I
Five banks were raided. In these examples the subject relates .to th� previous

•. ·sentence and,the new information ·comes at,\the end of the sentence.
, ·: \ , , ·,; e,. r } ·i f r ·1 , • • 

.�n ���se example�, _(h� garage and Sepfe.mbe,r !Ypuld typically come after a
preposition (in). Here 'they�� tp.e subjectj)f t!ie secotjd clause or sentence. 

The house was empty,' b'u{(he garage ::1:fntliined some old chazrs and tables. 
(= There were some.•old·chairs·and tables·in.1the·garage.)1 

This has been an eventful year for the 'company.; September saw our move 
to new offices. (= We moved to new office�s in·September.) 

Garage links to house because it is next to the house, and September links to 
year because it is part of the year. Note ·that·in the second example tbe,c,•..; � \ :I i./ J..,. J;;:' � ·, 't -, r • • '"' � structure September saw . . . is rather formal. 

: • ' • ·, 
. � . • i lf - 'fl • t ' ., 

Sometimes we can use 'an abs�ract n?':1� to, r�fe.:i; _:1Jack to 1:J}e idea in the
, p[eviou� sent�I)�e. . , . , , ., ·: , . .. . 1. • . 

, �o_mepne thr�w, a st.pne ffzr:ougl;i the Witft!,_,;nv,._,,.:,Ji_� incident upset everyone.
Lucy had finally made up her rrzind: Bu·� �he J!,e�ision. had not been easy. 
The people here have nothing.· TJ,,eir pov(!rty is extreme., 

'\. ; f .•• '' .• ' .,, .. /. t • • • ; - • 

• ,\ � \ j , 
� r·· � - . . ; . .,, • . •. ,: . 
34 �r0nt p.osition ... · :.

• i. /" • '-·', l. -� ;.. 

The subject often comes in front position. (at ,the beginning of a sentence). 
j, But it does not always ·-ao ;so. We Cari "put ·fuother phrase in front po'sition 

before the subject. We sometimes do this to emphasize a phrase or to 
·· '- co���ast ·i{wfft'.i 'phrases iii other �'ent�n2�s;·'i>utti!1i ·a phrase in ·froiit position

. . \ can make" it more p'rominerit than in its� normal position. 
'\ '

_.,A An adverbial'i�fro·nt''posi"tion ,._. ' :.i',, · 
. � ... • ' 

Most kinds of adverbial can go in front position, for example truth adverbs, 
comment adverbs, and linking adverbs 

1

;�206!:202;· · · · · · 
. : . • ' .. ·••,J\'' ., 

.
.. ' . . I'm not sure why we're in 'this traffic 1am. � Maybe ther�'s been an accident. -

I left the car unlocked.'"·tuckily it" was sitll 'there whe17; I got back. 
The weather wasn't very good. Despite that, we had a good day out. 

'· 
'. ,., ·,

) 
. •1. J; . ' . ' 

Adverbials of time often go in front position., Look,at,these instructions. 
First of all sift the flour and salt into a large, roomy bowl. Then put a grater 
in the bowl and coarsely grate ,the parsnips into the flour,· then toss th(}m 
around. After that, add the cubes of Parmesan and chopped sage and toss 

i. ' thai th. Now lightly' beat tHe 'eggs and milk toge�·h'er:'
(from D. Smith Deli4's. How to Cook), � •· • ; • , l • • � • � • 

. 
. ' 

Here the positt9p. of �he.�dye�bi�s 1(!.f �im_e m,ake_s it �asier for tp.e? reader to
see the sequence of events. . · ' · · 

• 
I ..___, .· 

I • 
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Adverbs of place and frequency can come in front position for contrast or 
emphasis. 

It was warm and comfortable in the little cottage. Outside, it was getting 
dark. (Outside contrasts with in the cottage.) 
Everyone shops at the big supermarket now. Quite often the little shop is 
completely empty. (emphasis on quite often) 

An adverb of manner can also come in front position. 
Slowly the sun sank into the Pacific. 

This can be rather literary. 

B Inversion after an adverbial 

This sentence has the normal word order: subject + verb + adverbial. 
A furniture van was outside the house. 

Now look at this same information in a written context where the adverbial of 
place (outside the house) is in front position to link with the information 
(number sixteen) in the previous sentence. 

Alan walked along Elmdale Avenue and found number sixteen without 
difficulty. Outside the house was a furniture van. 

After the adverbial of place there is inversion of the subject (a furniture van) 
and the ordinary verb be. (NOT Outside the hott!Je ti furniture vtln wtlS.)

A furniture van is the new information and comes at the end of the sentence. 

We can do the same with other verbs of place and movement, e.g. come, go, 
lie, sit, stand. 

The room contained a table and four chairs. On the table lay a newspaper. 
Detectives were watching the house when out of the front door came a man 
in a black coat. 

The important information (a newspaper, a man in a black coat) comes at the 
end of the clause or sentence. 

There is no inversion with other verbs, 
Outside the house two women were talking. 
(NOT Outside the hott!Je were tttlkin-g two women.) 

NOTE 

We can also use the structure there + be. > 35

There was a furniture 11an outside the house. 

C Inversion after here and there 

We can use here and there in front position to draw attention to something in 
the situation. 

Here is an announcement for passengers on flight TW513 to Mia,rzi. 
(an airport announcement) 
And there goes Williams! Into the lead! (a sports commentary) 

In this structure we can use be, come, or go in the present simple. There is 
inversion of the subject and verb. The subject, the new information, goes at 
the end. 

Here is an announcement. 



35 The ernpty subject there 

But when the subject is a pronoun, there is no inversion. 
, And there goes Williams! There he goes, look! 

Where are my keys?~Here they are. 

D An object or complement in front position 

We can sometimes put an object in front position, especially when it is in 
contrast with something else, or when it makes a link with what has gone 
before. .1 

Do you prefer cats or dogs?~Dogs I love, but cats I can't stand. 
His possessions from his previous address had been delivered to her door 
that same morning: two boxes of personal effects and an ancient iron 
bicycle. The bicycle she wheeled into the back yard. The boxes she carried 
upstairs. 

(from R. Harris Enigma, 

We can also sometimes put a complement in front position. 
They enjoyed the holiday. Best of all was the constant sunshine. 
The scheme has many good points. One advantage is the low cost. 

There is inversion. The subject (the low cost) is the important new 
information and comes after the verb be. 

35 T-he empty subject there

· A The use of there
, ,,., .. 

Imagine that two people are discussing where to eat, and_ one of them wants 
to mention a Chinese restaurant which is just round the corner. In this 
sitµation a sentence like A Chinese restaurant is round the corner would be 
possible but unusual. A phrase with a/an is usually new information, and so 
would not usually come at the beginning of such a sentence. Instead we use a 
structure with there + be. • . ' ' 

Where can we eat?~ There's a Chinese restaurant round. the corner. 
There + be expresses the idea that something exists. 

TIP 

To point out the existence of something, use there. 
A mess-ttge is for yeu. ➔ There's a message for you. 
A big µ-arf!;f:k ltJ6S yesteffitty. ➔ There· was a big parade yesterday. 

NOTE 

The subject there is not stressed and is normally spoken in its weak form /{ja/, like the. The 
subject there is not the same as the adverb there meaning 'in that place'. The adverb is 
pronounced / rJea(r) /. 

There /{ja/ was� restaurant there JrJea/, almost hidde,;i from view. 
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B Adverbials with there + be

In structures with the empty subject there, we often use an adverbial in end 
position. 

There was a roof over the stadium. 
There's a concert next week. 
There are some letters for you. 

But we can use there + be without an adverbial. This can happen especially 
with nouns expressing a situation or an event. 

I'm afraid there's a problem. (= A problem exists.) 
There's been an accident. (= An accident has happened.) 

C Noun phrases after there + be

We normally use there+ be before a noun phrase which is new information. 
The noun phrase has an indefinite meaning - it can have a/an, some, any, no, 
or a number, or it can be a noun on its own or with an adjective. It can also 
have a quantifier such as a lot of, many, much, or several or a pronoun such 
as something. 

There's a calculator in the drawer. 
There was no time to look round properly. 
There must have been twenty people at least in the queue. 
There's hot water if you'd like a bath. 
There can't be much memory in this computer. 
There's something I ought to tell you. 

We do not usually use a noun phrase with the, this/that etc or my/your etc, 
except when we remind someone of the existence of something specific. 

We haven't got anything we could sell. 
~ Yes, we have. There's your jewellery. 

The verb be agrees with the noun phrase that comes after it. 
There is a letter for you. There are some letters for you. 

But in informal speech you may hear there's before a plural. 
There's some letters for you. 

D Negatives, questions, and tags 

We form negatives and questions with there in the normal way. 
There wasn't/There was not a single thing to eat in the house. 
Are there any letters for me? 
What is there to do in this place? 

We often use no + noun to form a negative. 
There was no food in the house. 

We can use there in a question tag. 
There's a concert-next week, isn't there? 



35 The empty subject there

E There + infinitive or ing-form· 

There can also be the subject of an infinitive (to be) or an ing-form (being). 
I didn't expect there to be such a big crowd. 
The village is very isolated, there being no bus service. 

But this structure is rather literary. A finite clause is more usual. 
I didn't expect there would be such a crowd. 
The village is very isolated because there's no bus service I there isn't a 
bus service. 

F There + be with relative clauses 

We can put an active or a passive participle after the noun phrase. 
There's someone waiting for you. 
(= Someone is waiting for you.) 
There was a van parked outside the house. 
( = A van was parked outside the house.) · 

But we do not use a participle for a singl� complete action. 
There was a noise that woke me up. 
(= A noise woke me up.) 
(NOT There wtlS a noise waking ,ne up.) 

In the following exa:rpple the relative pronoun (which) is the object of the 
relative clause. 

There's a ,small matter which we need to discuss. 
When the relative pronoun is not the subject, we cannot replace it with a 
participle. 

NOT There's a small matier ,ieeding to discuss. 

G There with other verbs 

We use the subject there mostly with the verb be. Some other verbs are 
possible but only in a formal or literary style. 

On top of the hill there stands an ancient tower. 
There now follows a party political broadcast. 
The next day there occurred a strange incident. 

Verbs in this structure include: appear, arise, arrive, come, emerge, enter, 
exist, follow, lie, live, occur, remain, result, sit, stand, take place. 

We can sometimes use another verb between there and be. 
There don't seem to be enough chairs. 
There proved to be no truth in the rumour. 
There appears to have been an accident. 

Verbs in this structure are: appear, chance, happen, prove, seem, tend, 
turn out, use. 

NOTE 

We can sometimes leave out to be after seem, especially before a phrase with little or no. 
There seemed (to be) little difference in the prices. 
There seems (to be) no reason for alarm. 
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A /t for time, distance, etc 
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We can use it to refer to the time, distance, the environment, or the weather. 
It's quarter past ten. How far is it to the beach? 
It'll be getting dark soon. It was cold yesterday. 

B /t referring to a clause 

Look at these sentences. Each has a clause as its subject. 
To make new friends is difficult. 
That so fe.w people came to the meeting was a pity. 
How much money some people earn amazes me. 

This word order is possible but not very usual. Instead, we normally use it as 
the subject, and the clause comes later in the sentence. 

It's difficult to make new friends. 
It was a pity so few people came to the meeting. 
It amazes me how much money some people earn. 

Because the clause is long, it comes more naturally at the end of the sentence 
than at the beginning. 

With a gerund clause we use both structures. 
Making new friends is difficult. 
It's difficult making new friends. 

We can also use it as the object. 

subject + verb it complement 

I find it difficult 
We all thought it a pity 
The Board has made it clear 

clause 

to make new friends. 
so few people came to the meeting. 
that no money will be available. 

This structure is the most natural way of expressing the meanings in these 
examples. It would be a little awkward to say I find making new friends 
difficult and impossible to say i",'e ttll thought thttt so few people ettme to the 
meeting tt pity. 

C It seems, etc 

It can also be an empty subject before appear, happen, seem, and turn out. 
It seems the phone is out of order. 
(= The phone seems to be out of order.) 
It just so happened that I had my camera with me. 
(= I happened to have my camera with me.) 



37 There or it? 

There is also a structure with it looks as if (as though -and it seems as if I as 
.d though; . , . . ,, ·" .. 

· I.( looks as if it's goir;ig to ,ra,i,:,,. .1 s , 
It seems as though we'll never manage to save enough money. 

NOTE 

For It is said that ... , > 92A. 

• ; I 

37 There or. it? 

there 

There + be expresses the fact that . 
something exists or happens. 

We use there with a noun phrase of 
indefinite meaning, e.g. a young 
man, any classes. 

There's a young man'at the door. 
(= A young man is at the door.) 
There's a strong wind today.· 
( = A strong wind is blowing.) 
There weren't any classes. 
(= No classes took place.). 

Compare the structure with there 
and the structure with have. 

There isn't any truth in the story. 
The story has no truth in it 

38 Emphasis ➔ Audio

A Introduction 

it 
'i 

It +: be, identifies or describes 
something. . 

It refers· to something definite, e.g. 
the young man, the day, something 
known in the situation . 
. l ,Jt's Jonathan. 

(='The young·man is Jonathan.) 
Y,es, it'$ windy. ·, ' 
(= Ther�eather is .windy.) 
It was $aturday. 
(= The day-was Saturday.) 

It can also refer forward to a clause. 

It isn't true what they say. 
(=What, they say isn't true.) 

I '

In this conversation, emphasis is laid on a number of words and phrases. 

MUSIC PRACTICE 

. . ) 

Chloe: Why weren't you at the music practice yesterday? 
Emma: I didn't know there was one. How did you find out about it? 
Chloe: It was you who told me. Don't you remember,? 
Emma: Oh, yes, I do.remember now. I'd forgotten. I've got a TERRIBLE

memory. Anyway, I thought it was THURSDAY, not Tuesday. 
Chloe: What you need is your own personal secretary.-

Chloe uses struct_ures with it and what to emphasize you.and your own 
personal secretary. Emma emphasizes the fact that she remembers, and she 
emphasizes the words terrible and Thursday. 
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B Emphatic stress ➔ Audio 

When we put emphatic stress on a word, we speak it with greater force than 
usual. We do this to make it more prominent and often to contrast it with 
something else. 

Is the practice on Tuesday?~ No, I told you. It's on THURSDAY. 
I wanted a LARGE packet, not a small one. 

Here the stressed word is in capital letters to show that it is spoken 
emphatically. You may also see italics, bold or underlining used to emphasize 
a word in print. 

When a word has more than one syllable, we write the whole word 
differently, e.g. on 'THURSDAY. But in speech only one syllable has extra stress, 
e.g. on 'THURsday. We stress Thurs- but not -day.

We can also use emphatic stress to give extra force to a word expressing an 
extreme quality or feeling. 

I've got a TERRIBLE memory. It's a HUGE building. 
The talk was EXTREMELY interesting. I'd LOVE a cup of coffee. 

NOTE 

Some words can be repeated for emphasis. They are very, really, and words expressing 
extreme feelings, quantity, or length of time. 

I've been very very busy. This has happened many many times before. 
What a terrible, terrible tragedy! We had a long, long wait. 

The use of commas to separate repeated words is optional. 
Sometimes we use and, especially with verbs and particles. 

We waited and waited, but no one came. 
The noise just went on and on. 

C Emphasis in the verb phrase ➔ Audio 

We can stress the auxiliary or the ordinary verb be. 
You CAN download the software. Someone told me you couldn't. 
I HAVEN'T taken your calculator. I haven't touched it. 
You aren't tired surely! ~ Yes, I AM. I'm exhausted. 

In a simple tense we use the auxiliary do to emphasize the verb. 
I really DO want to be a doctor. It's my ambition in life. 
Oh, your garden DOES look nice. 
I DID post, the letter. I'm absolutely certain. 
Do you want to fly in a l!alloon? ~ No, I DON'T. The idea terrifies me. 

When a positive form of do is used for emphasis, we do not ,need to mark the 
emphasis in writing. 

I really do 1f}ant to be a doctor. 
-

When we emphasize the auxiliary, we are usually emphasizing the positive or 
negative meaning of the sentence. I did post the letter means that yes, I 
posted it. But sometimes emphasis on the auxiliary contrasts with another 
kind of meaning. 



i,lan9ua9cz 
38 Emphasis 

We MIGHT go away for the weekend. We haven'.t decided definitely. 
(It is POSSIBLE, not definite.) 
I DID have a mobile phone, but it was stolen. 
(in the PAST, not now) 

We can stress an ordinary verb to emphasize its meaning. 
I've BORROWED your calculator. I haven't stolen 'it. 
Did you deliver the letter?~ Well, I POSTED ii. 

Here borrowed and posted are emphasized in contrast to stolen and delivered. 

NOTE 

We can also add emphasis by using adverbs such as really, indeed, and certainly. 
Your garden really does look nice. 
You can indeed do·wnload the software. 

D Emphasis with it

In the conversation. MUSIC PRACTICE in A, Chloe wants to emphasize the 
identity of the person who told her about the practice. 

It was you who told me. 
The structure is it + be + phrase + relath�e clause. The phrase that we want to 
emphasize (you) comes after be. 

. 

' 

Look at this statement. 
Amundsen reached the South Pole in 1911. 

We can emphasize the subject, object or adverbial. 
It was Amundsen who reached the South Pole in 1911. 
It was the South Pole that Amundsen reached in,1911. 
It was in 1911 that Amundsen reached the South Pole. 

For details about the use of who, which, and that, > 268A. 

When a pronoun comes after be, it is usually in the object form. 
It was me who told you, remember? 

For It was I, > 175B Note. 

We can also emphasize a prepositional object. 
How do you like the choir? ~ It's the orchestra I'm in. 

We can even emphasize a whole clause. 
It's because I was in such a hurry that I forgot my ticket. 

We can include a phrase with not. 
It was Amundsen, not Scott, who reached the South Pole in 1911. 
It was the South Pole, not the North Pole, that Amundsen reached in 1911. 

E Emphasis with what

In the conversation MUSIC PRACTICE in A, Chloe wants to emphasize that Emma 
needs her own personal secretary (and nothing else). 

What you need is your own personal secretary. 
We can use a what-clause+ be to emphasize a part of the sentence. The thing 
we need to emphasize comes after be. 
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Look at these statements. 
A technical fa ult caused the delay. 
The guests played mini-golf after tea. 

We �an emphasize different parts of the sentence. 
What caused the delay was a technical fault. 
Wh(lt the guests played after tea was mini-golf. 
What the guests did after tea was (to) play mini-golf. 

. What happened after tea was that the guests played mini-golf. 

We can sometimes emphasize a prepositional object. 
What I long for is a little excitement. 

We cannot use who in this structure. We use it only with a noun in front of it. 
The people who played mini-golf were the guests. 
(NOT lVho played mini golf were tlie guests.) 

NOTE 

a We can emphasize an action: What the guests did was (to) play mini-golf Here are 
some examples with other verb forms. 

What the guests are doing is playing mini-golf. 
What I've done is_ sent/is (to) send a letter of complaint. 
What we could do is (to) hire a car. 

b We can reverse the order of the what-clause and a noun phrase. Comp·are the word 
order in the following two examples. 

The train was two hours late. What caused the delay was a technical fault. 
There have been problems with new signalling equipment. A technical fault was what 
caused the delay. 



Verb te-nses 
• { ·r l ' •;}-

' 
, .

39 1·ntr-oduction 
'\' '. ' >;; i .. 

These are 'the tenses of the English verb 'play: 
. ' � . � 

Present simple: We play card ,games ,every week. > 40 
Present continuous: We are playing now.> 41 
Present perfect: We have played two games.> 44 
Present perfect continuous: We have been playing cards. > 48 

. � . 

Past simp�e: } i iye played tennis yesterday. > 43 
Past continuous: t: ., .. 'We lf)(!re playing with SOYJ'!:e frien�, > 47 
Past perfect: We had played the day before. > 49 
Past perfect continuous: Y · · We had ·been playing for ages. > 50 

.,, . ' 
\ .. � • • 't 

The verb phrases play, are playing, etc are the main verb of a clause. Each 
verb phrase is _either present or past. It can also be ·continuous (be+ •ing-form) 
or perfect (have+ past participle), ot-•ifcan be both continuous and perfect 
(have+ been + ing-form)._ 

; • � l l •. i t. 
• • • 

Some verbs are not normally usea in tl_ie conti�uous form. These are state 
verbs like know, belong; and seem. For example, we can say I'm playing tennis 

' . ' (an action), but we say I like tennis (a state). For more details about state 
• I ( • 4 ,� . • 

"'? i. . ' verbs and action verbs,.> 51. · · . 
" 

In this\'chapter we.JooR at.tenses, but they,_are,not the only possible verb forms. 
A verb phrase can beg�n "Y}tlJ-. � iyodal. ver?, >_ 70

._ 
It can also be passive, > 86.

NOTE 
' � 1 � ' 

a The forms above are usually .called 'tenses'. But strictly speaking, then� are only two 
tenses in English- preseri.t and past. The two tenses can combine with the two 'aspects' 

- continuous aspect and perfect aspect. \ · · 
' • � ,- -t • 1 ·� I ; \ • 

• 

r 
t \ 

b r Another word for the continuous is the 'progressive'. 

c For ways of talking about the future, > 53. 

40 The present simple 

A Form 

! r 
• l • 

' 

The present simple is the base 'form of a verb,'. e.g. play,· know, take. 
You know the answer. I usually take the bus. 

In the third person singulai: we add -s or -es. 
Tom knows the answer. ·· · ,. 

My sister usually takes the bus . .

.This colour matches my jacket. 
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Positive: 

Negative: 

Questions: 

Present simple 

I/you/we/they play 
he/she/it plays 

I/you/we/they do not play 
he/she/it does not play 

do I/you/we/they play? 
does he/she/it play? 

Short forms 

I/you/we/they don't play 
he/she/it doesn't play 

There are some spelling rules for the s-form. 
We add -es after a sibilant sound, e.g. push ➔ pushes. > 276. 
y changes to ie, e.g. hurry ➔ hurries. > 280A. 

For the pronunciation of the ending, > 276B. 

Note also the forms does ldAzl, goes /gauz/, has lhrezl, and says /sezl. 

The verb be is irregular.> 65A. 

I am I You are I Simon is the oldest. 

In the negative we use do not or don't and the base form of a verb. 
I just do not know the answer. 
The neighbours don't take any notice. 

In the third person singular we use does not or doesn't and the base form. 
Tom does not know the answer. 
The journey doesn't take long. (NOT The jo1:trney ,io takes lo1'tg.) 

In questions we use do and the base form of a verb. 
Do you know the answer? What do we take with us? 

In the third person singular we use does and the base form. 
Does Tom know the answer? 
How long does the journey take? (NOT lfow long tttkes the jo1:tr1'tey?) 

We do not use do with be. 
Are you the oldest? 

For have, > 66C. 

B Basic uses of the present sirr:iple 

We use the present simple for a present state. This might be a feeling, an 
opinion, or the fact that something belongs to someone. 

My girlfriend likes hiphop . 
. I think it's a good idea. 
This bike belongs to my brother. 

For the difference between a state and an action, > 51A. 



41 The present continuous 

We also use the present simple for facts such as what or where things are. 
Silicon is a chemical element. 
York lies on i the River Guse. 

We use the present simple for repeated actions such .as routines and habits, 
jobs and _hobbies, things that happen again and again. 

The old man walks his dog every morning. 
Tom works in Oxford. He usually drives to.work. 
We do lots of things in our spare time1 We play ·volleyball. 
I don't often see my cousins. 

Typical time· expressions with the present simple are always, often, usually, 
sometimes, ever/never; every day/week, �tc; once/twice a week, etc; 
on Fridar(s), etc; in the morning(s)/evening(s), qt ten o'clock, etc. 

We also use the present simple for things that always happen. 
Food gi,ves you energy. . , 
Paint dries quicker in summer. 

NOTE 

We can ��s<;> }isr t��pres_en.t sfmp!� fq,r
7
fu.tqr� _eve.�ts sre? a,s_ J:?.�rt ff .a �i���?-ble. ?>' 56B

The flight gets 'in at eight tomorrow morning. ' , 1 , t 'l, 
1 

, • \ , . ,1: • 

� 

41 The present continuous 

A Form 

The present continuotis is the present of be'+ ing-form. 
It's raining now, look. Is that boy throwing stones at your car? 
I'm not making a noise. Where are you ca{ling from? 

Positive: 

Present continuous 

I am playing 
you/we/they are playing 
he/she/it is playing 

Short forms 

I'm playing 
. y_qu 're/we're/they're playing 
· he's/she's/it's playing

Negative: I am not playing 
you/we/they are ·not playing 

he/she/it is not playing 

I'm. not playing .
you're/we're/they're not playing
you/we/they aren't playing
fl:e's/sh,fslit's not playing
hf!/shelit i,sn't playing

Questions: am I playing? 
are you/we/they playing? 
is he/she/it playing? 

There are some spelling rules for the ing-form. 
We normally leave out e before -ing, e.g. lose ➔ losing. > 278A 
We double some consonants, e.g. stop ➔ stopping. > 279 
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B Basic use of the present continuous 

We use the present continuous for a present action over a period of time, 
something that we are in the middle of now. The action has started but it 
hasn't finished yet. 

The train is leaving Victoria now. 
Hurry up. Your friends are waiting for you. 
What are you reading? ~ It's called 'White Teeth'. 
I won't be long. I'm just ironing this shirt. 
The earth is getting warmer, scientists tell us. 

Some typical time expressions with the present continuous are now, at the 
moment, at present, just, already, and still. 

The action does not need to be going on at the moment of speaking, as long 
as it has started but not finished. 

I'm reading a really interesting novel, but I can't remember what it's called. 
Is anyone sitting in this seat?~ No, it's free. 

42 Present simple or present continuous? 

A The basic difference 
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Present simple 

A routine or habit: 
We eat in the canteen most days. 

A state or fact: 
My dad loves cheeseburgers. 
We need a new car. 
Two and two makes four. 

For states, > 51A. 

Present continuous 

Something we're in the middle of: 
We're eating lunch at the moment. 

These are the most basic uses of the two tenses. For more details about the 
use of the two tenses, > B-1. 

B Routines and habits 

Present simple 

We use the present simple for a 
permanent routine or habit. 

I travel to work by car. 

My friends live in Manchester. 

Present continuous 

We use the present continuous for a 
temporary routine. 

My car's off the road. I'm 
travelling to work by bus this 

· week.
· They're living in a rented flat
until they find somewhere to buy.

Some typical time expressions are 
this week, these days, nowadays, at/ 
for the moment, at present, and still. 
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NOTE 

a We use the present continuous to say that we are regularly in the middle of something. 
At seven we're usually having supper. 
(= At seven we'.re usually in the middle of supper.) 

Compare the use of the present simple. 
At six thirty we usually have supper. 
(= Six thirty is our usual time for supper.) 

b We can use the following pattern to talk about two things happening at the same time. 
Whenever I see Matthew, he's wearing a tra,cksu-it. 
I usually-listen to music when I'm driving. 

·C Always

There is a special use of always with the ,continuous. 
They're always gi,ving parties, those people next door. 
I'm always losing things. I can never find anything. 

In this pattern always means 'very often'. It sometimes expresses annoyance. 
In the second example I am annoyed at losing things so often. 

Compare these sentences. 
Our teacher always gives us a test. (every lesson) 
Our teacher is always giving us tests. (very often) 

•·

D States 

We normally use the present simple for a state. 

. .

I prefer classical music to pop. These colours look lovely. 
For states, > 51A. 

There are some verbs which can be either simple or continuous when 
referring to a temporary state. 

The weather looks/The weather is looking better today. 
For more details, > 51D. 

E Present actions 

The present simple is sometimes used to describe actions as they happen, for 
example in a sports commentary or a demonstration. 

Hacker passes the ball to Short, but Burley wins it back for United. 
I add the onions, and then I turn down the heat. 

The speaker sees these actions as completed in an instant. Fm: actions over a 
period we use the continuous. 

United are really playing well now. The crowd are cheering them on.

We can use the present simple with a performative verb, e.g. when we suggest 
something by saying I suggest. 

I suggest we alLpay a pound a week. ~ Yes, I agree. 
For performative verbs, > 9. 

NOTE 

We can also use the present simple for actions in expressions like Here it comes and 
There they go. > 34C

., 
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F Past actions 

We normally use the past tense to talk about things in the past. But we 
sometimes use present tenses for the important parts of a story. This makes 
the action seem more immediate and helps bring it to life. 

You'll never guess what happened yesterday. I'm standing there in the 
street, and a man comes up to me and grabs me by the arm . . .

We use the present continuous to set the scene (I'm standing there) and the 
present simple for actions (a man comes up to me). 

We also use the present tenses to talk about what happens in a novel, play 
or film. 

The film is about a waitress who wins the lottery. 
Macbeth murders the King of Scotland, who is staying at his castle. 

NOTE 

The present simple is used in headlines for a recent event. 
England win 5-1 in Germany 

G The written word 

We can report the written word with a present-simple verb. We see the 
written statement as existing in the present. 

It says in the paper that the factory will close. 
The notice warns passengers to take care. 
The letter explains everything. 

We can also do this with what people have said recently. 
Laura says she doesn't feel very well. 

H Instructions 
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We can use the present simple to give instructions or to say what is the right 
way to do something. 

You put your money in here. 
You pull down the File menu and choose Print. 

The future 

We can use the present simple for future events which are seen as part of a 
timetable. > 56B. 

The flight leaves Los Angeles at six tomorrow morning. 
We can also use the present simple in some sub-clauses of future time. > 59. 

If you need any help tomorrow, let me know. 

We can use the present continuous to talk about what someone has arranged 
to do in the future. > 56A. 

A friend of ours is coming to stay with us next week. 
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43 The past simple 

A Form 

With most verbs, we add -ed to form the past simple. 
We walked back to the hotel. 
I just stayed in and watched television. 

The form is the same in all persons. 

Positive: 
Negative: 
Questions: 

Past simple 

someone played 
someone did not play 
did someone play? 

Short forms 

someone didn't play 

There are some spelling rules for theed-form. 
We just add dafter e, e.g. close ➔ closed. > 277A 
We double some consonants, e.g. stop ➔ stopped. > 279 
y changes to ie, e.g. hurry ➔ hurried. > 280 

For the pronunciation of the -ed ending, > 277B. 

But some past forms are irregular. itlan9ua9cz 
The campers left at six in the morning. 
Someone saw the smoke and rang the fire brigade. 

Many common verbs have an irregular past form. For a list, > 286. 
' 

The past form is the same in all persons (she left, we left, etc). The only 

exception is the verb be. > 65A. 
I was/You were late this morning . . 

In the negative we use did not or didn't and the base form of a verb. 
The old people did not walk all the way. 
I didn't see any smoke. (NOT J no saw any smoke.) 

In questions we use did and the base form of a verb. 
Did you see any smoke? 
How far did the old people walk? (NOT HtJw far wal/eetl the old, people!) 

We do not use did with was or were.> 65A. 
Were you late this morning? 

B Basic use of the past simple 

We use the past simple for an acti9n in the past. 
I bought this jacket yesterday. 
The earthquake happened in 1905. 
I saw the film three weeks ago. 
When did the first Winter Olympics take place? 

The time of the action (e.g. yesterday, in 1905) is over. 
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The verb can refer to a number of actions in the past. 
We went to clubs every weekend when we were at college. 
I saw my career advisor several times. 

We can also use the past simple for states. 
I was a beautiful baby. 
The Romans had a huge Empire. 
I believed everything my teachers told me. 

For states and actions, > 51A. 

The past is the normal tense in stories. 
Once upon a time a Princess went into a wood and sat down by a stream. 

Some typical time expressions with the past simple are yesterday, this 
morning(evening, last week/year, a week/month ago, that day/afternoon, the 
other day/week, at eleven o'clock, on Tuesday, in 1990, just, recently, once, 
earlier, then, next, after that. 

NOTE 

a With the past simple we often say when the action happened. But the information 
about the time does not need to be in the same sentence. 

I went to town yesterday and had a look round the shops. I bought this jacket. 
Here it is clear from the context that I bought the jacket yesterday. 
Sometimes there is no phrase of time, but we understand a definite time in the past. 

My sister took this photo. I didn't eat any breakfast. 

b Besides the past simple, there are other ways of expressing repeated actions or states in 
the past. > 82A 

We used to go to clubs every weekend when we were at college. 

c The past tense refers to things which are distant from us. These are usually things that 
happened in the past. But we can also use the past tense to make something in the 
present sound less direct. 

I wanted to ask you something. 
This is a more tentative request than I want to ask you something. 

d We can also use the past for something unreal. > 232B, 246 
I wish I was rich. If I had some money, I could buy a nice house. 

Here the past expresses the idea that being rich and having money is distant from 
our experience. 

44 The present perfect 

A Form 
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The present perfect is the present tense of have+ past participle. 
I've finished with the computer now. 
The train is late. It hasn't even reached Swindon yet. 
Has Sarah passed her exams? 
How long have you worked here? 

Most verbs have a past participle ending in -ed. 
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Present-perfect 
Short forms 

Positive: I/you/we/they have played 
he/she/it has played 

I've/you've/we've/they've played 
he's/she's/it's played 

Negative: I/you/we/they have not 
played 
he/she/it has not played 

I 

Q1;1estions: have Iiyou/welthey played? 
has he/she/it played? 

I/you/we/they haven't played 

he/she/it hasn't played 

There are some spelling rules for the ed-form. 
We just add d after e, e.g. close ➔ closed. > 277 A 
We double some consonants, e.g. stop ➔ stopped. > 279 
Y,changes to ie, e.g. hurry ➔ hurried. > 280 

For the pronunciation of the -ed ending, > 277B. 

But some past participles are irregular. 
I haven't seen this programme before. 
The children have spent all their money: 

M�y common verbs have an irregular past participle. For a list of these 
verbs, > 286. 

We always use have in the present perfect, not be. 
The bus has already left. (Nor The bl:tS is 0;lrettdy left.) 

NOTE 

For gone to and been to, > 65D.

B The use of the present perfect 

The present perfect tells _us about the past and about the present. When we 
use the present perfect, we look back from the present. For example, we c,an 
use the present perfect for an action in a period leading up to the present. 

The cafe has just opened. (The cafe is open now.)

The visitors hav.e arriped. (The visitors are here now.)

The·period of time referred to by the present perfect can be very long. It can 
cover'the whole of history· or the whole of someone's life up to the present. 

I �onder if anyone iia{ever said that before. 
Haiie you ever fidden a, horse?~ Yes, but not since I was about twelve ..

We can also use the present perfect for repeated actions before now . 
. I've ridden horses lots_ of times. 
·. We've often talked about emigrating to Australia.
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We can also use the present perfect for a state lasting up to the present. 
The cafe has been open for about ten minutes. 
I've had these skis for years. 

Some typical time expressions with the present perfect are just, recently, 
lately, already, before, so far, still, ever/never, today, this morning/evening, 
for we(l.ks/years, since 1998. 

NOTE 

Americans can use either the present perfect or the past simple for a recent action. 
I've just met an old friend. I I just met an old friend. 

45 Past simple or present perfect? 
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A Actions 

Past simple - in the past Present perfect - linked to the present 

The new bridge opened 
last week. 
The car broke down yesterday. 

The new bridge has just opened. 
(So it is open now. ) 
The car has broken down. 
(So it is out of action now.)

The choice of tense depends on whether the speaker sees something as in the 
past or as linked to the present. The past simple means a finished time and 
does not tell us about the present. 

The car broke down yesterday. It's still off the road. 
The car broke down yesterday. But luckily we got it going again. 

The car broke down does not tell us whether it is all right now. But The car has 
broken down tells us that the car is out of action now: 

When we refer to a specific time in the past (e.g. last week, yesterday), we use 
the past simple rather than the present perfect. 

B States 

Past simple 

If a state is over, we use the past. 
I had those skis for years. (Then I 

sold them.) 
I was there from three o'clock to 

five. (Then I left.) 

Present perfect 

If the state still exists no_w, we use 
the present perfect. 

I've had these skis for years. 
I've been here since three o'clock. 



46 Adverbials of time with the past simple and present perfect 

C Repeated actions , ·· rt�h ' 

Past simple Preser:it 'p·e�ecf · 

When we use the past �imple i9.r 
repeated actions, it means that the 
series of actions is over. 

Wh�n we use the present perfect for 
repeated actions, it means that the 
action may happen again. 

Gayle acted in more than fifty 
films. (Her career ,is over.)

Gayle has acted in more than fifty 
fi.bJlS. (Her career has continued
up to the presep.t and may or 
may n9t go on in the future.) 

D Reporting news 
(" 

We often use the present perfect when we first give· s·omanews,- and then we 
use the past simple for the details, such asiwhen,and how H happened. 

There has b(!en a serious accident on the !Y.f6. It hµppened at ten o'clock this 
morning when' a lorry ·went out of control and coilided with a car. 

• ... > \ 

The same thing happens in conversation: • , · 
I've just been on a skiing holiday.� Oh, where;did you go? 
The new furniture has arrived. It came .yesterday. · � . 

: . : ' \ . ' 

46 Adverbials of -time withbt_he past �imple and 
present perfect t , .  J• i 

Some adverbials of time can be used with either tense. 
I ,. i ..- ' r 

A Just,. recently, and a_lready ·
' 

• J 

With just and recently there is little difference in meaning between the tenses.
I've just heard the news. i I just heard the news. 
We've recently moved �ouse. I We recently moved house. 

I 
• 

Compare these examples with already. 
I've already heard the news. (before now) .
I already knew before you told me. (before then) 

B · . ·once, twice, etc and ever, never
\ 

Once, twice, .etc with the present perfect means the number of times the
action has happened up to now.

W�'ve been to Scotland once. ~ Oh, we've been there lots of times. 
. I've rung about five times, but no ·one is answ,e�f rig.: . 

With the past simple once usually nieans 'on one occasion in the 'past':
We went to Scotland once. I think it was a80}1,t five y_e�rs ago. ' 
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Ever or never with the present perfect means 'in all the time up to now'. 
I've never done white water rafting. 
Have you _ever visited our showroom? 

With the past simple it refers to a finished period. 
Did you ever' visit our old showroom? 

C'. This morning, tod�y, etc
a 

We can use this morning, this afternoon, and today with the present perfect 
when this morning etc includes the present time. 

It has been windy this morning. (The morning is not yet over.) 
When this morning etc is over, we use the past. 

It was _windy this morning. (It is now ci4ernoon or evening.) 

With today there is little difference in meaning . 
. It has been windy today. It was windy today. 

Both sentences are. spoken late in the day. 

We usually use the present perfect with this wee.kl month/year when we mean 
the period from its beginning up to now. '

I've watched a lot of television this week. 
The past simple is also possible if the period is almost over. 

1 watched a lot of television this week. 

We use the past simple for one time during the period .. 
I watched an interesting programme this week. 

We might say this on Friday about something two or three days earlier. 

We use the past simple with last week/month/year. 
I watched a lot of television last week. 

We often use the negative with phrases referring to an unfinished time. 
It hasn't been/It wasn't very warm today. _. 
I haven't watched II didn't watch much television this week .. 

D For and since 

We often use for or since with the present perfect to talk about a state. 
My sis(e_r has been ill for three dayslsin�e Tuesday. 

We also u1;,e for with the past simple to say how long something went on 
in the past. 

The man stood there for.�a i:npment. We skied for hours that day. 
Compare these sentences. 
· I've been here for a month now. (I arrived a month ago.)

I'm here for a month. (I'm_ staying here _for a month in total.)
' . 

We also use for and since with the negative present perfect to talk about the 
last time when an action ha,ppened. 
:· I haven't skied for years. I I haven't skied since about 1998.

We can also use since with a clause. 
I haven't skied since I was twelve. 



47 The past continuous 

Compare the positive past simple. 
I last skied years ago/in 1998/when I was twelve. -
ItlJas in about 1998 that I {ast,skied.' ' : 

E Since I did it I I've 'done it 

We can use since in the pattern it+ be+ length of time+ since+ ,clause. We 
can use either the past simple or the present perfect. 

It's years since I (last) skied. 
It's years· since I've skied. 
It's a month since the President (last) appeared ,in public. 
It's a month since the President has appeared in public. 

47 The past continuous 

A Form 
•. , I 

• I 

The past continuous is the past o{ be+ ing-form. 
It was getting dark. 
People were going home from work. 
The coffee -,_nachine wasn't working. 
What were you thinking about? 

Positive: 

r ' ! • 

Past continuous 

I/he/she/it was playing 
you/we/they were playing 

Short forms 

I\.. \ 

.-

Negative: I/he/she/it. was not playing.c 
you/we/they were not 
playing 

he/she/it wasn't playing 
you/we/they weren't playing 

Questions: was I/he/she/it playing? 
were you(W?ltftey plaring?, ·"l 

. . . 
l 

B Basic uses of the past continuous 
. l \ .J-11 ' , -.....1. 

We use the past continuous for an action over a period of past time. 
It expresses the idea that at a· time' in the ·past we--were in the middle 
of something. _ · · 

At three o'clock in the\worning I was, lying there wi(l,e awake .. 
The room was full of old people who we,:e all watch'ing,television. _ ., 
We stood there horrified� Water was pouri,ng tfl:,rough_,a hole in the ceiling. 
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Compare the present continuous and past continuous. 
Present: I'm travelling around the world. 

(I am in the middle of my journey.) 
Past: I was travelling around the world. 

(I was in the middle of my journey.) 

But remember that for a complete action in the past we use the past simple. 
I travelled round the world last year. It was a marvellous experience. 

We sometimes use the past continuous to talk about an action going on over 
a whole period. 

I was travelling from February to December. 
The rescue services were working all night. 

The phrases of time show the length of the period. We could also use the past 
simple here. 

The rescue services worked all night. 

C Past continuous and past simple 

An action in the past continuous can happen around a specific time, such as 
the time of day. 

It was raining at ten o'clock. 

The past continuous can also happen around another action. 
It was raining when I left the house. 

The past continuous is the longer action (the rain falling), and the past 
simple is the shorter, complete action (my leaving the house). The shorter 
action can 'interrupt' the longer one. 

Debbie was washing her hair when the doorbell rang. 
When/While/As we were waiting in a traffic queue, a man ran to our car 
and tried to pull the door open. 

We use the past,simple for the main action and past continuous to describe 
things in the background. 

We walked along the beach. People were lying in the sun. Children were 
playing football. 
The sun was shining when the campers woke. 

When we mention two actions that went on at the same time, we can use the 
past continuous in both clauses. 

Debbie was washing her hair while Tim was tidying up the fiat. 
We can also use the past simple for either or both of the actions. 

Debbie washed heri, hair while Tim was tidying up the fiat. 
Debbie was washing her hair while Tim tidied up the flat. 
Debbie washed her hair while Tim tidied up the fiat. 

When one complete action followed another, we use the past simple for both. 
When the doorbell rang, Tim went to the door. 
(The doorbell rang and then Tim went to the door.) 



48 The present perfect continuous 

D Past states 

For a past state we normally use the past simple. 
My grandmother loved this house. 
(NOT hfy gra,u:i:,.,'t<Jther was loving this house.) 
The woman had long dark hair. 
I didn't know what to do next. 

There are some verbs which can be either simple or continuous when 
referring to a temporary state.'

.,

The men were wearing masks. I The men wore masks. 
For more details, > 51D. 

E Other uses of the past continuous 

Just as we can use the present continuous for a temporary routine in the 
present, so we can use the past continuous for a temporary routine in 
the past. 

Present continuous: I'm using the manager's office while she's away. 
Past continuous: I was using the manager's office while she was away. 

Just as we can use the present continuous for a present arrangement, so we 
can use the past continuous for a past arrangement. 

Present continuous: I'm on my way to the club. I'm meeting someone there. 
Past continuous: I was on my way to the club. I was meeting someone 
there. 

With the continuous, always means 'very often'. 
Present continuous: Those children are always getting into trouble. 
Past continuous: When I was younger, I was always getting into trouble. 

NOTE 

The past continuous is sometimes used to report what someone said. > 262A Note 
Fiona was saying she really likes her new job. 

48 The present perfect continuous 

A Form 

The present perfect continuous is the present of have+ been+ ing-form. 
The war has been going on for two years now. 
You haven't been doing enough revision. 
How long have you been using a wheelchair? 

Positive: 

Rresent perfect continuous \ 

I/you/we/they have been 
pw.ying 
he/she/it has been playing 

Short forms 

I've/you've/we've/they've been 
playing 
he's/she's/it's been playing 
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Negative: I/you/we/they have not been 
playing 

I/you/we/they haven't been 
playing 

he/she/it has not been 
playing 

Questions: have I/you/we/they been 
playing? 

he/she/it hasn't been playing 

has he/she/it been playing? 

B Use of the present perfect continuous 

We use the present perfect continuous for an action over the period of time 
leading up to the present. 

Where have you been? I've been waiting here for half an hour. 
Opposition to the regime has been growing recently. 
The carpet's wet. The roof has been leaking. 

We do not use the present simple or the present continuous. 
(NOT J Wctit here for halfeui hour.) 
(NOT Pm Wctiting here for half em hour.) 

The action can be continuing in the present. 
Where is he? I've been waiting half an hour. (I am still waiting.) 

Or the action may have ended recently. 
I'm hot because I've been running. (I stopped running a short time ago.) 

We often use for and since. > 213B. 
We've been living here for six months/since April. 

We can also use the present perfect continuous for a series of repeated 
actions in the period leading up to the present. 

I've been going to evening classes in Arabic. 
My brother has been writing letters of protest. 

C Present perfect or present perfect continuous? 

Present perfect 

This tense focuses on the result of 
the action. 

I've washed the car, so it looks a 
lot cleaner now. 

When we say how much or how 
many, we do not use the 
continuous. 

Tina has written twelve pages of 
her report. 

Present perfect continuous 

This tense focuses on an action that 
has been going on up to the present. 

I've been washing the car, so I'm 
rather wet. 

When we say how long, we normally 
use the continuous form. 

Tina has been writing her report 
since two o'clock. 



49 The past perfect 

When we say how many actions, we 
do not use the continuous. 

I've tried to phone the hotline at 
least twenty times. 

We can use the continuous for 
repeated actions. 

I've been trying to phone the 
hotline all day. 

We use the present perfect for a 
state up to the present. 

We do not use the continuous for a 
state 

. My friend has been in a 
wheelchair for two years now. 
I've always hated hospitals. 

Now look at these examples. 

(NOT P-tJe always beel't hatil'lg 

haspittils.) 

We've been living here since May. I We've lived here since May. 
I've been working there for six weeks. I I've worked there for six weeks. 

With live and work, either form i.s possible, but the continuous is more usual. 

49 The past perfect 

A Form 

, r 

The past perfect is had + past participle. 
James apologized for the trouble he had caused. 
I didn't travel to the match because I hadn't bought a ticket. 
How long had the animals been without food or water? 

We use had in all persons. 

Positive: 
Negative: 
Questions: 

Past perfect 

someon{} had played. 
someone had not played. 
had someone played? 

B Use of the past perfect 

, Short forms 

they'd played. 
they hadn't played. 

We use the past perfect for an action or a state before a past time. 
Miranda lay on her bed and stared at the ceiling. She was depressed. Her 
boyfriend Max had gone on holiday with his brother the day before. He 
hadn't invited Miran_da to go with him. He hadn't even said goodbye 
properly. They had been friends for six months, r;ind everything had seemed 
fine. What had she done wrong? 

This paragraph begins in the past simple. The situation is that Miranda lay on 
her bed. The writer looks back from this situation to a time before. 

Compare the present perfect and past perfect. 
Present perfect: The floor is clean. I have just washed it. 
Past perfect: The floor was clean. I had just washed it. 
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NOTE 

For the past perfect in if-clauses, > 247. 

C Past simple and past perfect 

To talk about a single action in the past we use the past simple. 
This lamp is new. I bought it last week. 
(NOT I httd bought it lttst week.) 

We also use the past simple when one action comes immediately 
after another. 

When the shot rang out, everyone threw themselves to the floor. 

To say that someone finished one action and then did something else, we use 
either when . . .  had done or after . . .  did/had done. 

When Miranda had typed the message, she mailed it to Max. 
After Miranda typed/had typed the message, she mailed it to Max. 
(NOT i"lhen l'1.fifflnda typed t,"'te message, she mttiled it to 1\fax.) 

Sometimes the choice of past simple or past perfect makes a difference tq 
the meaning. 

When the boss arrived, the meeting began. 
(= The boss arrived and then the meeting began.) 
When the boss arrived, the meeting had begun. 
(= The meeting began before the boss arrived.) 
When Max spoke, Miranda put the phone down. 
( = When Max started speaking, ... ) 
When Max had spoken, Miranda put the phone down. 
( = When Max finished speaking, ... ) 

We can use the past perfect after before or until. 
The printer went wrong before it printed I it had printed a single sheet. 
We didn't want to stop until we finished I we had .finished the job. 

50 The past pe.rfect continuous 

A Form 

74 

The past perfect continuous is had been+ ing-form. 
Someone had been using my office. 
Things hadn't been going very well for some time. 
Had the police already been investigating the matter? 

We use had in all persons. 

Positive: 
Negative: 
Questions: 

Past perfect continuous 

someone had been playing 
someone had not been playing 
had someone been playing? 

Short forms 

they'd been playing 
they hadn't been playing 



51 Action verbs and state verbs 

B Use of the past perfect continu94s 
We use the past perfect continuous for an action that went on over a period 
before a past time. 

I was delighted when I found a second-hand copy of the book. I'd been 
looking for one for some time. 
The driver who died in the accident had been drinking. 

In the second example, the action (drinking) went on over a period before the 
driver's death. 

C The past perfect continuous and other tenses 
Compare the present and past perfect continuous. 

Present perfect continuous: My hands are wet. I have been washing 
the floor. 

Past perfect continuous: My hands were wet. I had been washing 
the floor. 

Compare the past perfect and past perfect continuous. 
Past perfect: The volunteers had collected hundreds of 

pounds. 
Past perfect continuous: The volunteers had been collecting money 

all morning. 
The past perfect focuses on the result of the action. The continuous form 
focuses on the action going on. 

Compare the past continuous and past perfect continuous. 
Past continuous: When I saw Alice, she was playing golf. 

(I saw her in the middle of the game.) 
Past perfect continuous: When I saw Alice, she'd been playing golf. 

(I saw her after the game.) 

51 Action verbs and,state verbs 

A Actions and states 

Actions 

Jane went to bed. 
I'm buying a new briefcase. 
I lent Jeremy ten pounds. 

States 

Jane was tired. 
I need a new briefcase. 
Jeremy owes me ten pounds. 

An ·action is something happening. 
Action verbs are verbs like do, go, 
buy, play, stop, take, decorate, tell, 
ask, realize, etc. Most refer to 
physical actions, but some are verbs 
of reporting (e.g. say) or verbs of 
thinking (e.g. decide). 

A state is something that stays the 
same. State verbs are verbs like be, exist, 
seem, depend, consist, include, contain, 
belong, own, need, matter, intend, cost, 
owe, know, understand, believe, love, 
like, hate, want, etc. They express 
meanings such as existing, having an 
opinion, and thinking. 
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We can use action verbs in the continuous, but state verbs are not usually 
continuous. 

We are decorating the flat. (NOT \Ve are ewf'ling the flat.) 
They were guessing the answers. (NOT They· were krwwing the af'tswers.) 

B Verbs with more than one meaning 

Some verbs have more than one meaning. One meaning can be an action, 
and another meaning can be a state. 

Actions (can be continuous) 

We're having lunch now. 
(action - 'eating') 
We're thinking about the offer. 
(action - 'deciding') 
They're expecting trouble. 
(action - 'waiting for it') 
Can you imagine the result? 
(action - 'picture in your head') 
Nurses care for the sick. 
(action - 'look after') 
We stopped to admire the view. 
(action - 'look at with pleasure') 
He was looking at a picture. 
(action - 'directing his eyes at') 
Would you like to taste the soup? 
(action - 'eat a little') 
Smell these flowers! 
(action - 'sniff, 'use your nose') 
She's appearing in a film. 
(action - 'playing a part') 
He needs to measure the door. 
(action - 'find out the size') 
We must weigh the luggage. 
(action - 'find out the weight') 
Someone has to cost the project. 
(action - 'find out the cost') 
I was fitting a new switch. 
(action - 'putting in place') 

C State verbs in the continuous 

States (cannot be continuous) 

We have a big kitchen. 
(state - 'own') 
I think we should accept it. 
(state - 'believe') 
I expect so. 
(state - 'believe') 
I imagine so. 
(state - 'believe') 
I don't care what happens. 
(state - 'have no feelings about it') 
I admire your courage. 
(state - 'approve of') 
It looks lovely. 
(state - 'has a lovely appearance') 
It tasted like water. 
(state - 'had a flavour') 
It smells very strange. 
(state - 'has a strange smell') 
He appeared perfectly calm. 
(state - 'seemed') 
It measured two metres. 
(state - 'was two metres long') 
It weighed ten kilos. 
(state - 'was ten kilos in weight') 
A ticket costs ten pounds. 
(state - 'has a price of ten pounds') 
The jacket fits perfectly. 
(state - 'is the right size') 

With some state verbs, we can use the continuous when we are talking about 
feelings at a particular time, rather than a permanent attitude. 

I love holidays. (permanent attitude) 
I'm loving every minute of this holiday. (around the present time) 



51 Action verbs and state verbs 

Here are some more· example_s of _cqntinuous verb forms referring to a 
particular time. · 

How are you liking the play?~ Well,· it's all right so far. 
. . . 

This trip is costing me a lot of money. 
,. 

. 

Enjoy is an action verb. 
I'm enjoying this party. JI always enjoy parties. 
(NOT I enjtty this party.) 

NOTE 

a B� can be an action verb meaning· 'behave', > 65C. 
The dog was being a nuisance, so we shut him out. 

b Know is a state verb, but get to know expresses an action. 
I know the town quite well now. 
I'tn getting to know the town quite well. 

:.' 

D Verbs-which can be simple or· continuous 

There are some verbs which can be either simple or continuous when 
referring to a temporary state. There is almost no difference in meaning. 

I feel depressed. I I'm feeling depressed. 
She hopes to get a job.!She's hoping to get a job.
My arrrz hurt. I My arm was .hµ'rting. -

· · 

These verbs includefeel, hope, -hltrt, lie, look(= appear), stand, wear, and 
wonder. 

. 
' '
. ' 

But feel meaning 'believe' is a state verb. 
I f�ef it's the right thing to do. 

And for·other meanings of feel, > E. 

E Verbs of perception 

When w.e are thlking about perception (s�eing, hearing, etc), we often use can
(present) and ·col,f:ld (past) rather than\t _present or past tense. 

I can se_e something' under the sofa. 
We coul.d hear music. 
I can smf;!ll something burning. 
Sam coul.d feel the weight of the ry,tksack." 

We do not normally use the continuous., 
We can use the past simple when what we saw, heard, or felt-was a complete 
action. 

We saw a magnificent sunset. 
Tom heard the whole story. 
They felt the building shake. 

See.(= meet) is an action verb. 
I'm seeing the doctor this afternoon. 

See (=,µnderstand) is a state verb. 
You put the CD in here, like this.~ Oh, I see. Thank you. 
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Verb tenses 

Look (at something), watch, and listen are action verbs. 
We looked at I We were looking at the sunset. 

Smell, taste, and feel as action verbs mean a deliberate action, > B. 
I picked up the carton and smelled the milk. 
When we arrived, people were already tasting the wine. 
Judy was feeling her way in the dark. 

52 Overview: the main uses of the tenses 

Present simple: A present state or fact I like old films. 
> 40 Atlanta is in Georgia. 

A permanent routine I work late most days. 

Present In the middle of an action I'm watching this"jilm. 
continuous: A temporary routine I'm working late this week. 
> 41

Past An action in the past I wrote the letter yesterday. 
simple: A series of past actions I played basketball 
> 43 regularly at one time. 

A past state I was there for a week. 

Present An action in the period up I've written the letter. 
perfect: to the present 
> 44 A series of actions up to the I've played basketball 

present a few times. 
A state up to the present I've been here for a week. 

Past An action over a period of It was raining when I got up. 
continuous: past time 
> 47

Present An action over a period up It has been raining all day. 
perfect to the present 
continuous: 
> 48

Past An action before a past By that time the rain 
perfect: time had stopped. 
> 49 A state before a past time The weather had been awful 

for days. 

Past perfect An action over a period up By that time it had been 
continuous: to a past time raining for hours. 
> 50

,' 
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53 lntroductipn 

A This news item is about a teacher who is.going to.run th� length of Britain. 

BOB'S RECORD CHALLENGE 

32-year-old Bob Brown, a teacher from Cornwall, is about to set off on a run
of more than 800 miles. Tomorrow morning at four o'clock he leaves John
O'Groats, the most northerly point in Scotland, on a journey to Land's End,
the south-western tip of England. He is hoping fo, beat the record of ten days
and two hours. It won't be easy. Each day he will run 84 miles - 28 miles
before breakfast, 28 miles before lunch and 28 miles before dinner.
But Mr Brown has had lots of practice; he once ran 3,000 miles across
Australia in 60 days. His personal chef is travelling with him in a camper
van and will be cooking lots of pasta, rice and potatoes. In spite of a large
intake of high-energy foods, Mr Brown will probably have lost ten kilos by
the end of the run. 'I've put on a few kilos in preparation,' he says, 'but I'm
going to burn it off pretty quickly.' Mr Brown also· expects to wear out four
pairs of running shoes.

In the last chapter we looked at verb forms referring to the present and the 
past. For example we use the past simple for an action in the past. 

Mr Brown once ran across Australia. 
But we cannot be as de:qnite abouF the future as we can about the present or 
the past. There are different ways· of talking about the future depending on 
how we see a future event. We may see something as certain to happen, or it 
may be a plan or an intention, or it may be something we think will happen 
but can't be sure about. 

B There is no single 'future tense' in English. Here are some examples of the 
different ways of talking about -the future. 

Form 

will: 
be going to: 
Present continuous: 
Present simple: 
be to: 
be about to: 
will be doing: 
will have done: 
may, might, could: 

Example 

Each day he will run 84 .miles. 
He is going to bum off the extra weight. 
His pers,onal chef is travelling lfith him. 
He leaves fohn O'Groats at fou,,r tomorrow morning. 
Mr Brown i's to appear on a cfl:at show next Saturday. 
He is about to set off on his run. 
His chef will be cooking lots of pasta, rice, and potatoes. 
Mr Brown will have lost ten kilos by the end of the run. 
It all might go horribly wrong. 
He could get injured. 
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To-infinitive after 
aim, expect, hope, 
intend, or plan: 

Mr Brown is hoping to beat the record. 
Each day he plans to run 84 miles. 

Often there is more than one possible form in a particular context. 
Each day he will run 84 miles. 
Each day he's going to run 84 miles. 
Each day he will be running 84 miles. 

C To show how sure or unsure we are about the future, we can use an adverb 
like definitely, certainly, probably, perhaps, maybe, or possibly. 

He'll probably lose about ten kilos. 
Or we can use I know, I'm sure, I think, I expect, or I suppose. 

I think he's going to break the record. 

54 Will and shall 
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A Form 

After will we put an infinitive without to. Will has a short form 'll, and will not 
has a short form won't /waunt/. 

This book will change your life. 
I'll know soon if I've got the job. 
Will you still love me tomorrow? 

We will not get another chance. 
We won't get another chance. 

We use will in all persons. In the first person we can use either will or shall. 
The meaning is the same, but shall is a little formal. 

I will be/shall be at home tomorrow. 
We will have/shall have lots of fun. 

NOTE 

a Shall not has a short form shan't I Ja:ntl. 

I shan't be here tomorrow. 
Shan't is old-fashioned. Won't is more usual. 

b In the US shall is less usual than will, and shan't is not used. 

B Will for the future 

Will is often used to talk about things in the future that we can be fairly 
certain about. T_he future is .seen as _ fact, something we cannot control. 

Southern England will stay dry and sunny over the weekend. 
My father will definitely be in hospital for at least two weeks. 
I'll be twenty-five next year. 

Here there is no sense of a wish or intention. 

We can also use will for a prediction. 
I think United will win. 



54 Will and shall 

1 We can use will with· have to; be allowed-to, and be able to. 
It's getting late. We-'ll have .. to hurry. > -71/\, 
Competitors will not be allowed to use mobile phones. > 75C

Now you've got some funding, you'll be able to continue your studies. > BOB 
... 

C An instant decision 
' < 

We can sometimes use I'll/ we'll for an insS�t,_decision. 
It's raining. I'll take an umbrella. 
I think I'll just sit down for a minute. 

1, •• ,. 

Will expresses the idea that we decide at th� mopient of speaking. Compare 
be going to. . . '.' '! • . 

What else do I need? Oh, I know. I'll buy, spme postcarqs. 
(I'm deciding now to buy soine.) 
i'm going 'to buy some postcard$,, SQ let's walk past ,the shops, shall we? 
(I've already decided to buy s·ome.) . 

, 

We also use I'll/we'll when ordering food or drink. 
I'll have the soup, please. 

Do not confuse will and want. 
Action: I think I'll buy some postcards. ~ OK, I'li wait for you. 
Wish: I want to buy some postcards, but I haven't got any money. 

D Willingness 

Will sometimes expresses willingness. 
I expect my friend will transla,te)t for you .. She speaks' Italian. 

, . --· . 

I'll sit/I'm willing to sit on the floor. I don't mind. 
I'll sit on the floor means that I am willing to sit on the floor.-

• ,l 

, ' ) 

Won't or will not can express unwillingness or an emphatic refusal. 
The doctor won't come out at this time of night. 
I won't put up with this nonsense. ·>

The minister will not agree to the plan.-' 
The subject can be a,thing rather than a person .. 

I'm late already, and now the,car won't start . 
.... :. ... ,t .. 

E Other uses of will and shall

In an offer we. can use I'll/ we'll arid shall I/we.
• I 

I'll hold the door open for you. ~ Oh, 'thanks. 
Shall I hold the door open for you?~ Oh, thanks. .. , 

We do not use be going to to make an offer. 

In a promise we can use I'll/ we'll. ' ' 

(I promise) I'll do my best to help' you. 

In ari invitation we can use won'i'you, but would you like to is more usual. 
1 :, , � ' ' 1 

Won't you sit down? I Would you like to sit dow_n?
' 

. 
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When we can't decide, we use shall I/we to ask for advice or a suggestion. 
Where shall I put these flowers?~ I'll get a vase. 
What shall we do this weekend? 

We can use shall we to make a suggestion. 
Shall we go to the seaside this weekend? 

This means the same as f:et's go ... , > llF. 

NOTE 

a ·wm can express an assumption,> 76.
James left this morning. He'll be in London now. 

b When will is stressed, it can express determination. 
I WILL succeed. (= I am determined to succeed.) 

c Will is sometimes used in formal orders. It emphasizes the authority of the speaker. 
You will leave the building immediately. 

d We generally use shall only with I or we, but we can use you shall in a promise. 
You shall be the first to know, (I promise). 

e Shall is also sometimes used for formal rules. 
The employee 's1!!Zll give two weeks' notice in writing. 

55 Be going to 

A Form 

82 

The form is be going+ to-infinitive. 
I'm going to watch television. 
It isn't going to rain, is it? 
Are you going to buy a newspaper? 

NOTE 

In informal speech going to is often pronounced /'gAna/. 

B Be going to for the future

We can use be going to for something in the future. 
It's ·going to stay dry and sunny over the weekend. 
My father is definitely going to be in the hospital for at least two weeks. 

We can use be going to to make a prediction. 
I think United are going to win. 

Will is also possible in the three examples above, > 54B. 
For a comparison of will and be going to, > 57. 

When we use be going to, there is a sense of something in the present 
pointing to the future. 

It's ten already. We're going to be late. 
This fence is going to fall down soon. 

These predictions are based on something we can see in the present. We can 
see from the time now that we are going to be late, and we can see from the 
condition of the fence that it is going to fall down. The present evidence 
points to the future. 



56 Present tense forms for the future 

C Intentions 

We can also use be going to for a plan or an intention. 
I'm going to start my own business. . ' 
They're going to build some new flats here. 

In the first example, I'm going to starJ;_means that I intend to start/I have 
decided to start.

· · .

With verbs of movement, especially go and come, we often use the present 
continuous rather than be' going to. 

I'm going out in a minute. I've got some shopping to do. 
I'll pop in and see you. I'm coming past your place in any case. 

NOTE \ 

Going to go and going to come can sound awkward and are often avoided.

56 Present tense forms'fdr the future 

A The present continuous 

We use the present continuous for what someone has arranged to do. 
I'm meeting Kate at the club tonight. 
What are you doing tomorrow? 
Julie is going to Florida next month. 
I'm doing some shopping this afternoon. 

Julie is going to Florida suggests that Julie has made arrangements such as 
buying her ticket. I'm doing some shopping means that I have planned my 
day so that I can do the shopping. 

The meaning is similar to be going to for an intention, and in many contexts 
we can use either form. 

We're visiting/We're going to visit friends at the weekend. 

B The present simple 

We can sometimes use the present si�ple for the future, but only for what we 
see as part of a timetable. 

The meeting is on May 13. We change at Birmingham. 
The train leaves in five minutes. ' What time do you a"ive in Chicago? 

We do not u�e. the present simple for decisions or intentions. 
(NOT I carry that ba:g far yott.) 
(NOT· They build sBme new flats here sBmi.) 

For the present simple in a sub-clause, > 59A. 
For be due to+ to-infinitive referring to a timetable, > 58D. 
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The future. 

57 Will, be going to, or the present continuous? 
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A We use both will and be going to to talk about the future. 
It'll probably rain. It usually rains at weekends. 
It's going to rain. Look at those clouds. 

The prediction with going to is based on the present situation. 

We use be going to (not will) when the future action seems certain to happen 
and is very close. 

Help! I'm going to fall! I'm going to be sick! 

Sometimes we can use either form with little difference in meaning. 
One day the sun will cool down/is going to cool down. 
City won't beat/aren't going to beat United. 

When we talk about intentions, plans and arrangements, we use be going to 
or the present continuous, but not will. 

We're going to eat out tonight. (= We iritend to eat out.) 
We're eating out tonight. (= We have arranged to eat out.) 

We use will for an instant decision. 
I'm too tired to cook. I think I'll get a take-away. 

We do not use the ordinary verb be in the present continuous. 
We'll be in South Africa for a month. 
(NOT Yle're being in South 1"Jrioo for a ma,ith.) 

B This conversation takes place at the end of work on Friday afternoon. 

A FEW DAYS OFF 

Emma: 

Polly: 

Emma: 

Polly: 

Emma: 
Polly: 

I'll see you on Monday then. 

Oh, I won't be here. Didn't I tell you? I'm taking a few days off. I'm 
going on holiday. I'll be away for a week. 

No, you didn't say. Where are you going? 

The Lake District. I'm going to do some walking. 

Oh, that'll be nice. Well, I hope you have a good time. 

Thanks. I'll see you the week after. 

Polly gives the news of her plans by using the present continuous and be 
going to. 

I'm taking a few days off. I'm going to do some walking. 
We cannot use will in this context. But after first mentioning a plan or 
intention, we often use will for further details and comments. 

I'm going on holiday. I'll be away for a week. 
I'm going to do some walking. ~ Oh, that'll be nice. 
They're going to build some new fiats. The work will take about six months. 



58 Be to, be about to, etc 

TIPS 

When you're talking about the future ... 
1 Remember that be going to can be used for both predictions and 

intentions, so it is often the safest choice, especially in conversation. 
It's going to be a nice day. We're going to have a picnic. 

2 Use will for instant decisions. 
I'll go and switch the computer off. 

3 Use the present continuous for arrangements. 
I'm acting in a play next week. 

4 Do not use the present simple for plans or intentions. 
(NOT I ttct in tt f'ltty n�t tt1eek ) 

58 Be to, be about· to; .. etc' 

A Be to for an arrangement 

We can use be+ to-infinitive for an official arrangement. 
The Prime Minister is to visit Budapest. 
The two companies are to merge at the beginning of next year. 

• I I 

Be is often left out of be to in �ews headlines. 
Prime Minister to visit Budapest. 

I 

B Be to for an order 

Be to can also express a rule or an order by a person in authority. 
1.:.◄ • � � 

The teacher says ·we are to wait here. . 
' 

You're not to stay up late. 
No one is to leave this building._ \ . .
This trolley is not to be removed from tli'e station. 

C Be about to and be on the point of · · 
' "l � ' 

\ .\ • , I 

We can use be about + to.infinitive .for an,action in, the near future. 
The audience are in their seats, and the performance is about to start. 
Hurry up. The bus is about to leave. 

We do not usually give a time with about to. We say The bus leaves in ten 
minutes but NOT The bus is ttbBut tB lett.r:k in. ten n,inutes: .

' • ' t 

We can use just with be about to and be going to. 
The bus is just about to leave/is just going to leave. 

This means that the bus is leaving in the very near future. 

Be on the point of means the same as be about to. It is followed by an 
ing-form. ·, 

The government is on the point, of'tinnouncing a decision. 

"l ' . 
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The future 

D Be due to 

We can sometimes use be due+ to-infinitive when we are talking about a 
timetable. 

The meeting is due to take place on May 13. 
The train is due to leave in five minutes. 

E Be set to 

Be set+ to-infinitive is used in news reports about things that are expected to 
happen soon. 

The player is set to move to an Italian club. 
The oil companies are set to raise prices once more. 

F Be bound to and be sure/certain to 

We use these forms to say that something will definitely happen in the future. 
There's bound to be trouble. 
The President is sure/certain to resign. 

59 The present tense in a sub-clause 

A We often use the present simple for future tirrie in a clause with if, when, as, 
while, before, after, until, by the time, or as soon as. This happens when both 
clauses are about the future. 

If we meet at seven, we'll have plenty of time. 
My parents are going to move to the seaside when they retire. 
Let's wait until the rain stops. 
Call me as soon as you have any news. 
(NOT Call me as soon as you'll halfe any news.) 

The same thing happens in other kinds of sub-clauses, such as -a relative 
clause or a noun clause. 

There will be a prize for the person who scores the most points. 
Can you make sure that the place is left tidy? 

B In a sub-clause we also use the present continuous or present perfect for 
future time, rather than the future continuous or future perfect. 

I'll think of you here when I'm lying on the beach next week. 
(NOT I'll think <Tfyou here when {'ll be lyfrig on #te beach next week.) 
Let's carry on until we've .finished. 
(NOT Let's carry on until we'll halfe finished.) 

C But if the main clause has a present-tense verb (e.g. I expect), then we do not 
use another present-tense verb for the future. 

I expect the rain will stop soon. 
I keep reminding myself that I'll be lying on the beach next week. 
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60 The future continuous: will be doing 

NOTE 

After hope we can use either a present or a future form. 
I hope you have/you'�l have a lovely tim.e\,

60 The future continuo·us: will -be doing 

A Form 

The future continuous is will be+ ing-form. · 
The committee will be discussi_ng the "!;after n(!xt month. 
We won't be doing much at the weekend. 

r . 

Will yo� be staying here long? 
, . \ 

NOTE 

a In the first person we can also use shall. _ 

I will/shall be visiting customers all day. 
,.· .. , 

b We can use be going to as well as will. 
We aren't going to be doing much at the weekend. 

B Action. qver a fut':,lre period. 

We can use the future continuous for an action over a period of future time. It 
means that we will be in the middle of an action. 

Mike can't come tonight. He'll be working. 
How will I recognize you? 
~ I'm fair, quite tall, and I'll be wearing a 'blue coat. 

Compare the p·ast, present, and :future. 
Past: I've just had a_ holiday. This time last week I was lying {n the sun. 
Present: I'm phoning from Crete. I'm on the beach. I'm lying in the sun. 
Future: I'm going on holiday. This time next week I'll be lying in the sun. 

Compare these sentences: 
, 

l 

The crowd will cheer when the Queen arrives. 
(She will arrive and then.the crowd will cheer.) 
The crowd will be cheering 'l!)hen _ the Queen arrives. 
(The crowd will start cheering and then· she will arrive.) 

We sometimes use the future continuous wj.th a phrase of-time to talk about. 
an action going on over a whole period. 

I'll be working all day tomorrow. 

NOTE 

We can also use the future continuous for an assumption about what is happening now. 
I expect Lisa is busy. She'll be revising for her exam. 

C A routine or arrangement 

We can also use the future continuous for an.action which will result from a 
routine or arr�gement. 
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The future 

I'll be phoning my mother tonight. I always phone her on Fridays. 
(The phone call will be the result of my regular routine.) 
The Queen will be arriving in ten minutes' time. 
(Her arrival in ten minutes is part of her schedule.) 
We are centralizing our operations, so this office will be closing next month. 
(The closure will be a result of the centralization.) 

Other forms are also possible in the above contexts. 
I'm going to phone my mother tonight. > 55 
I'm phoning my mother tonight. > 56A 

We can use the future continuous to ask about someone's plans to see if they 
fit in with our wishes. 

Will you be going past the post office this morning?~ Yes, why?~ Could you 
post this for me, please? 
How long will you be using the tennis court?~ We've booked it until three. 
When will you be marking our test papers?~ Next week, probably. 

We could use the present continuous in these examples. > 56A 

61 The future perfect and future perfect 
continuous 

A The future perfect 

88 

The future perfect is will have + past participle. 
When we get to York, we'll have done half the journey. 
Seven is too early. I won't have got home from work by then. 
How long will the spaceship have been in orbit? 

We can use the future perfect to talk about something being over at a time in 
the future. 

I'll have finished this book soon. I'm nearly at the end. 
We don't need all day for the museum. I expect we'll have seen enough by 
lunch time. 
Sarah won't have completed her studies until she's twenty-five. 

NOTE 

a In the first person we can also use shall. 
When we get to York, we will/shall have done half the journey. 

b We can sometimes use be going to as well as will. 
They aren't going to have finished the repairs until next week. 

c The future perfect can express an assumption about the past. > 76C 
You'll have met my boss - he was at the meeting you went to. 

B The future perfect continuous 

The future perfect continuous is will have been+ ing-form. 
It's Mike's party in October. He'll have been working here for ten years. 



62 Was going to, would, was to, etc 

We use this form when we imagine ourselves looking back from a time in the 
future, e.g. October. We look back at an action that will continue up to that 
time, e.g. Mike working. 

Here are some more examples. 
If I manage to finish this book by Friday, I'll have been reading it for 
eight weeks. 
Our neighbours are moving soon. They'll have only been living here a year. 
How long will the spaceship have been orbiting the earth? 

C Future perfect or future perfect continuous? 

Future perfect 

This tense focuses on the result of 
the action. 

I'll have written the report by six, 
so it'll be on your desk tomorrow 
morning. 

Future perfect continuous 

This tense focuses on the action 
going on. 

This report is taking ages. I'll 
have been writing it for a week 
by the time I finish. 

62 Was going to, would, was to, etc

We use these forms when we are talking about a past situation, for example 
when we are telling a story. We use the forms to refer forward to later events. 

A Was/were going to 

We can use was/ were going to for a prediction in the past. 
Alice felt so relieved. Everything was going to be all right after all. 

We can also use was/were going to for an intention in the past. 
I was going to buy some presents, so I took my credit card with me. 

I was going to buy some presents means that I intended to buy some presents. 
Sometimes the intended action does not actually happen. 

The bus pulled away just as we were going to get on it. 
We did not get on the bus because it pulled away too soon. 

Compare the past continuous referring to a past arrangement. > 4 7E 
We were on our way to the gym. We were playing basketball at three. 

B Would 

We can use would as a past form of will. This use can be rather literary. 
George Washington was the first President of a nation that would become 
the richest and most. powerful on earth. 
They set off at daybreak. They would reach the camp before nightfall. 

Here a past action (reaching the camp) is seen from a time when it had not 
yet happened .. 

For would as a past form of will in indirect speech, > 262E. 
They thought they would reach the camp before nightfall. 
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The future 

We can use would not for unwillingness or a refusal in the past. 
The spokesperson wouldn't answer any questions. 
The car wouldn't start this morning. 

Compare won't for a refusal in the present. > 54D 

C Was to, was about to, and was on the point of 

We can also use be to, be about to, and be on the point of in the past tense. 
The workers were arriving for their last shift. The factory was to close the 
next day. (There was an arrangement for the factory to close.) 
We had to hurry. The bus was about to leave. 
Max was on the point of saying goodbye to everyone when he suddenly 
noticed an attractive girl looking across the room at him. 

NOTE 

a We can use was to with the perfect. 
The factory was to have closed the next day, but it was decided to keep it going for 
another few weeks. 

This means that the arrangement was changed. The factory did not close the next day. 

b Sometimes was to has the same meaning as would. 
George Washington was the first President of a nation that was to become the richest 
and most powerful on earth. 

This means that the nation later became the richest and most powerful on earth. 

63 Overview: the future 
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These are some of the main ways of talking about the future. 

Use 

The future: 

The near future: 
An instant decision: 
A plan or intention: 

A timetable: 
An official arrangement: 

A future action which is part of 
a routine: 
A future action over a period: 

Looking back from the future: 

Looking forward from the past: 

Form 

The problem will get worse. > 54B 
The problem is going to get worse. > 55B 

The shop is about to close. > 58C

I'll just put the kettle on. > 54C

We're going to move house soon. > 55C

We're moving house soon. > 56A

We land at 10.25. > 56B

The conference is to take place 
in November. > SBA 

I'll be seeing my boss tomorrow 
morning. > 60C

We'll be driving all through 
the night. > 60B

You'll haile eaten all those chocolates 
by tea time. > 6 lA

I was going to wash up, but I 
forgot to. > 62A
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64 Auxiliary verbs and ordinary verbs 

A In these sentences, be and have are auxiliary verbs. They combine with 
ordinary verbs. 

I'm surfing the Net. 
The information is updated daily. 
The computer has crashed. 

Jfere be is used to form the continuous (am surfing) and the passive (is 
updated). Has is used to form the·perfect (has crashed). 

We use the auxiliary verb do in simple-tense negatives and questions� 
How often do you surf the Net? 

But in a simple-tense positive statement we do not normally use an auxiliary. 
I often surf the Net. 

We also use auxiliaries in short answers, in short additions, and for emphasis. 
Ate you using the computer?~ Yes, I am. 
Sarah has done a computer course, and so have I. 
Yes, I did download the file. I'm quite sure of that. 

We sometimes use two auxiliary verbs together. 
I've been surfing the Net. (present perfect continuous) 
Petrol had been leaking from the tank. (past perfect continuous) 

B Be, have, and do can also be ordinary verbs. We can use them on their own as 
the main verb of a sentence. 

The weather was beautiful. 
We had some sandwiches. (had = ate) 
I did the crossword this morning. (did = completed) 

Like other ordinary verbs, be., have, and do can be perfect or continuous. 
The weather has been beautiful. 
We were having some sandwiches .. (were having= were eating) 
I've done the crossword. (have d9ne = have completed) 

Sometimes we use the same auxiliary and ordinary verb together. 

I was being lazy. (continuous of be) 
I've had a sandwich.·· (perfect of have) 
I did do the crossword. (emphatic form of do) 

We can also use be, have, or do after a modal verb such as might or can. 
I might be a bit late tomorrow. 
You can do this crossword if you like. 
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65 The ordinary verb be 

A Form 
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Present simple 

lam 
you/we/they are 
he/she/it is 

Present continuous 

I am being 
you/we/they are being 
he/she/it is being 

Past simple 

I/he/she/it was 
you/we/they were 

Past continuous 

I/he/she/it was being 
you/we/they were being 

Present perfect 

Ilyoulwe!they have been 
he/she/it has been 

Past perfect 

someone had been 

Short forms 

I'm 

you 're/we're/they're 
he's/she's/it's 

Short forms 

I'm being 
you 're/we're/they're being 
he's/she's/it's being 

Short forms 

I've/you've/we've/they've been 
he's/she's/it's been 

Short forms 

I'dlyou'dlhe'd/we'dlthey'd been 

We do not use the auxiliary verb do in simple tenses. 
This pizza isn't very nice. (NOT This pizw, doesn't be l;lery nice.) 
Were your friends there? (NOT Did y<Jurfriends be there!) 

In the other tenses, we form negatives and questions with the auxiliary in the 
normal way. 

The weather has been nice. 
The weather hasn't been very nice. 
How has the weather been? 



65 The ordinary verb be

B Uses of be .. . 

;. . 

Here are some contexts where we use the ordinary verb be. 
Identity: Those girls are my cousins. 
Nationality: We're Swedish. We're from/We come from Sweden. 
Job: My sister is a doctor. 
Interests: I'm a keen cyclist. 
Place: The Science Museum is in South Kensington. 
Time: The match was last Saturday. 
Early/late: We were late for the show. 
Age: I'll be eighteen in November. 
Qualities: That building is really ugly. 
Feelings: . How are you?~ I'm fine, thanks. 

We're cold and we're hungry. 
Behaviour: Please be careful. 
Right/wrong: That isn't right. I think you're mistaken. 
Possession: Are these bags yours? 
Cost: How m'uch is this CD/does this CD cost? 

NOTE 

When we say where something is, we can sometimes use lie or stand instead of be. 
The island is/Ues off the coast of Scotland. 
The church was/stood at a busy crossroads. 

In these contexts lie and stand are more formal and literary than be. 
We can also use be located or be situated. 

Our head office is located on the outskirts of Northampton. 
The hotel is situated in lovely gardens with magnificent views. 

C Be in the continuous 

We can use be in the continuous for temporary behaviour.
The neighbours are being very noisy today. 
I told the children off because they were being silly. 

Compare these two sentences. .., 
You're being stupid. (= At pn;sent you,are behaving stupidly.)

, , I 

You're stupid. (= You are always stupid. / You are a stupid person.)

D Gone or been? 

Compare these two sentences. 

. . ..• I ' ·• 

Tom has gone to town, but he'll be back soon. 
I I , 

Tom has been to town. He got back half an hour ago. 
Here gone means 'gone and still away'. Been means 'gone and come back'.

Sometimes we use an ing-form after gone or been. 
The girls have gone swimming. They're at the pool. 
The girls have been swimming. They've just got back. 

In questions about what places people have visited, we use been. 
Have you (ever) been to Egypt? 
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A Use 
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The basic use of have and have got is to express possession. 
Our friends had a dog. We've got a balcony. 

This includes temporary possession. 
I think you've got a book that belongs to me. 

In the above examples, have and have got cannot be used in the continuous. 
For have as an action verb with a continuous form, > 67. 

We're having a picnic. 

For some other related meanings of have and have got, > F. 

B Form 

have 

Present simple 
I/you/we/they have 
he/she/it has 

Past simple 
someone had 

Present perfect 
I/you/we/they have had 
he/she/it has had

Past perfect 
someone had had 

have got 

I/you/we/they have got 
he/she/it has got 

someone had got 

The word got is informal and typical of everyday conversation. We can use it 
in simple tenses, but it is more common in the present than in the past. And 
it is more common in Britain than in the US. 

C Short forms of have and have got 

have 

With have on its own, we prefer 
full forms to short forms. 

Present simple 
I have the key. 
I've the key. (infrequent) 

Past simple 
I had the key. 
I'd the key. (infrequent) 

have got 

Before got we can use the short 
forms 've, 's, or 'd. 

I have got the key. 
I've got the key. 

I had got the key. 
I'd got the key. 



66 Have and have got 

NOTE 

In very informal speech, you may hear got without have. 
I got lots of time. (= I've got lots of time.) 
You got any money? (= Have you got any money?) 

TIP 

Say I've got . . . for the present. 
Say I had . . . for the past. 

D Negatives and questions 

In negatives and questions we can use do or have as the auxiliary. 

have 

Present simple 
I don't have a key. 
Do you have a key? 
I haven't a key. (less frequent) 
Have you a key? (less frequent) 

Amy doesn't have a key. 
Does Amy have a key? 
Amy hasn't a key. (less frequent) 
Has Amy a key? (less frequent) 

Past simple 
I didn't have a key. 
Did you have a key? 
I hadn't a key. (less frequent) 
Had you a key? (less frequent) 

have got 

I haven't got a key. 
Have you got a key? 

Amy hasn't got a key. 
-Has Amy got a key?

I hadn't got a key. 
Had you got a key? 

In the present I don't have and I haven't got are both possible, although 
Americans prefer I don't have. In the past we usually use did in negatives 
and questions. 

In perfect tenses we form negatives and questions in the usual way. 
I haven't had a chance to talk to you. 
Had you had any symptoms before yesterday? 

TIP 

Ask Do you have ... ? or Have you got ... ? for the present. 
Ask Did you have ... ? for the past. 

E More details about got 

There are some structures where we do not normally use got; 

Perfect: I've had these shoes for years. 
(NOT J'lfe had get) 
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Short answer: Have you got your ticket? ~ Yes, I have. 
(NOT Yes, I hafJe got.) 

Infinitive: It would be nice to have more time together. 
(NOT teJ hafJe got) 

Ing-form: It's pretty depressing having no job. 
(NOT h(i;fJfrtg got) 

After a modal verb: You can have these books if you like. 
(NOT Yott can have got) 

Have got can sometimes be the present perfect of get. 
I left my books outside. They've got wet. (= They have become wet.) 

Compare these examples. 
I've got this newspaper from one of the neighbours. (= I have obtained/ 
borrowed it.) 
I've got a newspaper somewhere. I just can't find it. (= I have one.) 

When have got expresses an action, we can use it in these structures. 
Infinitive: We're grateful to have got somewhere to live. 

( = to have found) 
Ing-form: I can't help having got a cold. 

( = having caught) 
After a modal verb: They must have got our letter by now. 

(= must have received) 

We can leave out got from the above examples. 
We're grateful to have somewhere to live. 

Here have expresses possession. 
But when have got means 'have become', we cannot leave out got. 

They must have got wet in all this rain. 

F Other uses of have and have got 

As well as possession, have and have got can express other related meanings. 

Qualities: 
Features: 
Parts: 
Relationships: 
Position: 
Thoughts: 
Availability: 
Necessity: 
Illness: 

G With and there 

Those soldiers certainly had courage. 
Kate has got blue eyes. 
The house has five bedrooms. 
Have you got any brothers or sisters? 
He had both his hands in his pockets. 
I've got an idea. 
We don't have time to hang around. 
I've got a lot of work at the moment. 
I've got a terrible headache. 

We can also use with to express possession. 
We saw a man with a gun.(= a man who had a gun) 

(BUT NOT The man wttS with a gttn.) 



67 The ordinary verb have

There is a structure with have or have got which means the same as one with 
there+ be. 

The T-shirt had a slogan on it. 
(= There was a slogan on the T-shirt.) 
Their house has got a filling-station right next to it. 
(= There is a filling-station right next to their house.) 

67 The ordinary verb have>\ 

Have can be an ordinary verb with all the usual tenses, including the 
continuous. It has a number of different meanings. 

The children are having a wonderful time. (= are experiencing) 
I've had a letter. ( = have received) 
We'll be having a late lunch. (= will be eating) 
I always have orange juice at breakfast. (= drink) 

My father has a sleep after lunch. (has a '�leep = sleeps, > 69) 
Here have is an action verb. 

We use the auxiliary verb do in simple-tense negatives and questions. 
We don't have breakfast on Sundays. 
Did you have a good journey? 

We cannot use got with the ordinary verb have. 
(NOT The children ha1:1e g-Bt a wond-erjitl ti,1ie.) 

68 The ordinary verb do

A Form 

Present simple 

I/you/we/they do 
he/she/it does 

Past simple 

someone did 

Present perfect 

I/you/we/they have done 
he/she/it has done 

Past perfect 

someone had done 

Present continuous 

I am doing 
you/we/they are doing 
he/she/it is doing 

Past continuous 

I/he/she/it tvas doing 
you/we/they were doing 

Present perfect continuous 

I/you/we/they have been doing 
he/she/it has been doing 

Past perfect continuous 

someone had been doing 

We form negatives and questions in the same way as with other verbs. 
I haven't done anything wrong. 
What subjects are you doing? 
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In simple terises we use the auxiliary verb do.
I don't do a Saturday job any more. 
How many miles did you do on your run? 

We can also use the negative imperative and the e·mphatic form with the 
ordinary verb do.

Don't do anything dangerous, will you? 
Your sister did do well in the competition! 

B Uses of do 
, ,  

The ordinary verb do has a. number of uses. 

We use do for an action when we do n.'ot say what the· action is. 
What are you doing?~ I'm drawing a plan of the garden. 
You can do lots oj exciting things a_t Adventure World! 
Guess what we did yesterday. 

We may not know what the action is, or w� may not want t(! be .specific.

We also use do to mean 'carry out' or 'complete'. 
Have you done your exercises? 
They're doing some repairs to the roof 
We did the job in less than an hour. 

Do can replace another verb in the context of a task or a service. 
There's something wrong with the car. They're doing it today. (= repairing) 
I've done the report. ( = written) 
The restaurant does Sunday lunches. (= serves) 

We can also use do with an ing-form. > 124B 
What course have you chosen?~ I'm going to do marketing. 
Someone ought to do some cleaning in here. 
I did a lot of skiing last year. 

C Do and make 

We use the ordinary verb do to stand for any action, or when we talk about 
doing a task. 

I'm afraid I've done something silly. 
We're just doing the washing-up. 

The basic meaning of make is 'produce' or 'create'. 
I was just making a cup of tea. 
They've made a new Harry Potter film. 
The company makes a small profit. 

We use make in these structures. 
Tom made this table. (made = created) 
Tom made me this table. (made = created) 
Tom made this table for me. (made = created) 



69 Have a look, make a start, etc 

A week in Portugal would make a .nice break. (make = be) 
The music made me sad. (niade me sad = caused me to become sad) 
The music made me cry. (made me cry= caused•me to cry) 

·L,- .. 

There are many idiomatic uses of dq��n.a_·make.
1 

for example, you do your 
homework, you do a course or a subject,: you do your best, and you make

sure you don't make a mistake. 

A common idiom is the phrase to do wlth·meaning 'connected with'. 
The boss wants to see you. It's something to do with an e-mail. 

69 Have a look, make a··start, etc
. 

. 

. 

A Compare these sentences. 
We often swim in the pool:. ,. 

We often have a swim in the pool. 
The two sentences have a very similar-meaning. We can express some actions 
as a verb (swim) or as an idiom consisting• of a verb+ object (have a swim). 

Have is often used in these idioms, but wit� some we use a different verb 
such as make. 

One of the guests complained. 
One of the guests made a complaint.

The verb in the idiom is an ordinary verb and can be continuous. 
Someone is having a swim. 
One of the guests was making a complaint. 

NOTE 

Compare these sentences. 
Chloe jumped in the water and swam a few strokes. 
Chloe went to the pool and had a swim. 
We missed the bus, so we walked. 
It was a lovely day, so we went for a walk. 

With some physical actions, the noun suggests a leisure activity going on for a period of 
time. A swim is a period of swirnming from start to finish. A walk is a complete journey 
on foot. 

B Here are some 1:erb + object idioms of this kind. 

Verb 

act 
affect 
announce sth 
argue 
choose 
comment 
complain 
contact, 
contribute 
control 

Idiom 

take action 
have an effect on 
make 'tin announcement 
have an argument 
make a choice 
make a comment 
make. q corr,,plaint . 1-', . . \ 

make contact with 
make a contribution 
have/take control of 
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decide 
describe 
discuss 
drink 

eat 

feel 
guess 
hold 
indicate 
look 
move 
predict sth 
rest 
revise 
ride 

sleep 
start 
suggest sth 
suspect sth 
swim 

talk to 
think 
try 

use 
walk 

wash 
work 

take/make a decision 
give a description of 
have a discussion about 
have a drink 
have something to drink 
have a meal 
have something to eat 
have a feeling 
have a guess 
take/have/keep hold of 
give an indication of 
have/take a look 
make a move 
make a prediction (of/ about) 
have a rest 
do some revision 
have a ride 
go for a ride 
have a sleep 
make a start 
make a suggestion 
have a suspicion 
have a swim 
go for a swim 
have a talk with 
have a think 
have a try/ have a go 
make an effort 
make use of 
have/take a walk 
go for a walk 
have a wash 
do some work 

C Compare the use of the adverb and the adjective in these sentences. 
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Adverb Adjective 

I washed quickly. I had a quick wash. 
They argued passionately. They had a passionate argument. 

TIP 

The structure with the adjective is usually neater. For example, 
James made good use of the computer sounds much better than 
James used the computer well. 



M.odal· verbs

70 Introduction 
.. ' 

A The modal verbs are can, could, must, should, ought, may, might, will, would, 
and shall. A modal verb always has the same form and never has an ending 
such as -s, -ing, or -ed. Modal verbs express meanings such as necessity and 
possibility. We can use them to tell or allow people to do things; or we can 
use them to say how certain or uncertain we are. There is an overview of 
meanings in G. 

There are two verbs which we use either as a modal verb or as an ordinary 
verb. They are need (> 73) and dare (> 83). 

B After •a modal verb we put an infinitive without to. 
We can park here. It's getting late. I must go.
The government sho'tl,ld do more to help. \ it will be windy tomorrow. 

The only exception to this is ought, which has a to-infinitive. 
The government ought to do more to help. 

NOTE 

When there is an adverb, it usually comes between the modal verb and the infinitive. 
We can probably park here. 

C To form the negative we use not or n't with the modal verb. 
The plan might not work. (NOT The plan tiBesn't might WfJrk.) 
You shouldn't be so untidy. (NOT Yott tiBtt't shBttkl be SB ttntidj.) 

But note the spelling and pronunciation of won't (> 54A), shan't, (> 54A), 
mustn't> (73D), and can't/cannot> (BOA). 

To form questions we put the modal verb before the subject. 
Can we park here? (NOT DB we ettti park here?) 
How should I organize my work? (No1 How dB .,t shBttlti Br-ganme my wBrk?) 

We also use modal verbs in short answers and in question tags. 
Can we park here?~ Yes, we can.
We can park here, can't we? 

D The same modal verb form can refer to the present or the future. 
Present: I'm looking for the letter. It might be somewhere in this 

pile of papers. 
Future: I posted the letter today. It might get there tomorrow.

The context shows whether the present or the future is meant. For example, 
tomorrow is in the future. 
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To talk about the past we can use a modal verb-.+ have + pastrpartieiple. 
I posted the letter two days ago. It might have arrived yesterday. 

We can also use a phrase like had to, was able to, or was allowed to. 
We all had to work late yesterday. 

Could sometimes expresses ability in the past. 
I can't remember names very well. When I' saw Simon's sister on Friday, I 
couldn't remember her name at all. It wa:s quite embarrassing. 

E A modal verb is followed by an infinitive without to. The infinitive can be 
simple, perfect, continuous, or passive. 

Form 

Simple 
Perfect 
Continuous 
Passive 
Perfect + continuous 
Perfect + passive 

Example 

They may show us their holiday photos. 
I may have shown you this before. 
They may be showing the film 6n television soon. 
We may be shown the results later.· 
You must have been dreaming.· 
The car must have been stolen. 

F There are some phrases like have to, be allowed to, ot be able to which have 
the same meanings as modal verbs. 

Modal verb 

You must fill in this form. 
The man couldn't board the 
plane. 
We can cancel the order. 

Phrase 

You have to fill in this form. > 71C 
The man wasn't allowed to board 
the plane.> 75C 
We are able to cancel the order.> BOB-C 

But there are differences in use between the phrases and the modal verbs. 

G Here is an overview of the kind of meanipgs expressed by modal verbs and 
phrases. 
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Use Example 

Necessity I must clean my shoes. > 71B 
We have to wait here .. > 71B. 
We've got to turn left here. -::; 72

No necessity You needn't wear a tie.> 73A 
You don't have to wear a ,tie. -:> 73A 

. 

Necessity to You mustn't break anything.'>' 73D · · 
avoid something 



i ·.•:. 

Use 

The right thing 
to do 

. , ...

Permission 

Certainty 

Impossibility 
Probability 
Possibility 

Ability 

Hypothesis 
Past habits 

Ha\:,ing cc�urage 

71 Must and-ha.veto 

Example 
. , ' � 

I You shoitl4 complain; > 7 4A

'You ·ought to complain:'� 74A

We'd better get reddy 'now .. > 74B · · .

iou're·:supposed !to m'ake your own bed. > 74C
'.f\. � 

Can I go/May I go now?> 75A

We're allowed to walk on the grass.> 75C
I / : ' }} • ,... • 

The game will be over now. > 76A
-

·-
. 

Thi$ plflce must �e crou;ded,in summer. > 76B

This can't be -real go�d. > 76B

Things should s�drt to, get better. > 77 '

We may go/might go out later. > 78A

We could go out later. > 79A

I can ski. > BOA

·1 cduld sk(. when: I was a ichild. >· BOA

We were able to ski all afternoon. > 80B,C
A million pou'nds would be very useful. >BIB· 

• 
' ( 1 .  ' , I. f'. l' , \ � ; l ,· '• • •• j ' 

My friend woit/4 alwq,ys, can on me after: school. > 82A

�e U$e� �o._play togf!th_erl <w�ry dri,y. > 8��, · · ·
, fvo on� dftf.l! spel!.'f. qperly. ? Q.� 

\ . ft l 

.71 Must and have to 
• •. • r , I , 

' 

A Form 1 .... 

·'.

Must has just one form, and it is followed by an 1nfinitive'·Without to . 
. 'Yoi?must�ear;so�ething smart ..... · ... -· . .  ,. . . ··· -. .  , 

We often use have to in the present simple or past simple.
. . '.{'•' 

Present simple:· ,we luwe to wear•stnart clothes. -· ; .. ,1· 1 • :. 

David has to work on-Sundays. · · ·,, • ·· • , '• c· 
Past ·simple:· ' I ·1!,ad 'to. get up early todiiy:•. · ·: ·. ·· :

.. \ 

We form negatives and questions with do .. --. 
W� don't have to .wear. smart clothes. 
Does b;,vid have to �ork on S�ndays? 
Wh�t time did_ yqµ hq�e to ge,t upt_ 

_ �.,,1:fe_ d�n't::have ·t(! ge_t up.early. ;-· .,,: ,,: , 

\-
. 

.... 

·; ",\ 

. ., ' ' 

: � .  \ ; 

The shoit·forms:.!ve; !stand 'dare used m-µch less oftenthan:th�_kmg fol'Il)s 
have, has, and had. Sentences like We've to wear smart clothes and I'd to get 
up early are unusual. But we can say We've got to wear smart clothes.= >-72-A-
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Must has no past tense, perfect, or continuous form. We use have to instead. 

Past simple: 
Present perfect: 
Present continuous: 
Past continuous: 

I had to queue for hours for these tickets. 
We've had to make a few changes. 
I'm having to spend a lot of time travelling. 
At that time we were having to survive on ve,y 
little money. 

We also use have to (not must) in the infinitive or ing-form and after will. 

To-infinitive: 
ing-form: 
Future with will: 

I wasn't expecting to have to look after the children. 
It's no fun having to stand the whole journey. 
You will have to pay the full standard fare. 

B Basic use 

We use must and have to to talk about what is necessary now or in the near 
future. 

I'm really sweaty. I must have a shower. 
We must make the arrangements soon. 
We have to turn left here. It's one-way. 
Mark has to take an exam at the end of his course. 

When we talk about things we have to do in the near future, we can use have 
to either in the present or with will. 

I have to go out soon. I I'll have to go out soon. 

NOTE 

Here are some other ways of e,pressing necessity. They are more formal than must or have
to and more likely to be used in writing than in speech. 

It's essential/vital you keep me informed. (= You must keep me informed.) 
You are obliged to/required to return the form within thirty days. 
It was necessary to change the arrangements. (= The arrangements had to be changed). 

C Must or have to? 
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There is a difference in meaning between must and have to. Look at this 
information for rail passengers. 

You must buy your ticket before starting your journey, unless you join the 
train at a station where ticket purchase facilities are not available. 

Now look at this conversation. 

Emily: There isn't much time to spare. You'd better buy your ticket 
on the train. 

Steve: I can't do that. I have to buy the ticket before I get on. 
We normally use must when the speaker or writer decides what is necessary, 
and we use have to when the necessity comes from the situation. 



72 Have got to 

You must ... is a way of telling someone to do something. You have to ... is 
a way of explaining what is necessary in the situation. 

You must fill in a form. (I'm telling you.) 
You have to fill in a form. (That's the rule.) 
I must go on a diet. I'm getting overweight. 
I have to go on a diet. Doctor's orders. 

TIP 

In general it is safer to use have to than to use must. Have to is much more 
common in speech. Sometimes must can sound strange if you use it in the 
wrong way. 

D Must to recommend things 

We sometimes use must to recommenp. something enjoyable. 
You really must watch this new soap opera. It's fascinating. 
We must have lunch together some time. ~ Yes, that would be nice. 

Have to is less usual in this context. 

, ' 

72 Have got to 

A Both have to and have got to express necessity. 
I have to take an exam in June. 
I have got to take I I've got to take an exam in June. 
Lucy has to do some work. 
Lucy has got to do I Lucy's got to do some work. 

Have to is used in both formal and informal English. Have got to is informal. 

, 

B We use have got to mostly in the present simple. In the past simple had to is 
more usual than had got to. 

I couldn't go to the party. I had to finish my project. 

We cannot use have got to with perfect or continuous forms or in the 
infinitive or ing-form. 

Day after day Karen was having to do the work of two people. 
(NOT Karen bt1aS ht:u:lirtg got t0 oo ... )

It's a nuisance to have to wait so long. 
(NOT It's tl ,iuisttnce t6 htlr:Je got t6 tt1ttit so ... ) 

TIP 

It is generally safer to use have to than to use have got to. 
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C · We form negatives and questions like this. 

have to 

Negative: We don't have to pay. 
Tom doesn't have to wait. 

Question: Do we have to pay? 

have got to 
' . 

We haven't got to pay,_ 
Tom hasn't got to, W<fit, 
Have we got to pay? 

Does Tom have to wait? Has Tom got to wait? .. , . 
! ., 

In the past simple we form negatives and questions with did .. 
We didn't have to pay. Did Tom have to wait? 

73 Needn't, don't have to, and mustn't_ 

A Needn't and don't have to 

We use needn't and don't have to to say·that something is not necessary. 
You needn't apologize. It's not your fault. 
You don't have to apologize. It's not your fault. 

The modal verb needn't is normally used only in the negative. 

TIP 

There is little difference in meaning betw�en n�edn't c;1.nd don't have to, 
but it is usually safer to use don't h�ve to. 

B Need to 
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•• I • • j • ' • ' 

There is an ordinary verb need, which we can use in positive and negative 
sentences and in questions. Need to means the same as have to. To form 
negatives and questions we use do. 

have to need tq (ordinary verb) · needn't (modal verb)

The colours have 
to match. 
The figure dpesn't, 
have to be exact. 
Do we have to book 
in advance? 

NOTE 

The colours need 
to match. 
The figure .doesn �t 
need to be exact. 
Do we need to book 
in advance? 

a The verbineed.can have an object.: � ' i . 

I really need a calculator. 

b We can also use an obj,ect + to-infinitive after need. 
We need you to fax us a copy. 

. The figure n�edn 't 
. be exact. •. 

': t j • � , ) ' 

c For need + gerund, e.g. This carpet needs cleaning, > 96A. 

d We can also use need as a noun, for example in the phrase no need. 
There's no need to book in advance. 



74 Should, ought to, had better, and be supposed to 

c Needn't have dane and didn't need to do 
We use these forms to talk:-about an. unnecessary past action. If someone 
didn't do something because it wasn't necessary, we· use didn't need to. 

We didn't need to make any sandwiches. We knew n_o one would be hungry. 
There wasn't a queue, so I didn't need to wait. 

If someone did something which we now know was unnecessary, we. can use 
either needn't have done or didn't need to. 

We needn't have made I didn't.need to make these sandwiches. 
No one's eaten any. 
It's a beautiful day. I needn't have brought I didn't _need to bring 
this umbrella. 

NOTE 

Didn't have to means the same as didn't need to. 
Fortunately we didn't have to pay/didn't need ·to pay for the repairs . 

. . 

D Mustn't 
We use mustn't to tell someone not to do something, or to say that it is 
necessary to avoid something. 

You mustn't forget your keys or you'll be locked out. 
We mustn't lose this game. It's really important that we· win. 

Mustn't is pronounced /'mAsnt/. . 

Mustn't or may not can be used to forbid sometp.ing. 
Students must not use/may not use dictionaries in the examination. 

Mustn't has a different meaning from needn't or don't have to. Compare these 
examples. 

I needn't run. I I don't have to run. I've got plenty of time. 
I mustn't run. I've got a weak heart . 

• 1 ' ,

74 ·Shoul·d, '.ought to, had better, and

be supposed to· .. 

A Should and ougfJt to·
. 

' 

Should and ought to mean the same,thing. We use them to say what is the 
right thing or tqe best thing to do .. · 

There aren't enough 'hospitals. They should build I They ought to build 
more of them. . 
You should go/ought to go to York. It's an interesting place: 

In negatives, questions,. and _short answers we normally use shou(d. 
People shouldn�t leave, litter au:over th� place, should they? 
Who should. we invite to the wedding? 

, . .

Should I apqlogize, do you think? ~ Yes, you should. 
• I 

We can use the continuous or perfect aft'er should and ought to. 
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Continuous: I should be doing some work instead of drinking coffee. 
We ought to be going soon or we'll be late. 

Perfect: You should have planted these potatoes last month. 
After all the help you've given Guy, he ought to have 
thanked you. 

B Had better 

We also use had better to say what is the best thing to do in a particular 
situation. It is used more in speech than in writing. 

These letters had better go today. They're quite urgent. 
You're ill. You'd better see a doctor. 
This room is in a mess. I'd better tidy up, hadn't I? 

Had better is stronger than should or ought to. I'd better tidy up means that I 
am going to tidy up because it is the best way to deal with the problem. 

We sometimes use had better to suggest unpleasant consequences if the 
action is not taken. 

That car's in the way. Someone had better move it or I won't be able 
to get out. 
You'd better do what you're told or you'll be in trouble. 

The negative is had better not. 
Corne on. We'd better not waste any time. 

NOTE 

You may hear best instead of better.

You're ill. You'd best see a doctor. 

C Be supposed to 
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Be supposed to has a number of different meanings. 

We use it when we say what should happen because it is the rule, or it is the 
normal way of doing things, what people are expected to do. 

When you've paid, you're supposed to take your receipt to the counter over 
there and collect what you've bought.~ Oh, I see. 
You're supposed to be working, not sitting around chatting. 

We also use be supposed to for something that is arranged or intended. 
I'm not going to phone the office. I'm supposed to be on holiday, aren't I? 
How is this bottle-opener supposed to work? 

We can also use it when we talk about what people in general say or believe. 
Too much sugar is supposed to be bad for you. 
(= People say too much sugar is bad for you.) 

We also use be supposed to in the negative when something isn't allowed. 
We're not supposed I We aren't supposed to keep pets in the fiat. 

We can use wasn't supposed to for something that happened without 
permission. 

You weren't supposed to mention my secret, you know. 



75 Can, could, may, and be allowed to 

75 Can, could, may, and be allowed to 
• 

I 

; 

A Asking perm•ission 

We use can, could, or may to ask permission. 
Can I take your umbrella?~ Of course you can. 
Could I borrow this calculator, plea:se?·~ Well, I need it actually. 
May we come in?::.., Yes, of course. ,-

Here could is less direct than can and1 so often sounds more polite. May is 
rather formal. · · 

NOTE 

For can an:d could in requests, > 79B. 

B Giving and refusing permission 

We use can or may to give permission. May is more formal. 
You can use my phone if you like. 
May I read the letter?~ Yes, of course you may. 

We use cannot/ can't to refuse permission. 
These rooms are privqte. I'm afraid y�u can't just walk in here. 

NOTE 

a May is sometimes used in formal written rules. 
Any person over the age of 18 may apply to join the club. 
You may not vote for more than one candidate. 

b Here are some other ways of refusing permission. 
Outdoor shoes must not be worn on this floor. > 73D

The use of mobile phones is not allowed/permitted in the library. 
Smoking is prohibited on school premises. 
No picnics. (mainly written) 

f 

C Talking about p'ermission 

We sometimes talk about permission when we are not giving it or asking for 
it. To do this, we can use can referring to the present or the future and could 
referring to the past. 

I can stay up as late as I like. My parents don't mind. 
These yellow lines mean that you.can't park here. 
At one time anyone could go and live in the US. 

We do not normally use may here. A sentence such as I may stay up late is 
less usual. 

We can also use be allowed to. 
I'm allowed to stay up as la_te as I like. My parents don't mind. 
Did Tina get permission from her boss? Was she allowed to leave 
work early? 
You won't be allowed to take photos in the museum. 
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Compare these two sentences. 
May we leave early, please? (Will you allow it? /I'm asking for permission.) 
Are we allowed to leave early? (What is the rule?/l'm asking about 
permission.) 

We use be allowed to (not can or may) in these forms. 

Future: 

Present perfect: 

Present continuous: 

To-infinitive: 
Ing-form: 

No one will be allowed to leave the building until they 
have been questioned by the police. 

· Since the beginning of the conflict, the media have not
been allowed to report what is going on.
No one without a ticket is being allowed to go near
the stadium.
I didn't expect to be allowed to look round the factory.
It's great being allowed to do whatever I like.

To talk about general permission in the past, we use could or was/ were 
allowed to. 

Years ago visitors to Stonehenge could go/were allowed to go right up 
to the stones. 

But for a specific action done with permission, we use was/ were allowed to. 
The five students were allowed to go right up to the stones. 

76 Will, must, and can't expressing certainty -

A We can use will for an assumption. 
It's no good ringing Luke now. He'll be at work. 
There's someone at the door. It'll be the postman. 

In the last example, the speaker assumes that the postman is at the door 
because this is the time when he normally calls. It'll be the postman is a kind 
of prediction about the present. 

B Must can express certainty. 
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You saw the film last week, so you must know what it's about. 
Jane got up at four o'clock! Well, she must be tired then. 

The speaker sees it as necessarily and logically true that Jane is tired. 

We use can't for something .we see as impossible. 
This can't be Roland's textbook. He doesn't do physics. 

Must and can't are opposites. 
The bill can't be so much. There must be a mistake. 
( = There is certainly a mistake.) 

NOTE 

a We also use have (got) to with the same meaning as must. 
There has to be a mistake. 

b We can also use be sure to or be bound to. 
My brother is sure to be late. I My brother is bound to be late. 



77 Should expressing probab_ility 

c In questions about what is possible we normally use can. 
Who can that be at the door? Can if really be true? 

d · Ameridms·say,That m
'.

ust not be Roland's textbook. ,

C After will, must, and can't expressing'� �sstimptiori or certainty, we can use
the continuous, the perfect; and the passive. 

Continuous: Where's Carl?~ He'll be sitting in a cafe somewhere, 
I expect. 
The bus is late. It· must be com_�ng soon .. 

Perfect: This glass is cracked .. Someon� must have dropped it. 
I can't have gone t() the wrong hQlts_e. I checked the 

Pe�ect passiv.e: 
. \ ·-.1• , 

r 

NOTE 

address'. 

ri 

·The best, seats will, have_ bf!en sold by now.
The bike must have been stolen while we were 
. 

' . 

having lunch. :· . _ ., 
. ' .. _ .. 

a Compare must have done and had to. 
The washing-machine is working again. Paul must have repaired it. 
The washing-machine broke down. Paul had to repair it. 

Here must have repaired expresses certainty about the past and had to repair expresses 
a past necessity. 

b Compare must do and must be doing. 
You've got exains soon. You must work. (I'm telling you. to work.) 
Paul isn't at home. He must be working. ESo I'm &u,re, he's working.) 

D We can use had to and couldn't'°when. something seeined certain in the past.
The fingerprints were the h_usband's, so he had to be the murderer. 
Harold stared in amazement. It couldn't be truer 

77 Should expressing probability 

We can use should to say what is the right thtng to do.> 74A
You broke Vicky's c_aml!ra,,•so. you should buy her. a new one. 

We can also use should to say that something "is probable, either in the
present or the future. 

I posted the letter ages ago. They should have it by now. 
The journey normally takes four hours, so we should get there about six. 

In the negative we use shouldn't. 
p

We're nearly at the front of the queue. We shouldn't have to wait 
much longer. 

Should has the additional meaning of 'if all goes well'.
There are no reports of delays. The train should be on time. 

But we. cannot use it to predict that something -will go wrong. 
There are reports of delays. The train will probably be late. 
(NOT The tfflin sh0uld be ktre.) 
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NOTE 

a Ought to has the same meaning as should. 
The journey normally takes four hours, so we ought to get there about six. 

b We can also use be (un)likely to to express probability. 
I'm afraid the train is likely to be late. 
Don't worry. There are unlikely to be any problems. 

78 May and- might 

A We use may and might to say that something is possibly true. 
This old picture may/might be valuable. 
The shop may not/might not be open today. 

It may not be open means that possibly it isn't open. 

We can also use may and might for an uncertain prediction or intention. 
You may/might get stuck in traffic if you don't leave early. 
I'm not sure, but I may/might go away somewhere next weekend. 

We do not often use may or might in questions. Instead we can use a phrase 
like Do you think . . .  ? 

Do you think you'll get the job? 

NOTE 

a Might not has a short form mightn't. 
I mightn't be at home tomorrow. (= Possibly I won't be at home tomorrow.) 

b We can use may well/might well to express a strong possibility. 
This picture may well I might well be valuable. 
(= It is very possible that this picture is valuable.) 

c We can also use could to express possibility. 
This picture could be valuable. > 79

d There are other ways of being less than certain in English. 
Perhaps/Maybe the picture is valuable. 
It's possible/There's a possibility (that) the picture is valuable. 
I think this is the right answer, but I'd better check. 

B We can use the continuous after may and might. 
Tina hasn't come home yet. She may be working late. 
I might be playing badminton tomorrow if I can book a court. 

We can also use the perfect. 
I don't know where the letter is. I may have thrown it away. 
I'm not very good at typing, so I might have made some mistakes. 
I suppose the flight might have been delayed. 

C We can use a statement with might to make a suggestion. 
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If you're going to the post office, you might get some stamps. 

Might can also express criticism that something is not done. 
You never do anything to help. You might wash up occasionally. 
Someone might have thanked me for all my trouble. 

We can also use could here. 
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We can also use this structure for a possible action when we know that the 
action did not happen. 

You were mad to drive here on these icy roads. You could have had 
an accident. 

NOTE 

a For could have done meaning a chance not taken, > BOC. 

b We can use could have + perfect to express criticism. 
You could have done a bit more to help_ instead of leaving everything to me. 

We can also use might here. > 78C 

D We sometimes use can to say th�t something is generally possible. 
You can make wine from bananas. 
Smoking can damage your health. 

In these sentences can means 'sometimes'. 
The motorway can get busy. (= It sometimes gets busy.) 
This computer can drive me mad. (= It sometimes drives nie mad.) 

Here can refers to a possible situation; one that we know sometimes 
happens. 

E Can't expresses logical impossibility. > 76B,C 
She can't be very nice if no one likes her. 
You can't have switched the TV off. It's still on. 

Compare can't with may not/ might not. 
This answer can't be right. It must be wrong. 
(= It is impossible for this answer to be right.) 
This answer may not/might not be right. 
( = It is possible th�at this answer �srt't right.) 

.. r i 

80 Can, could, and be able to 

A Can and could · 1 ·'· •1 
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· We use can to express ability.
Nicola can play chess. I taught her. 
Can you draw a perfect circle? 
We can't move this piano. It's too heavy for us. ·

The neg'ative of can is cannot /'krennt /, 'written as one word. It has a short 
form can't /ka:nt /. 

We use could for ability in the past. 
Nicola could play chess when she was six. 
My grandfather could walk on his _hands. 

As well as physical or mental ability, we also use can and could for an
opportunity to do something. 

·· 

We can sit in the garden when ·it's sunny. 
When we lived in a flat, we had so little space we couldn't keep a dog. 



79 Can and could expressing possibility 

D We use may as well or might as well to say that something is the best thing to 
do because there is no better alternative. 

You're not going to finish that crossword. You may as well give up. 
This lamp is no good. I might as well throw it away. 
Do you want to go to this party?~ Well, I suppose we might as well. 

79 Can and could expressing possibility 

A We use could to suggest possible future actions. 
We could go for a walk this afternoon. 
As we're short of money, I could sell my jewellery. 

Compare the use of may or mig/it for an uncertain intention. 
Suggestion: We could have a party. ~ Yes, why not? 
Uncertain intention: We may/might have a party. ,..._, Oh, really? When?> 78 

B We use can and could in requests. 
Can/Could I have one of those leaflets, please? 
Can/Could you wait a moment, please? 

We can use the imperative: Wait a moment, please, but this is less polite. By 
using can or could, we ask if it is possible for someone to wait a moment. 

We also use can in an offer of help. 
Can I give you a lift?~ Yes, please. 
The upstairs lights aren't working.~ Oh, I can fix them for you. 

TIP 

Ask people to do things - don't tell them. Say Could you canythtsferme, 
please? not Carry this for me. In general it is safer to use could in requests 
because it is less direct than can and usually more polite. 

C We can use could for something that is possibly true, or for an uncertain 
prediction. 

I'm not sure where the timetable is. It could be in the drawer. 
The asteroid could hit the earth. It's not impossible. 

We can also use may or might here> 78A. But we do not use can. 

We can use the continuous after could. 
Tina isn't home yet. She could be working late. 

We can also use the perfect to talk about possible actions in the past. 
You could have forgotten to post the letter. 
(= It is possible you forgot.) 
The flight could have been delayed. 
(= It is possible the flight has been/was delayed.) 
He could have been having a shower. 
(= It is possible he was having a shower.) 
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NOTE 

a We do not use can+ object. We always use a verb. 
He can speak Italian, (NOT H-e can �litm�) 

b For can/could with verbs'°'of.perception, e.g. I can se_e a light, >51E. 

B Be able to 

Be able·to in the present tense means the same as can for ability or 
opportunity. 

The pup"ils can already read.!The pupils are already able to read. 
Can you drive with that injured knee?/Are you able to drive with that 
injured knee? 

To form the negc!.tive of be able to, we ccµi use either not able to or unable to. 
The company cannot supply I is not able to supply /" is unable to 
supply the information. 

We use be able to (not can) in the following forms. 

Present perfect: Mr Fry has been ill. He hasn't been able to work 

Past perfect: 
To-infinitive: 

Ing-form: 
After will: 

After would: 

for some time. 
I arrived late because I hadn't been able to find a taxi. 
I'm having a wonderfµl holiday. It's nice to be able to 
relax. 
Being able to speak the language is a great advantage. 
Take this course and you will be able to impress o'thers 
with your sparkling ponversation. 
I wouldn't be able to do your job. I'd be hopeless at it. 

C Could and was/were able to 

We can use. these forms to talk about a general ability in the.past. 
Andrew_ could walk when he was only eleven months old. 
Aridrew was able to walk when hf! was only eleven months old. 

But we use was/were able to (and not could) for an action in a particular 
situation 

. Firemen were able to bring the blaze under control. 
The injured man was able to walk to a phone box. 
(NOT The injured mtt,i C01:tkl wtdk to tt phone bo-x.) 

He was able to walk there means that he had the ability to walk there, and he 
did actually walk there. · 

The phrases succeeded in doing and managed to do mean the same as was! 
were able to do. 

Detectives managed to identify I succeed�d in identifying the murderer. 

In negatives and questions we can use either form. 
Detectives couldn't identify I weren't able to identify the murderer. 
Could you get I Were you able to get tickets for �he show? 
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We normally use could (not was/were able to) with verbs of perception and 
verbs of thinking. 

I could see smoke on the horizon .. 
We could understand that Emily was feeling upset. 

To say that someone had the ability or the chance to do something but didn't 
do it, we use could have done. 

He could have walked there, but he was too lazy. 
I could have got tickets, but there were only very expensive ones left. 

For an action that possibly happened in the past, e.g. She could have missed 
the flight, > 79C.

Could can also mean 'would be able to'. > B 
The factory could produce a lot more if it was modernized. 
I couldn't do your job. I'd be hopeless at it. 

81 Would 

A Form 

The modal verb would has a short form 'd. 
Anyone would look silly in a shirt like that. 
I'd look ridiculous wearing that. 

We form negatives, questions, clnd short answers in the usual way. 
This colour wouldn't suit me, 'would it? 
When would I wear it? 
Would you buy it?~ No, I wouldn't. 

B Use 

Compare these two replies. 
We're going to have a barbecue. ~ Oh, that'll be nice. ('ll = will) 
We're thinking of having a barbecue.~ Oh, that'd be nice. ('d = would) 

Here will refers to a future situation, a barbecue which will definitely take 
place. Would refers to a possible situation, a barbecue which may or may not 
take place. 

Witli would, there is often a phrase or clause explaining the situation that the 
speaker is imagining. 

It would be nice to have a barbecue. 
You wouldn't be much use in a crisis. 
No one would pay taxes if they didn't have to. > 246

We often use would in combinations such as would like, would mind, and 
would rather. > C-E

NOTE 

For would looking forward from the past, > 62B. 

C Would like 

Would like means the same as want. 
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82 Would and used to for past habits 

Fiona would like to work in television. (= Fiona wants to work in television.) 
We'd like a place of our own. (= We want a place of our own.) 

When we ask for something, we use would like, not want. 
I'd like a drink, please. 

As a request, / want a drink is impolite. 

We also use Would . . . like . . .  ? in offers and invitations. 
Would anyone like a drink? 
Would you like to join us for lunch? 

Compare like and would like. 
I'm a great clubber. I like going/I like to go to clubs. 
( = I go to clubs and enjoy it.) 
Let's go out somewhere. I'd like to go to a club. 
(= I want to go to a club.) 

We can also use would with verbs such as love, hate, and enjoy when we are 
talking about things we want (or don't want) to do. 

My sister would love to do deep-sea diving. 
I'd hate to live out in the country where nothing ever happens. 
We'd enjoy a trip to Las Vegas. We've never been there before. 

D Would mind 

We use would mind in negatives and questions. 
I wouldn't mind watching this film.-(= I want to watch this film.) 
Would you mind changing places with me?~ OK 
(a polite request to change places) 

E Would rather 

Would rather means 'prefer' or 'would prefer'. 
I'd rather walk than hang around for a bus. 
The guide would rather we kept together. 
Would you rather eat now or later? 

Would rather is followed by an infinitive without to (walk) or by a clause (we 
kept together). 

The negative is would rather not. 
I'm a cautious person. I'd rather not take any risks. 

NOTE 

We can also use would sooner. 
I'd sooner walk than hang around for a bus. 

82 Would and used to fo� past habits 

A Would 
. '., 

In rather formal or written English, would is sometimes used to talk about
past habits. 

· · 
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Before we had television, people would make their own entertainment. 
Every morning my father would leave the house before I woke. 

In general it is safer to say used to. > B 

B Used to 

Used to expresses the idea that something happened regularly or continued 
over a period of time in the past. 

I used to come here when I was a child. 
Emma used to have a bicycle, but then she sold it. 
Before we had television, people used to make their own entertainment. 

I used to come here means that at one period I came here regularly, but then I 
stopped. Used to is pronounced /'ju:st ta/. 

There is no present-tense form. 
(NOT l use to cmne he,=e ,iow.) 

We use did in negatives and questions. 
There didn't use to be so much crime as there is today. 
What kind of books did you use to read as a child? 

NOTE 
We can use never in the negative. 

There never used to be so much crime. 

Used not to is rather formal. 
There used not to be so much crime. 

C Used to and be I get used.to 

Compare· used to do and be used to doing. 
We used to live in the country. But then we moved to London. 
( = At one time we lived in the country.) 
We're used to living in London now. But at first it was quite a shock, after 
life in the country. 
( = Living in London no longer feels strange to us.) 

We can also say get used to to talk about becoming more familiar with 
something. 

I still find driving in Britain quite difficult. I'll never get used to driving 
on the left. 
Sarah had never seen herself as a manager, but _she soon got used to being 
in charge. 

83 Dare 
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Dare is a mixture of forms. We sometimes use it as an ordinary verb and 
. sometimes as a modal verb. It takes an infinitive with or without to. 

Not many people dare (to) walk along here at night. 
No one dares (to) protest/dare protest. 
Only four of us had dared (to) accept the chµllenge. 



84 Modal verb + phrase 

If you dare to do something, you are brave enough to do it. If you daren't, 
then you are too afraid; to do it. 

Dare,is more common in negatives and questions than in positive 
statements. The negative forms are don't/doesn't/didn't dare or daren'tldare 
not (present) and dared not (past). 

This place is so _expensive. I don't dare (to) look/I daren't look at the bill. 
The police didn't dare (to) approach/dared not approach the building 
with the gunman inside. 

In questions we can use do, or we can use dare as a modal verb. 
Do you dare (to) say/Dare you say what you're thinking? 

We can also use would with dare. 
I wouldn't dare (to) take the risk: 
Would enough people really dare (to) resist armed troops? 

We use How dare . . .  ? for an angry protest. 
Just get lost, will you?~ What! How dare you speak to me like that? 

NOTE 

Americans· normally use a to-infinitive with dare.

84 Mo·d·a1 verb + phrase 

We cannot use two modal verbs together. 
(NOT [ might C{U'L get the d-tty <7ff.) 

·.

Instead we use a phrase like be able to, be allowed to, or have to after a modal 
verb. 

I might be -able to get .the day off. I'll have to q,sk my boss. 
We aren't_ childr_eh, are we? We ought to be allowed to decide for ourselves; 
It won't be busy, so we shouldn't have to queue. 
In the old days people used to have to wash clothes by hand. 
Will you be. able to find your way without a map? 

_85 Overview: the use of modal verbs 

. Verb Use Example 

can · I can play the piano .. Ability > 80A 
Opportunity > 80A 
Request > ?9B 
Offer of help > 79B 
Permission > 75 

We can watch TV in the evenings.

Asking permission> 75A 
General possibility > 79D 
Impossibility > 76B 

· Can you help me, please?
Can I help you?
You can go now.
Can I ask a question?
Maths can be fun.
The story can't be true.
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Verb Use Example 

could Past ability > 80 I could play the piano when I was five 
Possible ability > BOC If I had a camera, I could take a 

photo. 
Suggestion > 79A We could meet later. 
Request > 79B Could you help me please? 
Asking permission > 75A Could I ask a question? 
Past permission > 75C You could park here years ago. 
Possibility > 79 The plan could go wrong. 

must Necessity> 71 You must be careful. 
Logical certainty > 76B,C You must be tired. 

need When something is not We needn't hurry. 
necessary >. 73 

should The right thing to do > 7 4 You should revise before the exam. 
Probability> 77 It should be fine tomorrow. 

ought The right thing to do > 7 4 Y_qu ought to revise before the exam. 

may Possibility > 78 The plan may go wrong. 
Uncertain intention > 78A We may move house. 
Permission > 75 May I ask a question? 

might Possibility > 78 The plan might go wrong. 
Uncertain intention> 78A We might move house. 
Request/ criticism > 78C You might help me. 

will The future> 54 The post will be here soon. 
Assumption > 76A - The letter will be somewhere in

this file.

would A possible situation> 81 A holiday would be great. 
A past refusal > 62B The doorman wouldn't let us in. 
Looking forward from the No one knew what would 
past> 62B happen next. 
Past habits > 82A Every weekend we would go 

to the cinema. 

shall Asking what to do > 54E What shall we do? 
The future > 54A I shall be away next week. 

dare Being brave enough > 83 I didn't dare climb up. 
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86 Introduction 

Compar€{_the active and passive sentences. 
Active: My brother faxed the document. 
P�ssive: The document was faxed by my brother. 

We can choose to talk about my brother and what he did, or about the 
document and what happened to it. The two structures have the same 
meaning but the focus is different. The choice between active and passive 
often depends on what is old or new information in the context. > 88A 
And the passive is sometimes more impersonal in style. > 88B 

In the active sentence, the person doing the action (my brother) is the 
subject, and we use an active verb. In the passive sentence,. the subject is 
what the �ction is directed at (the document), and �e use· a passive verb. A 
passive verb has a form of the auxiliary verb be (was) and a passive participle 
(faxed). Note that the document is the object of the active sentence and the 
subject of the passive sentence. 

; . 

The person doing the action is called the agent. In a passive sentence, the 
agent can be added in a phrase with by. 

The document was faxed by my brother. 

We can end a sentence with the passive verb and not mention the agent. 
The document was faxed. 

The important information here is tHe method of sending the document. It 
was faxed, not sent through the post. 

Although the passive is more typical of an impersonal style, it can also occur 
in conversation. 

This house must be really old. ~ Yes, it was built in 1720. 

87 Passive verb forms 

A Tenses 

A passive verb has a form of be and a passive participle, e.g. killed, cut. 
Lots of people are killed on the roads. 
The budget for the project has been cut. 
The drugs will be destroyed . . , ·

Be is in the same tense· as the equivalent active form. 
Active: Accidents kill lots of people. (present simple) 
Passive: Lots of people are killed. (present simple of be + participle) 
Active: They've cut the budget. (present perfect) 
Passive: The budget has been cut. (present perfect of be+ participle) 
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The following verb tenses and future forms can be passive. 

Active 

Present simple 
They play the game. 
Present continuous 
They are playing the game. 
Present -perfect 
They have played the game. 
Past simple 
They played the game. 
Past continuous 
They were playing the game. 
Past perfect 
They had played the game. 
Future 
They will play the game. 
They are going to play the game. 

We can use short forms. 

Passive 

The game is played. 

The game is being played. 

The game has been played. 

The game was played. 

The game was being played. 

The game had been played. 

The game will be played. 
. The game is going to be played. 

Football is a very popular game. It's played all over the world. 
The prisoners are free. They've been released. 

B Negatives and questions 

We use the auxiliary verb in the_same way as we do in active sentences. 
In the negative not comes after the first auxiliary. 

Motorists are not killed by cyclists. 
The money still hasn't been found. 

In a question there is inversion of the subject and the (first) auxiliary. 
Has the money been found? 
When was the fax sent? 

C Modal verbs in the passive 

J22 

We can use the passive with a modal verb (or a phrase like used to or have to). 
The pattern is modal verb + be + passive participle. 

Stamps can be bought at any post office . .
Animals should really be seen in their natural habitat. 
Many things that used to be done by hand are now done by machine. 

Negatives and questions are formed in the usual way. 
Animals shouldn't be kept in cages. 
Must everything always be done at the last minute? 
Do meals have to be prepared every day? 



87 Passive verb forms 

A modal verb can also go wit}?. the perfect and the passive .together. The 
p_attern is modal verb + have been + passiv� participle. 

I c_an't find that leaflet. It must have been thr.own away. 
They've found a play that might have been written by Shakespeare. 
This bill ought to have been paid wee& ago. 

For modal verbs, > 70. 

D Phrasal and prepositional verbs in the passive 

Some phrasal verbs and prepositional verbs can be used.in the passive . 
. · The building was knocked down last year. 

Has _the doctor been sent for? 
The adverb or preposition (e.g. down, for) comes after the participle. 

Note also verb+ adverb+ preposition, and verbal idioms with prepositions. 
Such out-of-date practices should be done away with. 
The poor child is always being made fun of. 

E Was broken: action or ·state? 

Was broken can be a passive verb form . 
. The vase was broken by a guest. He knocked it over. 

Here the vase was broken expresses an action. It is equivalent to Someone 
broke the vase. 

We can sometimes t1se a participle such as broken before a noun, like an 
adjective. 

There was a broken vase· on the floor. 
We can also put the participle after be. 

The vase was broken. It lay in pieces on the floor. 
Here the vase was broken expresses a state, not an .action .. 

Compare these two examples. 
The drugs were hidden in containers and then .loaded onto the ship. 
(passive verb expressing an action: someone hid the drugs) 
The drugs were hidden in ,the ship, but the police didn't _know where. 
(be + participle expressing a. state: the drugs were in a secr�t place) 

' ' 

•/ 
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88 The use of the passive 

A Ordering information 

One of these paragraphs is about the scientist J.J. Thomson, and the other is 
about the electron. 

THOMSON, sm JOSEPH JOHN 

(1846-1940) 

British physicist and mathematician 
and head of a group of researchers at 
the Cavendish Laboratory in 
Cambridge. Thomson discovered the 
electron. He is regarded as the 
founder of modern physics. 

ELECTRON 

A subatomic particle and one of 
the basic constituents of matter. The 
electron was discovered by].]. 
Thomson. It is found in all atoms 
and contains the smallest known 
negative electrical charge. 

Compare these two sentences, one from each paragraph. 
Thomson discovered the electron. 
The electron was discovered by Thomson. 

The sentences have the same meaning, but they are about different things. 
The topic of the first sentence is Thomson, and the new information is that he 
discovered the electron. The topic of the second sentence is the electron, and 
the new information is that its discoverer was Thomson. 

Here the choice of active or passive verb depends on the context. We usually 
structure the sentence in a way that enables us to start with old information 
and end with new.> 31-32 In the second sentence, we need to start with the 
electron, and so we use the passive. 

B Typical contexts for the passive 
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We sometimes use the passive in speech, but it is more common in writing, 
especially in the impersonal style of textbooks and factual information. 

The paint is then pumped into a large tank, where it is thinned. 
Large numbers of slaves were transported to the New World. 
If sulphur is heated, a number of changes can be seen. 
Thousands of new jobs have been created. 

Here we focus on the proc.ess of paint-thinning, the destination of the slaves,
and so on, rather than on the people carrying out the actions. 

The passive is also sometimes used in rules and to describe procedures. 
The service is provided under a contract. 
Your prize must be claimed by 31 December. 
Application should be made in writing. 

The active equivalent· We provide the service .. . , You must claim your 
prize ... , You should apply . . . is more friendly and less impersonal. 



88 The use of the passive 

The passive also occurs in news reports� 
A new health tax will be introduced next year. 
Two people were killed in the acciden�. 

TIP 

Do not overuse the passive. Use it only when it fits the context and the 
style. Remember that even in formal writing most clauses are active, 
not passive. 

1 • 

C Verbs which cannot be passive· 

An intransitive verb (a verb without an object) cannot be passive. These 
sentences have no passive equivalent. 

Something happened. · 1 

The problem will become more urgent. 
We stayed at home. , , .. , 
The streets seemed empty. 

There are also some transitive verbs which cannot be passive, e.g. have 
(= own), lack, reserf!ple,�and suit(= be right for). These are all state verbs. 

My friend had a sports car. (NOT A s-p6rts car u,,as had by rnyfriend.) 
The player lacks ability. (NOT Ability is lacked by the player.) 
That colour suits you. (NOT Tou're suited by thttt oofour.). 

But other state verbs can be passive, �.g. believe, contain, include, intend, 
,, 

know, like, love, mean, need, owe, own, understand, want. 
The business is owned by an American company. 
These pld postcards are wanted by collectors. 

. I • 

Some verbs can be either action verbs or state verbs, e.g. cost, fit, measure, 
weigh, > 51B. They can be passive only when they are action verbs. 

Action & active: The decorator meQ.$ured the_ wall. 
Action & passive: The wall was measured by the decorator. 
State: The wall measured three metres. 

(�UT NOT Three metres u,,as m'etisureti by the Wttll.) 
. ' 

. 

l, 

.. , 

. ! •1· 
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D The passive and you, we, they, etc 

The passive is used less in informal English than in formal or written 
contexts. In informal English we often use an active sentence with a vague 
subject like you, we, they, people, or someone. 

Active: You can't do anything about it. (you = people in general > 176) 
Passive: Nothing can be done about it. 
Active: We/People use electricity for all kinds of purposes. 
Passive: Electricity is used for all kinds of purposes. 
Active: They're building some new-houses. 
Passive: Some new houses are being built. 
Active: Someone has taken down the poster. 
Passive: The poster has been taken down. 

In the passive sentences we do not need to mention you, we, etc when they 
have this vague meaning. 

NOTE 

We can also use one, although its use is limited. > 176A 
One can't do anything about it. 

89 The agent in passive sentences 

A When we need to mention the agent in a passive sentence, we use a phrase 
with by. 

Hercule Poirot was created by Agatha Christie. 
The land has been bought by a property developer. 
The submarine is powered by nuclear energy. 

Here the agents - Agatha Christie, a property developer and nuclear energy -
are the new information we are focussing on. 

B But often we do not need to include the agent in a passive sentence. Other 
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kinds of information can come at the end of the sentence. 
The dark side of the moon was first seen in 1959. 
The reception will be held at the Manor Hotel. 
Plugs should be wired correctly. 

We mention the agent only if we need to mention it. We do not mention it if it 
is not relevant. 

A large number of Sherlock Holmes films have been made. 
The atom was regarded as solid until the electron was discovered in 1897. 
The drugs were destroyed. 

The people who made the films, discovered the electron and destroyed the 
drugs are not relevant to the message. The first two examples are about the 
number of films and the time of the discovery. The last example is about 
what happened to the drugs, not when or where it happened or who did it. 

Sometimes we do not know the identity of the agent. 
My car was stolen. 

The phrase by a thief would add no information. 



90 The passive with get

Sometimes we do not need to mention the agent because it is obvious. 
A new government has been elected. 

The phrase by the voters would add no information because we know that 
governments are elected by voters. 
Sometimes we do not mention the agent because we do not want to. 

Mistakes have been made. 
This use of the passive without an agent is a way of not saying who is 
responsible. Compare the active I/We have made mistakes. 

90 The passive with get 

A We_ sometimes form the passive with get rather than with be. 
We get paid monthly. 
The booklet got thrown out with the rubbish. 
The leaves were getting blown about by the wind. 

We use the passive with get mainly in informal English, and it has a more 
limited use than be. We can use it to talk about good or bad things happening 
to someone or something. 

Luckily I got accepted at art school. 
The flower display got vandalized. 

'Bad things' can be accidents. 
Lots of people get killed on the_ roads, unfortunately. 
The vase got broken when we moved house. 

This pattern with get can also refer to something happening incidentally, as
part of a larger operation. · ' 

The dustbin gets emptied once a week. 
Everyone got 'moved to a new office during the reorganization. 

But we do not use get for a major, planned action. 
The railways were privatized 20 years ago. 
(NOT The railw-ays g-Bt privtltii!ed: 20 yettrs tlg-6.) 

· In simple tenses we use do in negatives and questions.
I forgot to leave the dustbin out, so it didn't get"emptied. 
How often do people get injured playing rugby? 

B We also use get + passive participle in some idiomatic expressions.

We didn't even have time to get washed. (= wash ourselves) 
Simon got married last year. (= married someone) 

Such expressions include get washed, get shaved, get (un)dressed, get changed 
(= change your clothes); get engaged, get married, get divorced; get started 
( = start); and get lost ( = lose your way). 
We can also use some of these verbs in the active without an object. 

There wasn't much time to wash and change. 
Here wash means the same as get washed. V�rbs that occur in both patterns 
are wash, shave, (un)dress, change; marry, divorce; and start. 
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NOTE 

a Get can be followed by a participle used as an adjective. 
After a while I got interested in the film, but then the doorbell rang. 
(= After a while I became interested in the film.) 

Other words in this pattern are bored, confused, fed up, involved, stuck, and tired. 

b With engaged, we can use either get or become. 
We've just got/become engaged. 

91 The passive with give, send, etc 

A In the active, give can have two objects. > 6 
The nurse gives the patient a sleeping pill. 

Either of these objects can be the subject of a passive sentence. 
A sleeping pill is given to the patient. 
The patient is given a sleeping pill. 

We can use other verbs in these patterns, e.g. send, offer, award. > C 

B Compare these two sentences. 
£5 million damages were awarded to a recent accident victim. 
A recent accident victim was awarded £5 million damages. 

The choice of structure depends on the context - for example, whether we 
are talking about a sum of damages and who received it, or about an accident 
victim and how he/she was compensated.> 88A 

C It is quite usual in English for the person receiving something to be the 
subject. Here are some more examples. 

The chairman was handed a note. I've been offered a job. 
We were told all the details. The residents will be found new homes. 

Here are some verbs that we can use in this pattern. 

allow feed leave pay show 
ask find (in a will) promise teach 
award give lend refuse tell 
charge grant offer sell 
deny hand owe send 

92 The passive with verbs of reporting 
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With verbs of reporting there are two special passive patterns. 
Active: People say I They say that elephants have good memories. 
Passive with it: It is said that elephants have good memories. 
Passive with 
to-infinitive: Elephants are said to have good memories. 



92 The passive with verbs of reporting 

A It is said . . .

B 

:1 

Some verbs can occur in the pattern it + passive verb + that-clause. 
It is thought that the stone houses are 5,000 years old. 
It was reported that the army was crossing the frontier. 
It has been shown that the theory is correct. 
It is proposed that the industry should be privatized. 

We often use these verbs: 

accept believe estimate imply propose 
agree claim expect intend realize 
allege conclude feel know recognize 
announce. consider fear note recommend 
anticipate decide find notice report 
argue discover hold observe reveal 

say 
see 
show 
state 
suggest 
think 

assume envisage hope predict rumour understand 

. . . said to be . . .

We can also use the pattern: subject+ passive verb+ to-infinitive. 
The stone houses are thought to be 5,000 years old. 
United were expected to win easily, but they lost. 
The film was felt to lack excitement. 

We can use these verbs: 

allege declare find presume say 
assume discover intend prove see 
believe estimate know report show 
claim expect mean reveal state 
consider feel observe rumour suppose 

think 
understand 

The to-infinitive can also be continuous; perfect, 9:r passive. 
The army was reported to be crossing the frontier. 
The prisoner is known to have behaved violently in the past. 
The disease was thought to be spread by mosquitoes. 

It can be both perfect and passive. 
Twelve people are believed to have been killed in the accident. 

We can use the subject there with to be. 

There is considered to be no chance of the bill becoming law. 

The passive verb can have a modal verb, e.g. can, must. 
The company can hardly be said to be prospering. 
The rumour must be assumed to be false. 

NOTE 

Agree, decule, and propose can come in pattern A with it and a that-clause. 
It was ligreed that the committee should appoint a press secretary. 

A typical use is to report what was said in a meeting. 
We can also use the same three verbs in the pattern it+ passive verb+ to-infinitive. 

It was agreed to appoint a press secretary. 
We can us,! this pattern only with agree, decide, and propose. 
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C The agent with verbs of reporting 

In both the patterns A and B, we can include the agent in a phrase with by. 
It was reported by CNN that the army was crossing the frontier. 
The film was felt by audiences to lack excitement. 

Here the agent comes next to the verb it relates to (reported by CNN, felt by 
audiences). 

93 Passive verb + to-infinitive or 
active participle 

A Infinitive 
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Some patterns with a verb+ object+ to-infinitive have a passive equivalent. 
Active: Police advise drivers to use an alternative route. 
Passive: Drivers are advised to use an alternative route. 

We can use this passive pattern with verbs like tell, ask, persuade, warn, and 
advise, > 105B; and verbs like force and allow, > 105C. 

Now look at this pair of sentences. 
Active: The terrorists made the hostages lie down. 
Passive: The hostages were made to lie down. 

In the passive we always use a to-infinitive (to lie) even if in the active the 
infinitive is without to. This happens after make and after verbs of perception 
such as see. 

Active: The detective saw the woman put the jewellery in her bag. 
Passive: The woman was seen to put the jewellery in her bag. 

We can use let in the active pattern but not in the passive, where we use allow 
instead. 

Active: They let the hostages rest./They allowed the hostages to rest. 
Passive: The hostages were allowed to rest. 

We can also use a finite c;lause after is told, was asked, etc, but not after make 
or after verbs like force or allow. 

Drivers are advised that an alternative route should be used. 
BUT Drivers are forced to use an alternative route. 
(NOT DritJers ttre forced that ttn ttlterntttitJe route should be used.) 

NOTE 

For the passive to-infinitive, > 95. 
There is an alternative route to be used by goods vehicles. 
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B Participle 

· Some patterns with a verb + object + active participle have a passive
equivalent. .. 

Active: The de.tective saw the woman puiting the jewellery in her bag. 
· Passive: The woman was seen putting the jewellery in her bag.
Active: The officials kept us waiting for half an hour.
Passive: We were kept waiting for half an hour.
Active: We spend too much time argujng over little details.
Passive: Too n:zuc'?, tirrie is spent arguing over little details.

_We can use the passive pattern with verbs of perception (e.g. see) and with 
catch, discover, find, keep, leave, lose, ,spend, and· waste. 

NOTE 

For I sa·w the jewellery being put in the bag, > 125C.

' \ 

94 Some patterns with have and get 

A The active: have/get+ oblect + infinitive 

This pattern means 'cause someone to do something'. 
I had the garage service my- car. 
I got the garage to service my car. 

. ! 

After have we use an infinitive without to, and after get we use a to-infinitive . 
. This active pattern with have is more common in the US than in Britain, 
where it is rather formal. Get is informal. 

B The passive: have/get something done 
' . 

This pattern means 'cause something to be done'. 
I had my car serviced. 
I got my car serviced. 

f I, 

This means that I arranged for some�ne, for example a garage, to service my 
car; I did not service it myself. We use this pattern mainly to talk about 
professional services to a customer. Both forms are used in Britain and in the 
US. Have is neutral, and get is• a little informal. 

You should' have/get the job done professionally. 
I had/got the machine repaired only last week . 

. We're having/We're getting a ne_w kitchen.fitted. 
Where did you have/get your hair cut? 

Both have and get•aie ordinary verbs which can be continuous (are having! 
are getting). In simple-tense negatives and questions we use do 
(did . . . have/get .. . ?) . 

Compare the two patterns with had.

Have something done: We had a burglar alarm fitted (by a security 
company) last year. 

Past perfect: We had.fitted a burglar alarm (ourselves) some 
time previously. 
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We can also use get informally when we are talking about a job we do 
ourselves. 

I must get my homework done. (= I must do my homework.) 
We finally got everything packed into suitcases. (= We packed the 
suitcases.) 

C Have something happen 

This pattern has the same form as have something done in B. We use it to say 
that we experience something, often something unpleasant. 

We had a window broken in the storm. 
My sister has had some money stolen. 

95 The passive to-infinitive and gerund 
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Look at these forms oftt1:e verb play. 

To-infinitive: 
Perfect to-infinitive: 
Gerund: 
Perfect gerund: 

Active 

to play 
to have played 
playing 
having played 

Passive 

to be played 
to have been played 
being played 
having been played 

Each passive form ends with a passive participle (played). 

Here are some examples of the passive forms. 

To-infinitive: I expect to be invited to the wedding. 
It's awful to be criticized in public. 
I want this place to be tidied up by the time I get back. 

Perfect The fire seems to have been caused by an electrical fault. 
to-infinitive: I want this place to have been tidied up by the time I get back. 

Gerund: Being searched by customs officers is unpleasant. 
Let's not risk being arrested for spying. 

Perfect gerund: I'm annoyed at having been made a fool of 
There is no record of any message having been sent. 

After a preposition we can use a gerund but not an infinitive. > 114 
NOTE 

We can sometimes use get instead of be with the passive forms. 
I don't expect to get invited to the wedding. 
Let's not risk getting arrested for spying. 
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96 Active forms with a passive mea.n1ng 

A Gerund 

The active gerund can sometimes have a passive meaning. This happens after 
need or want(= need). 

The room needed decorating. (= The• room needed to be decorated.) 
This bike wants cleaning. (= This bike needs to be cleaned.) 

Want in this sense of 'need' is informal. �. 

We cannot use the passive gerund here. 
(NOT The rBBm needed being deeBfflteti.) 

B To-infinitive 

We sometimes u.se an active to-infinitive when we are talking about jobs we
have to do. _ 

· 

We had the living-room· to decorate. 
I've got some homework to do. 

When the subject of the sentence (We, I) is the agent (the person doing the 
job), then we use the active infinitive, not the passive. 

If the subject of the sentence is NOT the agent, we ·use the passive infinitive. 
The living-room had to be decorated. 
The homework is to be done by tomorrow. 

After the subject there, we can use either an active or a passive infinitive. 
There were several rooms to decorate I to be decorated. 
There's quite a. lot of homework to do I to be done. 

But when we talk about leisure activities, we normally use the active. 
There are lots of exciting things to do here. 

After an adjective, the infinitive is usually active. 
This machine isn't safe to use. 
The piano is too heavy to move. 
That box isn't strong enough to sit on. 

If we use a phrase with by and the agent, then the infinitive is passive. 
The piano is too heavy to be moved by one person. 
(=The piano is too heavy for one person to inove.) 

C Main verbs 

A few verbs can be used in the active form with a· passive meaning. 
Her latest record is selling in huge numbers. (= It is being sold ... ) 
This sentence doesn't read quite right. (= When it is read, it isn't right.) 
This sweater washes all right in warm water. ( = It can be washed . . .  ) 

,. 
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97 Introduction 

• A There are two kinds of infinitive - with to and without to.
Infinitive with to: I'd prefer to sit at the back. 
Infinitive without to: I'd rather sit at the back. 

Whether we use to or not depends on the grammatical structure. For 
example, we use to after prefer but not after would rather. 

The most common use of an infinitive without to is after a modal verb, 
e.g. can. > 70B

I can sit at the back.
For more on the infinitive without to,> 110. The rest of this chapter is about 
infinitives with to, often referred to as to-infinitives. 

B A to-infinitive can have a perfect or continuous form. 
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Simple: to play 
Perfect: to have played 
Continuous: to be playing 
Perfect and continuous: to have been playing 

We use a perfect infinitive for something that happened (or possibly 
happened) earlier. 

I. seem to have left my umbrella behind.
The man was relieved to have survived the accident.

In this last example the man's survival happened before his feeling of relief. 
We cannot use a past form. 

(NOT I seem ro left it behind.) 

We use a continuous infinitive for something h�ppening over a period. 
You're lucky to be living in such a nice place. 
We r,yere happy to be starting on a new adventure. 
The man was unsteady on his feet. He appeared to have been drinking. 

In the negative, not comes before the infinitive. 
I'd prefer not to sit at the front. 
The two lovers pretended not to have met before. 

NOTE 
a In some contexts we can use a simple to-infinitive as well as a perfect or continuous 

form. 
We expect to complete/to have completed the work by the summer. 
We hope to make/to be making a start soon. 

b With some expressions such as would like, would hate, and would be nice/ awful, we 
can also use the perfect in either or both clauses when talking about the past. 

I'd like to have seen the show last week. 
I'd have liked to see the show last week. 
I'd have liked to have seen the show last week. 

c · For the passive infinitive, e.g. to be played, > 95. 
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98 Infinitive clauses 

A An infinitive can be followed by an object or complement and/ or by one or 
more adverbials. The infinitive together with such phrases is called an 
infinitive clause. 

A sightseeing tour is the best way to see the city. (infinitive+ object) 
' 

I'd prefer; t� sit �t the backi (infinitive + adverbial) • 

An infinitive clause can be just an infinitive without an object or adverbial. 
We decided to leave. 

NOTE 

An adverbial usually goes after the infinitive or after the object if there is one. 
I didn't-expect you to change your mind suddenly. 

Often a one-word adverb can also go before the to-infinitive or between to and the verb. 
I didn't expect you suddenly to change your mind. 

t I didn't expect you to suddenly chaf'!-ge your mind. 
This last example is sometimes called a 'split infinitive' because the infinitive to change is 
split by the word suddenly. A few people think this is incorrect, but in fact it has become . 
common usage, and there is no need to avoid it. 

At last we've got a chance to really relax. 
Remember to always keep your design simple. 

B In an infinitive clause, a preposition comes in its normal place, often after a 
verb or adjective. 

It isn't enough money to live on. 
There's nothing to get excited about. 
I need a vase to put these flowers in .. 

NOTE 

In more formal English we can sometimes begin a clause with a preposition and relative 
pronoun. 

It is hardly enough money on which to live. 

99 The to-infi-nitive with it, as subject, and as 
complement 

A We often use a pattern with it as the subject and an infinitive clause at or near 
the end of the _sentence. 

It seems rude to turn down the invitation. 
It is a great mistake not to take a holiday now and then. 
It takes ages to defrost this fridge. 

We can sometimes use a to-infinitive clause as a subject, but this is less 
frequent than the pattern with it. 

To tum down the invitation seems rude. 
Not to take a holiday now and then is a great mistake. 

NOTE 

A gerund as subject is more usual than an infinitive. 
Defrosting this fridge takes ages. 
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B A to-infinitive clause can be a complement after be. 
My great ambition is to emigrate to Australia. 
The important thing is not to panic. 
The idea was to give everyone a nice surprise. 

100 The to-infinitive used as an adverbial 

A to-infinitive clause can function as an adverbial. It can express ideas such 
as purpose or outcome. 

A Purpose 

A to-infinitive clause can express purpose. 
My friend has gone to town to do some shopping. 
I am writing to enquire about activity holidays. 
To get a good seat you need to arrive early. 

For other ways of expressing purpose, > 240. 

In the negative we cannot use a simple to-infinitive. 
(NOT Vle came in quietly not to disturb you.) 

Instead we use so as or so that. 
We came in quietly so as not to disturb you 
We came in quietly so that we wouldn't disturb you. 

After so that we use a finite clause. 

NOTE 

In informal British English we use go and/come and rather than go to/come to before a verb. 
Let's go and have a cup of coffee. 
Come and take a look at this. 

Americans say Let's go have a cup of coffee. 

B Outcome 

We can sometimes use a to-infinitive clause to express the outcome of an 
action or process. 

Laura came home to find her house on fire. 
The prince grew up to be a handsome young man. 

We can put only before the to-infinitive to express the idea that effort has 
been wasted. 

We all arrived for the concert only to find it had been cancelled. 
Smith beat the goalkeeper only to see his shot hit the post. 

C Comment 
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An infinitive clause can also express a comment on the speaker's honesty. 
To be frank, you .didn't make a very good impression. 
I'm a bit tired of sightseeing, to tell you the truth. 

We can also use to be (perfectly) honest and to put it bluntly. 



101 Verb+ to-infinitive or verb+ gerund? 

D To hear . . . I To see . . .

'(!e can use a clause with to hear or to see to explain why something could 
give you the wrong idea. 

To hear him talk, you'd think he was. God's gift to women. 
To see her walking around in her old clothes, you'd never guess she owned 
a multi-million pound business. 

101 Verb�+ to-infinitive or verb + gerund? 

A We can use a to-infinitive after certain verbs. 
I decided to take a bus. 
People will refuse to-:pay the new tax. 
I'm planning to visit India next year. 

I ,, 

We hope to be moving into our new flat soon. 
We expect to have completed the work by the summer. 

Other verbs take a gerund, 
I suggested taking a bus. 
People will resent paying the new tax-. 
I'm considering visiting India next year. 

There are some verbs which take both forms: they can be ,followed by either a 
to-infinitive or a gerund,> 103. But many verbs can be followed by only one 
of the forms. It is difficult or impossible to give rules about which verbs take a 
to-infinitive and which take a gerund; they all have to be learned individually. 

B We can use more than one to-infinitive or gerund together, or a combination 
of the two. 

You need to prepare to answer some awkward questions. 
I refuse to risk losing so much money." 
Jane was considering offerirzg to help the refugees. 

For more information about infinitives and gerunds with other clauses,> 229. 

C Here is a list of some common verbs+ to-infinitive. 

afford > 102G consent(= agree) hesitate 
agree> 102E dare> 83 hope 
aim decide learn 
appear > 102A decline (= refuse) long> 102B 
arrange demand look> l02C 
ask> 102F desire > 102B manage 
attempt ( = try) be dying > l 02B need> 1041 
be> 58A-B expect offer 
beg fail ought> 74A 
care(= like) >102H be going> 55 plan 
choose happen > 102A prepare 
claim have> 71 pretend 
come> 102A help> 102D promise 

prove> 102A 
refuse 
seek(= try) 
seem> 102A 
tend> 102A 
threaten 
turn out > 102A 
used> 82 
volunteer 
vote. 
can't-wait 
want> 102B 
wish> 102B 
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Here is a list of some common verbs + gerund. 

admit enjoy justify resist 
allow> 1021 can't face keep report> 102F

avoid fancy> 102B keep on resent 
consider finish mind> 102H resume 
delay give up miss risk 
deny can't help postpone suggest 
detest(= hate) imagine practise 

· dislike involve quit 

NOTE 

Sometimes a to-infinitive comes after a passive verb. 
You were warned to take care. 

The equivalent active pattern is verb + object + to-infinitive. 
I warned you to take care. 

For more details about these patterns, > 105. 

102 Verb+ to-infinitive or gerund: more details 

A A special group of verbs which take a to-infinitive are appear, come, happen, 
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prove; seem, tend, and turn out. 
The plane seemed to be losing height. 
(The plane was apparently losing height.) 
We happened to meet in the street. 
(We met by chance in the street.) 
The couple came to accept the death of their son. 
(The couple finally accepted the death of their son.) 
Rich people tend to live longer. 
(Rich people usually live longer.) 

Here the to-infinitive expresses what happened, and the verb before it says 
something about the truth of the statement (e.g. how sure we are that the 
plane is losing height) or about the manner or time of the action (e.g. how 
quickly the couple accepted the death of their son). 

The object of the to-infinitive can be the subject of a passive sentence. 
Active: Someone seems to have stolen my computer. 
Passive: My computer seems to have been stolen. 

We can use an empty subject it before appear, happen, seem, turn out. > 36C 
It seemed that the plane was losing height. 

We use a that-clause after it+ verb. 



102 Verb + to-infinitive or gerund: more details 

B Want+ to-infinitive .is a common pattern .. Wish and desire are more formal. 
Does anyone want to say anything? 
Does anyone wish to make a comment? , : , 

Be dying to and long to are more emphatic. 
I'm dying to open this parcel. I can't wait. 

Fancy+ gerund is informal. 
Do you fancy going out somewhere? 

C Look+ to-infinitive can mean the same as 'seem' or 'appear'. 
With profits sharply down, the corripany looks to be in trouble. 

In the continuous form it can mean 'aim to'. 
United are looking to return to the top of the table. 

D After help we can leave out to. '' · 

I 

We all helped (to) put up the tent.· 
-•:•· 

E We can use agree with a to-infinitive but not accept. 
My friend agreed to pay half the cost. 
My friend accepted that he should pay half the cost. 
(NOT 1Wy friend twcepted to pay half the cost. )

F We can use a to-infinitive after ask.

The customer asked to see the manager. 
Usually there is an object between ask and the to-infinitive. > 105B 

The customer asked the manager to sort the problem out. 

We use a gerund after report. 
Witnesses reported seeing the aircraft burst into flames. 

G We use afford(= have enough money or time for) after can/could or be able to, 
often in a negative sentence or a question. 

I can't afford to buy a house. Will we be able to afford to go to Peru? 

H We use mind+ gerund arid care+ to-infinitive mainly in a negative sentence 
or a question. 

I don't mind walking if it's fine. 
Would you care to come along with us? 

Would you care to ... ? is a formal way.of saying Would you like to ... ? 

Allow takes a gerund. 
They don't allow sunbathing here. 

But when it has an object, allow takes a to-infinitive. 
They don't allow you to sunbathe here. 

And be allowed takes a to-infinitive. 
You aren't allowed to sunbathe here. 
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103 Verbs taking either a to-infinitive 
or a gerund 

A Sometimes the choice of to-infinitive or gerund after a verb depends on the 
meaning, > 104. But some verbs can take either a to-infinitive or a gerund 
with almost no difference in meaning. 

I hate to leave/hate leaving everything to the last minute. 
We intend to take/intend taking immediate action. 
It suddenly started to rain/started raining. 

These verbs are: begin, bother, can't bear, cease, commence, continue, hate, 
intend, like, love, prefer, propose, can't stand, and start. 

But with these verbs we normally avoid using two ing-forms together. 
The spectators were already begi,nning to arrive. 
(NOT The spectators were already beginning arriving.) 

After begin, continue, and start, a state verb usually has the to-infinitive form. 
I soon began to understand what the problems were. 

NOTE 

a Cease(= stop) and commence(= begin) are formal. 

b We normally use bother in a negative sentence or a question. 
Don't bother to wash up. I Don't bother washing up. 
Why should we bother to call I bother calling a meeting if no one will come to it? 

� 

B Like, love, and hate take either a to-infinitive or a gerund. 
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I like to cook. I I like cooking. 
Kate hates to travel I hates travelling on buses. 

The gerund is more usual when we are talking about the pleasure or 
displeasure we feel when doing something. 

Like takes a to-infinitive when it means that we do something because it is a 
good idea rather than a pleasure. 

I like to keep all these papers in order. 

Would like, would love, and would hate normally take a to-infinitive. 
Our guest would like to say a few words to you. 
We'd love to go on a cruise. 

TIP 

Use like + gerund to talk about the things people ·enjoy. 
Do you like playing tennis? ~ Yes, I do. I really enjoy it. 
Use would like+ to-infinitive to say what you want to do or to make 
suggestions or invitations. 
Would you like to play tennis? ~ Yes, OK Let's have a game. 



104 Verb + to-infinitive/gerund with a change in meaning 

104 Verb+ to-infinitive/gerund with a change· 
. . 

In meaning 

The to-infinitive and gerund have different meanings after these verbs: 
remember, forget(> A), regr,et (> B) ,- dread (> C), try (:> D), stop (> E),

mean (> F), get(> G), go on (> H), need, want, and deserve(> I). 

A We use remember and forget with a to-infinitive to talk about necessary 
actions and whether we do them or not. 

Die/, you remember io turn off t/i,e computer? 
You forgot to sign the cheque.~ Oh, sorry . 

. We use a gerund with remember and forget to talk about memories. 
I can remerr,ber_ 'waking up. iri the. middle of the nigl?,t. 
I'll never forget breaking dpwn on the motorway. It was awful. 

B We use regret+ to-infinitive when we are giving bad news. 
We regret to inform you that your application has been unsuccessful. 

We use a gerund to express regret about the past. 
I regret wasting I I regret having wasted so much time last year. 

C We use dread+ to-infinitive mainly in Ldread to think I I dread to imagine. 
I dread to think what might happen to you all alone in the big city. 

We use a gerund for something that makes us afraid. 
I always dreaded b'!_ing kissed by "!Y aunts. 

�-4 ---

D Try + to-infinitive means to do your best to achieve something. 
I'm trying to light a fire, but the wood won't burn. 

Try + gerund means to do. somethi_ng to see if it will solve the problem. 
You could try pour(rig some petrol on to make it"burn. 

; . 
. 

NOTE 

In informal English we can use try and instead of try to. 
Let's try and move the cupboard away from the wall. 

E After stop we can use a to-infinitive of purpo�e. > lOOA

At the services the driver stopped to buy a newspaper. 
Stop + gerund means to end an action .. 

You'd better stop dreaming and ge� on with some- work. 

F Mean+ to-infinitive ha� the sense of 'intend' or 'plan'. 
I'm sorry. I didn't mean to step on your foot. 

Here mean has a personal subject ([). 
Mean+ gerund means 'involve'. It expresses the idea that a situation creates 
the need for a particular action. 

I have to be at the airport by eight o'clock. It means getting up early. 
Here .mean has an impersonal subject (it). 
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G Get+ to-infinitive �eans to get an opportunity to do something or to succeed 
in doing it. 

I hope I can get to speak to the President. 
The kids got to ride on a steam engine. 

But get+ gerund means 'start'. 
It's half past seven. We'd better get going. 
Once you two get talking, no one else can get a word in. 

Get is rathe.r informal. 

H Go on+ to-infinitive means to do something different, to do the next thing'.

. After receiving the award, the actor went on· to thank all the people who 
had helped him in his career. 

Go on + gerund means to continue doing something. 
The band went on playing even after everyone had left. 

We can also say The band kept on playing. 

We can use need, want, and deserve with a to-infinitive. 
·we need to leave at eight.
Amy wants to use the computer.
After all your hard work you deserve to succeed.

A gerund after these verbs has a passive meaning. > 96A 
All these figures need/want checking. 

105 Verb + object + to-infinitive 

A Introduction 
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Some verbs can take an object and a to-infinitive. 
Simon wants you to ring him on his mobile. 
We asked the teacher not to give us any homework. 
I expected Tim to meet me at the airport. 

The object of the verb (you, the teacher, Tim) also functions as the subject of 
the to-infinitive. For example, Tim is the subject of to meet. 

NOTE 

Compare the infinitive with and without a subject. 
I expected Tim to meet me. (= I expected that Tim would meet me.) 
I expected to meet Tim. ( = I expected that I would meet Tim.) 

In the sentence I expected to meet Tim, the subject of the to-infinitive is understood to be 
the same as the subject of the sentence (I). 



105 Verb+ object+ to-infinitive 

B Verbs meaning 'order',. 'request', etc . 
The doctor told Julie to stay in bed. 

� \ . .. 

We persuaded our neighbours to tutn the music down . 
. Why did you all leave me to clear up on my own? 

These verbs include: 9-dvise, ask, beg,· challenge, command, ·encourage, 
instruct, invite, leave, order, persuade,. remind,· request, tell, trust, urge, warn. 

We.cannot use suggest in this pattern. We have to use a finite clause. 
We suggested (to our neighbours) that they should·tur:n the music down. 

With verbs meaning 'order', 'request', etc, the main clause can be passive. 
Our neighbours were persuaded to turn the music down . 

... )1': 1 

C Verbs meaning 'cause', 'help', etc 
• ( � • f "\.. • • 

' � • � � • ·t 
� ! . 

The crisis has forced the government t9 act. 
My laptop enables me to work on the train. 

t 

We can use •.these verbs: allow, assist, authorize, cause,ccompel, drive, enable, 
entitle, forbid, force, get, help, inspire, intend, lead, mean, oblige, pay, permit, 
provoke, require, teach, tempt, train . .-•·. ·· 

The main clause. can be passive. · 
The government has been forced to act. 

· ' · 

. ' :, . ' 1  '• '' 

But cause and get cannot be passive 'before an infinitive. 

After most verbs we can 'use 'there as'the subject of the_ to-i�nitive clause. It
is rather formal. 

· · · 

The regulations permit there to be no more than 200 people in the hall. 

For get in this pattern, > 94A. 
I got someone to lend me an electric drill. 

After help we can leave out to. 
I'm helping my friend (to) find a flat. 

D Verbs meaning 'say', 'thfn�\ 'shovi,' etc 
A brief examination revealed the pictur.e to be ·a fake. 

t . • L _1- ; , 

The pol[ce believeq, a rival drugs ga;ng to have committed the crime. 
We can use· these verbs: ·announce, assume, believe, consjder, declare, discover, 
estimate, expect, feel, find, imagin_e, judge,, know, p_resUine, prove, reveal, 
show, suppose, suspect, take (= assume), iI,:zderstan,_d. 

This pattern is rather formal. A finite clause is more usual. 
The police belie11ed_ that a rival drugs gang htµl committed the crime. 

If we use a to-infinitive,: the passive.pattern is more common. 
A rival drugs gang was believed- to have committed the crime. 
The theory has been proved to be incorrect. 

The verb say is used only in the passive pattern. 
The party is. said to be split on the issue. 

For more details about verbs of reporting in this pattern, > 92B. 
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We can sometimes leave out to be, especially after believe, consider, declare, 
and find. 

The country declared itself (to be) independent. 

We can use consider but not regard. 
We consider ourselves (to be) a separate nation. 
We regard ourselves as a separate nation. 

We can use there as the subject of the to-infinitive clause. It is rather formal. 
We understood there to be money available for the project. 

E Verbs meaning 'want', '(dis)like', 'need', etc 

We want everyone to enjoy themselves. 
I'd like you to tell me the whole story. 

We can use these verbs: can't bear, (would) hate, (would) like, (would) love, 
need, (would) prefer, want, wish. 

We cannot use a finite clause after hate, like, love, or want. 
(NOT We l:tltlnt that ef1erytm,e enjoys themsefoes.) 

But after can't bear, hate, like, love, and prefer, we can use it when or it if and 
a finite clause. 

I hate it when you ignore me. 
My aunt would love it if we took her out for a drive. 

Some of these verbs can take an object + gerund. > l 13E 
I hate you looking at me like that. 

The main clause cannot be passive. 
(NOT Ef1eryone is l:tltl17.ted ta enjey themselves.) 

We can use there as the subject of the to-infinitive clause. It is rather formal. 
We'd prefer there to be an adult in charge. 

106 Adjective + to-infinitive 

A The pattern It is easy to answer the question 
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A common pattern is it+ linking verb+ adjective+ to-infinitive clause. 
It was good to see you again. 
It is difficult to describe colours precisely. 
It felt strange to be watched by. so many people. 
It'll be safer to copy the data to disk. 

There are many different adjectives that we can use in this pattern. They 
include: convenient, correct, dangerous, difficult, easy, exciting, expensive, 
foolish, good, great, hard, important, impossible, interesting, necessary, nice, 
possible, right, safe, silly, simple, s'trange, and wrong. 



106 Adjective + to-infinitive 

B The pattern The question is easy to answer 

Here we understand the question as the object of to answer. 
Colours are difficult to describe precisely. 
Is gas cheaper to cook with than electricity? 

The adjectives that we can use in this pattern are fewer than those in pattern 
A. They include cheap, dangerous, difficult, easy, expensive, hard, impossible,
and safe.

We can use impossible but not possible. 
It is impossible to solve the put.zle. I The puzzle is impossible to solve. 
It is possible to solve the puzzle. 
(BUT NOT The pttZZle is possible re solve). 

We do not use an object in the to-infinitive clause. 
(NOT Colottrs fl;rt! difficult re describe' them,.) 

(NOT ls gas ehooper to oook with it th-an electricity?) 
.. 

C The pattern It is an easy question to answer 

In this pattern the to-infinitive comes after an adjective+ noun. 
It's a difficult colour to describe. 
That was a silly thing to do, wasn't it? 

We can use most of the adjectives listed in A . 

D Too and enough 
. . 

• _, 
.. - I : • • 

., • 

We can use too or enough in patterns A and B. 
It would be too expensive to stay in a hotel. 
The streets aren't safe enough to walk along at night. 

' ' 

Too comes before the adjective, and enough comes after it. 

There are many other adjectives we can use with too and enough, besides 
those listed in A and B.

The coffee u;as too hot to drink. 
This rucksack isn't big enough to· get e_verything in. 

When we use too in patte� C, we put a after the adjective. 
It was simply too good an opportunity_ to miss. 

But when we use enough, we put a in its usual place, before the adjective. 
It's a big enough vehicle to get a whole volleyball team in. 

-� E The pattern I am happy to answer .the question

Here the subject of the main clause is often a person, e.g. we, the boss. 
We were sorry to hear your bad news. 
The boss seems reluctant to make a decision. 

. You were lucky to win that game. 
The goods are ready to be collected. 
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The adjectives that we can use in this pattern include: able, afraid, anxious, 
ashamed, content, delighted, desperate, determined, eager, foolish, fortunate, 
free, glad, happy, horrified, impatient, interested, keen, lucky, pleased, 
prepared, proud, quick, ready, reluctant, slow, sorry, surprised, unable, 
unwilling, willing, and wise. 

Quick and slow express the manner in which an action is carried out. 
The government has been quick to act. 
(= The government has acted quickly.) 

F The pattern He is unlikely to answer the question 

In this pattern the adjective expresses a degree of probability or makes a 
comment on the truth of what is said. 

The peace talks are likely to last several weeks. 
Adrian is liable to lose his temper if you say the wrong thing. 
The party is sure to be a great success. 

We can use the adjectives bound, certain, due, liable, likely, sure, and unlikely. 

With certain, likely, and unlikely, we can use this pattern with the subject it 
and a finite clause. 

It is likely that the peace talks will last several weeks. 

107 Noun phrase+ to-infinitive 

A The pattern the need to answer 

1.46 

We can use a to-infinitive clause after certain verbs and adjectives. 
I need to answer these e-mails. > 101

Laura is determined to succeed in her career. > 106E

We can also use a to-infinitive after nouns which are related to such verbs 
and adjectives. As well as I need to answer, we can say the need to answer; as 
well as determined to succeed, we can say her determination to succeed. 

Is there really any need to answer every single e-mail? 
You have to admire Laura's determination to succeed. 
The decision to raise taxes has proved unpopular. 
Everyone laughed at Mark's attempt to impress the girls. 

Here are some nouns that we can use in this pattern. 

ability deal move 
agreemen� decision need 
aim demand obligation 
anxiety desire offer 
arrangement determination permission 
attempt eagerness plan· 
choice failure preparations 
confidence intention promise 

proposal 
refusal 
reluctance 
request 
tendency 
threat 
willingness 
wish 



108 Question word + to-infinitive 

There are a number of other nouns which can take a to-infinitive. They 
include: ambition, chance, effort, idea, opportuni'ty, power, race, reason, right, 
scheme, time, and way. 

There will be an opportunity to ask questions. 

NOTE 

Some nouns take a preposition + gerund, not a to-infinitive. > 117 
There's no hope of getting there in time. 

B The patt�rn a question to answer 

In this pattern the to-infinitive expresses necessity or possibility. 
You've got some questions to answer. (= questions that you have to 

answer) 

Take something to read on the train. (= something that you can read) 

The to-infinitive clause here is neater than the finite clause with have to or 
can. 

Compare these sentences. 
I have some work to do. (= I have/There is some work that I need to do.) 
I have to _do some work. (= I must do/I need to do some work.) 

NOTE 

For questions to answer/to be answered, > 96B.

For an easy question to answer,> I06C. 
For patterns with for and of, e.g. It's time for people to choose, > 109. 
For the first person to leave, > 275A. 

108 Question word + to-iq�initive 

A We can use a question word or phrase before a to-infinitive. 
I just don't know what to say. (= what I should say) 
We weren't sure how much to add to the bill. (= how much we should add) 
No one told Tom where to meet us. (= where he should meet us) 
Can you give me any tips on what to wear?(= what I should wear) 

The pattern expresses an indirect question about what the best action is. 

We can also use a to-infinitive after whe(her. 
I was wondering whether to ring you. 
We'll have to decide whether to go or not. 

We cannot use if here. 
(NOT J tttttS wondering if' f<J rfrig )"Olt.) 

After what, which, whose, how many, and how much, we can use a noun. 
I didn't know what size to buy. 
The driver wasn't sure which way to go. 
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B Here are some of the words and expressions that can come before the 
question word. 

Verb: 

Verb + indirect object: 

Verb+ preposition: 
Noun+ preposition: 

Adjective: 
Idioms: 

choose, decide, explain, find out, know, learn, 
remember, say, see, understand, wonder, work out 
· advise someone, show someone, teach someone, tell
someone
think about, worry about
decision on, guidance on/ about, information
about, instructions on, problem of, tips on
obvious, not sure
have an idea, not have a clue

When we talk about teaching and learning, we can use learn (how) to, 
tell/show someone how to and teach someone (how) to. 

Students need to learn (how) to plan and organize their work. 
The instructor showed us how to give the kiss of life. 

Compare these examples with tell. 
Lucy told me how to turn on the heating. You just turn this switch. 
Lucy told me to turn on the heating. She felt cold. 

109 For and of with a to-infinitive 

A Here are some examples of the pattern for+ noun phrase+ to-infinitive 
clause. 

I'll wait for you to finish your breakfast. 
It's important for the company to expand into new markets. 
Here's a printout for us to have a look at. 

j 
... 

The noun phrase (e.g. you) is the object of the preposition for. It also 
functions as the subject of the to-infinitive. 

B The pattern with for can be the subject of a sentence. 
For a newspaper to publish such lies is disgraceful. 

But more often we use it as the subject. 
It is disgraceful for a newspaper to publish such lies. 

The pattern with for can also be the complement of the sentence. 
My dream is for the world to be at peace. 

It can also express purpose. 
There are telephones for drivers to call for help if they break down. 
For plants to grow properly, you have to water them regularly. 

C We can use the pattern after a verb which combines with for. 
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We've arranged for a photographer to take some photos. 
It took ages for everyone to check in. 



110 The infinitive without to 

Such verbs are arrange for, ask for, call for, look for, pay for, send for, 
take (time) for, and wait for. 

NOTE 

The verb hate can take the pattern with for in American English but not in British English. 
I'd hate for everyone to be disappointed. 

D Many adjectives and nouns which take a to-infinitive can also take the 
pattern with for. For example, we can say that something is easy to do and 
that it is easy for someone to do. 

It's easy for people to criticize. 
It's dangerous for-someone with a heart condition to sky-dive. 
There's no need for you to leave so early. 
I've brought some photos for everyone to look at. 

E We use the pattern with of after adjectives that say what people are like or 
how they behave. 

It's kind of you to help me. 
It was rude of your friend not to shake hands. 

The adjectives indude arrogant, brave, careless, clever, foolish, generous, 
good, kind, mean, nice, rude, selfish, silly, stupid, thoughtless, typical, unfair,
unreasonable, unwise, and wrong. 

' 

Some of these adjectives can take the pattern with for. They include good, 
nice, silly, unfair, unreasonable, and wrong. Compare these sentences. 

It was nice of Tom to take the dog for a walk. 
(It was a kind action by Tom.) 
It was nice for Tom to take the dog for a walk. 
(It was a pleasant experience for Tom.) 

110 Tine infinitive without to · .. 

An infinitive without to is the simple form of the verb, e.g. play. It can also 
have a perfect or continuous form. 

I 

Simple: 
Perfect: 
Continuous: 
Perfect and continuous: 

play 

have played 
be playing 
have been playing 

We use an infinitive without to in the following patterns. 

A After a modal verb > 70B

Nothing will go wrong. 
You could have phoned me. 
They must be having a party next door. 
I should have been working, not playing computer games. 
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But note be able to, be allowed to, be going to, have to, and ought to. 
You ought to be more careful. 

B After had better, would rather/would sooner, and rather than 

We'd better not be late. > 74B

I didn't enjoy the show. I'd rather have stayed at home. > 81E

They decided to accept the offer rather than take/taking their case to court. 

C Makel/et/have + object + infinitive without to 

Make, let, and have can take an object and an infinitive without to. 
The official made me fill out a form. 
The head teacher let the pupils go home early. 
I'll have the porter bring up your bags. > 94A

Here are some more examples with let. 
I can let you have a copy. (= give you) 
I'll let everyone know my new address. (= tell everyone) 
Let me go or I'll scream. (= release me) 

Compare force, allow, and get, which all take a to-infinitive. 
The gunman forced the pilot to land at Miami. 
The head teacher allowed the pupils to go home early. 
I'll get the porter to bring up your bags. > 94A

NOTE 

In the passive pattern with make, we use a to-infinitive. > 93A 
I was made to fill out a form. 

D See/hear, etc + object + infinitive without to 

Verbs of perception can take an object and an infinitive .without to. > 125B 
Someone saw the men leave the building. 
I thought I heard someone knock on the door. 

E After except and but(= except), we normally use an infinitive without to. 

As for the housework, I do everything except cook. 
You've done nothing but grumble all day. 

F We sometimes put an infinitive after be when we are explaining what kind of 
action we mean. 

The only thing I can do is (to) ·apologize. 
What the police did was (to) charge into the crowd. 

The infinitive can be with or without to.
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111 Introduction 
. ' 

A A simple gerund is a verb with the ending -ing, e.g. meeting, puying. 
It was nice meeting you. 
Save money by buying online. 

There are some spelling rules for the ing-form. 
We normally leave out e before ing, e.g. lose ➔ losing. > 278A 
We double some consonants, e.g. stop ➔ stopping. > 279 

NOTE 

a A gerund is sometimes referred to as an ing-form. But not all ing-forms are gerunds. An 
ing-form can also be an active participle. 

Gerund: Joggi,ng isn't my idea of fun. 
Participle: A man was joggi,ng along the street. 

The gerund and participle both end in -ing, but a gerund is used like a noun. There are 
some contexts where it is difficult to say wheth�r an ing-form is a gerund or a participle. 
But it is more important to use the form correctly than to nam_e it. 

b In some contexts we_ can use either a gerund or a to-infinitive. 
It was nice meeting you./lt was nice to meet you. 

But there are also patterns where only' one of the forms is possible. 
Save money by buying online. 

B These are the forms of the gerund. 

Simple: 
Perfect: 

Active 
playing 
having played 

Passive 
being played 
having /;Jeen played, 

A perfect gerund refers to something before the time of the main clause. 
The man gave no sign of having understood. 

It is often possible to use a simple gerund instead of a perfect gerund. 
We remembered having visited the place before. 
We remem_bered visiting the place before. 
The prisoners were compensated for having been interned without trial. 
The prisoners were compensated for being interned without trial. 

For more examples of the passive gerund,> 95. 

C In the negative, not comes before the gerund. 
It was frustrating not hearing any news for so long. 
I regret not having learned the language. 
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112 Gerund clauses 

A A gerund can have an object or complement, and it can have one or more 
adverbials. The gerund together with such phrases is called a gerund clause. 

No one likes cleaning shoes. 
Being a doctor means you're always busy. 
Going on holiday always makes me feel nervous. 

A gerund clause can be just a gerund on its own. 
Do you like dancing? 

B A gerund clause can have a subject. It comes before the gerund. 
We rely on our friend watering the plants while we're away. 
I dislike people asking me personal questions. 

The subject can be possessive, especially my, your, etc or a name with 's. 
· It's a bit inconvenient you/your coming in late.
Do you mind me/my sitting here?
I'm fed up with Sarah/Sarah's laughing at my accent.

Both forms have the same meaning here. But the possessive is more formal, 
and it is less usual in everyday speech. 

A possessive is more likely at the beginning of a sentence. 
Your coming in late is a bit inconvenient. 
Sarah's laughing at my accent is getting on my nerves. 

113 Some patterns with the gerund 

A Gerund clause as subject 
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The gerund clause can be the subject of a sentence. 
Digging is hard work. _ _
Keeping a copy of your letters is a good idea. 
Choosing the colour won't be easy. 

In subject position, the gerund is much more usual than the to-infinitive. To

choose the colour . . . is possible but less likely. 

We can also use it as the subject and put the gerund clause at or near the end 
of the sentence. 

It won't be easy choosing the colour. 
But the to-infinitive is more usual after it. 

It won't be easy to choose the colour. 
It's a good idea to keep a copy of your letters. 

TIP 

Say Booking in advance was a good idea. or 
It was a good idea to book in advance. 



113 Some patterns with the gerund 

B /t, there, and have 

After the subject it we generally use a to-infinitive rather than a gerund, > A.

But there are certain expressions where a gerund is commonly used. 
It's no good arguing. I've made up my mind. 
It might be worth taking the guided tour. 

. It wouldn't be much use trying to stick the pieces together again. 
It was quite an experience working abroad. 
It's a nuisance being without electricity. 
It's fun skiing down a mountain. 

After experience, fun, and use we can sometimes use a to-infinitive. 
It was quite an experience to work abroad. 
It's fun to ski down a mountain. 

We can use a gerund after there . . .  problem/difficulty and there . . .  point. 
There won't be any problem parking. 
There's no point starting something we aren't going to finish. 

We can also say There's no point in starting. 

There is also a pattern with have= 'experience' where we can use a gerund. 
You won't have any problem parking. We had fun skiing. 

C Gerund clause as complement 

The gerund clause can be a complement after be.. 
A more recent crime is hacking into computer systems. , . · 
What I suffer from is not being able to sleep. 

D Verb + gerund 

There are certain verbs which take a gerund (rather than a to-infinitive). 
These people keep sending me e-mails. · . . .. .
Would you mind waiting a moment? 

For a list of verbs taking a gerund or to-infinitive, > lOlC. 

Some verbs take either form.> 103 
The band began playing/began to play. 

E Verb + objett + gerund 

We can use a gerund after a verb+ object. 
I can't imagine anyone buying a thing like that. 
How can they justify lives being put at risk? 
The arrangements involve you giving two other people a lift. 

In the last example, you is the object of the verb involved. It also functions as 
the subject of giving. 

We can use a possessive form.> 112B 
The arrangements involve your giving two other people a lift . 

..J 
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These are some of the verbs that we can use before an object+ gerund. 

avoid enjoy involve resent 
celebrate excuse justify risk 
defend experience mention save 
delay fancy mind can't stand 
detest forget miss .stop 
discuss forgive necessitate tolerate 
dislike can't help prevent understand 
dread imagine remember 

Some verbs can take either an object + gerund or an object + to-infinitive. 
They are hate, like, love, prefer, and can't bear. > 105E 

We use imagine and understand with a gerund . 
.I just couldn't imagine Chloe dancing in a club at two in the morning. 
1 can understand people feeling upset. 

We use them in a to-infinitive pattern when they mean 'believe'.> 105D 
I imagined Chloe to be a quiet, reserved person. 
We understand the decision to be final. 

114 Preposition + gerund 

A We sometimes use a gerund after a preposition. 
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I drove all the way without stopping. 
We cannot use a to-infinitive after a preposition. 

(NOT I drove all the way witho1;1;t to stoµ.) 
And we cannot use a that-clause. 

(NOT I drove all the way witho1;1;t I stopped.) 

Here are some more examples. 
Instead of landing at Heathrow, we had to go to Manchester. 
She succeeded by being completely single-minded. 
How about coming round this evening? 
I feel tired in spite of having slept eight hours. 
Far from being the end of the story, it was only the beginning. 
Please switch off the lights before leaving. 
The drug .was approved after being tested. 

We can use a gerund after these prepositions. 

after 
against 
as a result of 
as for 
as well as 
because of 
before 
besides 

by 
by means of 
despite 
far from 
for 
from 
how about 
in 

in addition to 
in favour of 
in spite of 
in'the process of 
instead of 
on 
on account of 
on the point of 

since 
through 
what about 
with 
without 



115 Verb + preposition + gerund 

NOTE 

,·/We can use the conjunctions before, after, and since in a finite clause.' Please switch off the lights before you leave. 
,/I'he new drug was put on the market after it was approved by the government. 

/ 

B With most of these prepositions, the gerund can have_ a subject. 
The picture was hung ·upside down without anyone noticing. 
Despite you/your reminding me, I completely forgot. 

C On and in have special meanings in this pattern. 
On turning the corner, I saw a most unexpected sight. 
(= As soon as I had turned the corner, ... ) 
In building a new motorway, they attracted new industry to the town. 
(= As a result of building a new motorway, ... ) 

This use of on and in is a little formal. 

For often expresses purpose. 
These pages are for making notes on. 

We can also use a to-infinitive of purpose. 
These pages are to make notes on. 

D We can also use a gerund after than, as, and like expressing comparison. 
A holiday is nicer than sitting at a desk. 
Walking isn't as good for you as swimming. 
Getting information from the company is like getting blood out of a stone. 

NOTE 

We usually use an infinitive after than in this pattern with it. 
It is better to discuss your worries than (to) keep them to yourself. 

115 Verb + preposition + gerund 

A We can use a gerund after a prepositional verb such as think of or insist on. 
My friend is thinking of selling his motor-bike. 
Paul insists on getting there early. 
I apologized for making a mess. 

The gerund can sometimes have a subject. It comes after the preposition and 
before the gerund. 

Paul insists on everyone getting there early. 
You were talking about your cousin going to South America. 
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The prepositional verbs that we can use in this pattern include the following. 

admit to complain about 
aim at concentrate on 
(dis)agree with confess to 
apologize for cope with 
(dis)approve of count on 
assist in deal with 
believe in depend on 
benefit from dream about/of 
boast of escape from 
care for feel like 

forget about 
get on with 
guard against 
insist on 
look forward to 
object to 
protest at/about 
put up with 
refrain from 
rely on 

For more details about prepositional verbs, > 222. 

resort to 
settle for 
succeed in 
talk about 

· .. think about/of 
f!Ote for 
worry about 

B A gerund can also follow a verb+ object+ preposition. 
I'd like to congratulate you on breaking the world record. 
Please forgive me for interrupting. 

The verbs that we can use include the following. 

accuse ... of 
admire . . .  for 
arrest . . .  for 
assist . . .  in 
blame ... for 
charge . . . with 
congratulate . . .  on 
criticize . . .  for 
deter ... from 

discourage . . .  from 
forgive . . .  for 
inform . . . about 
involve . . .  in 
keep ... from 
praise . . .  for 
prevent . . .  from 
punish . . .  for 
remind ... of 

save . . .  from 
stop . . .  from 
suspect . . .  of 
tell . . .  about 
thank ... for 
use ... for 
warn . . .  about 

In the passive, the preposition comes directly after the verb. 
The government is accused of concealing important information. 
The man was charged with resisting arrest. 

116 Adjective + preposition + gerund 
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A gerund can follow an adjective + preposition. 
She's keen on riding. 
I'm nervous of saying the wrong thing. 
What's wrong with borrowing a little money? 



117 Noun + preposition + gerund 

The adjectives that we can use include the following. 

accustomed to 
afraid of 
angry at 
annoyed at 
anxious about 
ashamed of 
aware of 
bad at 
bored with 
capable of 
close to 

content with 
different from 
engaged in 
excited at 
famous for 
fed up oftwith 
fond of 
good at 
grateful for 
guilty of 
happy about/at 

intent on 
interested in 
involved in/with 
keen on 
known for 
nervous about/of 
opposed to 
pleased about 
ready for 
resigned to 
responsible for 

satisfied with 
sorry for 
successful at/in 
surprised at/by 
tired of 
unhappy about/at 
used to> 82B

worried about 
wrong with 

In this pattern the gerund can sometimes have a subject. It comes after the 
preposition and before the gerund. 

I was aware of people staring at me. 
I'm surprised at Anna failing her exam. 

117 Noun + preposition + gerund 

A gerund can follow a noun + preposition. 
We're looking into the possibility of renting a flat. 
I had no sense of being in danger. 
It's just a question of getting yourself organised. 
What's your excuse for being late? 

Of is the most common preposition in this pattern. 

T�e nouns that we can use include the f?llowing. 

advantage in/of effect of intention of 
aim of excuse for interest in 
anger at experience of job of 
appearance of fact of matter of 
awareness of fear of objection to 
benefit of feeling of opportunity for/of 
business of habit of part of 
case of honour of pleasure in/of 
chance of hope of point in/of 

danger of idea of possibility of 
difference between importance of problem of 
difficulty in insistence on prospect of 

purpose in/of 
question of 
reason for 
reputation for 
risk of 
sense of 
success in 
task of 
way of 

In this pattern the gerund can sometimes have a subject. It comes after the 
· preposition and before the gerund.

I don't like the idea of someone looking over my shoulder all the time. 
What's the point of you/your waiting around here all afternoon? 

For the choice between you and your, > 112B. 
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118 For joining and to join 

A After some verbs and adjectives we can use either a preposition + gerund or a 
to-infinitive with no difference in meaning. 

The people voted for joining/to join the European Union. 
I was annoyed at finding/to find the office closed. 

These are some of the words we can use in both patterns. 

aim at doing I to do ready for printing I to print 
annoyed at finding I to find satisfied with being I to be 
content with being I to be surprised at finding I to find 
excited at seeing I to see vote for joining I to join 
grateful for having I to have 

B Sometimes the two patterns have a different meaning, or their uses are partly 
the same and partly different. Compare the examples. 
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agree 

tell 

I don't agree with dumping 
waste in the sea. 
(= I don't think it is right.) 

I told you about losing my 
credit card, didn't I? 
(told = informed) 

remind 
This reminds me of skiing in the 
Alps years ago. 
(an impersonal subject) 

interested 
Simon is interested in gardening. 
(= He likes gardening.) 

pleased 
Karen was pleased about 
winning/pleased to win a prize. 
(pleased about something in the 
past) 

We all agreed to meet the next day 
(= We decided to meet) 

I told you to keep that card safe. 
(told= advised/requested) 

Why didn't you remind me to 
listen to the weather forecast. 
(a personal subject) 

Simon would be interested to see! 
interested in seeing your garden. 
( = He would like to see your 

garden,) 
Simon was interested to see your 

-garden.
( = He found your garden

interesting.) 

I'm pleased to meet you. (pleased 
about something in the present) 



119 To+ gerund and the to-infinitive 

afraid 
He's afraid of being hit by a car. 
(= He is afraid because he might 

be hit.) 

ashamed 
I'm ashamed of making mistakes 
in my English. 
(= I'm ashamed because I make 

mistakes.) 

anxious 
Jane was anxious about making 
a mistake. 
(= She was worried.) 

sorry 
I'm sorry for making I sorry to 
have made such a fuss. 
(an apology for a past action) 

The old man is afraid to cross/ 
afraid of crossing the road. 
(= He won't cross because he is 

afraid.) 

I'm ashamed to open my mouth. 
(= I won't open my mouth 

because it makes me feel 
ashamed.) 

Jane was anxious to get home as 
soon as possible. 
(= She wanted to get home.) 

' 

Sorry to disturb you I Sorry for 
disturbing you, but can I have a 
word? 
(an apology for a present action) 

I'm sorry to tell you this, but your 
work is not of the required 
standard. 
(regret when you say something 
unwelcome) 

I was sorry to hear about your 
mother. (regret about bad news) 

119 To+ gerund and the to-infinitive 

To can be a preposition, or it can be part of a to-infinitive. 
I'm looking forward to seeing you soon. (look forward to + gerund) 
I hope to see you soon. (hope+ to-infinitive) 

After the preposition to, we can put a noun phrase instead of a gerund clause. 
I'm looking forward to next weekend. 

We cannot do this with a to-infinitive. 

We can use a gerund (but not an infinitive) after these combinations with to: 
admit to, close to, confess to, look forward to, object to, objection to, 
opposed to, resigned to, resort to. 

For be used to doing and used to do,> 82C. 

i,lan9ua9cz 
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120 Determiner + gerund 

A We can sometimes put a determiner such as the before a gerund. 
Nancy likes her new job, but the driving makes her tired. 

Compare the two sentences. 
Driving makes her tired. ( = all driving, driving in general) 
The driving makes her tired. (= the driving she does in her job) 

The + gerund is specific rather than general. 

We can also use this, that, some, no, a lot of, a little, a bit of, and much. 
This constant arguing gets on my nerves. 
I'd like to find time for some fishing at the weekend. 
No parking. (= Parking is not allowed.) 
I'd better do a bit of tidying up. 

We can also use a possessive. 
Your driving always terrifies me. 

NOTE 

a Compare these examples. 
Your driving always terrifies me. You go so fast. 
(= the way you drive) 
Your driving the car wouldn't be sensible. You're too tired. 
(= the idea of you driving) 

b For the pattern do the washing, > 124B. 

c There are some words formed from verb+ -ing which are used as ordinary nouns and 
can be plural. 

There's another meeting next week. 
The square is surrounded by tall buildings. 

B A gerund clause can have an object. > 112A 
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An important part of our work is keeping records. 
Playing ball games is prohibited. 

Sometimes we can use the pattern the + gerund + of+ object. 
An important part of our work is the keeping of records. 
The playing of ball games is prohibited. 

The pattern with of can be rather formal and is typical of an official, 
written style. 

NOTE 

a Sometimes the noun phrase after of is the understood subject. 
I was disturbed by the ringi,ng of the telephone. 
(The telephone was ringing.) 

b Instead of_a gerund, we often use other abstract nouns in this pattern. > 257 
the management of the economy (more usual than the managi,ng of the economy) 
the education of young children (more usual than the educating of young children) 



Participles 

121 Introduction 

A The most common kinds of participle are -the active participle, the past 
participle, and the passive participle. 

Form 

Active participle: 

Past participle: 

Example 

I fell asleep watching televis�on. 
We're taking a short break now. 

I've watched all these videos. 
The job had taken a long time. 

Passive participle: The game was watched by a handful of spectators. 
Tak,en by surprise, he didn't know 
what to say. 

' ' 

An active participle is a verb with the ending -ing, e.g. watching, taking, 
sometimes called the 'present participle'. It is the same form as a gerund. For 
spelling rules for the ing-form,• > lllA. For information about the difference 
between a gerund and a participle, > lllA Note a. 

The past participle and the passive participle have the same form. A regular 
verb has a past/passive participle ending in -ed, e.g. watched, played. For 
spelling rules for the ed-form, > 44A. For irregular participles, e.g. taken, 
caught, > 286.

We can put not before a participle. 
I sat there not listening to a word. 

,NOTE 

Most verbs have the same past/Rassive participle and past tense form. 
Past participle: We've walked all the way. 
Past tense: We walked all the way. 

But some irregular verbs have different forms. > 286 
Past participle: We've run all the way. 
Past tense: We ran all the way. 

B An active or passive participle can combine with be, and a past participle can 
combine with have in the following verb forms. 
Continuous tenses 
(be+ active participle): The train was stopping.
The passive 

.. 

(be+ passive participle): We were stopped by a policeman.
Perfect tenses 
(have+ past participle): My watch has stopped.· 
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This chapter deals with other uses of the participles. 
We heard you creeping up the stairs. 
Abandoned by its owners, the house fell into disrepair. 

In these examples the participle is not a main verb. 

C As well as the main participles, there are three more complex forms. 

Form 

Perfect participle: 
(having + past participle) 

Perfect passive participle: 
(having been + passive participle) 

Continuous passive participle: 
(being + passive participle) 

Example 

Having cleared the snow, they were 
able to drive on. 

The snow having been cleared, they 
were able to drive on. 

They watched the snow being cleared 
away. 

In the negative not usually goes before the whole participle. 
The snow not having been cleared, they were unable to drive on. 

NOTE 

Compare the passive participle and the continuous passive participle. 
Passive: They wanted the snow cleared away. 
Continuous passive: They watched the snow being cleared away. 

122 Partici pie clauses· 

A A participle can have an object or complement, and it can have one or more 
adverbials. The participle together with such phrases is called a participle 
clause. 

We saw a policeman chasing someone. 
My sister is good at arguing, being a lawyer. 
Cut above the right eye, the boxer was unable to continue. 

The object comes after the participle. 
(NOT i�re Mtt:1 a p6licema,i smnemie chasing.) 

A participle clause can be just a participle on its own. 
I just lay there thinking. 

For expressions such as heat-seeking missile and rapidly-'rising inflation, 
> 123C.

B A participle can sometimes have a subject. 

-�
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The lights having gone out, we couldn't see a thing. 
Everything being in a complete mess, it took me an hour to tidy up. 

If there is no subject, then it is normally understood to be the same as in the 
main clause. 

The men sat round the table playing cards. 
(The men were playing cards.) 



'-

123 Participle + noun 

NOTE 

Try to avoid writing sentences like this one. 
(NOT ·walking alortg the $tr"eet, a ftre-e,tgine ra-ced pt2$t.) 

This 'hanging participle' makes it sound as if the fire engine was walking, which doesn't 
make sense. The subject of the main clause should be the people who were walking. 

Walking along the street, we saw a fire-engine race past. 
Here the subject of the main clause is the same as the understood subject of the participle. 
But this doesn't always have to be so. The main thing is that there should be a clear 
connection between the two clauses. 

Knowing how little tirrte she had, this new delay infuriated her. 
(= Because she knew how little time she had, she was infuriated by this new delay.) 
When adjusting the machine, the electricity should be switched off. 
(= When you adjust the machine, you should switch off the electricity.) 

123 Participle + noun 

A We can use an active or passive participle before a noun. 
The team was welcomed by cheering crowds. 
( = crowds who were cheering) 
Boiling water turns to steam. 
(= water which is boiling) 
The experiment must be done under controlled conditions. 
( = conditions which are controlled) 
The terrorists used a stolen car. 
( = a car which had been stolen) 

In these examples the participle functions rather like an adjective. Compare 
cheering crowds/ noisy crowds, boiling water/ hot water. See also Note a. 

It is often neater to use a participl'e + noun than to use a clause such as 
crowds who were cheering. But we cannot always use a participle before a 
noun. For example, we can talk about a barking dog but NOT an eating tl:0g. 

Sometimes we use a participle with a prefix. 
a rewritten version underfed children an overflowing drain 
a misspent youth an unsmiling face a disconnected telephone 

TIP 

Use only those participle+ noun combinations that you have already 
heard or seen, like cheering crowds or controlled conditions. There are no 

rules about which verbs can be used in this way and which cannot. 

NOTE 

a Some words with the form of a participle are regarded as adjectives, e.g. interesting, 
confused.> 187 

b For be + passive participle expressing a state ,or an action, > 87E. 
The terrorists' car was stolen - it didn't belong to them. 
The car was stolen two days before the incident. 
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B There are a few past participles that we can use before a noun. 
The road is blocked by a fallen tree. 
( = a tree which has fallen) 
The leaders of the failed uprising attempted to flee the country. 
(= the uprising which had failed) 

Compare the past and passive participles. 
Past: The escaped prisoner was soon recaptured. 

( =the prisoner who had escaped) 
Passive: The injured prisoner was treated in hospital. 

( =the prisoner who had been injured) 

C Sometimes we put an adverb before the participle. 
fanatically cheering crowds(= crowds who are cheering fanatically) 
properly trained staff ( = staff who have been properly trained) 

We can also form a compound by combining another element with the 
participle. 

a fast-growing economy 
( = an economy which is growing fast - verb + adverbial) 
earth-moving equipment 
(= equipment which moves earth - verb+ object) 
a nice-looking jacket 
(= a jacket which looks nice - verb+ complement) 
an oil-fired central heating system 
(= a central heating system which is fired by oil - verb+ by-agent) 
a newly-married couple 
(= a couple who have recently married - verb+ adverbial) 

We do not use longer phrases before the participle. 
(NOT written in pencil notes) 

(NOT at the tops of their llOices cheering crowds) 

But we can say notes written in pencil. > 27 4 

D We can add -ed to some nouns. 
a walled city(= a city with a wall) 

This happens mostly with compounds. 
a dark-haired man(= a man with dark hair) 
.a short-sleeved shirt(= a shirt with short sleeves) 

124 Verb + participle 

A The pattern They stood watching 
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We can use a participle after go, lie, run, sit, and stand to refer to two actions 
happening at the same time. 



125 Verb + object + participle 

Everyone stood watching the aircraft. 
The girl lay trapped under the wreckage for three days. 
People ran screaming for help. 

We can put an adverbial between the verb and participle. 
Everyone stood there watching the aircraft. 
Karen sat at the table reading a newspaper. 

B Go swimming, do the washing, etc 

We use go + active participle to talk about activities that we go out to do, 
especially leisure activities. 

I'd love to go swimming. 
We went riding yesterday. 
Simon has gone fishing. 

We use do the+ gerund for some types of work, especially routine housework. 
I usually do the washing at the weekend. 
Someone comes in to do the cleaning for us. 

We can use do some . . .  , do a bit of/a lot of . . .  , etc for both leisure and work 
activities. 

I once did some surfing in California. 
James does a lot Qf cooking, doesn't he? 
Luckily I haven't got much ironing to do. 

We can also use do + gerund. 
I can't do sewing. I always make a mess of it. 
We did trampolining every day on holiday. 

NOTE 

a With verbs of movement we can also use the pattern go for a swim/ride, etc. 
I'd love to go for a swim. 

b The expression go clubbing is formed from the noun club. 
They spend all their spare time going clubbing. 

125 Verb + object + participle 

A The pattern / saw you doing it 

We can use an object + active participle after certain verbs. 
I saw two men cutting-down a tree. 
We heard you arguing with your brother. 
Can you smell something burning? 

We can use verbs of perception, including: feel, hear, listen to, notice, observe, 
see, smell; watch. 
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B / saw you doing it or I saw you do it? 

After a verb of perception there is also a pattern with an object+ infinitive 
without to. 

I saw two men cut down a tree. 
We didn't notice anyone leave the building. 

An infinitive without to means the complete action. 
I saw them cut the tree down. It didn't take long. 
(I saw them. They cut it down.) 

The participle means that the action goes on over a period of time. 
I saw them cutting the tree down as I went past. 
(I saw them. They were cutting it down.) 

When we talk about a short qction, we can use either form. 
They watched the horse jump/jumping the fence. 
We didn't notice anyone leave/leaving the building. 

C / saw it being done and I saw it done 

The patterns in B can be used with a participle clause in the passive. 

Complete action 

Active: I saw them cut down the tree. 
We heard someone fire a shot. 

Passive: J saw the tree cut down. 
We heard a shot fired. 

Action over a period 

I saw them cutting down the tree. 
We heard people firing shots. 

I saw the tree being cut down. 
We heard shots being fired. 

D The pattern I kept you waiting 
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We can use an object + participle after certain verbs. The participle means 
action over a period of time. 

The doctor is very slow. He often keeps his patients waiting. 
They caught a student cheating in the exam. 
We soon got the machine working again. 

The verbs we can use include: catch, find, get, have, keep, leave, need, start. 

In the following pattern have can mean 'cause someone to be doing 
something'. 

The trainer had the players running round the field. 
Not have can also mean 'refuse to accept'. 

I won't have people treating this house like a hotel. 
(= I won't allow people to treat this house like a hotel.) 

NOTE 

For other patterns with have and get, e.g. He had the players run round the field and We soon 
got the machine to work again, > 94A.



126 Conjunction + participle 

E The pattern / spent some time waiting 

We can use an active participle after spend, waste, or lose and an expression
of time or money. · 

- · 

I've spent half an hour looking for that letter. 
The company wasted millions .of pounds investing in 
out-of-date technology. 

F The pattern You were seen doing it 

We can sometimes use the passive before an active participle. 
The men were seen cutting down a tree. 
A student was caught cheating in the exam. 

We can use some of the verbs in pattern A (hear, observe, see) and some of the 
verbs in pattern C_(catch, find, keep, leave). 

G The pattern / want it done 

We can use an object+ passive participle (or passive to-infinitive) after 
certain verbs. 

Polly wanted the ,carpet (to be) cleaned. 
I'd like this map (to be) pho�ocopied, please. 
We prefer the lights (to be) turned down. ..,

We can use these verbs: (would) hate, (would) like, (would) love, need, 
(would) prefer, want. 

In informal English we can also use an ing-form. 
Polly wanted the carpet cleaning. 
I'd like this map photocopying, please. 

We can also use an object+ passive participle withfind, get, have, and leave. 
The police found a body buried in the garden. 
We decided to have the tree cut down.· 

For have/ get something done, > 94B. 

126 Conjuncti·on + participle 

We can use an active or passive participle after some conjunctions. 

You should wear gloves when using an electric saw. 
(= ... when you use an electric saw.) 
Once opened, the contents should be consumed within three days. 
Although expecting the news, I was greatly shocked by it. 
If not claimed within one mon_th, the prize will be donated to charity. 

The pattern is used mainly fn writing and is common in instructions. 
We can use these conjunctions: although, if, once, unless., until, when, 
whenever, while. 
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Conjunction+ participle is a similar pattern to preposition+ gerund.> 114A 
Despite expecting the news, I was greatly shocked by it. 
I always have a shower after working out in the gym. 

127 Particip_le clauses of time 

A We can use a clause of time with an active participle. 
Mike hurt his hand playing volleyball. 
We were rushing about serving tea to everyone. 

The two actions take place at the same time. 

Sometimes the participle clause can come first. 
Coming up the steps, I fell over. 

This is used more in writing than in speech. It is more neutral to say I fell over 
(when I was) coming up the steps. 

B We can also use a participle clause to talk about two short, connected actions 
which happen one after the other. 

Taking a note from her purse, she slammed it down on the counter. 
Opening the file, the detective took out a newspaper cutting. 

This pattern is rather literary. It is more neutral to use and. 
She took a note from her purse and slammed it down on. the counter. 

With two short actions, we mention the actions in the order they happen. The 
participle usually comes in the first clause, but it can sometimes come in the 
second. 

She took a note from her purse, slamming it down on the counter. 

C When a short action comes before another connected one, we can use a 
perfect participle for the first action. 

Having sealed the envelope/Sealing the envelope, the lawyer locked it 
in the safe. 

But when the first action is not short, we must use the perfect. 
Having read the document, the laivyer locked it in the safe. 

Having dug a hole in the road, the men just drove away. 
(NOT Digging f:t hale frt the fflf:td, the men just dfflt1e f:tltltly.) 

The clause with the perfect participle can come after the main clause. 
They left the restaurant, having spent two hours over lunch. 

D A passive participle can be simple, oontinuous or perfect. 
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The old woman walked slowly to ·the lift, assisted by the porter. 
I don't want to stay out here being bitten by insects. 
A hole having been dug, the men just disappeared. 



128 Participle clauses of reason 

E Compare these ways of saying that one thing happened after another. 
I The man left the building and (then) hailed a taxi. 
2 After he had left the building, the man hailed a taxi. 
3 After leaving the building, the man. hailed a taxi. 
4 After having left the building, the man hailed a taxi. 
5 Having left the building, the man hailed a taxi. 
6 Leaving the building, the man hailed a taxi. 

• '

Sentence (1) is the simplest way of expressing the idea. (2) makes more 
explicit the order in which the two things happened. (3) is shorter and neater 
and a little formal. ( 4) is less usual because there is no need to use both after 
and having to express the same idea. (5) and (6) are both rather formal. (6) 
means that the two actions happened close together. 

128 Participle clauses of reason 

A A participle clause can express reason. 
Crowds were waiting at the airport, hoping to see Madonna arrive. 
(= ... because they hoped/they were hoping to see Madonna arrive.) 
Being rather busy, I completely forgot the time. 
( = Because I was rather busy, ... ) 
Not feeling very well, Emma decided to lie down. 
Having lost my passport, I have to apply for a new one. 
The restaurant having closed, there was nowhere to eat. 

This type of participle clause can be rather formal. 

NOTE 

For other ways of expressing reason, > 239. , . 

B We can use with before a participle clause with a subject. 
With the restaurant having closed, there was nowhere to eat. 
( = Because the restaurant had closed, ... ) 
With prices going up so fast, there's no point in trying to save money. 
I can't concentrate with you talking all the time. 

This pattern is neutral in style. With the restaurant having closed, . . . is less 
formal than The restaurant having closed, . . .

C A passive participle in a clause of reason can be simple, continuous, 
or perfect. 

He died at thirty, struck down by a rare disease. 
In summer the ducks have it easy, always being fed by tourists. 
Having been renovated at great expense, the building looks magnificent. 
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129 Other participle clauses 

A Result 

An active participle after the main clause can express result, whether this 
happens by accident or deliberately. 

They pumped waste into the river, killing all the fish. 
( = . . . and killed all the fish.) 
The film star made a dramatic entrance, attracting everyone's attention. 
(= ... and attracted everyone's attention.) 

B Conditions 

A participle clause can express a condition. 
We plan to eat outside, weather permitting. 
(= ... if the weather permits it.) 
Taken daily, vitamin pills can improve your health. 
( = If they are taken daily, ... ) 

C With in a participle clause 

These examples have with and a subject at the beginning of the clause. 
There were scenes of celebration, with people dancing in the streets. 
It was a large room, with bookshelves covering most of the walls. 

A typical use of this pattern is to add details to a description. Compare the 
use of with to express reason. > 128B 

D Following, considering, etc 

There are some participle forms which function rather like a preposition. 
Following the reception, th�re will be a talk by the professor. 
( = After the reception, ... ) 
Considering/Given the awful weather, our Open Day was a great success. 
( = In view of the awful weather, ... ) 
No action has been taken regarding your complaint. 
(= ... about your complaint.) 
Judging by all the noise, it must have been a pretty good party. 
( = All the noise makes me think that ... ) 

E Idioms 
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We use a participle clause in some idiomatic phrases which comment on a 
statement or relate it to a previous one. 

Strictly speaking, you can't come in here unless you're a club member. 
Things don't look good. But having said that, I'm still optimisitic. 
I'm going on a computer course. ~ Talking of computers, ours are all down. 
All being well, we should get there about six. 



130 Introduction 

Nouns 

130 Introduction 

A This news report contains a number of nouns. 

JOY RIDERS TREATED TO SCARE TACTICS 

Ten teenagers on a youth project outing stumbled from their minibus to be 
confronted by the sight of a horrific car ilccident. Debris from the head-on 
crash was strewn across the road. Injured people, covered in blood and 
trapped inside the wrecked vehicles, were pleading for help from the police, 
fire-fighters, and ambulance crews struggling to free them. 

But the 'crash' was an elaborate stunt set up by the South Wales Police and 
youth workers to give potential joyriders an idea of the consequences of their 
actions. The 'crash' was so realistic that several of the youngsters, aged 
between 14 and 17, broke down in tears. Yesteri{q,y tl?,e shock tactic was being 
hailed an unqualified success after several of the youngsters swore never to 
travel in stolen vehicles again. 
(from The Times) 

Nouns have many different kinds of meaning. There are concrete nouns like 
minibus and blood and abstract nouns like consequences and success. Nouns 
can also refer to events like accident and to roles like worker. A noun can also 
be a name like Wales. 

Some nouns can have a plural ending, e.g. youngsters, tears. > 131

The only other ending that we put on a noun is the possessive form with 's ors', 
e.g. the ambulance crew's task. > 132

' 

NOTE 

We can sometimes add -ed to a noun, e.g. a left-handed golf club.·> 123D 
.:\. 

B A noun phrase is sometimes a noun on its town. 
Debris was strewn across the road. 
The injured people were covered in blood. 

But more often a noun combines with other words to form a noun phrase. 
an idea the road their actions several of the youngsters 

A noun phrase can be the subject, object, or complement of a sentence, or it 
can come after a preposition. 

The stunt was a great success. 
It gave them an idea of the consequences of their actions. 
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C These kinds of word can combine with a noun to form a noun phrase. 

Articles: 
Possessives: 
Demonstratives: 
Quantifiers: 
Adjectives: 
Other nouns: 

a road accident 
his first reaction 
this project 
a lot of accidents 
a horrific accident 
a car accident 

the police > 150 
their minibus > 164 
those shock tactics > 165 
several of the youngsters > 166-173 
a clever, very elaborate stunt> 181 
a youth project outing> 141 

A phrase or clause can come after the noun and modify it. 

Prepositional phrase: 

To-infinitive clause: 
Participle clause: 
Relative clause: 

Debris from the head-on crash was strewn 
across the road. > 143 
It was a plan to shock the teenagers. > 107 A 
It was a stunt set up by the police. > 274 
The people who were pleading for help weren't really 
injured. > 266 

131 The plural of nouns 

A Form 

A countable noun has both a singular and a plural form. To .f�rm the plural 
we usually add -s or -es. 

Singular Plural 
the road the roads 
a minibus two minibuses 

There are some spelling rules for the plural with -s/-es. 
We add es after a sibilant sound, e.g. dish ➔ dishes. > 276A 
Y changes to ie, e.g. baby ➔ babies. > 280A 

For the pronunciation of the s/ es ending, > 276B. 

But some nouns have an irregular plural, e.g. man ➔ men.> 281-284 

B The plural of compound nouns 
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To form the plural of a compound noun or of two nouns together, we add 
-sl-es to the end.

weekends motorways fire-fighters car crashes shock tactics 
We do the same with a noun formed from a verb+ adverb. 

pile-ups breakdowns handouts 

When a prepositional phrase comes after the noun, we add -s I -es to the 
first noun. 

Doctors of Philosophy mothers-in-law 



132 The possessive form 

And when an adverb comes after a noun in ·-er, we add -s I -es to the noun. 
passers-by runners-up 

In expressions with man/woman+ noun,.both parts change to the plural. 
women'jockeys (women who are jockeys) 

. ' 

C The use :of plural nouns 

We use the singular to talk about one thing. 
The door was· closea: ·'. We waited for an hour. 
There was only ·one passenger. I've lost my job. 

We use the plural to talk about more than one. 
The doors were atl closed. We waited for one and a quarter hours. 
There were hundreds-o-f-passengers.. I've got one or two jobs to do. 

For a negative or unknown quantity, we normally use the plural. 
There were no passengers on the bus. 
Have you read any good books lately? 

We can use the singular after no meaning 'not a single 
No passenger(s) ctime·to the driver's help when he was attacked. 
( = Not a single passenger ... ) 

NOTE 

We can also use an uncoun'table noun with no or any. > 172

There's no milk in tfz'ef fridge. Have you got any money? 

132 The possessive form 

A Form 

This is how we form the possessive. 
Singular noun + 's my friend's name 
S-plural + ' my friends' names 
Other plurals+ 's the children's names 

.. 

We add an apostrop�e + s to a singular noun (friend's); we add an apostrophe 
to a plural noun ending in -s (fr{ends'); and we add an apostrophe+ s to a 
plural NOT ending in -s (children's). 

Pronouns ending in -one/ -body and the pronouns one, each other, and one 
another can be possessive. 

I found someone's coat here. 
They looked into each other's eyes. 

For pronunciation of the possessive ending, > 276B. 

NOTE 

a After a surname ending in s, we can add 's or we can just add an apostrophe. 
Mr Perkins's room/Mr Perkins' room Yeats's poetry/Yeats' poetry 

When we just add an apostrophe,. we do not need to pronounce an extra syllable. We 
can pronounce Yeats'ljeitsl or /'je1ts1z/. 
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b If there is a short phrase before the noun, then the possessive ending comes after the 
phrase. 

the people next door's cat 
You may hear this in informal speech, but it is rather awkward. More neutral is the cat 
belonging to the people next door. 

c We can add an apostrophe+ s to a phrase with and. 
Did you go to Tom and Julie's party?(= the party given by Tom and Julie) 

This is much more usual than Tom's and Julie's party. 

B Use 

We use the possessive form to express a connection, often the fact that 
someone has something or that something belongs to someone. 

Sam's coat Lucy's idea my brother's friend people's jobs 

The possessive usually has a definite meaning. Sam's coat means 'the coat 
that belongs to Sam'. So we do not put the before a singular name. 

(NOT the Sam's coat) 
But we can say a coat of Sam's.> 164D 

We can leave out the noun after the possessive if the meaning is clear. 
Is this your umbrella?~ No, I think it's Peter's. 

We can sometimes use two possessive forms together. 
Anita is my cousin - my mother's brother's daughter. 

133 Possessive form or of? 

A These two structures have the same meaning. 
· Possessive form: my friend's name

· · Of-structure: the name of my friend 

Sometimes we can use either form. But often only one form is possible. 
your father's car (NOT the car ofyottr father) 
the beginning of the term (NOT the term's begi,,uiing) 

J 

B We normally use the possessive with people and animals. 
my uncle's address the dog's bed the Atkinsons' car 

r 

The of-structure is sometimes possible for relations between people. 
the young man's mother/the mother of the young man 

When there is a long phrase or clause describing the person, we use the 
of-structure._ 

It's the house of a wealthy businessman from Saudi Arabia. 
I was looking after the coats of all the people attending the reception. 

C We generally use the of-structure with things. 
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the middle of the night the colour of the walls 
the results of the inquiry the size of the problem 



134 Some other uses of the possessive 

But we can use both structures with nouns that do not refer directly to people 
but suggest human activity or organization, for example nouns referring to 
places, companies or newspapers. ' 

Scotland's rivers the rivers of Scotland 
the company's head office the head office of the company 
the magazine's political views the political views of the magazine 

But there are no absolute rules about when to use which pattern. We can 
sometimes use the possessive form with things even when there is no human 
connection. 

the water's temperature 
the meteor's speed 

TIP 

the temperature of the water 
the speed of the meteor 

Use the possessive form with people and the of-structure with things. Say 
my friend's address but the address of the website. 

134 Some other uses of the possessive 

We often use the possessive form to express the idea that something belongs 
to someone> 132B. Here are some other uses of the possessive form. 
Sometimes the of-structure is also possible. 

A Who something is intended for 
You can use the customers' car park. (= the car park for customers) 
There's a children's playground in the park. (= a playground for children) 

B Classifying 
We found a bird's nest in the hedge. (= the kind of nest made by a bird) 
It was a man's voice that I heard. (= a male voice) 

C The person doing the action 
The man's reply surprised us. 
(The man replied.) 
The teacher's actions I The actions of the teacher were criticized. 
(The teacher acted.) 

D The person who the action is directed at 
Emma's promotion is certainly well deserved. 
(They are promoting Emma.) 
The prisoner's release I The release of the prisoner has been welcomed. 
(They have released. the prisoner.) 
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NOTE 

With things we generally use the of-structure. 
The release of the information has caused a sensation. 
(NOT the information's release) 

E Qualities 
The man's stupidity I The stupidity of the man is unbelievable. 
(The man is stupid.) 
There are doubts about the player's fitness. 
(Is the player fit?) 

NOTE 

For more examples like those in C-E, where a noun phrase has a similar meaning to a 
clause, > 257. 

135 Today's weather, an ho(Jr's journey, etc

A The possessive form can express time. 
Have we still got yesterday's newspaper? 
Next month's figures are expected to show an improvement. 

Next month's figures means 'the figures for next month', 'the figures relating 
to next month'. 

We cannot use a time of day. 
the three o'clock race (NOT tlir-ee <:/clock's race) 

NOTE 

Sunday's newspaper is a newspaper on one specific Sunday, such as last Sunday. A 
Sunday newspaper (without an apostrophe) is a type of newspaper, one that appears 
on Sundays. 

B The possessive form can also express length of time. 
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The coast is half an hour's drive away. 
There's a whole year's work on this disk. 

We sometimes use a plural noun in the possessive form. 
I would like a few minutes' rest. 
We get just three weeks' holiday a year. 

NOTE 

a People whose first language is English sometimes leave out the apostrophe, especially 
with plural nouns, e.g. a few minutes rest, three weeks holiday. But some people regard 
this as a mistake, so it is safer to write the apostrophe. 

b We can also say a four-hour journey. 



136 At Sophie's, to the doctor's, etc 

136 At Sophie's, to the doctor's, etc

We can use the possessive form without a following noun when we talk about 
someone's home or about a particular kind of shop or office. 

We're all meeting at Dave's (house/flat). 
There's a police car outside the Hardings' (house/flat). 
Is there a baker's (shop) near here? 
I was sitting in the waiting-room at the dentist's. 

We can also use company names. 
I'm just going into Tesco's to buy some milk. 

But many companies leave out the apostrophe from their names. 
There's a Barclays Bank on the university campus. 

137 Countable and uncountable nouns 

A Countable nouns can be singular or plural:· boat(s), book(s), bus(es), day(s), 
friend(s), man/men, photo(s), problem(s), team(s), town(s). We use countable 
nouns for separate, individual things that we can count: a boat, some books, 
three buses, etc. Many countable nouns are concrete, e.g. car(s), chair(s), 
shop(s). But some are abstract, e.g. idea(s), situation(s). 

Uncountable nouns are neither singular nor plural: air, butter, electricity, 
health, money, music, peace, water. We use uncountable nouns for things that 
do not naturally divide into separate units. Many unc.ountable nouns are 
abstract, e.g. violence, happiness, security. But some are concrete, e.g. sand, 
glue. 

An uncountable noun takes a singular verb, and we use this/that and it, not 
these/ those or they. 

' · 

This milk is off. I'll pour it down the sink. 

Many nouns can be either countable or Qncountable, depending on how they 
are used, e.g. Is ice-dancing a sport? I I like sport. > 140 

B There are grammatical differences between countable and uncountable 
nouns. For example, we can use an uncountable noun on its own, but a 
singular· noun has tq.have a word like a or the. 

Uncountable: Water is essential for life. 
Countable: The boat leaves at ten o'clock. 

I ' 

(NOT Bot:tt lettl:1-eS t:tt ten o'clock.) 

Some words go with both countable and uncountable nouns: the boat or the 
water. But some words go with only one kind of noun: a boat but NOT t:t f;tl{lter, 
how many boats, but how much water. 
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These are the possible combinations. 

the 
no 
Possessives 
a/an 
one 
each/every 
these/ those 
few 
many 
Plural numbers 
much 
little 
some 
any 
a lot of 
all 
this/that 

NOTE 

Countable 
Singular Plural 

the boat 
no boat 
our boat 
a boat 
one boat 
each/every boat 

(> l 72F) 

(> l 72E) 

this/that boat 

the boats 
no boats 
our boats 

these/those boats 
few boats 
many boats 
two/three boats 

some boats 
any boats 
a lot of boats 
all boats 

Uncountable 

the water 
no water 
our water 

much water 
little water 
some water 
any water 
a lot of water 
all water 
this/that water 

a We can use a plural or uncountable noun on its own without a determiner. 
Boats are supposed to float on water. 

But we do not use a singular noun on its own except in special cases such as 
news headlines. 

Boat sinks in storm. 
For other contexts where we use a singular noun on its own, > 159. 

b We often use all with another determiner such as the, e.g. all the boats, > 169. 

138 The of-structure expressing quantity 

A Here are some examples of the of-structure. 
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a packet of/four two pieces of wood 
a box of matches a kilo of tomatoes 

We use this pattern to say how much flour or wood or how many matches or 
tomatoes. We cannot leave out of (NOT a packet flour).

We use the of-structure with uncountable nouns (flour, wood) because we 
cannot say tt flour or two woods. We use it with plural nouns (matches,
tomatoes) because it is more convenient to express_ the quantity in boxes 
or kilos. 
NOTE 

A box of matches means something different from a matchbox. > 142B 



139 Information, news, etc 

B Before of+ uncountable/plural noun we can use these types of noun. 

Containers: a cup of coffee, a carton of milk, a bottle of wine, 
a jar of honey, a tin of biscuits, a bag of potatoes 

Measurements: three metres of material, thousands of litres of water, 
a pint of beer, two kilos of apples 

C Before of+ uncountable noun we can also use piece and nouns of similar 
meaning. 

a piece of land a sheet/piece/bit of paper a lump/piece of earth/coal 
a drop of water/milk/oil no trace of blood 

For more examples with piece, bit, and item, > 139. 

a piece/slice 
of bread 

a loaf ( of bread) a bar of chocolate a piece of 
chocolate 

NOTE 

For a bit of, > 167C , and for an amount of, > 166. 

D There are a number of nouns we can use with of+ plural noun but not with of 
+ uncountable noun.

a crowd of people
a bunch of flowers

a group of tourists 
a series of concerts 

139 Information, news, etc

A It is not always clear from the meaning whether a noun is countable or 
uncountable. For example, information, news, and furniture are 
uncountable. 

I've found out some information for you. (NOT an information) 
There was no news of the missing child. (NOT There were no news) 
They had very little furniture. (NOT f-Je,=y few furnintFeS) 
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B 
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But we can often use pieces(s) of, bit(s) of, and item(s) of with such nouns. 
I've found out a piece of information for you. 
They had very few items of furniture. 

Here are some uncountable nouns whose equivalents may be countable in 
other languages. Sometimes there is an alternative countable expression. 

Uncountable Countable 

accommodation looking for looking for a place to 
accommodation stay/live 

advice I got some advice I got a piece of advice 

baggage/ luggage we lost some baggage/ we lost some bags/cases 
luggage we lost some items of 

baggage/luggage 

cash/money I had some cash/money I had some notes/coins 

clothing take some warm clothing take some warm clothes 
> Note a

country/ through lovely country! through a lovely bit of 
countryside/ countryside/scenery country/countryside/scenery 
scenery > Note b

damage/ harm it did some damage/harm
> Note c

equipment we needed some equipment we needed a piece of 
equipment 

English he speaks good English (the 
language) 

evidence they found some evidence they found a piece of 
evidence 

fun have some fun have a good time 

furniture we bought some furniture we bought some pieces! 
items of furniture 

health I enjoy good health 

homework students with homework to students with a task! 
do a project to do 

housework doing housework all day doing chores all day long 
long 

jewellery I bought some jewellery I bought some pieces of 
jewellery 

land we own some land> Note d we own a piece/bit of land 

leisure I have little leisure 



litter I rubbish 

lightning 

luck 

machinery 

news 

permission 

pollution 

progress 

publicity 

rain 

research 

stuff 

thunder 

traffic 

travel 

weather 

work 

NOTE 

· Uncountable

he dropped some litter/ 
rubbish 

there was. lightning 

I had some good luck 

installing some machinery 

I heard some news 

they left without 
permission 

increasing pollution 

I'vq made some progress 

receiving lots of publicity 

we've had some rain 

doing research 

my stuff is in the car 

there was thunder 

a queue of traffic 

work involving travel 
around the country 

we had nice weather 

do some work> Note e

139 Information, news, etc

Countable 

he dropped a bit/piece 
of litter/rubbish 

There was a flash of 
lightning 

I had a piece/bit/stroke of 
luck 

installing a machine/a 
piece of machinery 

I heard one piece/bit/item of 
news 

seeing lots of adverts 

we've had a shower ( of 
rain) 

doing a piece of research 

my things are in the car 

there was a clap of thunder 

a queue of cars/vehicles 

work involving journeys/ 
trips around the country 

do a job 

a We cannot use clothes in the singular or with a number. We can say some clothes but 
NOT ftJttr cfothe-s. We say four items of clothing or four garments . 

• • �·;61> 

b Country is countable when it means 'nation', e.g. all the countries of the world. 

c Damages in the plural means 'money paid in compensation'. 

He received damages of £500,000 for his injuries. 

d Land can be used as a countable noun meaning a country or region. 
For the immigrants, America was a laTUl of opportunity. 

This use is rather literary. 

e Work can be countable in certain meanings, e.g. a work of art, the works of 
Shakespeare. Works can also mean 'factory', e.g. a steel works.> 147C 
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140 Nouns that can be either countable or 

uncountable 

A Some nouns are countable when they mean something separate and 
individual, but they are uncountable when they mean a kind of material or 
substance. 

Countable 

They had a nice carpet in 
the living-room. 
The mob threw stones at the police. 

Uncountable 

We bought ten square metres 
of carpet. 
The church was rebuilt in stone. 

B Animals, vegetables, and fruit are uncountable when we cut or divide them. 

Countable 

buy a (whole) chicken 
pick three tomatoes 

Uncountable 

put some chicken in the sandwiches 
a pizza with tomato 

C The following nouns can be countable or uncountable depending on the 
meaning. The countable noun often means a specific example, but the 
uncountable noun has a more general meaning. 
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Countable 

a small business(= a company) 

having an interesting conversation 

The US is a democracy. 

a drawing/painting(= a picture) 

a girl in a red dress 

an interesting experience 
( = something that happens to you) 

a glass/some glasses of water 
glasses for reading> 148

a hair/some hairs on your sweater 

an iron (for pressing clothes) 

He led a good life 

a bedside light(= a lamp) 

I just heard a noise. 

Uncountable 

Business is booming. 
(= economic activity) 
the art of conversation 

the idea of democracy 

good at drawing/painting 
(the activity) 

wearing evening dress 

having some experience in the job 
(= having done the job for a time) 

some glass for the window. 

comb your hair 

tablets containing iron (a metal) 

Life just isn't fair, is it? 

at the speed of light 

Noise can cause stress. 



140 Noun� that can be either countable or uncountable 

Countable 

a daily paper(= a newsp'aper) 
my papers (= documents) 

Uncountable 

some writing paper 

a property ( = a building) 
.. 

Chess is a game, not a sport. 
The meeting was a success. 
a tin of beans 
I'ue been here lots of times before. 
It was a long and bloody war. 

some property(= what you own) 

There's always sport on television. 
I'm longing for fame and success. 
where tin was mined (a metal) 

I'm busy. I haven't got much time . 
. J'v,/always been against war.· 

NOTE 

We can use a/an with knowledge and education when the meaning is specific. 
, Specific: A knowledge of computers would be useful. I had, an excellent education. 

General: Knowledge is power. The government should spend more on education. 
But knowledge and education cannot be plural. 

D Nouns for feelings are usually uncountable. 
The animal was trembling with fear. 
Where there's life, there's hope. 

But some can be countable, especially when the feeling is about something 
specific. 

a fear of dogs our hopes for the future having doubts about the decision 
an intense dislike of quiz shows a longi,ng to get away 

Some nouns for feelings are singular as co$plement� 
Thanks very much.~ It's a pleasure. 
It seemed a pity to .break up the party. 

, These nouns are delight, pity, pleasure, relief, shame, and wonder. 

E Some abstract nouns can be used after al an or in the plural, but they can also 
be used as uncountable nouns after some, any, a lot of, much, or little. 

We should have a choice I some choice in the matter. 
I haven't noticed any changes I any change in the situation. 
There have been some criticisms. I There's been some criticism of 
the behaviour of the qfficials.

we· didn't get many responses I niuch response to the questionnaire. 
The story failed to make an impact I made little impact on public opinion. 

Such nouns include: advantage, benefit, chance, choice, change, comment, 
criticism, detail, difference, difficulty, effect, effort, idea, impact, point, reason, 
response. 
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F When we order food or drink or talk about portions, we can use phrases like a 
juice and three coffees. 

I'll have an orange juice. (= a glass of orange juice) 
Three coffees, please. (= three cups of coffee) 
Two sugars for me. (= two spoonfuls of sugar) 

Some nouns can be countable with the meaning 'kind(s) of. 
This is a cheese I really like. (= a kind of cheese) 
There are lots of different grasses. (= kinds of grass) 

141 Two nouns together 

A We often use one noun before another. 
a tennis club money problems a microwave oven 

The first noun modifies the second. It tells us something about it - what kind 
it is or what it is for. 

a tennis club 
vitamin pills 
a phone bill 
a train journey 

a club where you can play tennis 
pills containing vitamins 
a bill for using the phone 
a journey by train 

For more details about meanings,> 142. 
For combinations with the possessive form, e.g. the train's speed,> 133-134. 

B When two nouns come together, there are three different ways of writing 
them. 
As two separate words: address book, television programme 
With a hyphen: waste-bin, water-bottle 
As one word: armchair, website 

There are no exact rules about whether we join the words or not or whether 
we put a hyphen. 

C The stress is usually on the first noun. ➔ Audio

the 'tennis club a ma'chine gun the 'car park the 'fire alarm 
But there are also combinations where the stress is on the second noun. 

a cardboard 'box the town 'hall

There are no exact rules about stress, but for more details, > 142. 

D The first noun is usually singular, even if it refers to more than one. 
a vegetable garden a picture gallery an eye test a bookcase 

A vegetable garden is a garden where vegetables are grown. 

But there are exceptions. 
careers information the sales office a sports shop 
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142 More details about two nouns together 

These include nouns with a plural-only form.> 147A 
an arms dealer a clothes-brush customs regulations a goods train 

E There are more complex structures with nouns. For example we can use 
more than two nouns. 

credit card charges 
a motorway service station 
the Customer Helpline number 

We can build up phrases like this. 
an air accident ( = an accident in the air) 
an investigation team (= a team that investigates) 
an air accident investigation team(= a team that investigates accidents in 
the air) 

Here air accident modifies investigation team. 

We can use adjectives in complex noun structures. 
a comprehensive road atlas handy keyboard shortcuts 
a 'Sunuser' solar heating system domestic violence statistics 

142 More details about two nouns together 

A Here are some examples of different kinds of meaning with noun + noun 
combinations. 

Purpose: a milk bottle(= a bottle for putting milk in) 
a car park a coffee table security cameras hand cream 

Means: a car journey (= ·a journey by car) 
a petrol engine(= an engine that uses petrol) 
a fax message an oil lamp a coal fire a phone link 

Topic: a war film (= a film about war) 
a crime story peace talks a computer magazine science fiction 

Object: a chess player(= someone who plays chess) 
a taxi driver music lovers a professional dog walker 
a food mixer ( = a machine that mixes food) 
a lawnmower a bottle opener a bread maker 
car theft(= the stealing of cars) 
steel production home contents insurance 

With these kinds of meaning the stress is usually on the first noun: 
a 'milk bottle. ➔ Audio

NOTE 

a We can use a gerund before a noun to express purpose. 
a sleeping bag washing powder 

b Compare these two phrases. 
Noun+ noun: an 'English teacher (=someone who teaches English) 
Adjective+ noun: an English 'teacher (=a teacher who is English) 
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B There is a difference in meaning between a milk bottle and a bottle of milk . 

■ 
• 

I I 

a milk bottle a bottle of milk 

A milk bottle is a bottle for putting 
milk in. 

A bottle of milk is a bottle 
full of milk. 

'-, 

Here are some more examples. 
an empty wine glass an old jam jar 
a nice glass of wine a jar of strawberry jam 

a teapot 
a pot of tea 

C Here are some more noun + noun combinations. 

Time: a summer holiday(= a holiday in summer) 
the morning rush a future date 
breakfast television an evening paper 

Place: a country cottage(= a cottage in the country) 
a motorway bridge Swindon station a world recession 

Material: a plastic bag(= a bag made of plastic) 
a paper cup a brick wall a g{ass vase a cardboard box 

With these kinds of meaning the stress is usually on the second noun: a 
summer 'holiday� Audio But there are many exceptions. 

'evening classes a 'Glasgow woman 
We stress the first noun when it is more important in the context. For 
example, we talk about an evening class to distinguish it from a class in. 

· the daytime.

D We also use the noun+ noun pattern to refer to something which is part of 
something else. 
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the car door(= the door of the car) 
a bicycle wheel the TV screen the town centre the river bank 

The stress is often on the second noun: the car 'door. But sometimes we 
stress the first noun: a 'bicycle wheel. We can talk about the river 'bank or the 
'river bank. It depends which word is more important in the context. 
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143 Phrases after a noun 

With top, bottom, side, back, and end we normally use the of-structure.
the end of the motorway (NOT the motBrf:ifflJI end) 
the side of the house (NOT the house iide) 

NOTE 

There are some combinations with poun + top, noun + bottom, etc. 
They stood by the roadside/the side of the road. 

Ttiese combinations include: a cigarette end, along the cliff top, on a hillside, by the 
roadside, over the rooftops, the valley bottom, at the waterside, profits at the year end. 

143 Phrases after a noun 

A We can use a phrase after a noun to modify it. 
all these papers here every day of the week a meal for two 

We can use these kinds of phrase. 

Prepositional phrase: When will I meet the girl of my dreams? 
Adverb phrase: . We don't talk to the people upstairs. 
Adjective phrase: The police found parcels full of cocaine. 
Noun phrase: The weather that day was awful. 

The prepositional phrase is the most common. 
The period just after lunch is always quiet. 
I'd love an apartment on Fifth Avenue. 
The idea of space travel has always fascinated me. 
What are the prospects for a peaceful solution? 

For noun + preposition, e.g. prospects for, > 226.

B We can sometimes use two or more phrases together after a noun. Here, are 
some ·examples from newspapers. 

Passengers on some services from King's Cross, Euston, and Paddington 
will need a boarding pass. 
They meet the Turkish champions Galatasary, having drawn three-all in 
the first leg of their second round tie at Old Trafford. 
The ideas for changing the lifestyle of the British soldier were developed at a 
brain-storming conference between an army team and experts from the 
Henley Centre think-tank in Berkshire. 

We can also use a mixture of phrases and clauses. 
The baffling case of a teenage., girl ·who v_anished eµutly twenty years ago 

· has been re-opened by police. ' · 
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144 Introduction 

A It is sometimes said that there is no subject-verb agreement in English. 
Although English has fewer verb endings than many other languages, there 
are times when the verb has to agree with the subject. Here is an example. 

The house is empty. 
The houses are empty. 

Here we use the verb is with a singular subject (house) and the verb are with a 
plural subject (houses). The verb 'agrees with' the subject. Agreement is 
sometimes called 'concord'. 

An uncountable noun takes a singular verb. 
The grass is growing. 

B There is agreement when we use a present-tense verb in the third person. 
The window is broken. The windows are broken. 
The house has a garden. The houses have gardens. 
This jacket looks nice. These jackets look nice. 

The singular verb ends in -s.

But a modal verb does not have singular and plural forms. > 70 
The house must have a garden. The houses must have gardens. 

NOTE 

In the present tense of be, the first-person singular form is am, e.g. I am ready. > 65A 

C With a past-tense verb, there is agreement only with be. 
The window was broken. The windows were broken. 

Other verbs do not have singular and plural forms. 
The house had a garden. · The houses had gardens. 
The room looked nice. The rooms looked nice. 

NOTE 

In the past tense of be, was is both the first-person singular (/ was ready) and the third-
- person singular form (He was ready).> 65A

145 Singular and plural subjects 
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It is usually easy to decide if a subject is singular or plural. But there are some 
problem areas, and these are dealt with in 146-149. Here are some basic 
points about singular and plural subjects. 



145 Singular and plural subjects 

· A Two or more phrases linked by and take a plural verb.
Simon and Chloe go sailing at weekends. 
Both the kitchen and the dining-room face due south. 
Wheat and maize are exported. 

But when the two together are seen as .a single idea, then we use a 
singular verb. 

Bread and butter was all we had. 
(= bread with butter on it) 

A phrase in apposition (see GLOSSARY) does not make the subject plural. 
Simon, my neighbour, goes sailing at weekends. 

B When two phrases are linked by or, the verb usually agrees with the nearest. 
Either Thursday or Friday is OK by me. 
Either the Internet or these books are where you'll find the information. 

C A phrase of measurement usually takes a singular verb. 
Ten miles is too far to walk. 
Thirty pounds seems a reasonable price. 

Here we are talking about a distance of ten miles and a sum of thirty pounds, 
not the individual miles or pounds. 

D Titles and names take a singular verb when they refer to one thing. 
'Star Wars' was a very successful film. 
The Rose and Crown is that old pub by the river. 

Plural place names referring to a single country usually take a singular verb. 
The United States wants to increase the permitted pollution levels. 
The Netherlands is a member of the European Union. 

NOTE 

The name of an island group usually takes a plural verb. 
The Seychelles lie in the middle of the Indian Ocean. 

But we can use a singular or plural verb when talking about the group as a political unit. 
The Solomon Islands is/are a nation-state. 

E A phrase with as well as or with does not make the subject plural. 
The kitchen, as well as the dining-room, faces due south. 
Paul, together with some of his friends, is buying a racehorse. 

A phrase with and in brackets does not usually make the subject plural. 
The kitchen (and of course the dining-room) faces due south. 

After not only . . . but also, the verb agrees with the nearest phrase. 
Not only Paul but also some of his friends are buying the horse. 
Not only his friends but also Paul himself has a share in the horse. 
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F If a phrase comes after the noun and modifies it, the verb agrees with the first 
noun. 

The house between the two bungalows is empty. 

G A phrase or clause as subject takes a singular verb. 
Through the trees is the quickest way. 
Opening our presents was exciting. 

146 One of, a number of, every, etc

A After a subject with one of, we use a singular verb. 
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One of these letters is for you. 

B When a plural noun follows a lot of, number of, or majority of, we normally 
use a plural verb. 

A lot of people have complained. 
A large number of letters were received. 
The majority of nurses are women. 

But after The number of . . .  , we use a singular verb. 
The number of letters we receive is increasing. 

Amount agrees with the verb. 
A large amount of money was collected. 
Large amounts of money were collected. 

After a fraction or percentage, the verb agrees with the noun. 
Three quarters (of a potato) is water. 
Almost half (the plants) were killed. 
Sixty per cent of the country was held by the rebels. 

C We use a singular verb after a subject with every or each. 
Every pupil has to take the test. 
Each day was the same as the one before. 

We also use a singular verb after compounds with every, some, any, and no. 
Everyone has to take the test. 
Someone was waiting at the door. 
Nothing ever happens in this place. 

But all and some with a plural noun take a plural verb. 
All (the) pupils have to take the test. 
Some people were waiting at the door. 

NOTE 

When each follows a plural subject, the verb is plural. 
The pupils each have to take the test. 



147 Nouns with a plural form 

D We use a singular verb after who or what as subject.
Who wants coffee?~ We· all do, please. 
What's happened?~ Several things have happened. 

After what/which + noun, the verb agrees with the noun. 
What/Which day is convenient? 
What/Which days are convenient? 

When there is no noun after which, the verb can be singular or plural.-
Which of you is willing to take part? (Which one?) 

Which of you are willing to take part? (Which ones?) 

E Look at these sentences. 
None ( of the pupils) has/have failed the test. 
Neither of us was/were very impressed by the place. 
I don't know if either (of these batteries) is/are any good. 
If any of you gets/get into difficulty, just call for help. 

After a subject with none, neither, either, or any and a plural noun phrase, we 
can use either a singular or a plural verb. Both are used in writing, but a 
plural verb is more common in speech. 

After no, the verb agrees with the noun. 
No pupil has failed. 
No pupils have failed. 

F After there, the verb agrees with its complement.
There was a party at the office. 
There were parties all over town. 

NOTE 

In informal speech you may hear there's before a plural. 
There's some friends of yours outside. 

147 Nouns with a plural form 

A Plural noun and plural verb 

Some nouns are always plural. 
The goods were found to be defective. 
(NOT The good was fottnd ttJ be tkfecti1:1e.) 
My belongings have been destroyed in a fire. 
(NOT 1\fy belonging has been destroyed in a fire.) 

Some nouns of this kind are: belongings, clothes, congratulations, earnings, 
goods, odds (= probability), outskirts (= outer parts of a town), particulars 
(= details), premises (= building), remains (= what is left), surroundings 
(= what is around you), thanks, and troops(= soldiers). 

Some nouns have a plural-only form which has a different meaning from the 
singular or uncountable form. 
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my arm(s) and leg(s) 
(parts of the body) 

the content of the message 
(= what it says) 

an old custom 
(= traditional activity) 

did some damage to the car 
( e.g. in an accident) 

he gave me a look 
(= he looked at me) 

have a high regard for her 
( = a good opinion) 

a saving of £10 on the normal price 
(paying less than usual) 

Plural only 

to carry arms 
(= weapons) 

the contents of ,the briefcase 
(= what is inside it) 

go through cusfoms at the airport 
(where goods fre checked) 

pay damages bf £10,000 
(= compensadon) 

his good looks 
(= appearance) 

regards to your parents 
(= good wishes) 

robbed of his life savings 
(= money saved, e.g. in a bank) 

B Plural noun form but singular verb 

There are some nouns ending in -s which normally take a singular verb. 
The news isn't very good, I'm afraid. 
Gymnastics looks difficult, and it is difficult. 
Maths was my best subject at school. 
Draughts is a board game. 

Nouns of this kind include news; some words for sports and games, e.g. 
athletics, billiards, bowls, darts, draughts, gymnastics; some subjects of study, 
e.g. economics, maths, physics, politics, statistics; and some illnesses, e.g.
measles, diabetes.

Some of these nouns can take a plural verb when they have a more concrete 
or specific meaning. 

These darts are quite heavy. (the objects, not the game) 
His politics are very left-wing. (= his political views) 
The statistics are available on the Internet. (some specific figures) 

C Nouns ending in -s in both singular and plural 
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There are a few words which end in -s and can be either singular or plural. 
The new comedy series has been a flop with viewers. 
Bird species are numerous in the area. 

Some nouns of this kind are barracks(= a building where soldiers live), 
crossroads, headquarters, means, series, species, and works (= a factory). 

Barracks, headquarters, and works can take a plural verb even when they 
refer to a single building or a single group of buildings. 

The company's headquarters was/were easy to find. 



148 Pair nouns 

148 Pair nouns 

scissors glassf!SI spectacles binoculars trousers 
I 

A We use a pair noun for certain things consisting of two similar parts. Most 
pair nouns refJr to tools or other devices (e.g. scissors, glasses) or to clothes 
that cover your\J.egs (e.g. trousers, jeans). 

\ 
B A pair no�n is plu}al and t�es a plural verb. 

These trousers need cleaning. 
I'm looking for my glasses. I've put them down somewhere. 
There are some sc-issors in the drawer. 

We cannot use a or numbers .. 
NOT tl trtJuser and NOT tWB tfflusers 

Some pair nouns have no -s when they come bef9re another noun. 
I've spilt some coffee down my trouser leg. 

C We can use pair of or pairs of. 
This pair of trouserf needs cleaning. 

'Have you got a pair of binoculars? 
Somehow I've managed to lose three pairs of scissors. 

We have to use pair(s) ofif we want to say how many. 

We can also use pair with two separate items, e.g. socks, shoes, boots, trainers. 
I've packed six pairs of socks'. 

· · 

But these nouns can be singular as well as plural. 
I've lost a sock. It must be staz in the washing-machine. 
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D Some pair nouns are binoculars, glasses, jeans, knickers, pants, pyjamas 
(US pajamas), scales (for weighing), scissors, shorts, spectacles (= glasses), 
tights, and trousers. 

' 

Glass, scale, and spectacle can be singular with a different meaning. 
Can I have a glass of water, please? 
The map has a scale of five kilometres to the centimetre. 
The fireworks were an amazing spectacle. (= sight) 

149 Group nouns 

A Group nouns refer to a group of people, e.g. family, team, crowd. They are 
sometimes called 'collective nouns'. After a singular group noun, the verb is 
usually singular, but it can be plural. 

The crowd was/were in a cheerful mood. 
NOTE 

a In the US a singular group noun is normally followed by a singular verb. 

b A group noun can be plural. 

The two families get on well together. 

TIP 

The safest choice is the singular verb because this is much more common 
than the use of the plural. 
Say The crowd was . . .

. 
rather than The crowd were . . . .

B We always use the singular to talk about the whole group. For example, we 
might refer to the group's size or make-up or how it compares with others. 

The class consists of twelve girls and fourteen boys. 
The union is the biggest in the country. 

A plural verb is more likely when we �ee the group as individuals, especially 
when we talk about people's thoughts or feelings. 

The class don't/doesn't understand what the teacher is saying. 
The union are/is delighted with the pay increase. 

C With a singular verb we normally use it, its, and which/ that. 
The government wants to improve its image. 
The crowd which has gathered here is in a cheerful mood. 

With a plural verb we normally use they, their, and who/that. 
The government want to improve their image. 
The crowd who have gathered here are in a cheerful mood. 
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149 Group nouns 

Group nouns include the following. 

army community government (political) party 
association company group population 
audience council jury press 
band crew majority public 
board crowd management school 
choir enemy military society (= club) 
class family minority team 
club firm navy (trade) union 
college gang orchestra university 
committee 

NOTE 

Military, press(= newspapers), and public do not have a pluraUorm. 
The public has/have shown no interest. 
(NOT The publics htwe shown no interest.) 

�The names of institutions and companies are also group nouns. 
The United Nations is/are unable to act. 
Tesco ,sells/sell organic milk. 

Sports teams can take a singular or plural verb. 
England islare

1 
through to the World Cup finals. 

F Some nouns have a plural meaning and take a plural verb, even though they 
do not end in -s.

Some cattle have got out into the road. 
The police are questioning a man. 

These words are cattle (=·cows), livestock(= farm animals), people, police, and 
staff(= the people working in a business). 

NOTE 

For irregular noun plurals, e.g. fo6t 4 feet, child ➔ children, > 282-284. 
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150 Introduction 

Look at the articles in this paragraph. 

The Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents held an exhibition at 
Harrogate in the north of England. Some shelves were put up to display the 
exhibits. During the exhibition; the shelves fell down, injuring a visitor. It 
was an unfortunate incident. 

We use al an only with a singular noun (a visitor, an exhibition) ; the plural or 
uncountable equivalent is some (some shelves), or no article (accidents). We 
can use the with all types of noun. 

Al an is the indefinite article, and the is the definite article. We use the when it 
is clear which one we mean. We say the north of England because there is 
only one north of England. We say an exhibition when we mention it for the 
first time, but after that we say the exhibition, meaning 'the exhibition 
already mentioned'. We also use al an as complement when we are 
describing something: It was an unfortunate incident. 

151 The form of the articles ➔ Audio

A Before a consonant sound, the 
articles are a I a I and the I Oa I. 
➔ Audio

a shelf I a/ + IS I
a visitor /al + Iv/ 
a big exhibition /al + /b/ 

the shelf /Oa/ + I J / 
the visitor /Oal + /vi 
the big exhibition /()a/ + /bl

Before a vowel sound the articles 
are an Ian/ and the /Oil. 
➔Audio

an accident I an/ + /re/

an exhibition Ian/ + le/ 
an interesting display Ian/ + /1/

the accident /Oil + /rel 
the exhibition /Oil + le/ 
the interesting display /Oil + /1/

B It is the pronunciation which matters, not the spelling of the word after the 
article. Note especially words beginning with o, u, or h, or abbreviations. 
➔Audio
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a one-day event /al + /w/

a university/uniform/union la/ + /j/ 
a European country /al + /j/ 
a holiday /al + /h/

a U-turn /al + /jl 

an only child /an/ + /au/ 
an umbrella I an/ + / Al 
an error /an/ + le/ 
an hour /an/ + /au/ 
an MIS agent Ian/ + le/ 



152 The main uses of the articles 

NOTE 

a Other words besides hour with a silent h are heir, honour and honest, e.g. an honest 
person. 

b With hotel we can pronounce h or leave it out. 
a hotel la/ +/h/ an hotel Jani+ /au/

An hotel is rather formal and old-fashioned. 
There are also a few adjectives where we can use either a or an. They include habitual, 
heroic, and historical, e.g. a/an historical fact. If we use an, then the h is silent. 

c When the is stressed, it can mean 'the only' or 'the most important'. 
Notting Hill is THE /Oi:/ place to be on carnival weekend. 

For THE Joan Collins,> 162B. 

152 The main uses of the articles 

Look at how articles are used in this news report. 

HOVERCRAFT STOWAWAY 

A hovercraft flying at 40 mph was halted in rough seas when a stowaway 
was discovered - on the outside. He was seen hiding behind a liferaft to 
avoid paying the £5 fare from Ryde, Isle of Wight to Southsea. The captain 
was tipped off by radio. He stopped the craft and a crewman brought the 
stowaway inside. A Hovertravel spokesman said: 'It was a very dangerous 
thing to do. The ride can be bumpy, and it would be easy to fall off.' 

(from The Mail on Sunday) 

A First mention or mentioned-before? 

When something is first mentioned, the noun usually has al an, e.g. a 
hovercraft and a stowaway in the first sentence of the report. When the same 
thing is mentioned again, the writer uses the. 

He stopped the craft and a crewman brought the stowaway inside. 
It should be clear to the reader which craft and which stowaway is meant -
the one we are already talking about. 

Now look at this sentence from the report. 
The ride can be bumpy, and it would be easy to fall off. 

Although the word ride has not been used before, the idea of a hovercraft ride 
. from the Isle of Wight to Southsea is expressed in the first two sentences of 
the report. It is clear which ride is meant. 

The relationship between al an and the is like the relationship between 
someone/something and a personal pronoun (e.g. he, it). 

Police are questioning a man/someone about the incident. The man/He 
was arrested when he arrived at Southsea. 

A man! someone is indefinite; the man! he is definite. 

NOTE 

We sometimes see a special use of the at the beginning of a story. This is the first sentence of 
a short story by Ruth Rendell. 
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A murderer had lived in the house, the estate agent told Norman. 
This puts the reader in the middle of the action, as if we already know what house and what 
estate agent. 

B The for something unique 

When something is unique in the context, we use the. 
The captain was tipped off by radio. 

We use the because in the context of the hovercraft ride, there is only one 
captain. 

Now look at these examples. 
A car stopped and the driver got out. (A car has only one driver.) 
Where's the volume on this radio? (It has only one volume control.) 
I'm just going to the post office. (There is only one post office in the area.) 
We were sitting on the patio. (The garden has only one patio.) 
We crossed the English Channel? (There is only one English Channel.) 
The Prime Minister is very popular. (The country has only one PM.) 
The sun was shining. (There is only one sun in our solar system.) 

C The with noun + phrase 

We often use the when a phrase or clause comes after the noun and shows 
which one is meant. 

Ours is the house on the comer. 
I'd like to get hold of the idiot who left this broken glass here. 

But if the phrase or clause does not give enough information to show which 
one is meant, we use al an. 

We live in a house overlooking the park. 
We cannot use the if there are other houses also overlooking the park. 

We often use the when an o:E-phrase follows the noun. 
We came to the edge of a lake. 
The roof of a house was blown off in the storm. 
They heard the sound of an aircraft overhead. 

But we can use al an in an of-structure expressing quantity. 
Would you like a piece of cake? 

D The with superlatives and with last, next, etc 
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We normally use the rather than al an with superlative adjectives. 
The Sears Tower is the tallest building in the US. 

The is also much more common than al an in noun phrases with first, last, 
next, only, right, same, and wrong. 

Is this the first time you've been to Britain? 
Let's stop _at the next services. 
Who else can I talk to? You're the only friend I've got. 
I think you went the wrong way at the lights. 



153 The articles in generalizations 

NOTE 

a An only chill!, is a child without brothers or sisters. 

b For last week, next year, etc without article, > 161H. 

E A/an: specific or not? 

Al an can mean either a specific one or any one. 
I'm looking for a pen. It's a blue one. I was using it a few minutes ago. 
(a specific pen) 
I'm looking for a pen. I can't find one anywhere. Could you lend me one? 
(any pen) 

F Alan for describiflg 

We can use a singular noun phrase as complement to describe something, 
especially-a phrase with an adjective e.g. big, beautiful. 

This is a big house, isn't it? 
Yesterday was a beautiful day. 
Riding on the outside of a hovercraft is a very dangerous thing to do. 

We use al an before the noun, even though it is clear which one is meant. 

We can sometimes do this in a phrase without an adjective. 
Tim .talks about nothing but football. He's a fanatic. 
The lack of a proper bus service is a disgrace. 

G Alan for classifying 

We can use a/an in a noun phrase to classify something. 
What kind of bird is that?~ A blackbird, isn't it?- __ 
Anglesey is an island off the north coast of Wales. 

Now look at these examples. 
The gold medal winner was an Irishman. 
I'm proud to say that I'm a socialist. 
The victim, a Catholic, was taken to hospital. 

Here the phrases refer to someone's na_tionality or beliefs. 

We use the same pattern to talk about a person's job. 
My sister is a doctor. (Nor bfy sister is deJctor.) 
I'd love to be a racing driver. (NOT I'd IBP:Je to be raeing tiriP:Jer.) 

153 The articles in generalizations 

A This paragraph contains some generalizations about animals. 

ANIMALS AND THEIR NOSES 

As with other parts of its equipment, an animal evolves the kind of nose it 
needs. The hippo has grown its ears and eyes on the top_td_its head, and its 
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nostrils on top of its nose, for lying in water. Camels and seals can close their 
noses; they do it in the same way but for different reasons. The camel closes 
its nose against the blowing sand of the desert, and the seal against the water 
in which it spends most of its time. 

(from F.E. Newing and R. Bowood Animals And How They Live) 

The paragraph is about hippos, camels, and seals in general and not about 
specific animals. For generalizations like this, we can use a plural or 
uncountable noun on its own, or a singular noun with al an or the. 

Camels can close their noses. > B 
A camel can close its nose.> C 
The camel can close its nose. > D 

But a sentence such as The camels were carrying a heavy load refers to a 
specific group of camels. We cannot use the camels for a generalization. 

B The most common way of making a generalization is to use a plural or 
uncountable noun on its own without an article. 

Blackbirds have a lovely song. People should think twice. 
I hate waiting around at airports. Time costs money, you know. 

In the first example, blackbirds means 'all blackbirds'. 

C We can use a/an in a generalization. 
A blackbird has a lovely song. 
A computer will only do what it's told to do. 

In the first example, a blackbird means 'any blackbird' or 'a typical 
blackbird'. 

We normally use a/an when explaining the meaning of a singular word. 
A refrigerator is where you put food to keep it cool. 
An oar is a thing you row a boat with. 

D We can sometimes use the with a singular noun to make a generalization. For 
example, we can do this with animals and plants. 

The blackbird has a lovely song. 
The redwood tree grows to an enormous height. 

We use the with some kinds of people described_ in economic terms. 
The customer is always right. 
It's the taxpayer who has to pay for all this. 

We also use the with inventions. 
Nobody knows who invented the wheel. 

NOTE 

For some groups of people (e.g. the blind), > 188. 
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154 The articles: some special uses 

154 The articles: some special uses 

A We go to the cinema/theatre even if we do not mean a specific one. 
We haven't been to the cinema for ages. 

B If we �e talking about television or radio in a general sense as a medium or a 
business, then we use the noun on its own. 

Radio leaves more to the imagination· than television does. 
My friend has got a job in television. 

Compare these examples about watching and listening. 
We watch television in the evenings. · What's on TY?
We sometimes listen to the radio. 'What's on the radio? 

On the IV/ on the television is also possible. 

When we are talking about the physical objects, we use al an or the in the 
I 

usual way. 
There was a telev'5ionla radio on the shelf. 
Alice turned on the television/the radio. 

We say the press(= newspapers) and the media(= television, radio, and 
newspapers). 

The media love a nice scandal. 

C When we are talking about playing musical instruments, we use the. 
Can you play the piano? 

We normally mean a general ability to pl�y any piano, not just a specific one. 

But the is often left out in play guitar. 
I play guitar in a band. 

Sports and games are uncountable, so we use the noun on its own after 
play or do. 

Do you play tennis at school? We do judo on Saturdays. 

D We use the bus and the train in a general sense as a means of transport. 
I usually go to work on the bus. 

But we say by bus and by train without the.> 215E 

When we talk about a specific vehicle, we use al an or the in the usual way. 
Our cat was run over by a bus last month. 

E We say the police. 
The police arrived within five minutes. 

With policeman, policewoman, and police officer, we can use al an or the in 
the usual way. 

A police officer arrived within five minutes. 
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F Some words for kinds of surroundings usually have the when they have a 
general meaning. They are.,town, country, countryside, sea, and seaside. 

Would you rather live in the town or the country? 
I'd love a day at the seaside. 

Here we do not mean a specific town, a ·specific country area, or a specific 
seaside place. 

When we talk about a specific town, we use al an or the in the usual way. 
Below us in the valley lay a small town. 
Next morning we set off to view the sights of the town. 

But for in town and to town, > 160D 

When we talk about a specific country area, we use the in the usual way. 
The countryside around here is beautiful. 

155 Twice a day, by the hour, etc

A We can use al an in expressions of frequency, price, and speed. 
My brother shaves twice a day. 
These potatoes cost one pound twenty a kilo. 
The speed limit on motorways is seventy miles an hour. 

NOTE 

We can also use per in expressions of price and speed, e.g. seventy miles per hour I 70 mph. 

B We can say by the to say how something is measured. 
Boats can be hired by the hour or by the day. 
Carpets are sold by the square metre. 

156 Alan or one? 

A Al an and one both refer to a single thing, but one puts more emphasis on 
the number. 

The family have a car. (They can travel by road.) 
The family have one car. (They don't have two cars.) 

B We use one when we mean a single one among a larger number. One often 
contrasts with other. 

One shop was open, but the others were closed. 
One expert says one thing, and another says something different. 

In the of-structure, we use one, not al an. 
One of the shops was open. 
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157 Alan, some, and a noun on its own

C We use orJ,e in phrases of time with nouns such as morning, afternoon, 
evening, night, day, and. weekend. 

One morning something very straY?,ge happened. 
One day my genius will be recogn'ized. 

(At) one time usually means 'at a time in the past' or 'on one occasion in the 
pasf.: 

At ·one time I Once I lived in a caravan. 
One time I Once we saw a strange light in the sky. 

At alone time can mean 'at the same time'. 
A team can have only six players on �he court at a time/at one time. 

NOTE 

For a few, a little, a lot of, and a number of, > 166.

157 Alan, some, and a noun on its own 

A We use al an only with a singular noun. Some with a plural or uncountable 
noun is equivalent to al an with a singular _noun. 

Singular: There's a rat under the floorboarcjs. 
Plural: There are some rats under the floorboards. 
Uncountable: There's some milk in the fridge. 

Here al an and some express quantity. A rat means one rat, some rats means a 
number of rats, and some milk means an amount of milk. 

We can sometimes use a plural or uncountable noun on its own, 
without some. 

There are rats under the floorboards. 
There's milk in the fridge. 

Leaving out some here makes little difference to the meaning. 

B Now look at these ways of classifying things, describing them, and 
generalizing about them. 

Classifying > 152G Describing > 152F Generalizing > 153 

Singular: That's a rat, It's a huge rat.

not a mouse. 
Plural: Those are rats,

not mice. 
Uncountable: Is this milk or 

cream? 
-., 

They're huge rats. 

It's fresh milk.

A rat will eat 
anything. 
Rats will eat 
anything. 
Milk is good for you. 

. 

' 

For _these meanings we use p,I an with a singular noun, or we use a plural or 
uncountable noun on its own. We do not use some. 
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158- Sugar or the sugar, oil or the oil, etc

A We can use an uncountable or plural noun on its own to make a 
generalization. 

Sugar is bad for your teeth. (= all sugar) 
Adults have rights, so children should have them too. (= all children) 
Without oil, modern life would come to a halt. (= oil in general) 
Life just isn't fair, is it? ( = life in general) 

We use the when the meaning is more specific. 
Could you pass the sugar, please? (the sugar on the table here) 
My sister is looking after the children for us. (our children) 
The oil I got on my trousers won't wash out. (a specific drop of oil) 
The life of a Victorian factory worker wasn't easy. (a specific kind of life) 

We often use the when there is a phrase after the noun which makes the 
meaning more specific. We say Life ... (in general) but The life of ... 
(a specific person or group of people). 

B Compare these two patterns, which have the same meaning. 
I'm not an expert on Irish history. 
I'm not an expert on the history of Ireland. 

Here we can use an adjective + noun without the, or we use the + noun with 
an of-phrase. 

Here are some more examples. 
European architecture the architecture of Europe 
American literature the literature of America 

The same thing happens with a noun modifier or a possessive form. 
town planning the planning of towns 
Mozart's music the music of Mozart 

C When an of-phrase follows a noun, we usually put the before the first noun. 
The safety of passengers should be a priority. 

But when a phrase with a different preposition follows the noun, we use it 
without the if the meaning is fairly general.

Safety on the railways should be a priority. 
Life in those days wasn't easy. 
Silk from Japan was used to make the wedding dress. 

159 A singular noun on its own 

Before a singular noun we normally put a word like a, the, my, this, every, etc. 
But there are some exceptions. We can use a singular noun on its own in the 
following cases. 

A Before some nouns for institutions. > 160 
How are you getting on at college? 
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B In some phrases of time.> 161 
The concert is on Thursday. 

, . 

.. 

C In some fixed expressions where the noun is repeated or there is a contrast 
between the two nouns. 

I lie awake night after night. It was a fiasco from start to finish. 

D In a phrase with by expressing means.> 215E 
It would be quicker by train. 

E In many idiomatic phrases, especially after a preposition. > 216 
for example in fact on holiday at risk 

But there are also idiomatic phrases with an article. 
for a change in a hurry at the moment 

F We do not normally use the in these examples. 

on the whole 

The President's cousin was appointed Minister of Information. 
Tony Blair was elected party leader. 

Minister of Information and party leader both express a unique role. (There is 
only one.) We can use this pattern with verbs such as appoint, elect, make, 
and proclaim. 

We c·an also leave out the when the unique role follows be or become. 
Tony Blair became (the) party leader. 

We can do the same when th.e unique role follows as. 
As (the) chairman, I have to ke'Jp order in · the meeting. 

But when the role is not unique, we use al an. 
As a member of this club, I havp a right to come in. 

G Names of people and most place·names have no article.> 162 
for Mr Mackintosh in New York 

H We can sometimes leave out an article to avoid repeating it. 
Put the knife and fork on the /ray. 

We can do this when two thing� are seen as closely linked, like a knife and 
fork. But when there is no link between them, we repeat the article. 

I bought a sweater and a book. 

We can leave out articles in some special styles such as news headlines and 
written instructions. > 30 

Insert plug in hole in side panel. 
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160 Articles with school, prison, etc

A There are some nouns that we can use without the when we are talking about 
the normal purpose of an institution. 

School starts at nine o'clock. The guilty men were sent to prison. 

Here school means 'school activities', and people are sent to prison for 
committing a crime. 

But when we talk about a specific building, we use the. 
The school is in the centre of the village. 
Mail is delivered to the prison every morning. 

Here the school means 'the school building', and the prison means 
'the prison building'. 

B Apart from words for institutions, there are a number of other nouns used in 
a similar way. 

I'm usually in bed by eleven. The bed felt very uncomfortable. 
In bed means 'sleeping/resting in a bed', but the bed means a specific bed. 

C We use an article if there is a word or phrase modifying the noun. 
The guilty men were sent to a high-security prison. 
I'm doing a course at the new college. 

When the noun is part of a name, there is usually no article. > 163 
The guilty men were sent to Parkhurst Prison. 

D Here are some expressions with nouns of this type. 

Without article With article 

bed stay in bed, go to bed (to sleep), lie on the bed, sit by the bed/ 
put a child to bed, get out next to the bed 
of bed 

church be in/at church, go to church visit the church, the Church of 
(to a service) England, the Catholic Chur<;h 

Compare: at the mosque/the 
temple 

class be in class ( = in a lesson) stand at the front of the class, 
a/the class (of pupils) 
Compare: talk in the lesson/ 
leave the classroom 

college be at/in college (as a student), 
go to college, leave college, 
drop out of college 

court appear in court, go to court, tell the court what happened 
take someone to court 
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160 Articles with school, prison, etc

Without article With article 

home stay at home the home of a famous film star, 
As an adverb: go/come/drivel a/the home for old people 
walk home Compare: stay in the house 

' 

hospital in hospital (as a patient), in the hospital (as a visitor), 
taken to hospital, work at the hospital 
go into hospital, leave hospital In US English: in the hospital 

(as a patient), taken to the 
), hospital, etc. 

jail be in jail (as a prisoner), go to go to the jail (as a visitor) 
· jail, come out of jail

prison be in prison (as a prisoner), go to the prison (as a visitor) 
go to prison, come out of prison

school be in/at school (as a pupil), go to the school (as a visitor), 
go to school, start/leave school, work at the school 
ready for school 

sea be at sea (sailing), go to sea the fish in the sea, sail on the 
(as a sailor), go/travel by sea sea, under the sea, by/near the 

sea. 
Compare: at the seaside 

town meet in town, go to town visit the town, in the town 
centre 
Compare: in the village, in the 
city 

university be at university (as a student), Also possitile in GB and 
go to university normal in US English: be at the 

university, go to the university 

work be at work, go to work, stop Compare: go to the office I go to 
work, your place of work, out the factory 
of work, looking for work 

\ 
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161 Articles in phrases of time 

A Introduction 

In a phrase of time we often use 
a singular noun without an article 

in winter on Monday 

But we put al an or the before an 
adjective + noun. 

a very cold winter 
We also use an article if there is a 
phrase or clause after the noun. 

the Monday before the holiday 
the winter when we had all 
that snow 

In B-H there are some examples with various kinds of time phrase. 

B Years 

The company was formed in 1981. 
.The war lasted from 1812 to 1815. 

C Seasons and months 

If winter comes, can spring be 
far behind? 
It's nice here in (the) summer. 
June is my favourite month. 
The elections are in March. 

D Special times of the year 

in the year 1981 

the winter of 2002

a marvellous summer 

I don't enjoy Christmas much. It was a Christmas I'll never forget. 
Americans eat turkey at Thanksgiving. 

E Days of the week 
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I must finish this report by Monday. 
(Monday of next week) 

Our visitors are coming on Friday. 
(Friday of this week) 

I'm leaving on the Wednesday before 
Easter. That's the second Wednesday 
in April. 

This happened on a Friday in July. 



We usually go out on Saturday I on 
Saturdays. ( = every Saturday) 

,· F Parts of the day and night 

At midday it was very hot. 

They reached the camp at sunset. 

We'll be home before dark. 

at night, by day/night 

161 Articles in phrases of time 

We_ usually go out on a Saf1:trday. 
Friday 12 May would be OK, but I'm 
busy on the Thursday. (= the 
Thursday of that week) 

I'll see you at the weekend. 

It was·a wonderful sunset. 

I couldn't see in the dark. 

in/during the day/the night/ 
the morning/the afternoon/the 
evening 

In phrases of time we normally use thes� nouns on their own: dawn, 
daybreak, sunrise; midday, noon; dusk, sunset, twilight, dark, nightfall; 
midnight. But we use al an or the when we talk about the physical aspect, e.g. 
not being able to see in the dark, rather than about the time. 

G Meals 

Breakfast is from seven o'clock. 

I had a sandwich for lunch. 

H Phrases with last and next

. ,. 

These flats were built last year. 

We're having a party next Saturday. 

Compare these phrases. 

Seen from the present 

I'm leaving tomorrow. 
The match is next week. 

. ' 

The breakfast we had at the hotel 
wasn't very nice . 
They all had a delicious lunch. 
The mea{ was perfect. 

The flats had been built the previous 
year/the year_ before. 
They were having a party the 

. following Saturday. 

Seen from the past 

I was leaving (the) next day. 
The match was the following week. 

I • ,. f • I 

._ �·�: >f 1 1 
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The articles: al an and the 

162 Names 

A Most names of people and places are without the. 
Daniel Mrs Parsons Texas South Australia 

Some place names have the, especially names consisting of more than one 
word, but there are others which do not have the. For example, we say (he 
Black Sea but Lake Superior. Two things affect whether a name has the or not. 
They are the kind of place it is (e.g. a sea or a lake), and the grammatical 
structure of the name. We often use the in these structures. 

Of-phrase: 
Adjective: 
Plural form: 

the Duke of Edinburgh 
the American School 
the Johnsons/ the Johnson family 

We do not usually use the before a possessive. 
Possessive: Cleopatra's Needle 

' ' 

the Isle of Wight 
the Royal Opera House 
the West Indies 

For more details about place names and the, > 163. 

NOTE 

A noun such as doctor, professor, or president can be part of a person's name. 
I saw Doctor Fry. 

But when the noun is not part of a name, we use an article in the usual way. 
I saw the doctor.

B We can sometimes use an article with a person's name. 
There's a Laura who works in our office. (= a person called Laura) 
A Mr Wilson called to see you. ( = someone called Mr Wilson) 
The Laura I know has dark hair. (= the person called Laura) 
That's a Hockney, isn't it? ( � a picture by Hockney) 

Here are some examples of al an and the with place names which normally 
have no article. 

There's a Plymouth in the US. ( = a place called Plymouth) 
The Plymouth of today is very different from the Plymouth I once knew. 
(Plymouth at different times) 
Amsterdam is the Venice of the north. (= the place like Venice) 

Stressed the I �i: / before a name can mean 'the famous 
I know a Joan Collins, but she isn't THE Joan Collins. 

We can also stress a lei/ to contrast with the. ,. 

I know A Joan Collins, but she isn't THE Joan Collins. 

163 Place names and the 
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For some general points about place names and the,> 162A. Here the 
different types of place name are dealt with in more detail. 



163 Place names and -the 

A Continents, countries, and states 

Mo�t continents, islands, _countries, 
states, and counties are without the. 

a trip to Europe 
on Bermuda 
a holiday in France 
through Ohio 
in Hampshire 
New South Wales 

B Regions 
' . .

When the name of a continent or 
country (e.g. America) .is mqdified by 
another word (e.g. Central), �e do 
not use, the. 

Central America to North Wales 
. Soutfz-East Asia in New England 

C Mou·ntains 

Most mountains and hills are 
without the. 

' climbing (Mount) Kilimanjaro 
· up 'rM�unt) Everest

/ ' . . ... ' f 
·;D. Ls;:1kes, riyers, and se�s

. , ., . . ' 

Lakes are wit:J:unit 
_
'the_.

beside Lake Ontario 

Exceptic;ms are names ending with 
republic. pr, ,kingdom. 

the Dominican Republic 
the UK 

Plural names also have the. 
the Netherlands 
the US 

Most other regions have the,· 

the South ' the Mid-West
the Midldnds the Riviera 

A very few mountains have the. 

the Matterhorn the Eiger 
Mountain ranges and hill 
ranges have the. 

across the Alps 
in the Cotswolds 

Rivers, canals; and seas have the. 

on the (River) Avon 
the. Missouri (River) 
building the Panama Canal 
the North Sea 
in the Pacific (Ocean) 

/ 
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· The articles: al an and the

E Cities and towns 

F 

G 
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Most cities,. towns, suburbs, 
and villages are without the. 

in Sydney 
Kingswood, a suburb of Bristol 
at Neth�r Wallop 

Roads and streets 

Most roads, streets, and 
parks are without the. 

off Station Road 
in Baker Street 
Madison Avenue 
along Broadway 
in Central Park 
Kew Gardens 

Bridges 

Some bridges are without the. 

across Magdalen Bridge 
Westminster Bridge 
near Tower Bridge 

This includes the major 
London bridges. 

Exceptions are The Hague and 
The Bronx. 

Some names with adjectives have the. 

the High Street 
the Botanical Gardens 

We use the in this structure. 
the Bath Road(= the road to Bath) 

We can also use the with some main 
roads in cities. 

along the Edgware Road 

We use the with by-passes and 
motorways. 

the York by-pass 
the M6 (motorway) 

Other exceptions to the general rule are 
The Avenue, The Mall, and The Strand. 

But there are also bridges with the. 

the Sydney Harbour Bridge 
the Humber Bridge(= the bridge 
over the Humber) 

The is used in American English. 
the Queensboro Bridge 



H Stations, churches, schools, etc 

Most transport facilities, churches, 
schools, and other important 
buildings, as well as palaces and 
houses are without the. 

to Euston (Station) 
Heathrow (Airport) 
St Paul's (Cathedral) 
Rugby (School) 
at Essex (University) 
in Slough General Hospital 
Leeds Town Hall 
behind Buckingham Palace 
at Clarence House 

Theatres, hotels,· etc 

With theatres, cinemas, hotels,· 
museums, galleries, and centres; we 
usually use the except with a 
possessive form. 

St Martin's (Theatre) 
Claridge's (Hotel) 

When the first word of the phrase is a 
place name (e.g. York), we can 
sometimes use the phrase without 
�� 

in York Museum 

Some US names with center are 
without the. 

near Rockefeller Center 

J Shops and restaurants 

Most shops are without the. 

shopping at Harrod's 
in Next 

A restaurant can be without the if it 
has a possessive form. 

at Charley's (Restaurant) 

163 Place names and the 

t:',., ... 

" 

.. . 

We use the when there· is 
� "i:l,.t .. _ � . 

aq of-phrase. 

the Church of ·the Holy :Trtnity 
.. , .�' ,/ ' " \ �,,,, 

the University of Essex 
We generally use the when 
there is an adjective or noun 
modifier. 

the Royal High School 
the Old Town Hall 
the White House 

Normally we use the. 

the Prince Edward (Theatre) 
I saw it at the Odeon (Cinema) 
the Dorset (Hotel) 
the Science Museum 
the National Gallery 
shopping in the Metro Centre 

We use the with building. 
the Chrysler Building 

We use the with shops and restaurants 
when there is an adjective or noun 
modifier. 

the Kitchen Shop 
at the Old Bakehouse (Restaurant) 

Most pub names have the. 
at the Red Lion (Inn) 
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Possessives and 
denlonstrat.ives 

164 Possessives 

A Introduction 
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In this conversation four people are discussing a date for a meeting. 

Emma: What about Friday? 

Luke: I'll just look in my diary. 

Emma: Have you got your diary, Tina? 

Tina: I think so. 

Jason: 

Luke: 

I haven't got mine with me. 

I can't come on Friday. We're giving a party for one of our 
neighbours. It's her birthday. 

We use possessives to express a connection, often the fact that someone has 
something or that something belongs to someone. My diary is the diary that 
belongs to me. The possessive form of a noun has the same meaning.> 132B 

Luke's diary our neighbour's birthday 

There are possessive determiners (my, your, etc) and possessive pronouns 
(mine, yours, etc). Possessive determiners come before a noun. 

our neighbour her birthday some of your friends 
my diary (NOT the diary &f me OR the my diary) 

Possessive determiners are sometimes called 'possessive adjectives'. 
. 

. 

We leave out the noun when it is clear from the context what we mean, for 
example when the noun has just been mentioned. We use a possessive 
pronoun (e.g. mine) instead of a possessive determiner+ noun 
(e.g. my diary). 

I'll just look in my diary. ~I haven't got mine with me. 
I took Lisa in my car because hers had broken down. 
I've got my opinion, and I'm sure you've got yours. 

A possessive pronoun can be a complement. 
Is this diary yours?~ No, I think it's Luke's. 
(NOT Is this diary to you? OR Is this diary o_{you?) _., 

NOTE 

For my one, your one, etc, > l 79C Note.



164 Possessives 

B Form 
(_, 

Pronouns Determiners 
Singular Plur�� . . .·, ,, s'i�gular' Plural 

• l ,..._ ,, • 1" \ ' ' 

First person 
Second person 
Third person 

my pen 
your number 
his father 
her decision 
its location 

Hi; is male; arid her is female. 
Luke's father ➔ his father 
Emma's father ➔ her father 

our,:house 
your:coats 
their attitude 

• I I 

,, , .. . 

,-J t· ·Ii: , , ., 

mine 
yours 
his 
hers. 

., ! I' ''.;·, I 

ours 
yours 
theirs 

Its refers to somethi.l).g not human .or to a place or-� organization. 
the .. r.oof of th,e:car ➔ its ropf. 
the country's exports ➔ its exports 

Their is the plural of his, her, and it$.. . . ,
Luke and Emma's father ➔ th�ir fa�h�r i ,, 

the interests of the tw_o cQuntries' ➔ 'their interests 
' . ) . . ' ; ' .. 

His can be either a determiner .or •a pronbun� 
Has James got- his mobile?, 

, I've g?� _my __ mobile, but.Jame� .. hasr-.'f ggt,'/Jjs.

Its is a determiner but not a pronoun. 
The restaurant is famous for its good food.. ,, , 

We avoid using its without a1-following noun; , · · · 
The east-coast route has its advantages, and the west-coast route has its 
advantages too. (NOT•. the, west co-ast route. h-as its too.) 

We do not use an apostrophe;with a'po'§se��ive.' (NOT.your's). 
Note that it's is a short form of it is or it has, > 290C. 

C Possessives with parts of-the body,· ·· 

. ... -· - . 

We normally use a pos_s�ssiv� wi� p�opt�•�'he,��s',,ar�s:. legs, ��c,.and their
clothes, even if it is clear whose we mean: . , ' . ' . ; � � • 

t f ' • I r ' • l . . • ' 1 , , 

What's the matter?� I've hurt my back. (NOT I've hurt 'the back.) 
We all got out of the car to stretch our,legs. · ,. 
He just stood there with his hands in hiS' pockets. . · 

But we usually use the in this pattern where a pers�n· is the object. 
.. I; 

The stone 
Someone 
Tom 

Verb 
hit 
pushed 
took 

'\ 

I 

Person , , Prepositional -phrase. 
f ' t- ' 

• 
t 

the policeman on the head. 
me in the back. 
Karen by the •arm. ·
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Possessives and demonstratives 

We use the in the equivalent passive sentences. 
A policeman was hit on the head. 

Compare these examples. 
The stone hit him on the head. 
He had a bandage round his head. 

A person is the object (him) only in the first example. 

D A friend of mine 

My friend means a definite person, the person I am friends with. To talk 
about a person I am friends with, we say one of my friends or a friend of mine. 

Singular 
Plural 

Definite 

my friend 
my friends 

Indefinite 

one of my friends I a friend of mine 
some of my friends J s0.me friends of mine 

Here are some examples of this of-structure. 
I like The Strokes. I'm a fan of theirs. 
My brother has just seen an old girlfriend of his. 
Didn't you borrow some CDs of mine? 
I don't think my private life is any business of yours. 

We can also use the possessive form of names and other nouns in the 
of-structure. 

We met a cousin of Nicola's. 
These are just some papers of my flatmate's. 

NOTE 

In informal speech we can use this, that, these, or those. 
I've been thinking about that suggestion of yours. 

E Own 

We can use own after a possessive determiner. 
I'd love to have my own flat. 
Students are expected to contribute their own ideas. 

My own means 'belonging to me and not to anyone else'. 

There is also a structure with of 
I'd love a flat of my own. 
(NOT an awn flttt) 

Sometimes own expresses the idea of doing something yourself without help. 
You'll have to make your own bed. 
(= You'll have to make your bed yourself.) 

We can miss out the noun if the meaning is clear without it. 
The ideas should be your own. 

On your own and by yourself mean 'alone'. 
I don't want to walk home on my own/by myself. 
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165 Demonstratives 

NOTE 

Very own is more emphatic. 
I never expected a little village to have its very own zoo. 
Hannah's dream was to have a pony of her very own. 

·'

165 Demonstratives 

A In this conversation Debbie is choosing a birthday gift for her mother. 
Debbie: I just want to look at these jugs. I might buy one for my mother. 
Lauren: Those glass ones are nice. 
Debbie: Yes, this one looks the sort of.thing she might like. 
Lauren: What about this?

Debbie: I don't like that so much. 

We use de·monstratives to 'point to' something in the situation. This and these 
refer to something near the speaker. That and those refer to things further 
away. This and that are singular. These and those are plural. 

Singular 
Plural 

Near 

this colour 
these flowers 

Further away 

that car 
those hills 

We also use this and that with uncountable nouns as well' as singular ones. 
this coffee that music 

For uncountable nouns, > 137 .. 

We leave out the noun when it is clear from the context what we mean. When 
we do this we use a pronoun. 

Determiner: 
Pronoun: 

What about this jug? 
What about this?

I like those pictures. 
I like those.
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Possessives and demonstratives 

We can use one or ones instead of the noun. 
What about this one? 
These ones are nice. 

B The basic meanings of 'near the speaker' and 'further away from the speaker' 
apply to both place and time. 

Place 

Near: this book (here) 
these papers (here) 

Further away: that shop (there) 
those people (there) 

Time 

at this moment(= now) 
these days ( = now) 

at that time ( = then) 
in those days ( = then) 

,. 

When we are in a place or situation or at an event, we use this (not that) to 
refer to it. 

This town has absolutely no night life. 
How long is this weather going to last? 
This is ·a great party, isn't it? 

We can use that/ those with something already seen or talked about but no 
longer present in the situation. 

That dress Tanya was wearing looked very smart. 
Those things I bought in the market were really cheap. 

This usage is rather informal. 

We use this when we are talking about something that is about to happen. 
I'm going to enjoy this meal. 

We use that for something that is over. 
That was delicious. 

We use this or these for the present time. 
My mother is staying with us this week. 
Things are different these days. 

We use that or those for the past. 
I remember that terrible storm. My mother was staying with us that week. 
Things were different in those days. We didn't even have computers then. 

NOTE 

In informal English, this (instead of al an) can introduce the topic of a story or joke. 
This girl knocked on our door one day and . . .

The scene is more immediate, as if we can see the girl in front of us. 

C Look at these examples. 
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This is a great party, isn't it? I'm really enjoying it. 
These shoes are wet. I left them outside in the rain. 

When we mention something a second time, we use it or they/them. We do 
not usually use a demonstrative again. 



165 Demonstratives 

D We can use a demonstrative with words for people:· 
that waiter ( over there) these people (in here) 

We can also use the pronouns this and that when we identify someone. 
Mum, this is my friend Leanne. ~ Hello, Lranne. 
That was Simon at the�door. � Oh? 'Wnat-did ,fie fpant?: .. � \ '··- '( 

P· l ·, 

On the phone we use this when we identify ours�lves. 
Hello. This is Steve. Is Claire there, please? 

We usually use that when we ask who the other person is. 
Is that you, Mark? 
Who is that? I Who is this? (US: Who is this?) 

But we do not use these expressions when speaking face to face. 

NOTE 

We sometimes leave out people after those. 
Those (people) who ordered lunch should go to the dining-room. 

E We can use that to refer to a statement or idea mentioned before. 
I haven't got an appointment.~ Oh, that doesn't matter. -

Here that means 'the fact that I haven't got an appointment'. 

Here are two more examples from real conversations. 
The rooms are so big. _That's why it's cold. 
Well, if you haven't got television, you can't watch it.~ That's true. 

Sometimes we can use this, although that is more usual. 
I simply haven't got the money. This is I That's the problem. 

We use this and that in a number of idiomatic statements to express 
agreement or to say that someone has made a relevant point. 

That's right. That's the thing. That's (just) it. . This is it. 
In these expressions we stress the word at the end (right, fliing, it). 

When we refer forward to what we are going to say, we use this. 
What I'd like to sdy is this. The government has done a great deat to 

F We can use that or those in this pattern. 
She recognized the handwriting as that of her husband. 
( = the handwriting of her husband/her husband's handwriting) 
The best advice I've ever had is that which my old-teacher gave me. 
(= the advice which my old teacher gave me) 
Some leaves are poisonous, especially those of evergreen shrubs. 
(= the leaves of evergreen shrubs) 
There's a big difference between studies which are scientific and ·those 
which are not. 
( = studies which are not) 

This use of that and those.fs--rather formal. 
\ 
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Quantifiers 

166 Large and small quantities 

A What is a quantifier? 

A quantifier is a word like many, no, or some. It usually comes before a noun. 
many times no tickets some water 

A quantifier says how many or how much. For example, many expresses a 
large quantity, and no expresses zero quantity. Which quantifier we use can 
also depend on whether a noun is countable or uncountable. For example, 
we say many bills but much money. For details about the possible 
combinations, > 137B. 

A quantifier can consist of more than one word, e.g. lots of, a few. 
lots of fun a few people 

We can also use a phrase with number or amount. 
a number of problems no amount of effort 

We often use an adjective with number or amount, e.g. small, enormous. 
a small number of cases an enormous amount of work 

Sometimes we can use an adverb of degree (e.g. too, quite) with a quantifier. 
too many e-mails quite a lot of money 

For the possible combinations, > 196F. 

We can use a quantifier without a noun when the meaning is clear from the 
context. > 17 4 

I expected to see lots of people, but there were only a few. 

In B-E there are some examples of how to express large and small quantities. 
Some of these forms are dealt with in more detail in 167-174. 

B A large quantity 
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With either a plural or an uncountable noun. 

There are a lot of/lots of letters for you. > 167 A,B 
There's masses/heaps/loads of time. (informal) 

Only with a plural noun. 
Many questions remain unanswered. > 167 A,B 
A large/considerable number of languages have died out completely. 
Numerous difficulties were put in my way. 

Only with an uncountable noun. 
We haven't had much rain lately. > 167A,B 
A dishwasher uses a great deal of electricity. 
A large/considerable amount of data has been gathered. 

Adjectives we can use before number or amount include considerable, 
enormous, fair, large, substantial, and tremendous. 



167 A lot of, many, much, a few, a little, and a bit of 

NOTE 

The verb agrees with the noun.> 146B 
A large number of languages have died out. 

C A quantity 

With either a plural or an uncountable noun. 
I need to earn some money. > 1 72A 

Only with a plural noun 
A number of problems have arisen. 

Only with an uncountable noun 
The machine makes a certain amount of noise. 

D A small quantity 

Only with a plural noun 
I'm having a few days off work. > l 76C-D

A small number of houses will be built. 
The group has only a handful of members. 
Several ·people were injured in the incident. (perhaps four or five people) 

Only with an uncountable noun 
I'll just have a little water/a bit of water. > 167C-D

A computer uses only a small amount of electricity. 

E Zero quantity 

There's no milk in the fridge. > l 72C 
I haven't sent any e-mails today. > 172A 

167 A lot of, many, much, a few, a little, and

a bit of � ♦ I ' 

A A lot of, lots of, many, and much 

These words express a large quantity. We use a lot of and lots of with both 
plural and uncountable nouns. 

Plural: The town gets' a lot of visitors/lots of visitors in summer. 
Uncountable: You'll have a lot of fun/lots of fun at our Holiday Centre. 

Many goes before a plural noun and much before an uncountable noun. 
Plural: There aren't many trains on a Sunday. 
Uncountable: There isn't much traffic on a Sunday. 

We can use quite and rather before a lot of (but not before lots of, many, 
or much). 

We get quite a lot of visitors. 
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Quantifiers. 

B A lot of, lots of, many, and much in statements and questions 

As a very general rule, we use a lot off lots ofin positive statements and many 
or much in negatives and questions. 

Positive: We get a lot of visitors/lots of visitors. 
Negative: We don't get many visitors. 
Question: Do you get many visitors? How many visitors do you get? 

However, there are exceptions to this general rule. In positive statements we 
use many or much (but not a lot of/ lots of) after very, so, too, as, and how. 

Very many crimes go unreported. 
I've got so many books there's no room for any more. 
There's too much concrete around here and not enough grass. 
I haven't taken as many photos this year. 
I know how much work you've put into the project. 

A lot of and lots of are rather more informal than many! much. In informal 
English we can use a lot of in negatives and questions as well as in positive 
stat.ements. 

We don't get a lot of visitors I many visitors.· 
Have you done a lot of work I much work on the project? 

Mainly in more formal English, we can use many and much in positive 
statements as well as in negatives and questions. 

Many voices spoke out in protest. 
There has been much criticism of the government's policy. 

NOTE 

We can use not many I not much I not a lot of+ noun as subject or after a preposition.> lOC 
Not many shops were open. We arrived with not a lot of time to spare. 

C A few, a little, and a bit of 
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These words mean a small quantity. We use them mainly in positive 
,statemei:its. A few goes before a plural noun; a �ittle,and a bit of go before an
uncountable ·noun. 

· · 

Plural: I took a few photos of the animals. 
Uncountable: I've still got a little money/a bit of money left, fortunately. 

We often use a few in expressions of time. 
I saw Lucy a few days ago. 

A (little) bit of means the same as a little but is more informal. 
I'm just going to add a (little) bit of salt. 

We can use quite before a few and a bit of 
I took quite a few photos. · We've had quite a bit of rain. 

This means a fairly large quantity, similar to quite a lot of photos/rain. 

Only emphasizes the smallness of the number. 
I only took a few photos. 

This means a smaller number than we might expect. 

NOTE 

Little can also be an adjective meaning 'small in size', e.g. a little flat I a small flat. 



168 Whole and part quantities 

D Few and little 
• �' . l ,._, tT 'i '·l:f {:' . , : l . 

Few and little 'withou� ldiave a negative meaning. Compare these examples. 
Do people come here on holiday?~ Yes, there are a few tourists. 
(= some tourists/ij small number of tourists) 
Do pepple come}iere on. 'J;zoliday? �,N,o, there are few tourists . 

. , .. (= not mcµiy tqurists) , ' · 

lJvf!n at tlJ,ree in tfwrn:orp,ing there w�,a little traffic. 
(� some traffic/a sm·a1J'amount of traffic) 

I •: ! .._ , . ' ; ,. > 1..:\ - � :r· i 

It was three in the ·morning, so there was little traffic. 
(= not much traffic),·· · · 

Few and little used alone without a are rather formal. In conversation not 
rrifiny and n·ot much are mote usual. 

We can use very before few !or little. 
; Th�rf! q,re ver.y f�w ,to)urJ,�ts ftere. . . . . . .. 

. . (= a v�ry small :i;i�m,qer . .0f tourists) . ,, , . 
' ' 

f I !_' 

,.E Sp·ecial ·patter.ns··with many, few, ·and little 

Many, few, and. little sometimes come after a determiner, e.g. his, the, these. 
·rim introduced ·us ·}o one ·of hzs 'nia�y gitljfienas .. , . ' 
The few hotels in the area 1ate always '.full. ' '

Only these few survivors are left to tell the story. 
I didn't want to waste the little money I had left. 

A great many i� a little forril�. . · :'· 
A great mahy crimes go' unrepo71{ll:. '. ;. 

NOTE 

a This pattern with many a is rather literary. 
Many a ship has come to grief off the coast here. . 1 r · 
Many a time I have dreamed_ of $ta�ting a .neU!, life.. . . .• .

In informal speech many times or lots of times would be more usual. 

b Many and few can be a complement. 
The disadvantages of the scheme are many. (·

This is rather literary; '·Mcihy before• the· noun would. be· more usual. 
The scheme has many disadvahtages.,: · .. , . · ,. · ·. ·

' ; . . ,_. ' -�-.:.
. ' 

168 Whole and part quantities 

A Introduction 
I ' I\. ,· . •,.' • 

! ; � I � �-·.. • .• 

To talk about whole and part quantities, we can use words like all and most. 
The story is in all (of) the newspapers. (the whole group) 
The bed takes up most, of.. the space in here: (the- greater part) . · 

We often use of with whole and part· quantities.' 

Some quantifiers can express either'large/sniall quantities or whole/part 
quantities. They include a lot of, much, many, a few, and a little. 
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Large/small > 166-167 

I found a lot of information on the 
Internet. (a large amount) 

We didn't see many protesters on the 
streets. (a large number) 

The artist sold a few paintings. 
(a small number) 

Some pages were missing. 
(a number) 

We can use an uncountable noun 
(information) or a plural noun 
(protesters, paintings, pages) when 
expressing large or small quantities. 

Whole/part> B-H 

But a lot of the information I found 
wasn't very helpful. (a large part) 

Many of the protesters were wearing 
masks. (a large part of the group) 

The artist sold a few of his paintings. 
(a small part of the total) 

Some of the pages were missing. 
(a part of the total) 
Some of the book was missing. 
(a part) 

We often use of+ determiner 
(the, his) + noun. As well as an 
uncountable or a plural noun, we 
can also use a singular noun (book). 

In B-H there are some examples of how to express whole and part quantities. 
Some of these forms are dealt with in more detail in 169-174. 

B The whole 
All (of) the tickets have been sold. > 169B 
The whole (of the) show will be televised live. > 169D 
Every seat will be occupied. > 171 

C The greater part 
I slept through most of the film. > 169A-B 

D A large part 
A lot of the passengers on the plane were backpackers. 
Many of the spectators left before the end. 
I spend much of my time playing golf 

E A part 
I answered some of the exam questions. > 172D 
I did part of the exam. > 172C 

F Numbers 
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About a hundred of the spectators left before the end. 
I answered six of the exam questions. 
Two of the apples have gone bad. 



169 All, most, half, none, and whole 

G A small part 
A few of the apples have1 gone bad. 
Can you eat a little of.this _cake? 
We'll only miss a bit of our holiday. 
Not many of the motorists-were carrying passengers. 
You haven't read much of that boo� yet (' ,

,. ' 

H No part 
None of my friends went to the party. > 169B

I don't like any of these colours. • 1 • 

169 All, most, half,. -none, and whole 

A We can use all/most before a plural ,Qr uncountable_noun to make a 
generalization. 

All rabbits love green food. 
Most banks have cdsh machines. 
Most pollution could be avoided. ··. r 

These sentences are about rabbits, banks, and pollution in general. 

Compare these examples. 
Most people just want a quiet life: (people in general) 
Most of the people here are strangers to me. (a specific group of people) 

As well as most, we can also use a/the majority of and more than half 
A/The majority of banks have ,cash machines. 
More than half (of) the pollution in the ,pdrld could be avoided. 

j I 

The opposite is� mino_rjty of or less _tl7:an half 
A minority of banks have no cash mfl,Chine. 

NOTE 

a All + noun is sometimes used on written instructions about what people have to do. 
All tickets must be shown. All visitors feport to Reception. ·

b For a generalization with a plural noun on its own, e.g. Rabbits love green food, > 153. 

B When we are talking about soineth)ng more specific, we use: 
all/ most/ Tialfl none + of+ determiner + noun. 

All (of) our rabbits died from some disease. 
Most of the pubs around here serve food. (NOT the m<J,st af the pubs) 
I got the photocopying done at half (of) the normal price. 
None of these jackets fit me any more. 

In this pattern we cannot leave out of after most or none. 
We can leave out of a,fter all and half But before a prqnoun such as it or 
them, we always use of 

We had some rabbits, but all of them died. 
I read the book, but I couldn't understand half of it. 

'\ 
( 
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We can use a I an with half. 
We waited half an hour. I ate half a slice of toast. 

Some nouns can follow a half, e.g. a half hour, a half day. 
I work a half day on Thursdays. 

But this pattern has a more limited use than half an hour or half a day. 

We can use all after an object pronoun. 
The rabbits died. We lost them all I all of them. 

It can also come in mid position or after the subject. 
These pictures are all quite valuable. 
The rabbits all died. I They all died. 

We cannot use most in mid position, but we can use mostly. 
The pubs around here mostly serve food. 
(= Most of the pubs around here serve food.) 

NOTE 

For all without a noun or pronoun, > 174B.

I •• I,. 

C None means 'not any of the group'. We use it with the of-structure. 
None of the rabbits survived. I'm afraid they all died. 
(NOT All af the Fttbbits didn't survive.) 

Not all means 'fewer/less than all'.

Not all (of) the rabbits died. Some of them survived. 

NOTE 

For no and none, > l 74C.

D We can use whole as an adjective before a singular noun. 
Did you listen to the whole tape? (NOT the all tape) 
This whole idea is completely crazy. (NOT this· all idea) 
You didn't eat a whole chicken! 

We can also use whole as a noun. 
Did you listen to the whole of the tape? 

Compare these examples. 
We spent all day I the whole day on the beach. 
(We were there from morning till evening.) 
We spent every day on the beach. (every day of our holiday) 

170 Both, either, and neither 

A We use these words for two things. 

, . 
"' · 

The police set up barriers at both ends of the street. (the one and the other) 
If you're ambidextrous, you can write with either hand. 
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(the one or the other) 
Neither of the twins is an especially attractive child. 
(not the one and not the other) 



171 Every and each 

B Compare the meaning of both/ neither and all/ none. 

Positive Negative 

Two: Both prisoners escaped. 
_Three or more: All the prisoners escaped. 

Neither of the prisoners escap,ed. 
None of the prisoners escaped. 

C We use both before a plural noun. 
Both houses are for sale. 

We can also use it before a determiner or with the of-structure. 
Both ( of) the houses are for sale. 
Both ( of) these letters have been incorrectly addressed. 
Both (of) her parents are alcoholics. 

But we do NOT say the both houses. 

We can use both after an object pronoun. 
Two prisoners escaped, but the police caught them both I both of them. 

It can also come in mid position or after the subject. 
The teams are both confident of victory. 
The girls both enjoyed themselves.!They both enjoyed themselves. 

NOTE 

For the pattern both her mother and her father, > 233E. 

D We use either and neither before a singular noun. 
Either way is as good as the other.·
Neither car is very economical to run.

We can also use them in the of-structure with a plural noun. 
ls/Are either of your sisters married.? 
Neither of our cars is/are very economical to run. 

In positions other than the subject, we usually use either rather than neither. 
I don't like either of those pictures. 

This is more usual than I like neither of those pictures. But we use neither in 
the subject of a negative sentence. 

Neither of those pictures appeals to me. 
(NOT Either/Both of' th6�e pictures don't appeal tfJ nie.) 

171 Every and each 

A We use every and each before a singular noun to mean all the members 
of a group. 

There were flags flying from every/each building. 
Mike grew more nervous with every/each minute that passed. 

A subject with every and each has a singular ·verb. 
Every/Each customer is greeted at the door. 
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B In many contexts either every or each is possible, but there is a difference in 
meaning. Every customer means 'all the customers' and implies a large 
number. Each customer is greeted at the door means all the customers seen as 
individuals, as if we are thinking of greeting them one by one. 

The following examples show the difference in meaning between every and 
each, although either word is possible in these contexts. 

On the tape I could hear every word clearly. 
(all the words, everything that was said) 
The student had to look up each word in a dictionary. 
(all the words one by one) 
Every child is conditioned by its environment. 
(all children in general) 
Each child was given a medal with his or her name on. 
(all the children ,individually) 

Every usually suggests a larger number than each. Each refers to two or more 
things, but every refers to three or more. 

United scored a goal in each half/both halves. 
Missiles were being thrown from every direction/all directions. 

We often use every to talk about things happening at regular intervals. 
The noise wakes me up every morning. 
I go to the gym every Thursday. 

Each is possible here but less usual. 

In these examples expressing frequency, we use every but not each. 
The meetings are every four weeks. (= at intervals of four weeks) 
We visit my mother every other weekend. (= every second weekend/on 
alternate weekends) 

· C We can use almost or nearly with every but not with each.
There were flags flying from almost every building. 

Every single means 'every one without exception'. 
No one was left out. Every single child was given a medal. 

' 
. 

D We can use each (but not every) in these patterns. 
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Each of the students has a personal tutor. 
Before the visitors left, we gave them each/each of them a souvenir. 
The winners each received a prize. 

But we can use every one of+ noun phrase. This emphasizes the fact that 
there are no exceptions. 

Every one of the students has a personal tutor. 
We gave every one of them a souvenir. 

For the difference between every one (two words) and everyone (one word), 
> 180B Note a.

Each as an adverb can come after a noun.
The tickets are £10 each. 



172 Some, any, and no 

E We cannot use a negative verb after every or each. Instead we use none and a 
positive verb. 

None of the doors was/were locked. (No"T Er:1ery!Etteh door wttSn't locleef:i.) 

But not every means 'fewe� than all'. 
Not every door was locked. Some of them were open. 
(NOT }'lot each <i<:Jor was kJck-ef:i.) 

172 Some, any, and no 

A Some/any expressing a quantity 

Some· with a plural or uncountable noun is equivalent to al an with a singular 
noun.> 157 

You'll need some wood, a hammer, and some nails. 
Here some is usually pronounced Isam/ or / sm/. 

' 

Some expresses a positive quantity. Some nails means 'a number of nails'. But 
any does not have this positive meaning. We use any mainly in negatives and 
questions. 

Positive: I've got some nails. 
Negative: I haven't got any nails. 
Question: Have you got any/some nails? 

In a negative sentence we use any rather than some. This includes sentences 
with negative words like never and hardly. 

I never seem to have any spare time. 
We've won hardly any games this season. 

Any is more usual in questions. 
Have you got any nails?~ Yes. I No. I I don't know. 
Did you catch any fish?~ Yes, lots. I Yes, a few. I No, we didn't. 

But we use some to give the question a more positive tone, especially when 
making an offer or request. It may suggest that we expect the answer yes. 

Did you catch some fish?(= I expect you caught some fish.) 
Would you like some cornflakes?(= Have some cornflakes.) 
Could you lend me some money? (= Please lend me some money.) 

In an if-clause we can use either some or any. 
If you need some/any help, please let me know. 

We can use any in a main clause to express a condition. 
Any problems will be dealt with by our agent. 
(= If there are any problems, they will be dealt with by our agent.) 

NOTE 

In a negative sentence or a question we can sometimes use any with a singular noun. 
I wrote to the company, but I didn't get a reply I any reply. 
Do you have a view/any view on the matter? 

Any is rather more emphatic than a here. In the first example we can use any to emphasize 
the fact that there was no reply. But in general a/an is more usual. We say J haven't got a 
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mobile rather than I haven't got any mobile. For any with a singular noun meaning 'it 
doesn't matter which', > E. 

B Someone or anyone, something or anything, etc 

We choose between someone/ anyone, etc in the same way as we choose 
between some and any. 

Someone has been trying to kill me. 
Polite complaints weren't getting me anywhere. 
Have you got anything/something suttable to wear? 
Could you do something for me? 

For more details about someone etc, > 180. 

C No 

No is a negative word. We can use it with singular, plural, and uncountable 
nouns. 

I'm afraid there is simply no alternative. 
There are no rivers in Saudi Arabia. 
We had no coffee, so we drank tea. 

A sentence like There is no alternative is more emphatic than There isn't an 
alternative or There isn't any alternative. (For any+ singular noun,> A Note .) 

Compare these two sentences. 
No warning was given. A warning was not given. 

We cannot use a subject with any to express this idea. 
(NOT l'ilty U:ft1;rnirt:g was ,iot gi1:1en.) 

NOTE 
For no and none, > l 74C. 

D Some expressing part of a quantity 

Compare these two meanings of some. 
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Quantity: There were some people in the studio. 
Ism/ 'a number of people' 

Part: Some people enjoy quiz shows. 
lsAm! 'some but not all'

Here are. some more examples where some means 'some but not all'.

Some trains have a restaurant car. 
Some fish can change their sex. 
Some of the trains from this station go direct to Edinburgh. 
Some of the fish in the tank were a beautiful blue colour. 

Here some fish has a general meaning, and some of the fish has a more 
specific meaning. 

When some means 'some but not all', we can use it in a negative sentence. 
Some people don't enjoy quiz shows. 



172 Some, any, and no 

-, • ·: r: Astwell,,as a Pi1¾ral
1
1}-c;>µn, w� _c,an also use some �th. a sin�ar or. an

' . •. uhcount�ble noitn. ' > . , • ' • • . • . • • 

I only watched some of the progra1J'l,me .. ' ·L�, : : 
I like some jazz but not all of it. 

We can use part of instead of some ofbut only with a singular noun. 
I only watched part of the programme. (=a part of the programme). 
(BUT NOT Part (}f the trains go ro Edinbur-gh)

We can also use any of. 
I was out, so I didn't see any of the programme. 

E Any meaning 'it doesn't matter which' 

When any has this meaning, we can use it in positive sentences. 
You can choose any colour you like. 
You can call on me any time. I'm always here. 
Any passer-1,y will be able to direct you to the town hall. 

All passers-by know where the town hall is, so it doesn't matter which one 
you ask. They are all a possible source of information. 

At any minute/moment means 'very soon'. 
The bus should be here at any minute. 

Compare the meaning of either and any. 
Two: There are two colours. You can have either of them. 
Three or more: There are several colours. You can have any of them. 

We can use compounds of any in the same way. 
The door isn't locked. Anyone could just walk in. 
What would you like for lunch?~ Oh, anything. I don't mind. 

F Other uses of some

Some with a singular noun can mean a person or thing whose identity is 
unknm,yn. 

Some idiot dropped a bottle. 
The fligh.t was delayed for some reason (or other). 

This suggests that it is not especially imp�rtant who the idiot was or what the 
reason was. 
Some day/time means an indefinite time in the future.

I'll be famous so.me day/one day, you'll see. 
You must come and see me some time. 

NOTE 

a Some before a number means 'about'. 
Some twenty people attended the meeting. 

b Stressed some lsAml can express a strong and positive feeling about something. 
That was SOME partule, wasn't it?

This means that the parade was an especially impressive one. 
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173 Enough, plenty of, too many/much, another, 
some more, and other 

A Enough 

We can use enough with a plural or an uncountable noun. 
We had enough chances to win the game. 
Is there enough room for three people on the back seat? 
There aren't enough bricks here to build a wall. 

We can also use the of-structure for a part quantity. 
I saw enough of the film to know I wasn't going to like it. 

NOTE 

For enough as an adverb,> 196G. 

B Plenty of and too many I too much 

Plenty of means 'enough' or 'more than enough'. We use it with a plural or an 
uncountable noun. 

There are plenty of jobs for qualified people. 
There's no need to hurry. We've got plenty of time. 

To express 'more than enough' when this is a bad thing, we use too many or 
too much. 

I always take too many clothes on holiday. I really don't need so many. 
I spend too much time on my work. I never have time for anything else. 

C Another and some more 
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These express an extra quantity. We use another with a singular noun and 
some more with a plural or uncountable noun. 

Singular: Would you like another sausage?~ No, thank you. I've had 
enough. 

Plural: Have some more beans.~ Thank you. 
Uncountable: Have we got some more orange juice? We've finished this 

carton. 
We always write another as one word. 

Another can mean either 'an extra one' or 'a different one'. 
We really need another computer. I hate sharing one. (an extra one) 
I think I'll buy another computer and scrap this one. (a different one) 

In some contexts we use any more rather than some more. 
There isn't any more orange juice, I'm afraid. 

For the choice of some and any, > 172A. 

Before more we can also use a lot, lots, many, much, a few, a little, and a bit. 
I'll need a few more lessons before I can ski properly. 
Since the economic reforms there has been a lot more food in the shops. 
Can't you put a little more effort into it? 



174 Quantifiers without a noun 

D Other ;'f: 

Other is an adjective me�ing 'different''6r 'not the one just mentioned'. 
We crossed to the other side of the road. 
Sarah was at the·dinner, but I didn 1t •know any of the other guests. 

Compare the use of another. > C 1' 1 

We can use other_ without a noun to refer to a thing or a person. 
1 :.l • ' ' 

You take one bag and I'll take the other (one). 
One of the twins is /airer than the othe} (one). 

. . , .\ . . 

We can use others without a noun to refer to more than one. 
Some pubs serve food, but others don't.• 

. I came on ahead. The others will be here soon. (= the other people) 
. ( \. 

NOTE 

The other day/week piean� •��c!=!ntly'. 
I saw that friend of yours the other day. 

, ..... ' 

E Another and other with numbers 
' ' 

We can use another before a plural numben . • 
We were having such a good time we de�ided to stay on for another three 
days/for three more days. (= an additional three days / an extra period of
· thre.e days) ' · · ' 

We can use other after a number.
This is the main bedroom, and there are two other bedrooms I two more 
bedrooms I another two bedrooms on the next floor .. 

174 Quantifiers without a noun 

A We can use a quantifier without a' noun. 

There are several large stores in London where you can buy practically 
anything; others are more specialized but still offer a wide choice of goods. 
Most have coffee shops and restaurants serving good, reasonably priced 
lunches and teas; many also have hairdressing salons. 
(from R. Nicholson The London Guide) 

It is clear from the context that most means 'most large stores' and many
means 'many large stores'. Here are some more examples that we might use 
in the same context. 

Some sell food. 
Two have car parks. 
A few do not open until ten o'clock. 
None close for lunch. 

Here a word that we normally use as a quantifier is used on its own, like 
a pronoun. 
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We can also use the of-structure. 
Many of them also have hairdressing salons. 
None of them close for lunch. 

Some quantifiers usually occur with of, e.g. a bit of, a great deal of, a lot of, 
a number of, plenty of When we use a lot, plenty, etc without a noun, we 
drop the of 

Not all the stores have late-night shopping, but a lot do. 
If you want to climb a mountain there are plenty to choose from. 
The area has millions of visitors, a large number arriving by car. 

Of must have a noun phrase or it/ them after it. 
A lot (of the stores/of them) have late-night shopping. 

After some quantifiers we can use one instead of a singular noun. > 179B 
I tried three doors, and each (one) was locked. 
The first bus was full, but another (one) soon arrived. 

B All on its own has a limited use. These patterns are more usual. 
There are a number of large stores, and all of them open on Saturday. 
There are a number of large stores, and they all open on Saturday. 

We do not usually say All open on Saturday. 

But we can use all before a clause meaning 'everything' or 'the only thing'. 
I'm not hiding anything from you. I've told you all (that) I know. 
All you need is love. 

C We can use each on its own but not every. 
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The states are represented in the Senate. Each (of them) sends two 
representatives. (NOT Ellery sends two re-pres,ertttitilles.) 

We cannot use no on its own. We use none tnstead. 
I • ,

There are several routes up the mountain, but none (of them) are easy. 
(NOT .•. , but rw are easy.) 
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175 Personal pron.ouns 
' ' � � 

A Introduction 

Personal pronouns are words like /, me, you, or he. There are some examples 
in this real conversation. Avril and Lucy are talking about Lucy's brother. 

WHAT DOES MATTHEW LOOK LIKE? 

Avril: If we said to you now, 'What does Matthew look like?' you 
probably wouldn't be able to give as good a description as we could. 

Lucy: Oh yes, I could. 

Avril: All right then. What does he look like? 

Lucy: No, you describe him to me and I'll tell you 4f you're right. 

Avril: Well, he's quite tall, over six foot. And he's thin. 

Lucy: Well, yes, I suppose so. 

Avril: Well, iri proportion with his height, and he's got fairly 
short black hair. 

Lucy: Not very short. 

Avril: Well, perhaps it's grown since I saw him. 

Lucy: It's short as opposed t� long. 

Avril: I couldn't tell you what colour his eyes W(j!re. 

' 
' 

'Personal pronouns' do not always ·refer to people, although they often do. 
'Personal' means first person (I, me, we, us), second person (you), and third 
person (he, him, she, her, it, they, them). 

We cannot normally leave out a prono_un. 
Well, he's quite tall. (NOT l�'ell, is quite tall.) 
You describe him to me. (NOT Yau describe 't6 me.) 

But we can leave out some subject pronouns in informal speech. > 26A 
(I) suppose so. 

NOTE 

a Pronouns often have a weak spoken form, > 289. 

b We can leave out a pronoun to avoid repeating if 
Matthew has got short black hair and is quite tall I and he's quite tall. 

''' 

I> 
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B Subject and object forms 

These are the forms of the personal pronouns. 

Singular Plural 
Subject Object Subject Object 

First person I me we us 
Second person you you you you 
Third person he him they them 

she her 
it it 

We use the subject form when the pronoun is the subject of a finite clause. 
I couldn't tell you. 
Well, he's quite tall. 

We use the object form when the pronoun is the object of a verb or 
preposition. 

If you know what Matthew looks like, describe him to me. 

Avril isn't on holiday. I saw her yesterday. 
We also use the object form when the pronoun is on its own. Compare these 
two answers. 

Who invited Matthew?~ Me. 
Who invited Matthew?~ I did. 

After be we normally use the object form. 
The young man looked rather like Matthew, but it wasn't him. 

It wasn't us who caused all the trouble. 

NOTE 

The subject pronoun is sometimes used after be. 
The young man looked rather like Matthew, but it wasn't he. 

The subject pronoun here (he) is old-fashioned and formal. The object pronoun (him) is 
more usual. 

TIP 

Say It's me and not It is I. 

C And or or with pronouns 
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We can use and or or to combine a pronoun with a noun phrase or with 
another pronoun. We do this especially with lime and you. 

Matthew and I are good friends. 
Lucy didn't know whether to ring you or me. 
Would you and your sisters like to come with us? 
It's a present from Matthew and me. 

We normally put II me after and rather than before it. 
(NOT 1 tuu:i: ,\fatthew are geodfriends.) 



175 Personal pronouns 

NOTE 

Pronoun usage w,ith and or, or is complicated. In informal English me is sometimes used in 
subject position, although it is not generally regarded as gobd English. 

Matthew and me are good friends. 
You or him can have a turn now. , , 

There is a feeFng amqng some English spea.I.cer� that I is more correct than me in these 
patterns. So and I is sometimes used in positions where we would expect and me. 

It's a present from Matthew and I. 

TIP 

After and, choose the pronoun form as if it was on its own. 

On its own After and 

I'm going out. Lucy and I are going out. 

Tom was with me. Tom was with Lucy and me. 

' . 

D Nouns and pronouns 

We do not usually u�e. a pronm..u;1 together Jvith a noun. 
Ma�he,w is qU:t�e fall.

· ' 

(NOT 1-WaHhew he's quite tall.) 

The two gi.rl/ weri talking apqut)Ja'tthew. 
(NOT The t1:tJO girls they were talking about lJatthew.) 

-·

But in informal speech we sometimes mention the topic of a sentence and 
then use a pronoun to -refer t� it. 

; 

Matthew, he's quite tall. ;. \
Those new people, I, saw them yesterday. _1 

We make clear what the topic is before we continue. with the message. 

In informal speech we can also tise the following pattern to emphasize 
a topic. 

He's quite tall, Matthew. . 1 

I saw them yesterday, those new people. 
When t4e �opic is th� �ubject of the sentence, we can us_e an auxiliary verb. 

He's quite tall, is Matthew. 
He's quite tall, Matthew is. 
It looks awful, does that colour. 
It looks awful, that colour does. 

NOTE 
We sometimes use a phrase after a pronoun to make it clear who we mean. 

We left-handed people should stick' together. 
You kids had better go inside. 
Look at her over there. ,. 
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· E Noun or pronoun?

We use a third-person pronoun instead of a full noun phrase when it is clear 
what we mean. In the conversation in A, Matthew is mentioned only once. 

What does Matthew look like? 
After that Avril and Lucy refer to him using pronouns because they know who 
they are talking about. 

What does he look like? 
You describe him. 
Well, he's quite tall. 

But we sometimes need to use a noun rather than a pronoun, even for 
someone who has been mentioned before. Look at this paragraph from a 
novel. 

When I first saw Tilly, she was twelve and fat. I was seven. She was tall even 
then, nearly as tall as Mum, and putting on too much weight. Mum used to 
encourage her to eat all the wrong things, chocolate bars and chips, crisps 
and cakes. Most days there'd be a dairy-cream sponge or a black forest cake 
defrosting on the kitchen counter. I believe Mum encouraged Tilly to eat 
because she wanted her to get fat and be unattractive to men. Women get 
like that with teenage girls, they can't face the competition. By the time Tilly 
was a teenager she was huge, all of fourteen stone. 

(from B. Vine Gallowglass) 

Because the paragraph is about two females, it is sometimes necessary to 
specify Mum or Tilly. 

Mum used to encourage her to eat all the wrong things. 
The writer says Mum here to make it clear which person is meant. But her is 
possible later in the same sentence because it is clear from the context that 
her is Tilly. 

For more examples of repeated nouns, > 22B. 

NOTE 

A third-person pronoun usually refers back to something already mentioned, but it can 
sometimes refer forwards. 

When he got home, Matthew rang to thank us. 

F He, she, it, and they 
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He/ him, she/ her, and it are singular. He means a male person, she means a 
female person, and it means something not human such as a thing, an action 
or an idea. 

Let's invite Mark. He's great fun. I like him. 
Let's invite Anna. She's great fun. I like her. 
Let's play that game. It's great fun. I like it. 

Here are some contexts where we use it. 

A thing: I've lost my wallet. I can't find it anywhere. 
A substance: Look at this water. It's a funny colour. 
An animal: What's that? Is it a beetle?> Note a 
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An action: I've been working out in the gym. It was exhausting. 
A situation: · We were left without any money. It was awful.
A feeling: Love makes the world go round, doesn't it? ·

A statement or idea: Everyone knows, we cheated. It was obvio�s. 
As an empty subject: It's raining. > 36, .

To give emphasis: It was Matthe� the girls were talking about. > 38D 

We also use it to mean 'the unknown person' when we are talking about 
someone's identity. : ·. 

There's someone at the door. It's prob(l,bly the postman. 
Compare these sentences. - . .. , 

Don't you remember.Celia? Sh�
, 
U;�, q.great}riend of m{ne.

Don't you remember who first introduced us?,It wq,s Celia. 
' ' � ' 

They/ them is plural and can refer to both people and things. 
I like your cousins. They're great fun. 
I like l�rse; gtctur�s,r;.,r�(!Y,'re gr�at I' ' '. ' • ' ' .. � \f ' ' ', 

NOTE , . 

a We can use he or she for an animal if we kn�"'1 the anirhal's sex and:wt! f�el sympathy or 
interest. Compare these sentences. 

He's a lovely little dog. 
It's a really vicious dog. 

< { •, ·, 

b We sometimes use it for a human baby of unknown sex. 
Look at that baby. It's 'been sick. '· 1 • 

' 
c We do not normally stress it, but we can stress this/ thai. , , 

Good heavens! Half past ten! Is' THAT the right time? '' · ' 

(NOT Is it the ,,ight time?) 
J i'; :, .,

G Referring to a person of unknown sex 
, 

' 
(· 

( , ··\ \.· ' . . '' ' ' 

There is a_ problem. in �p��i�h whe
:
� W� ·;want to t?}� abp�t a single person 

whose sex is not kno�. Her.e are
1 
three poss_ibl,� ��y�. 

I When the millionth visitor arrives, he will be giv_en a free ticket. His photo 
J • will be.taken by a, press photographer. . ... , 

2 When the millzonth visitor arrives, he or.she' ivill be gi,ven a free ticket. His. . " ' . . . . ( l . . . . I, ' ' 

or her photo will be taken bj, a press "dhotographer. 
' \.,i • ! ' \ 

3 When the millionth visitor arrives,· they ivill 1?,e given a free ticket. Their
photo will b� taken by a press photographer. · · · · 

The use of he in (1) is widely seen as sexist and is less common than it' used to 
be. But (2) can be clumsy and is often avoided; especially in speech. In (3) 
they is used with a singular meaning. Some people see 1this as incorrect, but it 
is very common, especially in informal English. 

The problem disappears.if we can use a plural noun,. Compare these.. . 

sentences. 
A student may resit the exam if he or she fails at the first attempt. 
Students may resit the exam if they fail at the first attempt. 
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TIP 

When you're talking about a person and you don't know if it's a man or a 
woman, ... 

say They'll win a million pounds 

but write He or she will win a million pounds. 

H We/us 

Wei us means the speaker and one or more other people. It can include or 
exclude the person spoken to. 

We're late.~ Yes, we'd better hurry, hadn't we? (we= you and I)

We're late.~ You'd better hurry then, hadn't you? (we= he/she and I) 

176 You, one, we, and they referring to 
people in general 

A You and one 
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We can use you to mean 'people in general'. 
You can wear anything you like to the theatre these days. 
How do you train a police dog? 
You don't like to complain, do you? 

We can also use the third-person pronoun one with the same meaning. 
One can wear anything one likes to the theatre these days. 
How does one train a police dog? 
One doesn't like to complain, does one? 

One is more formal than you in these sentences. It is much less common than 
the equivalent pronoun in some other languages. 

One can be an object. 
Ice-cream is full of calories. It makes one hotter, not cooler. 

It also has a possessive form one's and a reflexive/ emphatic form oneself 
One should look after one's health. 
One should look after oneself. 

TIP 

Avoid using one as a third-person pronoun 
Say I hope so, not One h6pes s6. 

NOTE 

In Britain one is typical of upper-class speech, especially one used instead of I.
I hope/One hopes things will improve. 

The pronoun one is not often used in American English. 
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B We/us 

We can also mean 'people in general', 'all of us', especially when we talk
about shared knowledge and behaviour. 

We know that nuclear power has its dangers. 
Language enables us to communicate. 
We are 93 million miles from the sun. 

C They 

We can use they to mean 'other people in general', for example when we are 
talking about general beliefs. 

They say I People say you can book cheapetflights on the Internet. 
They say I Experts say the earth is getting warmer. 

We can also use they to mean the relevant authorities. 
They're going to increase taxes. 
They should put a speed limit on this road. 
They always show old films on TV on holiday weekends. 

We cannot use one in these contexts. 
NOT One Stlys the earth is getting wttrmer. 

NOT One is g6ing ttJ increttSe ttaes. 

For a comparison with the passive, e.g. Taxes are going to be increased,> 88D. 

177 Reflexive pronouns, emphatic·pronouns, and 
each other 1 • ,·;· , ·

A Form 

We form reflexive and emphatic pronouns with self/ selves. 

First person 
Second person 
Third person 

Singular 

-myself
yourself
himself, herself, itself

For oneself, > 176A. 
• I • 

B The use of reflexive pronouns 

Plural 

ourselves 
yourselves 
themselves 

' . 

We use a reflexive pronoun as an object when it refers to the same thing as 
the subject. 

; 

I fell over and hurt myself. 
You'd better prepare yourself for a shock. 
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The country declared itself independent. 
If we're attacked, we will defend ourselves. 
The company's directors have given themselves a big pay rise. 

Compare the reflexive pronoun and the personal pronoun. 
Luke is going to Italy, so he's teaching himself Italian. 
Luke is going to Italy, so I'm teaching him Italian. 
Debbie found herself a seat at the back and sat down. 
Nicola arrived late, but Debbie found her a seat at the back. 

NOTE 

We can use a reflexive pronoun in a sub-clause. 
We saw a man fall and hurt himself. 
Giving themselves a pay rise wasn't very diplomatic of the directors. 

C Preposition + pronoun 

After a preposition we sometimes use a personal pronoun (me, you, etc) to 
refer back to the subject, and we sometimes use a reflexive pronoun (myself, 
yourself, etc). 

We use a personal pronoun after a preposition of place when it is clear that 
the pronoun must refer to the subject. 

I didn't have my driving licence with me. 
My mother likes to have the family all around her. 

We sometimes use a reflexive pronoun to make the meaning clear or to 
emphasize it. 

Torr.,,, ·-rre:ad. an art(c_le :a1?out '1,imself iri t"/;l_e, h�wspaper,.. · ,, -:., ' : 

�--. •·J 
(The article was about Tom and not about someone els�.) 
I bought these chocolates for myself. 

·-' 1 ' • -·

(The chocolates are for me and not for anyone else.) 
r\ 

We use a reflexive pronoun to refer to the subject after combinations such as 
verb + preposition, adjective + preposition, or noun + preposition. 

The man next to me kept talking to himself. 
I was annoyed with1 'inyself for making a mistake. 
If you're going to succeed, you must have confidence in yourself. 

NOTE 

When a reflexive pronoun comes after a preposition, it can refer back to the object rather 
than the subject. 

I showed Tom the article about himself in the newspaper. 

D Idioms with reflexive pronouns 
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There are some idiomatic uses of a verb + reflexive pronoun. 
I hope you enjoy yourself. (= have a good time) 
Did the children behave (themselves)? ( = behave well) 
Can we just help ourselves? (= take e.g. food) 

In the idiom with help, we stress self! selves. 

By yourself means 'alone'. 
Lauren was sitting in the corner by herself I on her own. 
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Some verbs taking a reflexive pronoun in other languages do not do so in 
English. 

We'll have to get up early. 
Won't you sit down? 
I feel so helpless. 
Can you remember what the man loq_ked like? 

These verbs include: afford, approach, complain, concentrate, feel + adjective,
get up, hurry (up), lie down, relax, remember, rest, sit down, stand up, wake 
up, wonder, worry. 

These verbs do not usually talce a refle:,_dve pronoun: bath, change (your
clothes), dress, shave, undress, wash. 

Tom dressed quickly and went down to breakfast. 
We can also say Tom got dressed quickly.> 90B

But we can use a reflexive pronoun with an action needing skill or effort. 
' 

The old man was unable to dress himself. 

Dry in this context always has an object.
Tom dried himself/dried his hair on a large yellow bath towel. 

NOTE 

We can use a reflexive pronoun after be, feel, look, or seem. 
Claire didn't look herselflher usual selfyesterday. 
(Perhaps she looked unwell.) 

E Emphatic pronouns 

The emphatic pronouns (myself, yourself, etc) have the same form as reflexive
pronouns. (> A) We use an emphatic pronoun to emphasize a noun phrase. 
Self! selves is stressed.

Walt Disney himself was the. voice of Mickey Mouse. 
(Walt Disney and not someone else) 
The town itself is very ordinary, but it is set in lovely countryside. 
(the town and not its surroundings) 

An emphatic pronoun can also mean 'without help'. 
We builf ff}_� ga {lg_e o�rsel�e_s .... , . ,, . 
Did you 'db 'all thi's 'eiectri'cdl wiring yolifself?'' 

In this meaning, the pronoun usually comes at the end of the sentence. 

By + reflexive pronoun has a similar meaning. > D 
Did you do all this electrical wiring by yourself/on your own? 

F A special use of myself and yourself 

Myself and yourself are sometimes used instead of I/me and you even when
there is no reflexive or emphatic meaning. This can happen after and or or. 

The Sales Manager and myself will be attending the meeting. 
Enquiries should be answered either by Alice or yourself. 

This usage is rather formal. 
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Myself sometimes means 'as for me', 'as far as I am concerned'. 
You can deal with the matter. Myself, I'll be on holiday. 
I can't stand football, myself 

When used in this way, myself is usually separated off by a comma. 

G Each other I one another 

Look at this example. 
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Jane and Amy mailed each other. 
Jane and Amy mailed one another. 

These sentences both mean that Jane mailed Amy and Amy mailed Jane. The 
mail went in both directions. 

Here are some more examples. 
The students help each other/one another with their homework. 
We pass each other/one another in the corridor sometimes. 
Nigel and Chloe had their arms around each other/one another. 
The drivers blamed each other/one another for the accident. 

There is a possessive form each other's/ one another's. 
Nigel and Chloe were looking into each other's/one another's eyes. 

Compare each other and the reflexive pronoun. 

They're looking at each other. They're looking at themselves. 

NOTE 

There is also a pattern with Each . . .  the other. 
Each driver blamed the other for the accident. 
Each of them was looking into the other's eyes. 

Compare one . . . the other, where the action goes one way but is not returned. 
An airline once employed two psychiatrists to watch the passengers and arrest anyone they 
thought might be a terrorist. On their first flight one of the psychiatrists arrested the other. 
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178 Overview: personal pronouns, possessives, 
and reflexives 

Personal pronouns Possessives Reflexive 
> 175 > 164 pronouns 
Subject Object Det Pron >-177 

Singular 
First person I me my mine myself 
Second person you you your yours yourself 
Third person he him his his himself 

she her her hers herself 
it it its itself 

Plural 
First person we us our ours ourselves 
Second person you you your yours yourselves 
Third person ihey them their theirs themselves 

179 One and ones

A We sometimes use one or ones instead of a noun. Here are some examples 
from real conversations. 

I felt I could afford a bigger car, and the one I'd got was on its last legs, 
really. (the one= the car) 
Now I will think everywhere I go on an aeroplane, 'Is this one going to come 
down?' (this one= this aeroplane) 
And what other stamps do you like besides Polish ones?~ English ones. 
We've got a lot of those. (English ones = English stamps) 

One is singular and ones is plural. We use.one/ ones to avoid repeating a noun 
when it is clear from the context what we mean. 

We cannot replace an uncountable noun with one/ ones, but we can leave out 
the noun. 

Do you prefer pop music or classical?

B There are some patterns where we can either replace the noun with one/ ones 
or simply leave out the noun. 

After a demonstrative 
These rings are expensive. This (one) costs £5,000. 

After each, any, another, either and neither 
The houses all look the same, but each (one) is slightly different. 
Don't lose that key because I haven't got another (one). 
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After which 
I couldn't answer some of the questions. 
~ Which (ones) did you find difficult? 

After a superlative 
These photos are the nicest (ones). 

C · Sometimes when we leave out the noun, we have to use one/ ones in its place. 
We cannot leave out one/ ones in these structures. 

After an adjective 
I had an accident but not a serious one. 
We've still got a few games to play, but there aren't any easy ones. 

After the 
This car is much better than the one we had before. 
These sweets are the ones I like. 

After every 
We've been on lots of day trips, and every one was enjoyable. 

There are some exceptions to the rule that we must use one/ ones after an 
adjective. We can sometimes leave it out when we use two adjectives. 

Is this the old price or the new (one)? 
We've got French books and German (ones). 

We can also leave out one/ ones after the + adje�tive �f tolour. - \ 

My toothbrush is the blue (one). 

NOTE 

In informal speech you may hear my one instead of mine, your one instead of yours, etc. 
This is your room key, but where's mine?lwhere's my one? (BUT NOT Vlhe,e's my?) 

For mine, yours, etc> 164A,B. 

D We can replace al an + noun with one. 
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I've got a map here if you need one. (= a map) 
I'm not used to weddings. I haven't been to one for ages. (= a wedding) 

Compare one/ some and it/ they. 
I haven't got a backpack. I'll have to buy one. (= a backpack) 
I haven't got any boots. I'll have to buy some. (= some boots) 
I've got a backpack. You can borrow it. (= the backpack) 
f've got some boots, but they might not fit you. (= the boots) 

One and some are indefinite, like a. It and they are definite, like the. 
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180 Everyone, something, etc

A Every, some, any, and no form compounds ending in -onel-body and -th_ing. 
They also form compound adverbs ending in -where. 

every- some- any-

-one everyone someone anyone 
-body everybody somebody anybody 
-thing everything something anything 
-where everywhere somewhere anywhere

B Everyone/ everybody means 'all the people'. 
Everyone knows that red means danger. 

Someone/somebody means 'a person'. 
Someone in the next street is having a party. 

No one/nobody means 'no people'. 
Nobody will believe such a ridiculous story. 

Here -one and -body have the same meaning. 

NOTE 

no-

no one 
nobody 
nothing 
nowhere 

a Every one (two words) has a different meaning from everyone (one word). 
The comedian told several jokes. Everyone laughed loudly. 

(everyone = all the people; the stress is on every-.) 
The comedian told several jokes. Every one of them I had heard before. 

(every one = every joke; the stress is on one.) 

b All and none do not normally mean 'everyone' and 'nobody'. But we can say all of I 
none of the people. 

c Compare someone and one. 
Someone knows what happened.(= a person) 
One knows what happened. (= people in general > 176A) 

C We use -thing for things, actions, messages, etc. 
I've got everything I need, thank you. 
Something was happening at last. 
It's best to keep quiet and say nothing. 

NOTE 

In speech or something can be used to show that the speaker is being vague. 
I can grab a sandwich or something for lunch. (= or something similar) 

D Everywhere means '(in) all places'. 
I've been looking everywhere f9r you. 

Somewhere means '(in) a place'. 
Have you put my bag somewhere? 

Nowhere means '(in) no places'. 
There's nowhere to sit down, I'm afraid. 
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NOTE 

in informal American English, everyplace, someplace, anyplace, noplace are also used. 

E The difference between some- and any- in compounds is like the difference 
between some and any on their own. > 172 

There's someone at the door. 
I'm not expecting anyone. 
Park somewhere along here. Anywhere will do. 

F Pronouns in -one/ -body have a possessive form. 
The guide collected everyone's passports. 
I can get a lift in somebody's car. 

G. We can use an adjective after everyone, etc.
I heard something interesting today. 
Let's go out somewhere nice. 
Have you got anything cheaper? 

We can also use a phrase or clause. 
Nobody in our group is interested in sightseeing. 
I've told you everything I know. 

Before every-, any-, and no-, we can use adverbs such as absolutely, almost, 
hardly, nearly, and practically. 

I've done absolutely nothing with my life! 
This plant will grow almost anywhere. 

We can use else after everyone, etc. 
Is there anything else you want? ( = any other thing) 
I don't like it here. Let's go somewhere else. (= to another place) 

NOTE 

a A phrase with-onel-body + else can be possessive. 
But everyone else's parents let the"! sta!' out late.

b We cannot use than after else. We say other than. 
How do you get kids to eat something other than fast food? 

H Everyone, something, etc take a singular verb. 
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Is everything all right? Someone has left a message. 

After -one/ -body we normally use they/ their, even though the verb is singular. 
Everyone was asked what they thought. 
Somebody has left their mobile here. ~ I think it's Paul's. 

NOTE 

Someone and something usually have a singular meaning. 
Someone was injured in the accident. (= one person) 
Some people were injured in the accident. (= more than one person) 
Something was stolen. (= one thing) 
Some things were stolen. (= more than one thing) 
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181 Introduction 

A This paragraph contains a number of adjectives .. 

Paradise Apartments are an excellent choice for an independent summer 
holiday. These large, comfortable apartments are along an inland waterway 
in a quiet residential area. The friendly resort of Gulftown with its beautiful 
white sandy beach is only a short walk away. The situation is perfect, and 
our charges are very reasonable. 

An adjective modifies a noun. The adjectives here express physical qualities 
(large, sandy) or an opinion (excellent, beautiful)., or they classify something 
(residential so not industrial or rural). 

B An adjective always has the same form. There are no endings for number or 
gender. 

an old man an old woman old people 
But some adjectives can have comparative and superlative endings. > 203 

My wife is older than I am. This is the oldest building in the town. 

Most adjectives have no special form to show that they are adjectives. But 
there are some endings that we use when we form adjectives from other 
words. 

a beautiful view a sandy beach a residential area 

Some adjectives have the same form as adverbs, e.g. fast, hard.> 192C 

C We can.use two or more adjectives together. 
a ·large, comfortable apartment 

· a beautiful white sandy beach 
For details about the order of adjectives, > 185. 
For the use of a comma between adjectives, > 185E. 

We can put an adverb of degree (e.g. very, really) in front of most adjectives. 
a very large apartment 

a really beautiful beach 
But we do not normally use an adverb pf degree with a classifying adjective 
such as residential or inland. 

(NOT a t1ery in:Jand waterWtty) 

1s2·.-The position of adj.ectives 

A There are two main positions where an adjective can go. It can go before a 
noun, or it can go after a linking verb such as be. 
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The position before a noun is called 'attributive'. 
It is a large apartment. 
Canterbury is a lovely city. 
A noisy party kept us awake. 
We face a difficult problem. 1, 

-
, f C • 

The position after a linking verb such as be is called 'predicative'. 
The apartment is large. 
Canterbury is lovely. 
The party seemed very noisy. 
Things are getting difficult. 

We can also sometimes put an adjective after a noun. > 184 
I've got a friend keen on fishing. 

NOTE 

a An adjective can also be an object complement. 
Why must you make things difficult? 
A noisy party kept us awake. 

b We can use some adjectives in a one-word reply or in an exclamation. 
I've got enough money.~ Oh, good. 
How cold your hands are! 

B We can use some adjectives after as or than. 
Could you let me know as soon as possible, please? 
Everything was the same as usual. 
Customers don't want to spend any more money than necessary. 
I went to bed later than usual. 

C We can sometimes use an adjective immediately after a conjunction. 
Pick the fruit when ripe. (= when it is ripe) 
Roast the potatoes until crisp. (= until they are crisp) 

I\ 

J 

If possible, I'd like some time to think it over. (= if it is possible) 
Although confident of victory, we knew it would not be easy. (= although 
we were confident) 

This pattern is used mainly in written English and especially in instructions 
telling you how to do something. 

D In literary English, an adjective can go before or after a noun phrase, 
separated from it by a comma. 

Uncertain, the woman hesitated and looked around. 
The weather, bright and sunny, had brought everyone out of doors. 

183 Adjectives used:. ir> 9ne.p)o.,�L�i
f
ol51,:�,;n.l� :: fr 

A Attributive only 

\, .,, '• 
·� \,;-

1 

: 

Some adjectives can go in attributive position (before a noun) but not in 
predicative position. 
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The�h<?,us_e is right on a 'fJW,_in ,road. 
_
(BUT NOT The ra_-ttd is_ n�a.in,.) 

I woke'in utter darkne'ss: 1 f' : i > � r : i 
,.. 1 • ... · 

The outer door is only locked at night. 
These adjectives are attributive only: chief, elder(= older), eldest(= oldest),
eventual, former(= earlier), indoor, inner, lone, main, mere (a mere child = 
only a child), only, outdoor, outer, own, premier, principal (= main), sheer 
(= complete), sole (= only), upper, utter (= complete).

NOTE 

a Same cannot be predicative except with the. 
Yes, I had the same experience. 
Yes, my experience was the same. 

b In general, a noun as modifier is attributive. 
a water pipe a tennis club afternoon tea 

But a noun saying what something is made of can go in either position·. -
It's a plastic pipe. I The pipe is plastic. 

B Predicative only 

Some adjectives can go in predicative position (after a linking verb such as 
be) but not in attributive position.

The children were soon asleep. (BUT NOT the a.sleep children) 
I was pleased to see my friends again. 
One person was ill and couldn't come. 

These groups of words are predicative only. 
Some words with the prefix a-: afraid, alike, alive, alone, asleep, awake 
Some words expressing feelings: ashamed, content, glad, pleased, upset 
Some words to do with health: fine, ill, unwell, well, > Note.

There is sometimes another word of similar meaning that we can use before 
a noun. 

a sleeping child or being asleep (BUT NOT f:ln a.sleep child) 
a living person or being alive (BUT NOT f:ll'l f:lUlle persmi) 
the frightened dog or being frightened/afraid (BUT NOT the afraid flag) 
a satisfied customer or feeling satisfied/pleased (BUT NOT f:l plettSefi custamer) 
a lonely feeling or feeling lonely/alone (BUT NOT f:lrt f:llane feeling) 

Ashamed, glad, pleased, and upset can come before a noun when they do.not
refer directly to a person. 

an ashamed look the glad news a pleased expression an upset stomach

NOTE 

Ill and well referring to health can sometUJ1,es cqme'beforeta noun:J'll can·do this when-i •J�'
modified by an adverb. '· ...;- .,; 7 i · �... • _J "-• • ' ,; · 1 -

The doctor had been called out to a severely ill patient. 
Well can come before a noun in a negative sentence. 

My father is not a well man. 
For more about good and well, > 192G. 
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184 Adjectives after nouns and pronouns 

A Some adjectives can have a prepositional phrase after them. 
People were anxious for news. 
The suitcase was full of old clothes. 

For more examples of adjectives with a prepositio·n, > 225. 

The adjective + prepositional phrase can go directly after the noun. 
People anxious for news kept ringing the emergency number. 
I found a suitcase full of old clothes. 

But we cannot put it before the noun. 
NOT A. full of old clothes suitease was found. 

NOTE 

a When an adjective is the object complement, it follows a noun or pronoun. 
The uncertainty was making people anxious. 

b The adjective available can come before or after a noun 
None of the available dates are convenient. 
None of the dates available (for travel) are convenient. 

Possible and imaginable can come after the noun when we use every, all, or a 
superlative adjective. 

We took the shortest possible route/the shortest route possible. 
There were designs in every imaginable colour/every colour imaginable. 

c The adjective also comes after the noun in a few titles and idiomatic phrases. 
the Director General the Princess Royal the sum total 

B Sometimes the position of the adjective depends on the meaning. 
The amount of money involved is quite small. (= relevant) 
It's a rather involved story. (= complicated) 
The person concerned is out today, I'm afraid. (= relevant) 
A number of concerned people have joined the protest. (= worried) 
There were twenty people present at the meeting. (= there) 
The present situation is extremely dangerous. (= now) 
What would be the responsible course of action?(= sensible) 
The person responsible for the mistake has been fired. (= whose fault it is) 

' 

C Adjectives come after a compound with every-, some-, any-, and no-. 
Let's find somewhere quiet. You mustn't do anything silly. 

185 The order of adjectives 

A When two or more adjectives come before a noun, there is often a fixed order. 
a beautiful sandy beach (NOT a sa,uiy beautiful beach) 
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a nice long blue skirt (NOT a blue long nice skirt) 
a new electronic device (NOT an electronic ,iew det1ice) 

The order of adjectives and noun modifiers depends mainly on the kind of 
meaning they express. Words like beautiful or nice, which express the 
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speaker's opinion, come first. Words expressing purpose or type, such as· 
electronic, come later. 

B We sometimes use two nouns together. 
the town wall the Finance Minister winter evenings 

Here we use the nouns town and finance like adjectives, to modify wall and 
minister. When we use both adjective and noun modifiers, then the 
adjectives come first. 

the old town wall the former Finance Minister dark winter evenings 

C The different kinds of modifier usually go in the following order. An adjective 
in Group 1 comes first, and a word from Group 11 goes closest to the noun. 

1 Opinion: beautiful, nice, wonderful, excellent, awful, etc 
2 Size: long, large, small, short, tall, etc 
3 Most other qualities: clear, busy, famous, friendly, soft, quiet, etc 
4 Age: new, old . 
5 Shape: round, square, fat, fhin, wide, narrow, etc 
6 Colour: blue, red, white, black, etc 
7 Participle forms: running, missing, covered, broken, etc 
8 ·Origin: British, Italian, American, Chinese, etc 
9 Material: sandy, wooden, brick, paper, plastic, etc 

10 Type: electronic, human, chemicq,l, domestic, urban,
money' (problems), etc 

-

11 Purpose: alarm (clock), tennis (court), walking (boots), · 
etc 

Here are some examples. 
an old cardboard box (age+ material) 
a German industrial company (origin+ type) 
a large black pocket handkerchief (size + colour + type) 
plastic packagi,ng,materials (material+ purpose) 
a sm�ll square room (size+ shape) 
a new improved formula (age + participle form) 
a nice, friend/y 'person (opinio.q. ·+ quality) 
two excellent public tennis courts (opinion+ type+ purpose) 

In general, the modifier .closest to the noun has the closest association with 
the noun. For example, in the phrase two excellent public tennis courts, the 
word tennis is closely associated with courts, whereas excellent does not have 
such a clear connection with courts.

The rules are not ab&olute, c\nd the order can sometimes. be different. For _ 
example,"' weliometirne§�,prefer�fo .put a�slfort adjective ·before a long one_,· 

a big horrible building 

NOTE 

Old and young referring to people often come next to the noun. 
a dignified old lady a pale young man 

Here old and young are not strongly stressed. 
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D A modifier can consist of a two-word compound. 
a powerful high-speed electric drill 
an 18-carat gold chain 
an old pale blue football shirt 

!·

E Sometimes we use two adjectives of similar meaning, for example two from 
Group 3 in C. When this happens, the shorter one often comes first. 

a bright, cheerful smile a soft, comfortable chair 

Sometimes two different orders are both possible. 
a peaceful, happy place I a happy, peaceful place 

We often put a comma (or a short pause in speech) between two adjectives of 
similar meaning. 

F We sometimes put and between two attributive adjectives. 
a soft, comfortable chair I a soft and comfortable chair 

We can do this when the adjectives have a similar meaning. But we do not 
normally use and between adjectives with different kinds of meanings. 

a beautiful sandy beach (opinion+ material) 

We use and when the adjectives refer to different parts of something. 
a black and white sweater (partly black and partly white) 

We use but when the adjectives refer to two qualities in contrast. 
a cheap but effective solution 

G The order of predicative adjectives is less fixed than the order before a noun. 
We normally use and before the last adjective. 

The chair was soft and comfortable. 
We were all cold, wet, and hungry. 

An adjective expressing an opinion often comes last. 
The city is old and beautiful. 

We can use but when the two qualities are in contrast. 
The solution is cheap but effective I cheap and effective. 

NOTE 
In informal English we can use nice and/ lovely and before an adjective expressing a 
desirable quality. 

The room was nice and warm. (= nicely warm) 

186 Gradable and ungradable adjectives 
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Most adjectives are gradable - they express qualities which can exist in 
different grades or degrees. For example, we can talk about different degrees 



187 Amusing and amused, interesting and interested 

of warmth, difficulty, or tiredness. 
It's very/extremely warm today. 
I thought the test questions were fairly difficult. 
I feel a bit tired now. 

Some adjectives are ungradable. Many of them express qualities such as 
magnificence or perfection, which cannot exist in different degrees. We do 
not normally use words like very, extremely, fairly, or a bit with an ungradable 
adjective, but we can use absolutely. 

It's absolutely boiling today. I feel absolutely exhausted now. 

With some ungradable adjectives we CaJ1 also use completely or totally. 
You're asking something that's completely ir_npossible, I'm afraid. 
It's a totally incredible story. 

Here are some examples of ungradable adjectives. 

absurd delicious exhausting ideal stunning 
amazed delighted extraordinary impossible terrible 
amazing determined false incomprehensible terrific 
appalled devastated fascinated incredible terrified 
appalling devastating fascinating ludicrous terrifying 
awful dreadful ghastly magnificent thrilled 
brilliant enormous gorgeous marvellous thrilling 
certain essential horrible perfect useless 
complete exhausted huge ridiculous vast 

We can use really and so with both gradable and, .ungr�qable adjectives.·., :� i 
The food was really good/so good. 
The food was really delicious/so delicious. 

TIP 

Don't use very with an ungradable adjective like freezing or excellent. 
Say It's freezing or It's very cold but NOT It's 11eryjreuin-g. 
Say It's excellent or It's very good but NOT It's very excellent. 

NOTE 

a Sometimes in informal'speech, rather, fairly, or pretty is used with an 
ungradable adjective. 

The task is fairly impossible. I feel pretty exhausted now. 

b For the meaning of quite with a gradable/ungradable adjective,> 197. 

187 Amusing and amused, interesting and

interested 

Compare the adjectives ending in -ing and -ed. 
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The film made us laugh a lot. It was. 
very amusing. 
I talked to an interesting man. 

I find these statistics confusing. 
This weather is depressing, isn't it? 

Adjectives ending in -ing express the 
idea that something affects us. A film 
is amusing because it makes us 
laugh. It can also be interesting, 
exciting, or boring. 

Some pairs of adjectives like this are: 

alarming, amazing, amusing, 
annoying, boring, confusing, 
depressing, disappointing, exciting, 
exhausting, fascinating, frightening, 
interesting, pleasing, puzzling, 
relaxing, shocking, surprising, 
thrilling, tiring, worrying 

The audience laughed a lot. They 
were very amused. 
I was interested in what he was 
telling me. 
I'm confused by these statistics. 
Don't you feel depressed when it 
rains so much? 

Adjectives ending in -ed express the 
feelings we have about something. 
We are amused when we see 
something funny. We can also be 
interested, excited, or bored. 

alarmed, amazed, amused, 
annoyed, bored, confused, 
depressed, disappointed, excited, 
exhausted, fascinated, frightened, 
interested, pleased, puzzled, 
relaxed, shocked, surprised, 
thrilled, tired, worried 

188 The + adjective 

A The poor, the disabled, etc
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We can use the + adjective to refer to some groups of people in society. 
In those days the poor had a miserable time. 
( = poor people in general) 
There are more churchgoers among the old than among the young. 
(= old/young people in general) 

We can also say poor people, old people, etc with the same general meaning. 
In those days poor people had a miserable time. 

When we want to talk about a specific person or group of people, we use 
a young man, the old people, etc. 

A young man has been arrested. (NOT i1 yeung has ... ) 

The old people have gone on a coach trip. (NOT The old, htt11e gtJt'te ... )

The + adjective takes a plural verb. 
Th:e old are more frequently ill than the rest of the population . . 

But we do not add an -s to the adjective. (NOT the okis) 

Some adjectives and participle forms used in this way are: blind, dead, deaf, 
disabled, disadvantaged, elderly, handicapped, homeless, hungry, living, 
middle-aged, old, poor, privileged, rich, sick, sighted, strong, underprivileged, 
unemployed, weak, young. 



188 The + adjective 

The adjective can have an adverb in front of it. 
the very rich the severely disabled the partially sighted 

Some adjectives normally have an adverb. 
the more/less fortunate the mentally ill 

NOTE 
, ' "· a ' 

t • . .. 
1 ' • 

a In a few contexts, the + participle can mean a specific group of people rather �an 
people in general. 

The injured were taken to hospital. 
1 , 

It can also mean one specific person. 
The accused was found not guilty. 

b There are a few words that can come after al an referring to a specific person. 
Now a superstar, she was an unknown only two years ago. 

c There are a few adjectives that we can use as nouns, such as colour words. They can 
forin a plural with -s. 

a black(= a black person) the Greens(= supporters of the green movement) 

d Some adjectives of nationality can be used with ihe to mean a whole people, e.g. the 
French, the Swiss. 

1, 

B The supernatural, the absurd, etc

There are some adjectives and participle forms that we can use after the to 
refer to thi1;1gs in general which haye a particular quality. 

Lots of people believe in the supernatural. 
It was a journ<JY into the unknown., 

The supernatural means 'supernatural happenings in general'. 

Here the+ adjective/participle takes a singular verb. 
The new takes over from the old. 

Some word,s used in this way are absurd, mysterious, new, old, ordinary, 
supernatural, unexplained, unknown. 

c The unexpected, the good thing, etc
' 

There are a few words that we can use after the with a more specific meaning. 
· And then, suddenly, the unexpected happened. ( = something that was

unexpected)'
Have you heard the latest?(= the latest news)
We fear the worst, but we must hope for the best.
At this time of year I leave home in th� dark.
I'm sorry, but you're asking the impossible.

We use the+ adjective/participle + thing to talk about a particular aspect of a 
situation. This pattern is rather informal. 

The good thing about friends is that you can choose them, unlike relatives. 
The annoying thing (about it) was that there were empty seats in the 
stadium, but they still wouldn't let us tn. 

We cannot leave out thing here. 

In this pattern with thing we can use many different words. Some of these 
are: amazing, annoying, awful, best, funny, good, great, interesting, nice, odd, 
remarkable, sad, strange, worst. 
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189 Introduction 

A Each of these sentences contains o_ne or more adverbials. 
Slowly we were moving forwards. 
The queue stretched around the block. 
We have now been waiting forty minutes. 
Eventually we reached the entrance. 

Very often an adverbial is an extra element which could be left out. For 
example, we could say We reached the entrance without an adverbial. Putting 
in an adverbial adds something to the meaning. It tells us how, when, or 
where something happened. 

B An adverbial can be a single word or a phrase. A common kind of adverbial is
a prepositional phrase. 

·' 

The queue stretched around the block. I wish I'd stayed at home. 

An adverbial can also be a simple adverb, e.g. forwards, patiently. There can 
be an adverb of degree (e.g. very) in front of the adverb. 

The queue was moving forwards. Everyone waited very patiently. 

An adverbial can also be a noun phrase, although this is less frequent. 
We have been waiting forty minutes. I heard the news last week. 

TIP 

Try not to confuse the words adverb and adverbial. 
An adverb is a word class, like a noun or adjective. An adverb is a word 
like softly, carefully, now, today, there, certainly. 
An adverbial is a sentence element, lik� a_ subject or object. It can be a 
single-word adverb, or it can be a phrase. Examples are badly, maybe, 
in a strange way, at the moment, outside the college, this morning. 

C Sometimes an adverbial is necessary to complete a sentence. > 4 
The queue stretched around the block. 
The first performance is tomorrow. 
I put the tickets in my wallet. 

Here the sentence would not make sense without the adverbial. 

D Some adverbials can also be used to modify other parts of the sentence. For 
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example, an adverbial can come after a noun.> 143 
The performance yesterday was brilliant. 
The car in front of us was going very slowly. 
The announcement last week came as a shock to all of us. 



190 The position of adverbials 

An adverb of degree can modify an adjective or an adverb.> 196 
The performance was quite good. 
Everyone waited very patiently. 

190 The position of adverbials 

A Introduction 

The position of adverbials is a complicated area of grammar. There is usually 
more than one possible place in a sentence where an adverbial can go. 
Basically, it can go at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of a 
sentence. 

Front position: Naturally, we were hoping for good news. · 
Mid position: We were naturally hoping for good news. 
End position: We were hoping for go?d '!ews, naturally. 

For more details about eac� of these_ positions, > B:-F. 

Where we put an adverbial depends on a numbel'-Of factors, such as what 
type of adverbial it is - m1anner, or time, or frequency, and so on. For details
about the position of the different types of adverbial, > 193-202. 

The best position may also depend on how long the·adverbial is - whether it 
is a single word or a longer phrase. The choice is often a matter of style: for 
example, a long phrase goes- better at the"beginning·or end of a sentence 
rather than in the middle. 

I can't answer that question_ in a satisfactory way. 
(NOT l ettn't in tl stttisfaetory Uffl}' ttnswer thttt questien.) 

Another factor is the information structure of the sentence. We sometimes 
choose to put an adverbial in front position to link with the previous sentence 
or tq give greater emphasis to the adverbial. > 34A 

The man was taken to a police station. There he was searched and found to 
be carrying a quantity of heroin . . 
I had a long wait. In the end I got to see a (i,ocfor. 

Sometimes the choice of position can affect the meani11g of a sentence. 
Clearly, he didn't explain things. (= It is clear that he didn't explain things.) 
He didn't explain things clearly. (= He didn't explain things in a clear way.) 

NOTE 

We sometimes use commas with adverbials. Commas are more likely with longer phrases 
and with certain types of adverbial, such as a truth adverbial. 

B Front position 

Front position is at the beginning of a clause. 
Sure enough, there was an enormous queue. 
Just wait a moment, could you? 
After a while I got used to the noise of the traffic. 

Most types of adverbial can go here. 
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If there is a conjunction (e.g. but, because), it comes before the adverbial in 
front position. 

The noise of the traffic was terrible. But after a while I got used to it. 
We invest in shares because in the long run their value will increase. 

We often put an adverbial in front position when it relates to what has gone 
before. , . . · · : : �- · · · ·�

We stopped to get some petrol. And then the car wouldn't start. 
I've got a busy week. On Tuesday I have to go to London. 

For more examples, > 34A. 

C Mid position 
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Mid position is close to the verb. If there is an auxiliary verb, the adverbial 
usually comes immediately after it. 

Those kids are always hanging around the streets. 
The adverbial also comes immediately after the ordinary verb be.

This camera is definitely faulty. 
If there is a simple-tense verb, the adverbial comes before it. 

We usually deal with the mail first. 

Here are some more examples of adverbials in mid position. 

(Auxiliary) 
(Ordinary 

Subject verb be) Adverbial (Verb) 

It doesn't often rain in the Sahara. 
I 've just had a chat with Jill. 
Things will very soon start to improve. 
The story is probably untrue. 
Someone probably made the story up. 
You always look smart. 

If there are two auxiliaries, then mid position is usually after the first one. 
I've just been chatting to Jill. 
Things will soon be looking up. 

But adverbs of manner and some adverbs of degree go after the second 
auxjliary in mid position. 

We've been patiently queuing for tickets. 
You could have completely spoiled everything. 

NOTE 

In a question there is inversion of subject and auxiliary before an adverbial in mid position. 
Have you just had a chat with Jill? 
How does Matthew always look so smart? 

Here the adverbial follows the subject. 
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D Phrases in mid position 

Most types of adverbial can go in mid position. Adverbials in mid position are 
usually single-word adverbs, but a short phrase with an adverb of degree 
such as very, quite, or hardly is also possible. 

I would very much like to visit your country. 
We hardly ever go out in the evenings. 

Most other kinds of phrase cannot go in mid position. Compare these 
sentences. 

You always look smart. (adverb in mid position) 
You look smart all the time. (phrase in end position) 
(NOT You all the time look smart.) 

But phrases which are truth adverbials, comment adverbials, or linking 
adverbials can sometimes go in mid position. 

The experiment has on the whole proved unsuccessful. 
This pattern is rather formal. 

E Mid position before an auxiliary 

When there is an auxiliary verb, a mid-position adverb usually comes after 
the auxiliary. > C 

I've always liked the Beatles. 
You're obviously dying to make a start. 

But we sometimes put an adverb after the subject and before an auxiliary or 
before the ordinary verb be. 

I always did like the Beatles. 
You obviously ARE in a bit of trouble. 

This happens with emphatic do, or when the verb is stressed (obviously ARE).

Some adverb� su�}:l as.truth adverbs usuaj.ly come befqre a_ negative·_auxiliary. '. 
You obviously haven't been listening to me. 
It probably doesn't matter very much. 

Some adverbs can come before or-after the negative auxiliary. Look at these 
examples with really and deliberately. 

I really don't know the answer. (I don't know at all.) 
I don't really know the answer. (I am unsure.) 
I deliberately didn't leave the computer on. (I left it off on purpose.) 
I didn't deliberately leave the computer on. (I left it on by mistake.) , , 

Look at these �xamples where words are left out after the auxiliary (will, do). 
Will you be going to the party?~ Yes, I probably will. 
My husband usually gets up early, but I never do. 

Here the adverb comes after the subject and before the auxiliary. 

An adverb also goes before have to, used to, and ought to. 
I never have to wait long for a bus. 
There definitely used to be a footpath through the woods. 

NOTE 
With used to we can put the adverb after used, but this is rather formal. 

There used definitely to be a footpath through the woods. 
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F End position 

Sometimes an adverb_ial comes at the end of a clause. 
It doesn't often rain in the Sahara. 
Everyone waited very patiently. 
I wish I'd stayed at home. 

Almost all types of adverbial can go in end position. For details about more 
than one adverbial in end position, > 191. 

If there is an object, then the adverbial usually goes after it. 
I wrapped the parcel carefully. (NOT I wrapped carefully the parcel.) 

We'll finish the job next week. (NOT We'll fini:$h next week the job.) 
But a short adverbial can go before a long object. 

I wrapped carefully all the glasses and ornaments. 
Here the adverb of manner can also go in mid position. 

I carefully wrapped all the glasses and ornaments. 

When there are two clauses, the position of the adverbial can affect 
the meaning. 

They agreed immediately that the goods would be replaced. 
(an immediate agreement) 
They agreed that the goods would be replaced immediately. 
(an immediate replacement) 

TIP 

Don't put an adverb in front of a short object. 
Say We finished the job quickly, NOT ive finished qttickly the job. 

191 Order of adverbials in end position 

A Sometimes there is more than one adverbial in end position. Usually a 
shorter adverbial goes before a longer one. 

Sam waited impatiently outside the post office. 
We sat indoors most of the afternoon. 
A policeman inspected the car thoroughly in a very officious manner. 

B When there is a close link in meaning between a verb and an adverbial, then 
the adverbial goes directly after the verb. For example, we usually put an 
adverbial of place next to go, come, etc. 

I don't want to go to school today. 
Why did you come home late? 

C Phrases of time and place can go in either order. 
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There was an accident last night on the by-pass. 
There was an accident on the by-pass last night. 



192 Adverb forms 

D Manner, time, and place usually come before frequency. 
Sarah gets up early occasionally. 
I can find my way_ around quite easily, usually. 

The adverb of frequency can also go in front or mid position. 
Usually I can find my way around quite easily. 
I can usually find my way around quite easily. 

E When certain types of adverbial come in end position, we usually put them 
last, as a kind of afterthought. 

Simon has been delayed by the traffic, perhaps. (truth adverbial) 
Someone handed the money in at the police station, incredibly. 
(comment adverbial) 
I've got a bicycle. I don't ride it very often, however. (linking adverbial) 

This happens more often in speech than in writing. 

192 Adverb forms 

A Look at these two examples. 
I'm going on holiday soon. 
I'm going on holiday shortly. 

'' I 

Some adverbs, like soon, have a form which is unrelated to other words. 
Adverbs of this kind include always, just, often, never, perhaps, quite, rather, 
seldom, soon, very. 

Many adverbs are formed from an adjective and -ly, like shortly, which is 
related to the adjective short. 

There are some spelling rules for adverbs ending in -ly. 
After a consonant, final y changes to i, e.g. easy ➔ easily. > 280A 
With a consonant+ le, le changes to -ly, e.g. probable ➔ probably.> 278D 
The ending -ic changes to ically, e.g. magic ➔ magically. > 278D 
After ll we add -y, e.g. full ➔ fully.> 279B Note 

B There are some adjectives which end in -ly, e.g. friendly. We cannot add 
another ·-zy to such an adjective. Instead we can use a phrase with manner, 
way, or fashion. 

Adjective: We received a friendly greeting. 
Adverbial: They greeted us in a friendly manner. (NOT friendlily) 

Sometimes we can use another adverb formed from an adjective of similar 
meaning. 

Adjective: That's not very likely. 
Adverbial: That probably won't happen. 

Some adjectives ending in -ly are costly, cowardly, friendly, likely, lively, 
lonely, lovely, silly, and ugly. 
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Participle forms such as annoying and surprising form adverbs in -ly. 
It was surprisingly cold for the time of year. 

But we cannot usually form adverbs from participles ending in -ed. 
Everyone stared in astonishment. 
(NOT £f;1€ryone stared mro,iishedly.) 

The only exceptions are a few participles ending in -ted, 
e.g. excited, exhausted.

The crowd shouted excitedly.

C Some adverbs have the same form as adjectives. 

Adjective 

Louise caught the fast train. 
We didn't have a long wait. 
I had an early night. 

Adverb 

The train was going quite fast. 
We didn't have to wait long. 
I went to bed early. 

Here are some more adverbs of the same kind. 
The man pointed the gun straight at me. 
Can't you sit still just for a minute? 
The aircraft flew low over the town. 
He threw the ball high in the air. 
We were all trying hard not to laugh. 

For pairs of adverbs such as hard and hardly, > E.

D Sometimes the adverb can be with or without -ly. In these examples there is 
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no difference in meaning, but it is more informal to leave out -ly. 
If you buy goods in bulk, you can sell them cheap/cheaply. 
Do you have to talk so loud/loudly? 
Get there as quick/quickly as you can. 
Go slow/slowly round this corner. 

Others are direct(ly), fair(ly), and tight(ly). 

We use the form without -ly only in frequent combinations like talk loud, 
go slow, fly direct, or play fair. With longer or less common expressions, we 
use -ly. 

The chairman cleared his throat rather loudly. 
We need to act quickly. 

NOTE 

a Right and wrong are both adjectives and adverbs of manner. 
I'll try to do it right this time. 

Rightly and wrongly express a comment. 
The caretaker decided rightly to call the police. 

b First and last are both adjectives and adverbs. 
Karen took first place/came first in the race. 

Firstly and lastly are linking adverbs. 
First/Firstly, I'd like to thank you all for coming. 



192 Adverb forms 

E There are some pairs such as har:d;_and-hardly 'fyt1i,cq, ar� i b9th a,�yei:lJs Q11f.. · 
• ··" � l- I ' J }" ' ,J h ' • .. , •  • � • •• 

which have different meanings. 
You de,serve a rest because you've worked hard. 
It'll take hardly any time at all. (hardly any= almost no) 
I often see my parents. They live quite near. 
Beckham nearly scored, but his shot went just wide. (= almost) 
I had to stay up late to finish my homework. 
I used to see a.lot of Donna, but she hasn't been around lately. (= recently) 
The men raised their hands high in the air. 
The theory is highly controversial. (= very) 
How' deep can a submarine go? 
The new tax is deeply unpopular. (= very, intensely) 
Employees of the airline travel free. 
The prisoners can move around freely. (= without-being controlled) 
The thing that annoys me most is that no one has apologized to me. 
There may be a few showers, but it will be mostly dry. ( = mainly) 

For hardly expressing time, e.g. we had hardly arrived when ... , > 238D. 

F Hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly are formed -from hour, day, etc. They can 
be either adjectives or adverbs. 

Adjective: The company publishes a monthly newsletter. 
Adverb: The newsletter is published monthly. 

G Good is an adjective. 
I think it's a good design. 

Well is the equivalent adverb. 
I think the design works well. 

Well can also be an adjective meaning 'in good health'. 
Unfortunately-my sister wasn't well enough to ·travel. 
How are you?~ Very well, thank you./Fi"!e, thq,nk you. 

We often use well with a participle. : '.> 

The event was well organized. 
A well-built man 'in his thirties came into the room. 

Other examples are: well-behaved, well-dressed, well-established, well-fed, 
well-informed, well-meaning, well-preserved, well-timed. 

Sometimes we use good with a participle. 
Andrew is basically a good-natured person. (He has a good nature.) 

We do this with participles formed from nouns, e.g. good-hearted, 
good-humoured, good-tempered. Note also good-looking. 
NOTE 

The phrase all being well /if all goes well means 'if everything is all right'. 
We should arrive at about five o'clock,. all being well. 

" 
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193 Adverbials of manner 

A Adjectives and adverbs 

Look at these examples. 

Adjective 

We're looking for a quick solution 
to the problem. 
Kate is fluent in Russian. 
Try to make a sensibl,e choice. 

An adjective comes before a noun 
(e.g. solution), or it is a complement 
of be (is fluent). 

Adverb 

We want to solve the problem 
quickly. 

She speaks Russian fluently. 
Try to choose sensibly. 

An adverb of manner comes after a 
verb (e.g. choose) or after a verb 
+ object (e.g. solve the problem).
Most adverbs of manner are formed
from an adjective + -ly.

Compare these different types of verb. 

Linking verb + adjective 

The official was very polite. 

A linking verb is a verb like be, seem, 
become, feel, look. 

Action verb + adverb 

He listened politely. 
(NOT /Je listened p(}litf!.) 

An action verb is a verb like listen; 
drive, work, argue, meet. > 51 

Some verbs can be either a linking verb or an action verb. 

Linking verb + adjective 

The speaker looked nervous. 
(looked = seemed/ appeared) 

The atmosphere grew tense. 
(grew = became) 

The milk smelled funny. 
(smelled funny = had a funny 
smell) 

Action verb + adverb 

He looked nervously around. 
(looked= directed his eyes) 

The plants grew rapidly. 
(grew = increased in size)

Steve smelled the milk suspiciously. 
(smelled = sniffed, used his nose) 

B Prepositional phrases of manner 
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We can often use a prepositional phrase to express manner. 
I had to choose my words carefully I with care. 
The policeman inspected the car officiously I in an officious manner. 
Can't we discuss this sensibly I in a sensible way? 
The winning numbers are randomly chosen/are chosen at random. 



194 Adverbials of place and time 

We can often use an adjective or adverb to intensify the meaning. 
I had to choose my words with great/considerable care. 
The policeman inspected the car in a very/an extremely officious manner. 

C Position of adverbials of manner 

We put an adverbial of manner mostly in end position. Here are some real 
examples from stories. 

'I 'didn't know whether to tell you or not,' she said anxiously. 
The sun still shone brightly on the quiet street. 
We continued our labours in silence. 

A one-word adverb can sometimes come in mid position. 
I quickly ran and got my coat. 

The adverbial can sometimes come in front positioQ. for emphasis. 
Gently fry the banana pieces. 

This is more common in writing than in speech. The last two examples are 
from a novel and a cookbook. 

194 Adverbials of place and time 

A Position 

Adverbials of place and time often go in end position. 
There has been another shooting incident at a US high school. 
It's my brother's birthday tomorrow. 
A ferry was being repaired last night after running aground in the Thames. 
The office is closed for two weeks. 

For more than one adverbial in end position, > 191. 

Adve_rbials of place and time can also go in front position. > 34A 
We've got friends staying till Friday. And on Saturday my parents arrive. 

Here Saturday contrasts with Friday. 

Some short adverbials of time can go in mid position. 
I've just remembered something. We'll soon be home. 

These include: already, at once, finally, immediately, just(= a short time ago), 
no longer, now, recently, since, soon, still, then, yesterday. 

-Phrases of time and place can also come after a noun.
The tennis courts in the park aren't used very much. 
Exports last year broke all records. 

B Yet 

We use yet to talk about something that is expected. 
Have you found a job yet?~ No, not yet. 
I got up late. I haven't had breakfast yet. 

Yet comes at the end of a question or negative statement. 
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We can use yet in mid position, but it is a little formal. 

We have not yet reached a decision on the matter. 

NOTE 

For yet meaning 'but',> 235A. 

C Still 

We use still to talk about something going on longer than expected. 
I got up late. I'm still having breakfast. 
ls your grandfather still working? 

In positive statements and questions, still goes in mid position. 

In negative statements, still goes before the auxiliary. 
The child still hasn't learned to read. 

This is more emphatic than The child hasn't learned to read yet. 

NOTE 

a Still can go after a negative auxiliary when we express surprise. 
You don't still use this old software, do you? 

This pattern is often followed by a question tag. 

b We can use still in front or end position to give it extra emphasis. 
You mean he's 84 and still he hasn't.retired! 
You mean he's 84 and he's working still! 

D Already 

We use already to talk about something happening sooner than expected. 
I got up early. I've already had breakfast. 
Have you already replied to the letter?~ Yes, I answered it straight away. 

We use already mainly in mid position in positive statements and questions. 

Already in front or end position has more emphasis. 
Already our new boss has made big changes. 
Is it lunch time already? How time flies. 

Already can also go before a stressed auxiliary. 
When are you going to reply to the· letter?~ I already HAVE replied to it. 

E No longer, any more, and any longer 
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We use no longer to talk about something coming to an end. It goes in 
mid position. 

I'm afraid the person concerned no longer works here. 
These products are no longer manufactured. 

No longer is a little formal. 

We can also use a negative sentence with any more or any longer in 
end position. 

They don't make these products any more. 
I'm not going to wait here any longer. 



195 Adverbials of frequency 

F Long and far 

We normally use the adverbs long and far only in questions and negative 
statements. 

Have you been waiting long? 
It's not far from here t_o the motorway. 

In positive statements we use a long time/ a long way. 
I had to wait a long time. I I had to wait ages. 
It's a long way from here to Vladivostock. 

But we use long and far after too, so, and as, and before enough. 
The speech went on too long. 
I'm annoyed because I've had to wait so long/wait such a long time. 
I don't live as far from the office as you do. 
Let's go "lfack now. We've walked far enough. 

NOTE 

We can also use the comparative and superlative forms of long and far in positive 
statements. 

The journey takes longer in the rush hour. 
I live furthest from the office. You all live nearer than I do. 

· G After and afterwards

We do not often use after as an adverb. We use afterwards or after that. 
I'll video the talk, so we can play it back afterwards. 
It's extra time now, and after that it'll be penalties. 

But we can say the day after and the week after. 
I ordered a CD, and it arrived the day after I the next day I a day later. 
I'm on holiday next week, so I'll see you the week after. 

Soon after and soon afterwards are both possible. 
The man was taken to hospital and died soon after I soon afterwards. 

, 

195 Adverbials of fre{luency 

A An adverbial of frequency says how often something happens. 
I sometimes go out and get a take-away meal. 
The computer crashes occasionally. 
Generally there'll be a party somewhere on a Saturday. 

Here are some common adverbs _of frequency. 

Full frequency: always 
Almost full frequency: normally, usually, generally 
High frequency: often, frequently 
Medium frequency; · sometimes, occasionally 
Low frequency: seldom, rarely, not . . . often 
Zero frequency:- never, not . . . ever 
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Seldom and rarely are a little formal. 
We seldom/rarely travel abroad. 

Often with the negative is neutral in style. 
We don't often travel abroad. 

B An adverb of frequency usually goes in mid position. 
The bus doesn't usually stop here. 
I can never open these packets. 
It's always busy on a Friday. 
I often wonder who buys these things. 

C In a negative sentence, sometimes, occasionally, and frequently go before the 
auxiliary in mid position. 

It's often crowded in here. You sometimes can't get a table. 

Always and ever go after the negative auxiliary. 
I haven't always done this for a living, you know. 

As a general rule, often, normally, usually, and generally go after the negative 
auxiliary. 

I don't often ride my bike to college. 

NOTE 

Often, normally, usually, and generally can sometimes come before the negative auxiliary. 
There is little difference in meaning between these two examples. 

The photocopier isn't often working. (= The photocopier is seldom working.) 
The photocopier often isn't working. (= The photocopier is often out of order.) 

D Some adverbs of frequency can go in front or end position. 
Normally I tip taxi drivers. 
We all make mistakes sometimes. 

These adverbs are normally, usually, generally, frequently, sometimes, 
and occasionally. 

Often can go in end position. 
Doctors get called out at night quite often. 

This happens especially with very or quite .. 

A lot meaning 'often' goes in end position (and not mid position). 
I missed half my schooling. I was ill a lot. 

The adverbs daily, weekly, etc go in end position. 
Are you paid weekly or monthly? 

In instructions, always and never go in front _QQsition. 
Never try to adjust the machine while it is switched on. 

NOTE 

For never, seldom, and rarely in front position with inversion of subject and auxiliary,> lOF. 
Never have I felt better. 

E Never is a negative word meaning 'not ever'. 
I would never do a thing like that. ( = I wouldn't ever do it.) 
We never ask for your password. (= We don't ever ask for your password.) 
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We use ever mainly in questions. 
Have you ever done any ballroom dancing?~ No, never. 

But we can also use ever with negative words such as not or hardly. 
I wouldn't ever do a thing like that. 
You hardly ever buy me flowers. 

We do not normally use ever in positive statements. 
I always buy a lottef}'- ticket. (NOT I e11er buy a. l<:Jttery ticket.) 

Ever can add emphasis to a negative. 
No one ever said that to me before. 
Nothing ever happens in this place. 
I never ever want to see that awful man again. 

We can also use ever in a condition or a comparison. 
If you ever feel like a chat, just drop .in. 
The river was higher than I'd ever seen it. 

NOTE 

If ever can go before the subject. 
If ever you feel like a chat, just drop in. 

l J

F We can also use a phrase with every, most, or some to express frequency. 
Every summer we all go sailing together. 
The postman calls most days. 
Some evenings we don't have the television on at all. 

These phrases can go in front or end position. 

We can also use once, twice, three times, etc. 
The committee meets once a month. 
Two tablets to be taken three times a day. 
The car has already been repaired several times. 

These phrases usually go in end position, but they can go in front position 
for emphasis. 

Seven days a week we get lorries thundering past the building. 

NOTE 

Other phrases expressing frequency incI1:1de as a rule(= normally), from time to time 
(= occasionally), and now and then (= occasionally). 

As a rule, Monday isn't a very busy day. 
Interest rates may be changed from time to time. 

196 Adverbs of degree 

A Modifying an adjective or adverb 

We can use an adverb of degree before an adjective. 
It's a very simple idea. 
I get so bored with nothing to do. 
I think so, but I'm not absolutely certain. 
It's getting ·a bit hot in here. 

For the use of these adverbs with gradable and ungradable adjectives, > 186. 
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We can also use an adverb of degree before another adverb. 
You could improve your performance quite easily. 
I'll have to decide fairly soon. 
I hardly ever see Kate nowadays. 

Here are some adverbs of degree. 

Full degree: 

High degree: 

Medium degree: 

Low degree: 
Very low degree: 
Zero degree: 
Comparison: 

absolutely, completely, entirely, quite (= completely> 197), 
totally 
awfully (informal), extremely, real (informal), really, 
terribly (informal), too, very 
fairly, pretty (informal), quite (= fairly> 197), rather, 
somewhat 
a bit (informal), a little, slightly 
hardly, scarcely 
not . . .  at all 
as, less, least, more, most, so 

We can use a fraction or percentage. 
I still feel half asleep. 
The forecast was ninety per cent accurate. 

B More details about adverbs of degree 
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After a phrase with very, we can add indeed for emphasis. 
The customer was red in the face. He was very angry indeed. 

Awfully can go with desirable qualities as well as undesirable ones. 
Thank you very much. That's awfully kind of you. 
You must think me awfully stupid. 

Somewhat, a little, a bit, and slightly do not usually go with desirable 
qualities. We tend to use them to refer to undesirable aspects. 

These diagrams are a bit confusing. 
(BUT NOT These tliagrams are a bit clear.) 
The journey was sQ__mewhat stressful. 
(BUT NOT The jottrrtey W(l;!J son'tewhat e,ijoyetble.) 

But we can use an adjective expressing something desirable if it is in the 
comparative form. 

The rest of the journey was somewhat more enjoyable. 

We can also use not . . .  very to express a low degree. 
These diagrams aren't very clear. 
The journey wasn't very enjoyable. 

We often use not very in a negative judgement. 
The photos aren't very good. 

This is more usual than The photos aren't good. or The photos are bad. 



196 Adverbs of degree 

At all can go in end position, or it can go before the word it modifies. 
I didn't feel nervous at all. I I didn't feel at all nervous. 

NOTE 

a Real can be used instead of really, especially in informal American English. 
It felt real good to have a shower. 

b In informal English, we can use that instead of so when we are making a comparison. 
Maybe the idea isn't so silly I that silly'afier all. (= not as silly as I thought) 

C Modifying a comparative or a superlative 

Some adverbs of degree can come before a comparative adjective or adverb. 
This gadget makes the job much easier. 
We'll have to· move a bit quicker if we're going to get there on time. 
Our pay rise is so small that we're no better off/we aren't any better off. 

We can use a bit, a little, a lot, any, much, no, rather, slightly, somewhat, 
and very much. 

I ' '::-, 

With a superlative we can use easily or by far. 
This is easily the most popular style. 
We offer by far the best value. 

By far can go in end position. 
We offer the best value by far. 

NOTE 

Before as we can use twice, three times, four times, etc. 
The winner got twice as many votes as the runner-up. 
The new mall will be five times as big as the old one. 

., . 

We can also use three times, four times, etc before a comparative. 
The new mall will be five times bigger than the old one. 

; ,_ f ; • \ 

0 Modifying a verb 

We can use an adverb of degree to modify a verb. 
Do you really want to be successful in life? 
We were rather hoping to have a look around. 
The doorman absolutely refused to let us in. 
The suitcase was so heall}' I could hardly lift it. 

l •', 

In mid position we can use absolutely, almost, completely, hardly, just, nearly, 
quite, rather, really, scarcely, slightly, and totally. 

We often use an adverb of degree 1before a passive participle. 
The car was badly damaged in the accident. 
Our schedule has been completely disrupted by the delays. 

Almost, just, and nearly go before a negative auxiliary. 
I just don't see what the problem is. 

Really can also go here. > 190E 

Absolutely, completely, rather, and totally can go in either end position or 
mid position. 

I absolutely agree. I I agree absolutely. 
I completely forgot the time. I I forgot the time completely. 
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Some adverbs go only in end position. 
First impressions matter a lot. 
I miss you terribly. 

These are a bit, a little, a lot, awfully, more, (the) most, somewhat, 
and terribly. 

We can use much or very much in a negative sentence or a question. 
I didn't enjoy the meal much I very much. 

But in a positive sentence we use vezy much and not much on its own. 
I enjoyed the meal very much. 
(NOT l enjoyeti the meal mttch.) 

NOTE 

a Very much usually goes in end position. In rather formal English it can go in 
mid position. 

I would very much like to accept your offer. 

b Before a passive participle we can use either much or very much. 
Politicians are generally (very) much distrusted by the_ public. 

E Modifying a preposition 

Some adverbs of degree can modify a preposition. 
The offices are right in the centre of town. 
The way Polly was behaving seemed very out of character. 
I walked straight into a lamp-post. 

For more examples, > 208D. 

F Modifying a quantifier 
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We can use these combinations of adverb and quantifier. 

very/so/too+ many/much/few/little 
Very few people have legs exactly the same length. 
There are so many different products on the market. 
I've got too much work to do. 

such/rather/quite+ a lot {of) 
I've made such a lot of mistakes. 

There are rather a lot of dishes to wash up. 

quite+ a few/a bit (of) 
There are quite a few dishes to wash up. 
I lost quite a bit of money. 

almost/ nearly + all! every 
Almost all the chairs were occupied. 
There seems to be a plane crash nearly every week. 

hardly any 
There's hardly any difference between the two designs. 
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a lot/ much/ a bit/ a little/ any/ no + morel less 
You'd get a lot less money without a qualification. 
There's sun, sand and sea and much more besides. 
I'd like a bit more time to decide. 

G Too and enough 

Too comes before an adjective or adverb. 
The water is too cold to swim in. 
Hang on. You're going too fast. 

Much, far, or rather can come before too. 
This coat is much too big for me. 
A game of chess would take far too long. 

Enough comes after an adjective or adverb. 
Are you old enough to drive a car? 

. I didn't react quickly enough. 

Compare too and enough. 
The water is too cold. 
The water isn't warm enough. 

NOTE 

For enough as a quantifier, > 173A. 
There isn't enough time. 

H Adverbs of degree and a/an

We can use most adverbs of degree between al an and an adjective. 
a very warm welcome a fairly important meeting a rather nice restaurant 

But not all adverbs of degree can go in phrases like these. We do not normally 
use so in this position. 

We received such a warm welcome. (NOT ti sa l:tJtl;Fm, welcome) 
It was such a good opportunity. (NOT ti sa gaati Bf'f'Brtunity) 

We use the same pattern with quite. 
I had quite an important meeting. 
It was quite a painful blow to the head. 

This is more usual than a quite important meeting or a quite painful blow, 
although a quite . . . is also possible. 

With rather, both patterns are possible. 
I had rather an important meeting. 
I had a rather important meeting. 

Too or as + adjective go before al an. 
You've cut too short a piece. (NOT ti fBB sh.art l'iece) 
You don't get as nice a view on this side. (NOT ti1i tiS nice 1::1iew) 

We can also use so and an adjective before al an, although the pattern with 
such is more usual. 

You don't get so nice a view/such a nice view. 
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We can use such, quite, and rather + al an + noun without an adjective. 
Why are you making such a fuss? 
We had to wait quite a while. 
It's rather a pity we can't go out. 

We can also use a bit of 
Sorry. The flat's in a bit of a mess. 

We sometimes use quite in this pattern to express a positive feeling about 
something impressive. 

That was quite a party. 
The meaning is similar to That was some party. > l 72F Note b 

197 More details about quite and rather 

A In British English, quite has two meanings. 

Medium degree: 'fairly' 

The task is quite difficult. 
The film was quite good. 
I feel quite tired. 

Quite means 'fairly' when it comes 
before a gradable adjective. 

Quite + like/ enjoy 
I quite enjoyed the film. It was 
quite good. 
(quite = to some extent) 

This expresses a positive opinion 
but not as positive as I really 
enjoyed the film or It was very good. 

Full degree: 'completely' 

The task is quite impossible. 
The film was quite brilliant. 
I feel quite exhausted. 

Quite means 'completely' when the 
adjective is ungradable. 

Quite + agree I understand 
I quite agree. 
You're qu.ite right. 
(quite = completely) 

Not quite means 'not completely'. 
What you said is not quite true. 
Can I correct just one thing? 

B Quite is not usually stressed before an adjective or adverb. 
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It's quite WARM today. (focus on the warmth) 
We were home quite LATE. (focus on the lateness) 

Sometimes we can stress quite before a gradable adjective. We do this to limit 
the force of the adjective or adverb. 

It's QUITE warm, but not as warm as it was. (focus on the medium degree) 
We were home QUITE late but not very late. (focus on the medium degree) 



198 Only and even 

C Quite and rather have a similar meaning, but there are· some differences in 
use. When we make a favourable comment about something, we usually 
prefer quite to rather. 

It's quite nice here. 
It was quite a good party, wasn't it? 

If we are being positive, then quite is unstressed. 

In unfavourable comments, we usually prefer rather. 
It's rather depressing/quite depressing here. 
It was rather a dull party/quite a dull party, wasn't it? 
The new timetable is rather confusing/quite confusing. 

Rather in a favourable comment often means 'tp a surprising or 
unusual degree'. 

I expected the party to be dull, but actually it was rather g(?od. 
The test paper is usually difficult, but this one was rather easy. 

198 Only and even 

A We use only and even to focus on a particular word or phrase. To make clear 
what we are focusing on, we put only before the relevant word or phrase. 

Most of the guests were strangers to me. I knew only one other person there. 
I speak only a· little French, I'm afr.f!id.: • .. , .. ( ;.�• :· . . . . · A. 

Only can also be in mid position. 
Most of the guests were strangers to me. I only knew one other person there. 
I only speak a little French, I'm afraid. 

We stress the word we want to focus on, e.g. one, little. 

In official written English, e.g. on notices, only comes after the word qr 
phrase it is focusing on. 

Waiting limited to 30 minutes only. 

Even goe� in mid position or before the word or phrase we are focusing on. 
Emma has been everywhere.--She's even been to the North Pole. 
My brother always wears shorts, even in winter. 

Both these examples express surprise. 

NOTE 

Compare even and also. 
Everyone laughed, even the teacher. 
(It is surprising that the teacher laughed.) 

t . " . ·, - .·.; .- . • ,. ... ·' ' Ii rt � • �; ' 

We'�e invited the whole class, and also the teacher. 
(We have added the teacher to the invitation list.) 

B When we focus on the subject, we put only or even before it. 
Only you would do a silly thing like that. 
Even the experts don't know the answer. 
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C There are a number of other uses of only. For example, we can use it when we 
talk about something happening a surprisingly short time ago. 

I tidied this room up only yesterday, and now it's in a mess again. 

Only just can mean 'a very short time ago'. 
I'm new here. I've only just moved to the area. 

It can also mean 'with little to spare'. 
I only just caught the train. It left as soon as I got on. 

NOTE 

a For inversion after a phrase with only, > lOF. 
Only at weekends do we get a chance to meet. 

b Only can also be an adjective. 
The only thing in the fridge was a small piece of cheese. 

D We can use even in negative sentences. 
I'm not interested in politics. I don't even know who the Prime Minister is. 
I know nothing about cricket. I've never even seen a game. 

Here even goes in mid position. 

We can also use even before a comparative adjective. 
It was pretty warm yesterday, but it's even warmer today. 

199 Viewpoint adverbials 

These express the idea that we are looking at a situation from a particular 
aspect or point of view. 

Financially, we've had a difficult year. 
Can you manage transport-wise, or do you need a lift? 
The building is magnificent from an architectural point of view, but it's 
hell to work in. 
As far as insurance is concerned, we can fix that up for you. 
The scheme is economically beneficial but environmentally disastrous. 

These adverbials usually go in front or end position, or they can modify an 
adjective (economically beneficial). 

200 Truth adverbials 

A A truth adverbial expresses what the speaker knows about the truth of a 
statement: how likely it is to be true, or to what degree it is true. Here are 
some examples with adverbs. 
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Perhaps/Maybe there's a problem with the software. 
We've certainly/definitely/undoubtedly made a good start. 
Basically, I just want a car that will get me from A to B. 
The website hasn't been updated, presumably. 
Clearly, the matter is extremely urgent. 
A businessman allegedly had two of his rivals killed. 
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Most of these adverbs can go in front, mid or end position. Certainly, 
definitely, and probably usually go in mid position. But we put a truth adverb
before a negative auxiliary. 

You certainly haven't wasted any time. 
The website presumably hasn't been updated. 

B We can also use a prepositional phrase. 
It's a great idea in my opinion. 
I'm not sure. In fact I've no idea. 
The results are pretty good on the whole. 

A phrase usually goes in front or end position. Mid position is rather formal. 
I will of course keep you informed. 

C We can also use I think, I expect, etc, with the same kind of meaning as a 
truth adverbial. 

I think it's a great idea. (= In my opinion it's a great idea.) 
There's been a power cut, I expect. (= Th�re's pr.obably been-a ·power cut'.) 
I'm sure we've gone wrong. (= We've definitely gone wrong.) 

201 Comment adverbials 

A We can use an adverb to make a comment on the message expressed in the 
rest of the sentence. 

Luckily no one was killed. 
( = It was lucky that no one was killed.) 
The newspapers weren't interested in the story, surprisingly. 
Unfortunately, we didn't win anything. 

These adverbs usually go in front or end position. 

We can also use I'm afraid, I'm surprised, etc, with the same kind of meaning.
rm surprised the newspapers weren't interested in the story. 
I'm afraid we didn't win anything. 

B We can also use an adverb to comment on someone's behaviour. 
Wisely the cashier didn't argue with the gunman. 

As well as in front position, the adverb can go in mid position, or in end 
position as an afterthought. 

The cashier. wisely didn't argue with the gunman. 
The cashier didn't argue with the gunman, wisely. 

Compare the adverbs of comment and manner. 
I stupidly left the car unlocked. 
(= It was stupid of me to leave the car unlocked.) 
The man stared stupidly at us. 
(= The man stared at us in ii stupid manner.) 
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C We can use a phrase with to for someone's feelings about something. 
To my surprise, the newspaper wasn't interested in the story. 
Chloe was invited to the show to her great delight. 

D We can point out that we are being honest. 
Frankly, I'm not very interested in old cars. 
I don't see what else we can do, to be honest. 

For more examples with a to-infinitive, > l00C. 

E Most comment adverbials usually go in front or end position, especially a 
phrase or clause. A phrase or clause can sometimes go in mid position, but 
this is rather formal. 

The spectators, to their horror, saw the whole tragedy unfolding. 
I am, to be perfectly frank, feeling rather annoyed with you. 

202 Linking adverbials 

A A linking adverb relates to the previous clause or sentence. Here are some 
real examples. 

When Beethoven was fourteen, he was forced to give lessons to support his 
parents. However, he still found time to take a few violin lessons, and he 
went on composing. 

If you pay the bill in full within 25 days, you won't be charged interest. 
Otherwise you are charged interest on any balance outstanding. 

But the baby does not just grow bigger and heavier. Its shape and body 
proportions also change as it grows up. 

In an emergency, medical treatment is available at the big hospitals. If you 
have travel insurance, you may need -to contact the company's emergency 
number as well. 

A linking adverbial most often goes in front position, but it can go in mid or 
end position. 

B Here are some ways of relating one clause or sentence to another. 
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Adding something: Ministers have to run the government, and in addition, 
they have to look after their constituents. > 233C

Expressing a 
contrast: 

Contradicting: 

Correcting: 

Rephrasing: 

I know you don't believe these stories. Nevertheless, 
they're all perfectly true. > 235B

I expect you're tired now.~ On the contrary, I feel 
fighting fit. 

I'll see you tomorrow then. Or rather on Monday. 

The matter is under consideration: In other words, 
they're thinking about it. 



Expressing a result: 

Comparing: 

Ordering: 

Summing up: 

Giving examples: 

Picking up a topic: 

Changing the subject: 

Supporting.a 
statement: 

Dismissing something: 

202 Linking adverbials 

It will take a long time for the changes to become 
effective, and the old system will consequently con
tinue for some time. > 236B 

,The, government solft the telephone service to private. 
in'vestors.' Oas and electricity were privatized in the 
same way. 

Of course the man is guilty. Firstly, he had a motive, 
and secondly, his fingerprints were on the gun. 

In conclusion, I'd like to say a few words about future 
prospects. 

Colours are associated with feelings. Blues and greens, 
for example, are considered to be cool and restful. 

I think I'll have the sausages.~ Talking of sausages, 
did you know there's a barbecue on Saturday? 

It would be nice if you could tell me something about 
your background. And this conversation is being 
recorded, by the way. 

I think I'd better be going. It's past midnight, after all. 

I don't know whether we did the right thing. Anyway, 
it doesn't matter now. 
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203 The comparison of adjectives 

A Introduction 

These sentences make comparisons between different things. 

Comparative: It's warmer in here than outside. 
Driving is more convenient than taking a bus. 

Superlative: This is the oldest building in the town. 
She's the most irritating person I've ever met. 

For the two ways of forming the comparative and superlative (warmer, 
warmest or more/most convenient), > B. 
For irregular forms, e.g. good ➔ better, best, > F. 

We often use than after a comparative (more convenient than ... ). For more 
details about patterns with the comparative and superlative, > 206. 

NOTE 

Some people believe that we should use a comparative for two items and the superlative for 
more than two. But in informal English the superlative is often used to refer to one of only 
two items. 

Which of these two photos is better/best? 

B Regular comparison 

These are the regular forms. 
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Short adjective: 
Long adjective: 

warm 
convenient 

Comparative Superlative 

warmer warmest 
more convenient most convenient 

Short adjectives end in -er and -est. Long adjectives have more and most. For 
more details, > C-E. 

There are some spelling rules for -er/ -est. 
There is no doubling of e: fine ➔ finer > 278A 
There is doubling of some consonants: hot ➔ hottest > 279 
y changes to i: heavy ➔ heavier> 280. 

Adjectives ending in -ng are pronounced with lg/ before -er/-est, 
e.g. younger /'jAl)ga/, longest /'lDl)gist/ 



203 The comparison of adjectives 

NOTE 

In formal English a most . . .  can mean 'a very ... '. Compare these sentences. 
Superlative: The train is the most convenient way to get from here to London. 
High degree: The train is a most convenient means of transport. 

(= a very convenient means of transport) 

C One-syllable adjectives (e.g. nice, sure) 

Most of these end in -er/-est. 
This coat is the nicest. 

Some one-syllable adjectives can either have -er/-est or more/most. 
I wish I felt surer/more sure about what I'm doing. 

Such adjectives include: clear, fair, free, keen, proud, rude, safe, sure, true, 
wise. But we do not normally use more with adjectives of concrete meaning 
such as big, cold, fast, or short. 

(NOT Our new flat is m0re big.) 

We use morel most (and not -er/ -est) with real and with adjectives ending in 
ed, e.g. bored, pleased. 

The film made the story seem more real. 
Those most pleased by the decision were the local residents. 

Note also more right and more wrong. 
The theory is nonsense. It just couldn't be more wrong. 

D Two-syllable adjectives (e.g useful, stupid) 

Many of these have morel most. 
Can't you do something more useful? 

These adjectives have morel most. 
Ending in ful: careful, helpful, hopeful, peaceful, useful, etc 
Ending in less: helpless, useless, etc 
Ending in ing. boring, pleasing, tiring, willing, etc 
Ending in ed: amused, annoyed, ashamed, confused, surprised, etc 
Some others: afraid, cautious, central, certain, complex, correct, eager; 

exact, famous, foolish, formal, frequent, mature, modern, 
normal, recent. 

Some two-syllable adjectives can either have -er/ -est or morel most. 
That's the stupidest/the most stupid idea I've ever heard. 

Such adjectives include: able, clever, common, cruel, feeble, gentle, handsome, 
likely, narrow, pleasant, polite, quiet, secure, simple, sincere, stupid, tired. 

Most two-syllable adjectives ending in y have -er I-est, although morel most is 
also possible. 

Life would be easier.if I had a job. 
Such adjectives include: angry, busy, crazy, dirty, easy, empty, friendly, funny, 
happy, healthy, heavy, hungry, lively, lonely, lovely, lucky, nasty, pretty, silly, 
thirsty, tidy, ugly, wealthy. 
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TIP 

If you are not sure how to form the comparative or superlative of a 
two-syllable adjective, it is generally safer to use more I most. 

E Three-syllable adjectives (e.g. difficult) 

Adjectives of three or more syllables have more/most. 
Skiing is more difficult than it looks. 
Making money isn't the most important thing in the world. 

But we can use un- before certain two-syllable adjectives with -er/ -est added 
to them, e.g. unhappier, untidiest, unpleasantest. 

F Irregular comparison 

There are a few irregular forms. 
There must be a better way of doing this. 
That's the best game I've ever seen. 
The weather is getting worse. 
What's the worst thing that could happen? 

Adjective 

good 
bad 
far 

NOTE 

Comparative 

better 
worse 
farther I further 

Superlative 

best 
worst 
farthest/ furthest > G

a The adjectives well (= in good health) and ill have the same irregular forms as 
good and bad. 

I feel better now. She looks worse today. 

b For elder, > G. 

G Some special forms 
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Farther/further and farthest/furthest express distance. We use them as 
adjectives and adverbs. 

The farthest/furthest moon is 13 million kilometres from Saturn. 
I can't walk any farther/further. 

Further (but not farther) can mean 'more' or 'additional'. 
Let's hope there are no further problems. 

Elder and eldest mean the same as older and oldest. We use them mainly to 
talk about ages in a family. 

Have you got an older/elder brother? 
The oldest/eldest daughter married a pop singer. 

Elder and eldest go before the noun. 
(NOT 1\fy brtJth.er is elder than me.) 



204 The comparative and superlative of adverbs 

Latest and last mean different things. Latest means 'furthest ahead in time' 
or 'newest'. 

What's the latest time we can leave and still get there on time? 
This jacket is the latest fashion. 
(NOT This jacket is the last fa,shi<m,.) 

Last means 'previous' or 'final'. 
I had my hair cut last week. (= the week before this one) 
The last bus goes at midnight. (= the final bus of the day) 

Nearest and n(j!xt mean diffeqmt .things. Neare,st means the shortest 
. distance away. · . . ·

Where's the nearest phone box? (= closest, least far) 

Next means 'following in a series'. 
I'm having my hair, cut next week. (= the week after this one) 
We have to get out at the next stop. (= the stop after this one) 
There's a newsagent's in the next street. (= the street beside this one) 

204 The comparative and superlative of adverbs 

A Some adverbs have the same form as adjectives, e.g. hard, straight, early. 
> 192C. They have -erl-est in the comparative and superlative.

You'll have to work harder if you want to pass the exam.
Let's see who can shoot the straightest.
Tim got to work a few minutes earlier than usual. 

B There are a few irregular forms. 
I find these pills work best. They're really good. 
My tooth was aching worse than ever. 
How much farther/further is it? 

Adverb 

well 
badly 
far 

Comparative 

better 
worse 
farther I further 

C Adverbs with -ly have morel most. 

Superlative 

be.st 
worst 
farthest/ furthest > 203G

You'll have to draw the graph more accurately than that. 
The first speaker presented his case the most convincingly. 

But early is an exception. > A 

Adverbs not formed from adjectives (e.g. often) also have morel most. 
I wish we could meet more often. I hardly ever see you. 

But soon is an exception. 
If we all help, we'll get the job finished sooner. 
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D Some adverbs can be with or without -ly. > 192D 
I got the bike fairly cheap/cheaply. 

These adverbs have two different comparative and superlative forms. The 
forms with -er/ -est are more informal. 

You could get one cheaper/more cheaply secondhand. 
It's the newcomers who protest the loudest/the most loudly against new 
building here. 

205 More, most, less, least, fewer, and fewest 
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We can use these words to compare quantities. 

Plural 

more ( = a larger number) 
There are more cars in Los Angeles 
than people. 

most(= the largest number) 
Of all the countries in the world, 
Britain has the most ghosts. 

fewer/less (= a smaller number) 
I buy fewer/less CDs these days than 
I used to. 

fewest/ least (= the smallest number) 
We're bottom of the league. 
We've got the fewest/least points. 

TIP 

Uncountable 

more(= a larger amount) 
You've got more money than I have. 

most ( = the largest amount) 
Claire is always studying. She does 
the most work. 

less ( = a smaller amount) 
If you want to be healthy, you should 
eat less fat. 

least ( = the smallest amount) 
I'm the busiest person here. I have 
the least spare time. 

Use fewer or fewest with plural nouns, e.g. fewer accidents, the fewest cars. 
Some people think that less accidents and the least cars are incorrect, 
although they are commonly used. 



206 Patterns expressing a comparison 

206 Patterns expressing a comparison 

A Than: 

After a comparative we often use than with a phrase or clause. 
Glasgow is bigger than Edinburgh. 
Going out alone is more difficult for women than for men. 
The hotel was more expensive than I had expected. 
Flying is a lot quicker than going by train. 
There were a lot more people in town than usual. 

For than +. pronoun, > D. 

B Less and least 

Less and least are the opposites of more and most. 
The theory is kss complex/more_ simple than you might think. 
It's the least complex/the most simple explanation of the facts. 

We use less with both long and short adjectives. 
It's cheaper. It's less expensive. 
It's more expensive. It's less cheap. 

Here are some more examples with less and least. 
My back hurts less if I lie down. 
I see Vicky less often now that we don't work together. 
The subway is the least expensive way to get around New York. 

C As and so 

We use a positive statement with as . . .  as . . . to say that things are equal. 
Many motels are as comfortable as hotels. 
My sister is as iall as you. 

We can use as . . .  as . . . in idiomatic phrases like these. 
as hard as iron (= very hard) as light as a feather(= very light) 

In a negative statement we can use either as . . . as . . . or so . . . as . . . .

I don't drink as/so much coffee as you do. 
(= I drink less coffee than you do.) 
These new chairs aren't as/so comfortable as the old ones. 
(= They are less comfortable than the old ones.) 

We use as (not so) with the second part of the comparison. After as we can 
use a phrase or clause. 

The film isn't as good as the book. 
I'll do the job as quickly as (is) humanly possible. 
The profits weren't as great as we had hoped. 

NOTE 

a We can use the pattern as + adjective + al an + noun. > 196H 
This isn't as interesting an article as the last one I read . 
. (= This article isn't as interesting as the last one I read.) 
(BUT NOT Thi! i!n't an as intere3tirtg article as the last cme f read.) 
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We can also use this pattern with such. 
This isn't such an interesting article as the last one I read. 

b Note this use with numbers and measurements. 
The temperature is often as high as 40 degrees. 
(= The temperature is often 40 degrees, which is very high.) 

D Pronouns after as and than

A pronoun directly after as or than has the object form. 
Phil is very tall. I'm not as tall as him. 
The other team played better than us. 

But if there is a verb after the pronoun, then the pronoun has the 
subject form. 

Phil is very tall. I'm not as tall as he is. 
The other team played better than we did. 

NOTE 

You may hear a sentence like I'm not as tall as he with a subject pronoun at the end. This is 
formal and old-fashioned. It is more usual to say I'm not as tall as him/as he is. 

E Leaving out as or than 

We can leave out as or than and the following phrase or clause if the meaning 
is clear without it. 

I liked the old chairs. These new ones aren't as/so comfortable. 
The film is OK, but the book is much better. 
It's more difficult to find your way in the dark. 

F Patterns with the superlative 

After a superlative we often use a phrase of time or place, an of-phrase, or a 
relative clause. 

It's going to be the most exciting pop festival ever. 
Which is the oldest city in the world? 
The Trans-Siberian railway is the longest journey of all. 
It's the most marvellous film I've ever seen. 
Peter is the least aggressive person I know. 

We sometimes use a pattern with one of/ some of 
The elephant is one of the largest animals in the world. 
This area has some of the worst housing in the country. 

G Much bigger, easily the biggest, etc 
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We can use an adverb of degree before a comparative or before as. 
France is much bigger than Switzerland. 
Yes, I think I understand. I'm feeling a little less confused now. 
I'll need a lot more paper. 
The simulation is just as exciting as the real thing. 
I've got nowhere near as much time as I need for the job. 



207 Special pptterns with the comparative 

We can use even before a comparative. . .. . 
The. new stadium will be even bigger than the prestiht orie, which holds 
75,000 spectators. 

We can use easily and by far before a superlative. 
This is easily the nicest place in town. 
I'm using by far the most effective method. 

The stays ·nex't to· the 1�uperlatiie (e.g. the nicest). 
ii 

• _ ,

• .. • 4 
#, I • i I 

• , > 

For more examples of adverbs of degree modifying a comparative or 
superlative, > 196C. 

t .
.. ' • 

NOTE 

a For e.g. ever more confused,> 207A Note. 

b For e.g. twice as quick, ten times better, >196C Note. 
' I ./ � 

H Same, like, et<; 
) . .

I,.• 

We can also .make comgarisons with sarri,e, like, sin:iilar, and different. 
You look the same.as ever. 
I've got a computer like yours. 
The system here is similar to how we do it in Italy. 
Volleyball is quite different from basketball. 

207 Special patterns with the comparative 

A Comparatives with and 

We use this pattern with and to express a continuing change. 
The plant grew taller ·and taller. 
The problem is becoming worse and worse. 

·. • . I\

-
. 

. . 

'•• 

The air is getting more and more polluted. 
The roads are very congested. There's more and more traffic all the time. 

With more, we do not repeat the adjective. 
(NOT The t:tir

,.,

is getting mfJre pfJllttted and m6re p6llttted.) 

We can also use less. 
I was feeling less and less enthusiastic about the whole plan. 

NOTE 
The pattern ever + comparative also expresses a continuing change. 

The plant grew ever taller. The air is getting ever more polluted. 

B Comparatives with tt,e ... the .. . 

.. ' 

We use this pattern with the . . .  the . . . to say that a change in one thing is 
linked to a change in another . 

. The longer the journey (is), the more expensive the ticket (is). 
The further you travel, the more you pay. 
The older you get, the harder it becomes to find a job. 
The less care you take, the more mistakes you'll make. 

. .,. 
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208 Introduction 

A A preposition is a word like in, to, or for. It can also be more than one word: 
out of, in front of A preposition usually comes before a noun phrase. 

into the building at two o'clock without a coat 

Some prepositions can also come before an adverb. 
until tomorrow through there 

B A phrase like on my desk or at the office is called a prepositional phrase. 
A prepositional phrase often functions as an adverbial. > 189B 

Everything was quiet at the office. 

A prepositional phrase can sometimes come after a noun.> 143 
The panic at the office meant that I got home late. 

There are many idiomatic combinations where a particular preposition 
follows a verb, adjective, or noun. > 222-226 

wait for a bus afraid of the dark an interest in music 

C We can use certain prepositions before a gerund.> 114-117 
We succeeded in reaching an agreement. 

But an infinitive cannot be the object of a preposition. 
NOT i�'e sttcceedeti: in t<J reach an agreement. 

We cannot use a preposition before a that-clause. 
NOT i¥e're hoping fer thttt it stays fine. 

We use one of these patterns. 
We're hoping for fine weather. We're hoping (that) it stays fine. 

But we can use a preposition before a wh-clause. > 255 
I'd better make a list of what we need. 

D We can modify a preposition. 
almost at the end right in front of me 
all over the floor just off the motorway· 

halfway up the hill 
directly after your lesson 

E Some words can be either a preposition or an adverb. 
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Preposition: I waited for my friend outside the bank. 
We haven't seen Julia since last summer. 
There was no lift, so we had to walk up the stairs. 

Adverb: My friend went int.o the bank, and I waited outside. 
We saw Julia last summer, but we haven't seen her. since. 
There was no lift, so we had to walk up. 



209 Prepositions of place 

Some words can be either a preposition of time or a conjunction. > 238A 

Preposition: We must have everything ready before their arrival. 
Conjunction: We must have everything ready before they arrive. 

F In some patterns a preposition goes at the end of a clause. 

Wh-question: Who did you go to the party with?> 15D 
Infinitive clause: I've got a CD for you to listen to. > 98D 
Passive: War reporters sometimes get shot at. > 87D 
Relative clause: That's the shop I was telling you about. > 268D 

209 Prepositions of place 

A Basic meanings 

There are some people 
in/inside the cafe. The 
man is waiting outside 
the cafe. 

There's a 1V on the 
table. There's a photo 
on top of the Tv. There's 
a dog under(neath) the 
table. 

There's a picture over/ 
above the fireplace. 

She's going up the steps, 
and he's coming down 
the steps. 

The road goes through 
a tunnel. The car is 
going in/into the 
tunnel. The lofry is 
coming out of the 
tunnel. 

She's taking the food off 
the trolley and putting 
it on/onto the shelves. 
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The bus is at the bus 
stop. It is alongside 
the kerb. It is going 
from the city centre to 
the university. 

The bus·'is in front off 
ahead of the car. The 
lorry is behind.the car. 
The car is between the 
bus and the lorry. 

There are security 
guards among the 
crowds. They are 
present throughout 
the area. 
(= in all parts of the 
area) 

The lorry is going away 
from York and 
travelling towards Hull. 

The woman is walking 
along the pavement 
past the supermarket. 

They're running 
around/round the 
track. 

The man is sitting 
next to/by/beside the 
woman. Their table is 
close to/near the door. 

. 
I I 

The man is on the 
pavement opposite the 
bank. The bank is 
across the road. 

Your foot must stay 
within/inside the circle. 



209 Prepositions of place 

The man is leaning 
against the wall. 

The submarine is 500 
metres below/beneath 
the surface. 

Would they find the 
promised land beyond 
the mountains? 
( = on the other side of 
the mountains) 

NOTE 

We use of with some prepositions of place: ahead of, in front of, on top of, out of 
Outside of is also possible. 

You sho'uld have a life outside (of) work. 
You may also hear inside of, off of, or alongside of, especially in American English, but they 
are regarded as non-standard in British English. 
Americans sometimes use out without of 

I was looking out the window. 

B Position and movement 

Most prepositions of place can say where something is or where it is going. 
Position: There was a barrier across� tffe road. . 
Movement: A dog ran across the road in fron't of us. · · 

At usually expresses position, and to expresses movement: 
Position: Everyone was at the cafe. 
Movement: Everyone went to the cafe. 

As a general rule, in and on express position, and into and onto express 
movement. 

Position: 

Movement: 

We were sitting in the cafe. 
She stood on the balcony. 
We went into the cafe. 
She walked onto the balcony. 

But we also use in and on for movement, especially in informal English. 
We went in the cafe. 
Someone pushed me in the swimming-pool. 
Babies often throw things on the floor. 

After lay, place, and put we usually use in or on rather than into or onto. 
They laid the body on a blanket. 
A number of advertisements were placed in the newspapers.
I put a clean sheet on the bed.

• I 
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After sit we use in or on. 
Tom sat down in the armchair. We could go and sit on that seat. 

NOTE 

Compare these examples. 
We walked on the beach (for half an hour). 
We walked (from the car park) onto the beach. 

C Other meanings 

Prepositions of place can also have more abstract meanings. 
No one is above/beyond criticism. (= too good to be criticized) 
Our next game is against Arsenal. (The opposing team is Arsenal.) 
The band is among the most successful ever. ( = one of the most successful) 
The party is right behind its leader. (= supporting its leader) 
She's really into yoga and that kind of thing. ( = interested in yoga) 
I went to a lecture on Einstein. ( = about Einstein) 
We are working towards a common goal. (= working to bring closer) 

For more prepositions with abstract meanings, > 215. 
For prepositions of time, > 211. 

' 

Prepositions are often used in idiomatic combinations. 
Above all, we must keep our nerve. > 216 
The police are looking into the matter. > 222 

210 At, on, and in expressing place 

A We use at to give the position where something is. 
The car was waiting at the lights. There's someone at the door. 

Here we see the lights and the door as a point in space. Compare There's 
someone in the phone box(> C), where we see the phone box as all around 
the person. 

We use at with a building or institution when we mean the normal purpose 
the building is used for. 

My friends are at the theatre. (= watching a play) 

My sister is fifteen. She's still at school. ( = attending school) 

We use at for someone's home. 
I had a cup of coffee at Alice's (house/flat). 

We also use at with a social event. 
We met at Adam's party, didn't we? Jo spent the afternoon at the races. 

B On is two-dimensional. We use it for a surface. 
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Don't leave your glass on the floor. 
There were lots of pictures on the walls. 



210 At, on, and in expressing place

vye use on for posi · on on a line such as a river, road, or frontier.
-� Paris is cin the Seine. I �-- . •; t j • •,. I 

' r-.-
. 

' ' � ·.t' •• 

The house is right on the main road, so it's a bit noisy. 
For in Bond Street/ on Fifth Avenue, > E.

NOTE 

We use on to say that we are carxying something with us. 
I'm afraid I haven't got any money on/with me. 

C In is three-dimensional.
I had five pounds in my pocket. 
Who's that girl in the green dress? 
There were three people in the waiting room. 

Compare in and at with buildings.
It was cold in the library. (= inside the building)
We were at the library. (= using the library)

D In general we use in for a country or town.
Tom is in Canada at the moment. My sister works in Birmingham. 

With a small place we can use at or in. 
We used to live at/in a place called Menston. 

We can use at with a town or city if we see it as a point on a journey.
I had to change trains at Birmingham. 

We use on with a small island and in with a large island.
We spent a week on Corfu. The company has a factory in Ireland. 

E Compare the use of at, on, and in in these phrases.

at 

at 52 Grove Road 
at your house 
at the station 
at home/work/school 

at the seaside 

at the back/end/front of 
the queue 

on 

on 42nd Street (US) 
on the third floor 
on the platform 

on the page 
on the screen 
on the island 
on the beach/coast 
on the right/left 

on the back of an 
envelope 

in 
in Spain/ Bristol 
in Grove Road 

in the room/lesson 
in a book/newspaper 

in the photo/picture 
in the country 

in the middle 
in the distance 
in the back of the car 

in a queue/line/row 
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211 More details about prepositions of place 

A Above, over, below, and under 

Above and over have similar meanings. 
There was a clock above/over the entrance. 
My bedroom is above/over the kitchen, so I get all the cooking smells. 

When something covers an area, we prefer over. 
Thick black smoke hangs over the town. 

When the two things are in contact, we use over and not above. 
Someone had spread a sheet over the body. 

We also use over for movement to the other side. 
The horse jumped over the wall. 
Did the ball go over the goal line? 
Somehow we had to get over/across the river. 

We prefer over before a number. 
There are well over fifty thousand people in the stadium. 

But we use above for a measurement that we think of as vertical. 
Temperatures will rise above thirty degrees. 
The land here is only a couple of metres above sea level. 

Below is the opposite of above. 
The treasure was buried two metres below ground. 
Temperatures will fall below freezing. 

The opposite of over is under. 
Come under the umbrella, or you'll get wet. 
The town lies under a thick black cloud of smoke. 

We use under rather than below with ages and with sums of money. 
You have to be under 15 to buy a half-price ticket. 
The winner will collect just under £2 million. 

With most other kinds of measurement, either below or under is possible. 
The party's support has fallen to below/under 20 per cent. 

B Top and bottom 
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On top of is a preposition. 
There's a monument on top of the hill. 

We can also use top and bottom in patterns like these. 
When you get to the top of the hill, you turn left. 
Sign your name at the bottom of the page. 



211 More details about prepositions of place 

C Through, across, and along . ' 

through the gate across the road along the path 

When you go through, you go in at one end and out at the other. We talk 
about going through a gate, a tunnel, a forest, a hole, and so on. 

The water is pumped through pipes. 
The burglar got in through the window. 

When you go across, you go from one side to the other. We talk about going 
across a road, a river, a bridge, a frontier, and so on. 

You can get across the Channel by ferry. 

We use along when we follow something that goes in a line. We talk about 
going along a· path, a road, a coast, a corridor, and so on. 

We were walking along the line of the old Iron Curtain. 

Compare along and across in these examples. 
We cruised along the canal for a few miles. 
We walked across the canal by a footbridge. 

D To, towards, and up to 

We use to for a destination and towards for a direction. 
We're going to Oxford. We're going to look around the colleges. 
We're going towards Oxford. I think we're going the wrong way. 

Up to means moving to a position right in front of someone or something. 
A man came up to me in the street and asked for money. 
Lisa walked boldly up to the front door and rang the bell. 

It can also mean movement to a higher level. 
I filled the bottle up to the top. 

NOTE 

We also use up to to talk about a maximum number.

Up to thirty people are believed to have been killed in the explosion. 

I > 
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E Near, close, by, and next to 

Near, near to, and close to mean 'not far from'. 
Motherwell is near Glasgow. 
There's a taxi rank quite near (to) the hotel. 
You shouldn't put a heater close to curtains. 

Here close is pronounced/klaus/. 

Near (to) and close to have comparative and superlative forms. 
We were gradually getting nearer (to) our destination. 
I was sitting closest to the door. 

Nearby and close by mean 'not far away'. 
We don't serve dinner, but there is an excellent restaurant nearby I close by. 

By means 'at the side of' or 'very near'. 
We live right by the hospital. 
Come and sit by me. 

Next to means 'directly at the side of. 
The woman sitting next to me was smoking the whole time. 
There's a newsagent's next to the post office. 

NOTE 

Nowhere near means 'a long way from'. 
Birmingham is nowhere near Glasgow. 

F In front of, before, behind, after, and opposite 

When we are talking about position, we prefer in front of to before. 
There's a statue in front of the museum. 
Tina spends hours in front of the mirror. 

We prefer behind to after. 
The car behind us ran into the back of us. 

Before usually means 'earlier in time', and after means 'later in time'. But we 
also use before and after to talk about what order things come in. 

J comes before K 
K comes after]. 

Opposite means 'on the other side from'. Compare in front of and opposite. 
Simon was sitting in front of me in the cinema. 
Simon was sitting opposite me at lunch. 

G Between and among 
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We use between with a small number of things, especially with two things. 
The bungalow is between two houses. 
(= There is a house on both sides of the bungalow.) 
The ball went between the player's legs. 
It's an area of countryside between three quite large towns. 

For expressions such as a conflict between and a link between, > 226D. 



212 At, on, and in expressing time 

Among suggests a larger number. 
I thought I caught sight of someone among the trees. 

H (A)round and about 

Around or round means movement in a circle> 209A. We can also use it to 
mean 'in different directions' or 'in different places'. 

We just like driving around/round the country visiting different places. 
There were piles of old magazines lying around/round the flat. 

Americans use around rather than round. 

We can use about in the same way. 
Everyone was rushing around/about the place in a panic. 

212 At, on, and in expressing time 

A We use at with a particular time such as a clock time or a meal time. 
The performance starts at eight o'clock. 
I'll see you at breakfast. 
At that time there were no mobile phones. 
We're very busy at the moment. 

We also use at with short holiday periods. 
The family is always together at Christmas/at Thanksgiving. 
Are you doing anything at the weekend? (US: on the weekend) 

We also use at with ages. 
A sporting career can be over at thirty. 

B We use on with a day. 
The meeting is on Tuesday/on 7 August. 
I have to go to an interview on that day. 
Do they play football games on Christmas Day/on Easter Sunday? 

On can mean 'immediately after'. 
On his arrival, the President held a press conference. 

C We use in with longer periods. 

I'll have to make my mind up in the next few days. 
We'll have lots of time in the summer holidays. 
The term starts in September. 
The company was set up in 1997. 
In the 16th century only about 5 million people spoke English. 

We also use in with a part of a day. 
Why don't you come over in the afternoon? 
I always work better in the mornings. 
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But we use on if we say which day. 
Why don't you come over on Friday afternoon? 
The incident occurred on the evening of 12 May. 

NOTE 

We say in the night but at night without the. 
I heard a noise in the night. (= in the middle of the night) 
The windows are shut at night. (= when it is night) 

D We can use in to say how long something takes. 
Have you read 'Around the World in Eighty Days'? 
Lots of athletes can run a mile in four minutes. 

We can also use in for a time in the future measured from the present. 
We take our exams in three weeks. 
(= three weeks from now/in three weeks' time) 

Compare these exampies. 
You can walk there in half an hour. (It takes half an hour.) 
I'm going out in half an hour. (= half an hour from now) 

E Sometimes we can use an expression of time without a preposition. 
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I received the letter last Thursday. 
I'm starting a new course next year. 
We've got visitors this week. 
The same thing happens every time. 
You aren't going to Ue in bed all day, are you? 
Don't be late tomorrow morning. 
A week later I got a reply. 

We do not normally use at, on, or in with last, next, or this, with every or all, 
with yesterday or tomorrow, or with th� adverb later. 

In some contexts we can either use the preposition or leave it out. 
Something unusual happened (on) that day. 
Profits were £50 million, compared with £35 million (in) the previous year. 
They agreed to play the match (on) the following Sunday. 

In informal English, and especially in American English, we can sometimes 
leave out on before a day. 

I'll see you (on) Monday. 

NOTE 

a We can use other prepositions with last, every, etc. 
After this week, I'll need a holiday. I feel nervous during every flight. 

b We do not use a preposition with these days (= nowadays). 
It's all done by computers these days. 



213 For, since, and ago 

213 For, since, and ago 

A We use fo'r'with ·a p_eriod of time to say how long something continues. 
The kids play computer games for hours on end. 
I once stayed at that hotel for a week. 
I just want to sit down for five minutes. .• --, •.

We do not use for before a phrase with all. 
It rained all day. (NOT It rained fer ttll day.) 

And we do not usually use for before a phrase with whole. 
It rained the whole day. ; , ' :.. .": -' . ' · : � ·. · ·· 

This is more usual than It rained for the whole day. 

B We often use for and since with the perfect: 
... 

for ,, ·. since 

Rachel has worked for the company 
for five years now. 

We haven't been to the theatre 
for months. 

I've been waiting here for twenty 
minutes. 

' ., \ ,. . 

Rachel has_ worked for the company 
since 1999. 

-We haven't been to the theatre
since April.

I've been waiting here since twelve
o'clock.

We use for + length of time. We use since + time when. 
for two years for a week since 2003 since last week 
for four days for a few minutes · ·; - since Monday since half past two 

We can sometimes leave out for in 
informal English. 

We �ometimes also use since with 
✓ an event.

I've been waiting twenty minutes. 

NOTE 

For more examples with for and since, > 46D. 
We can also use since as a conjunction. > 238A 

I ;(a,ven't been anywhere #rice 
the concert. 

J t t r 

For the pattern It's months since we last went to the theatre, > 46E. 

C We_ use the adverb ago for something that happened in the past at a time
. 

r 

measured from the present. 
Rachel joined the company five years ago. (= five years before now) 
We last went to the theatre months ago. (= months before now) 
An hour ago !·was still in bed. (= an hour before now) 

Ago comes after the length of time (five years, months, an hour). 

When we look back from the past to an even earlier time, we usually use the 
adverb before. 

Rachel left the company last year. She'd joined them five years before. 
(= five years before last year) 

This is more usual than She'd joined them five years ago. 
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D Compare these examples referring to the past and the future. 

Looking into the past 

I've been here (for) ten minutes. 
I've been here since twenty to four. 
I arrived ten minutes ago. 

Looking into the future 

I'll stay (for) ten minutes. 
I'll stay until four o'clock. > 214C 
I'm leaving in ten minutes. 

214 More prepositions of time 

A Place and time 

Some prepositions of place can also be used as a preposition of time. 
I'll be with you between three and half past. 
It must have been close to ten when I finally got home. 
Lots of people work from nine o'clock to five. > D 
You can do the journey inside an hour. 
I had a stream of visitors throughout the day. 
Towards midnight people were starting to leave. 
We can park here up to six o'clock. > C

At, on, and in can also express either place (> 210) or time (> 212). 

B During and over 

Look at these examples. 
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Nobody does any work during the festival. 
The office will be closed during August. 

We use during with an event (the festival) or a specific period (August). 
It means the whole period. 

We cannot use during + length of time. 
The office will be closed for a month. (NOT during a manth) 
The festival went on for five days. (NOT during jive days) 

But we can use during with a specific period of time. 
No one does any work during the five days of the festival. 
I've been extremely busy during the last few weeks. 

We can also use during for a period in which a shorter action takes place. 
The e-mail arrived during the meeting. 
I have to make several trips abroad during the next few weeks. 

During is a preposition; while is a conjunction. 
My phone rang during lunch. 
My phone rang while I was having lunch. 



214 More prepositions of time 

We can also use over for a whole period of time.
Over/During the past year, 25,000 refugees hal{e_ientered the country.
Free meals will be served to the poor .over/during the Christmas period. 

NOTE 

a When something contiz?-ues for a complete period, we can also use throughout 
or all through. 

The population grew rapidly during/throughout the 19th century. 
The man at the end of the· table kept staring at me during/all through lunch. 

b The adverb over can mean 'finished'.
The meeting wq,s1 s<[on ·over.. t 9 '. t

:, 
. 

C Till/until.and by 

We use till/until to say when something comes to an end.
We sat there till/until the end of the show. 
I'll be working here till/until next April. 

Till is more informal than until. 

We can also use up to. 
I'll be working here up to next April. 

Not . . . till/until means that something happens Jater than expected.
We didn't get home till/until half past two in the morning 
On Sundays I sometimes don't get up till/until lunchtime. 
The new law will nr:,t come into. force until next year. 

By means 'not later than'.
I have to be at work by nine. (= at nine or earli�r)
They should have replied to my letter by now. (= now or earlier)
Debbie is going to pay me back by Friday. (= on Friday or earlier)

Compare the use of before. 
Debbie is going to pqy me back before Friday. ( 

= earlier than Friday)

NOTE 

a Till/ until does not express place.
We walked to �he bridge I as far as the bridge. (NOT tilbltmtil the bridge) 

b We can use till/until as a conjunction.
We walked on till/until we got to the bridge. 

We cannot use by on its own as a conjunction, but we can use by the time. 
It was raining by the time we got.to the bridge. 

D From . . .  to/till/until 

We use from for the time when something starts.
Tickets will be on sale from next Wednesday. 
From seven in the m(!rning there's constant traffic noise. 

We can use from ... to or from ... till/until for the times when something
starts and finishes. 

The cricket s.eason lasts from April to September. 
The road will be closed from Friday evening till/until Monday morning. 

Americans.use through, e.g. from Friday' through Monday. 
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E Before and after 

Look at these examples. 
I usually go jogging before breakfast. 
Everyone will need to study the proposals prior to our discussions. 
People felt nervous after the attack on the World Trade Center. 
Following a change of sponsor, the competition now has a new name. 

Prior to (formal) means 'before'. Following means 'after' or 'as a result of. 

215 Prepositions: other meanings 

A Prepositions can have meanings other than place or time. Here are some 
examples. 

We were arguing about politics. 
According to the opinion polls, the government is very popular. 
The resort was very crowded. And as for the accommodation, it was awful. 
We need some advice as to what we should do next. 
I'm reading a book by Thomas Keneally. 
Contrary to popular belief, prisons are not holiday camps. 
The couple want to stay together for the sake of the children. 
The product should be assembled in accordance with the instructions. 
Who's in charge of this department? 
Almost all the voters were in favour of independence. 
Profits have fallen ten per cent, in line with forecasts. 
The furniture has to be the right size in relation to the size of the room. 
Can I use a pencil instead of a pen? 
How effective are speed cameras in terms of road safety? 
On behalf of the company, I would like to express my thanks. 
No action has been taken regarding I with regard to my complaint. 
The book is better than the film. > 206A 
Brazil won the game thanks to a late goal from Ronalda. 
It's up to you what you do next. You decide. 
This train goes to Birmingham via Oxford. 

B For has a number of different meanings. Here are some of them. 
Could you do something for me, please? (= to help me) 
I've called in for a chat. (purpose, > 240C) 
She's a very clever child for her age. (= considering her age) 
Are people for the scheme or against it?(= in favour of/supporting) 

When for means 'in favour of, it is normally stressed. 

C With has these meanings. 
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I went to the concert with a friend. (We were together.) 
Matthew is the man with long hair. (He has long hair.) 
I cut the wood with an electric saw. (I used an electric saw. > D) 

. We all set to work with enthusiasm. (= enthusiastically) 
With people watching I felt embarrassed. 
(= Because people were watching, ... > 128B) 



215 Prepositions: other meanings 

Without is the opposite of with. 
Who's the man without any shoes on? 
We_ all set to work, but without enthusiasm. 

NOTE 

We can use with + noun to form an adverbial expressing manner or feeling. 
I listened to the discussion with interest. 

With certain nouns we use in. 
The losers sank to the ground in despair. 

For to in a comment adverbial such as to my horror,> 201C. 

D We use with and by to express means. We use with to talk about an 
instrument, something we use to help us do something. 

The thieves broke the door down with a hammer. 
Just stir this with a wooden spoon, could you? 

We can also use by means ofto explain how something is done. 
The site was made secure by means of a sophisticated alarm system. 

We use by before an ing-form. 
The thieves got in by breaking the door down. 
By stirring the mixture, you stop it sticking to the pan. 

In a passive sentence we use by before the agent. > 89A 
The door was broken down by the thieves/with a hammer. 
The motor is powered by electricity. 

NOTE 

Sometimes we can use either with or by. 
I paid with a credit card/by credit card. 

After by expressing means we do not use al an or the. 

E We use by+ noun for a means of transport. 
I usually prefer to travel by train. 

We do not use al an or the. 
(NOT { ttSttally !'refer tB trtwel by a tfflin.) 

Such phrases with by include: by aeroplane, by air, by bicycle, by bike, by boat, 
by bus, by car, by coach, by ferry, by hovercraft, by hydrofoil, by plane, by rail, 
by road, by sea, by ship, by taxi, by train, by tube, by underground. 

We do not normally use by to mean a specific bicycle, car, etc. 

I'll go on my bike. (NOT l'U gB by my bike.) 
We can use phrases like in the/my car, in a taxi, on the/our boat, on the bus/ 
coach/f erryltrain, etc. 

We say on foot and on horseback. 
I came here on foot. (= I walked here.) 

On foot is more usual than by foot. 

We can also use by for means of communication, e.g. by e-mail, by fax, 
by letter, by phone, by post, by radio. 

I sent the information by post. 
I spoke to Tim by phone I on the phone. 
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NOTE 

We can use other prepositions with bike, car, etc. These examples express movement. 
The passengers got into/out of the car/taxi. 
Emma got on/off her bike/the bus/the train. 
We went on board the ship. 

F Of has a number of different meanings. 
a tin of soup > 138A some of my friends > 168 
the end of the game > 133C our first sight of land > 257 

We can also use of in this pattern. 
• 

These souvenirs are of no value. (They have no value.) 
She's an actress of great ability. (She has great ability.) 

G We can use as to express a role or function. 
Maria has come along as our guide. (She is our guide.) 
I'm having to use the sofa as a bed. (It is a bed.) 

After as we normally use a determiner (e.g. our, a), but for a phrase like 
as Queen without the, > 159F. 

We use like to make a comparison. 
A hang-glider can soar through the air like a bird. 
I think Louise looks a bit like Kylie Minogue. 
Like everyone else, I have to pay my taxes. 

Compare as and like. 
He speaks as an expert. He is after all a professor. 
He talks like an expert, but really he knows very little. 

NOTE 

a We can use anything or nothing to modify like. 
Of course it isn't my coat. It's nothing like mine, is it? 

b Unlike is the opposite of like. 
It's unlike Sarah to be late. She's usually very punctual. 

H We use except (for), apart from, with the exception of, and but (for) to talk 
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about an exception. 
Everyone was there except (/or)lbut (/or)lapart from James, who was ill. 
Everyone was there with the exception of James. 
I hate fish. I can eat anything except/but fish. 
I swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth. 

Some prepositions have a similar meaning to a conjunction. 
I studied physics as well as chemistry. (= and I studied chemistry) 
The barbecue was cancelled due to the weather. 
( = because the weather was bad) 

Such prepositions include the following: 
as well as, besides, in addition to, along with, together with > 233D 
in spite of, despite > 235D 
as a result of> 236B 
because of, due to, owing to, in view of, on account of, considering > 239C 



i,lan9ua9C! 
216 Idiomatic phrases with prepositions 

216 Idiomatic phrases with p"repositions 

A There are many idiomatic phrases beginning with a preposition. Most of 
them are without a/an or the. Here are some examples. 

Above all we don't want any accidents. 
At first I couldn't see a thing, but then my eyes adjusted to the dark. 
I've managed to finish this crossword at last. 
Of course I know you. I recognized you at once. 
I'd like to buy this picture if it's for sale. 
Try to see it from my point of view. 
You have to pay half the cost of the holiday in advance. 
Yes, I am thinking of leaving. In fact I've resigned. 
Df course you can't trust the weather in Britain. 
I drive about ten thousand miles a year on average. 
I'll be on holulay next week. 
I heard the news either on television or on the radio. 
There are so many different computers on the market. 
There were one or two problems, but on the whole things went smoothly. 
I've been out of work, but I'm starting a new job soon. 
The government is under pressure to do something about the problem. 

B In time (for/to) means 'early enough', but on time means 'punctual(ly)'. 
Oh, good. You're back in time for tea. 
The train left on time at 11.23. 

Note also in good time and just in time. 
We got back in good time for tea. (= with plenty of time to spare) 
We got back just fn time for tea. (= with little time to spare) 

C In the beginning mea�s 'at first', and at the begi,nning of+ noun phrase refers 
to the time when something starts: 

In the beginning I At first the company struggled to survive, but now it is 
very successful. 
The students return to Oxford at the beginning of the academic year. 

In the end means 'finally', and at the end of+ noun phrase refers to the time 
when something finishes. 

There were arguments, but in the end I finally we managed to reach an 
agreement. 
Most students have jobs to go to at the end of the course. 

D In the way means 'blocking the way', and o'n the way means 'on a journey'. 
Don't leave your bike there. It'll be in the way. 
It's a long journey. We can stop for a meal on the way. 
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217 Verbs with adverbs and prepositions ➔ Audio

A Verb+ adverb 

A verb+ adverb is called a 'phrasal verb'. 
Come in and sit down. 
What time did you get up? 
You'd better take off your shoes. 
I threw away my old briefcase. 

The adverbs (e.g. in, down, up) are sometimes called 'adverb particles'. They 
combine with verbs to form phrasal verbs (e.g. come in, take off). 

B Verb+ preposition 

A verb+ preposition is called a 'prepositional verb'. 
I was looking at the photo. 
,We didn't go into all the details. 
·What did you think of the film?

J' 

Prepositions (e.g. at, into, of) combine with verbs to form prepositional verbs 
(e.g. look at, go into, think of). The preposition has an object (e.g. the photo, 
all the details, the film). For more examples of prepositional verbs, > 222. 

NOTE 

Not everyone agrees about what to call these verbs. Sometimes 'phrasal verb' is used to 
mean both verb + adverb and verb + preposition. It is of course more important to use the 
words correctly than to worry about what to call them. But remember that there are 
differences between the use of adverbs and the use of prepositions. > 219 

218 The grammar of phrasal verbs 

A Word order 
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Some phrasal verbs are intransitive, but others have an object. 
Intransitive: Suddenly the lights went out. 

A chair had fallen over. 
Transitive: Someone turned out the lights. 

Someone had knocked over a chair. 

When a phrasal verb has an object, the adverb can usually go either before or 
after the object. 

Before the object: 

After the object: 

I threw away my old briefcase. 
We woke up the neighbours. 
I threw my old briefcase away. 
We woke the neighbours up. 



219 Differences between phrasal and prepositional verbs 

When the object is a pronoun, the adverb goes after it. 
My old briefcase was fal!ing to pieces, so I threw it al!)ay. 
The neighbours weren't very pleased. We woke them up. 
Paul borrowed some money from Sarah and never paid her back. 

When the object is ·a long· phrase, the adverb usually goes before it. · 
I threw away tha,t rather battered old .briefcase. 
We woke up just about everyone in the street. 
Paul never paid back all that money he borrowed. 

B Adverb in front position 

To give the adverb extra emphasis, we can sbmetimes put it in front position, 
especially when it expresses movement. 

The door opened, and out ran the children. 
Five minutes later, along came another bus. 

There is usually inversion of subject and verb: in the first example ran comes 
before the children. But when the subject is a pronoun, there is no inversion. 

The door opened, and out they ran. 

C Nouns formed from phrasal verbs 

Some verb + adverb combinations can be used as a noun. 
a walkout by key workers information on the handout 
a hold-up.,.at _the bank a take-away meal 
a takeover bid for the company a stand-in for the leading actor 
an hour before take-off a car breakdown 

The stress is usually on the first syllable: 'take-off 

NOTE 

a Some nouns have the·adverb before the verb. 
an outbreak of rioting the amused onlookers 

b We can also sometimes use a passive participle + adverb before a noun. 
a rolled-up newspaper a broken-down car 

219 Differences between phrasal and 
prepositional verbs 

A Adverbs and prepositions 

A phrasal verb is a verb+ adverb, e.g. give away> 218. Adverbs include away, 
back, and out. 

A prepositional verb is a verb + preposition, e.g. pay for > 222. Prepositions 
include at, for, from, into, of, and with. 

Some words can be either an adverb or a preposition. They include about, 
along, around, down, in, off, on, over, round, through, and up. 

When I heard the voice, I looked round. (adverb) 
We were looking round the museum. (preposition) 
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B Word order with an object 

Look at the difference between the possible word orders with the adverb 
away and the preposition for. 

Phrasal verb 

Lisa gave away her jewellery. 
Lisa gave her jewellery away. 

The adverb can go before or after 
the object. 

A pronoun always goes before the 
adverb. 

She gave it away. 

C Stress 

With a phrasal verb, the stress 
usually falls on the adverb, 
especially when it comes at 
the end of a clause. ➔ Audio

Lisa gave her jewellery a' way. 
Let's go. Come 'on. 

D The passive 

Prepositional verb 

Lisa paid for the meal. 
(NOT Lis-a ptlid the mMl fer.) 

The preposition goes before its 
object. 

A pronoun goes after the 
preposition. 

She paid for it. 

But the preposition comes at the 
end in some patterns. > 208F 

What did Lisa pay for? 

With a prepositional verb, the stress 
usually falls on the verb and not the 
preposition. ➔ Audio

Lisa 'paid for the meal. 
It de'pends on the weather. 

Many phrasal and prepositional verbs can be passive. 
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Phrasal verb 

The alarm has been switched off. 
The building was pulled down 
last year. 

We usually stress the adverb: 
pulled 'down. 

Prepositional verb 

The matter will be dealt with. 
The children are being looked 
after by a neighbour. 

We do not usually stress the 
preposition: 'looked after. 



220 Phrasal verb meanings 

E Word order with adverbials 

Phrasal verb Prepositional verb 

An adverbial usually goes after the 
phrasal verb. 

An adverbial can often go between 
the verb and preposition. 

The plane took off on time. 
The candidate stood up 
nervously. 

It does not go between the verb and 
its adverb. 

I can't concentrate properly on 
my work. 
I looked carefully at the photo. 

It does not go between the 
preposition and its object. 

NOT Ile st66d ,ier't1mxsly t:tp. NOT I ltJBked at earefttlly the ph6t6. 

F Verb + clause 

A phrasal verb can sometimes be followed by a gerund clause, a wh-clause, 
or a that-clause. 

I've given up skiing. 
Read through what you've written. 
We found out (that) the story was untrue. 

A prepositional verb can sometimes be followed by a gerund clause or 
a wh-clause. 

I don't believe in paying taxes. > 115 
The answer you get depends on who you ask. > 255 

We cannot use a that-clause after a prepositional verb. 
NOT .r d6n't belie't1e in fflllt } sh6t:tld ptty taxes. 

220 Phrasal verb mean·ings 

A Some phrasal verbs are easy to understand if you know the meaning of 
each word. 

You'll have to turn round here and go back. 
The m_an stopped and put down his suitcase. 

These verbs express movement. 

But often the phrasal verb has an idiomatic meaning. 
I've gi,ven up smoking. ( = stopped) 
The idea has caught on in a big way. (= become popular) 

B Sometimes there is a one-word verb with the same meaning as the phrasal 
· verb. The phrasal verb is usually more informal.

Are you going to carry on/continue your studies? 
Experts are trying to find out/discover the cause of the accident. 
We must fix up/arrange a meeting. 
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The problem won't just go away/disappear. 
You have failed to keep up/maintain your monthly payments. 
You've left out/omitted two names from the list. 
I'd like to put off/postpone a decision as long as possible. 
They've put up/raised prices by 20 per cent. 
I got someone to take away/remove all the rubbish. 

C Some verbs combine with a number of different adverbs. 
The child took two steps and fell down. 
Enthusiasm for the sport has fallen off (= become less) 
Simon and Chloe have fallen out. ( = quarrelled) 
I'm afraid the deal fell through. (= didn't happen) 

And the most common adverbs can combine with many different verbs. 
The cat got up a tree and couldn't climb down. 
These trousers are so tight I can't bend down. 
A pedestrian was knocked down by a car. 
Interest rates may come down soon. 

D A phrasal verb can have more than one meaning. 
There was a parked car blocking the lane, and we couldn't get ·by. (= pass it) 
Tom has very little income, but he gets by. (= manages to live) 

E We can use an adverb with the verb be. 
We'll be away on holiday next week. (= in another place) 
Will you be in tomorrow?(= at home/work) 
Long skirts are in at the moment. (= in fashion) 
The barbecue is off because of the weather. (= not taking place) 
Is there anything on at the cinema?(= showing, happening) 
I rang but you were out. (= not at home/work) 
The party's over. It's time to go. (= at an end) 
What's up?(= What's the matter?/What's happening?) 

221 Some common adverbs 1n phrasal verbs 
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TIP 
Many phrasal verbs have idiomatic meanings, but the verbs do not 
necessarily have to be learned separately. For example, if you learn that 
calling someone back means returning a phone call, then you can guess 
that phone back and ring back mean the same thing. It may help to make 
lists of phrasal verbs that you come across. Where possible, try to group 
them according to the meaning of the adverb. 



221 Some common adverbs in phrasal verbs 

Here are some adverbs often used in pqra�al ver�s_ ... 

down = to the ground 
knocked down/pulled down the old hospital, burn down, cut down a tree 

down = on paper 
write down the number, copy down, note dow�, take down 

down= becoming less 
turn down the volume, slow down, a fire dying down 

down = stopping completely 
a car that broke down, a factory closing down 

off= away
! • 

set off on a journey, a plane taking off, see someone off at the airport, 
take a day off, sell goods off cheaply 

off= disconnected 
turn off/switch off the television, cut off the electricity, ring off 

off= succeeding 
the plan didn't come off, we managed to pull it off 

on= wearing 
had a jumper on, pui my shoes on, trying a coat on 

on = connected 
turn on/switch on the light, leave the radio on 

on = continuing 
carry on/go on a bit longer, keep on doing something, work on late, 
hang on I hold on(= wait) 

out = away, disappearing 
put out a fire, blow �ut a candle, wipe'out all the data, cross out the word 

out = completely, to an end 
clean out a cupboard, fill out a form, work out the answer, write out 
in full, wear out the motor, sort out the mess, it turned out OK in the end 

out = to different people 
give out/hand out copies of the worksheet, .share out the food between us 

out= aloud 
read out all the names, shout out, cry-out, speak out(= say sth publicly) 

out = clearly seen - - . - ---

can't make out the words, point out r;i mistake, pick out the best 
over= from start to finish 

read over/check over what I've written, think (!Ver I talk over a problem, 
go over the details 

up = growing, increasing 
step up production, turn up the volume, blow up I pump up a tyre 

up = completely 
eat/drink it aft- up, use up all the paper, clear up/tidy up the mess, 
pack up my th�ngs, lock up before leaving, cut up into pieces, sum up 
(= summarize} 
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222 Prepositional verbs 

A A prepositional verb is a verb + preposition. 
I don't believe in eating meat. 
Who does this bag belong to? 
I can't concentrate on this book. 
The fla,t consists of four rooms. 
The fare depends on when you travel. 
I was listening to the weather forecast. 
An idea has just occurred to me. 
What does this number refer to? 
We'll have to wait for a taxi. 

Which preposition goes after the verb is mainly a matter of idiom. 

NOTE 

For more examples with verb+ preposition+ gerund (e.g. believe in eating), > 115A. 

B Some verbs can take a number of different prepositions. Each combination 
has a different meaning. Here are some examples with look. 

I had to ·stay at home and look after my little brother. 
Come and look at the view. 
Can you help me look for my mobile? 
The police are looking into the incident. 
People look on this neighbourhood as very desirable. 
We spent a couple of hours looking round the shops. 

Here are some other verbs which combine with different prepositions. 
The doctor will be calling on a number of patients. (= visiting) 
I'll call for you at about seven. 
(I'll come to your home so that we can go somewhere together.) 
The United Nations has called for a cease-fire. (= demanded) 
I don't care about the exam. (I am not worried about or interested in it.) 
My parents don't care for modern art. (They don't like it.) 
Someone has to care for the sick. (= look after) 
I will deal with the matter immediately. (= do something about) 
The company deals in commercial properties. (= buys and sells) 
People are dying of hunger. (They are dying because they are hungry.) 
I was dying for some fresh air. (= wanting very much) 

Compare these two examples. 
Poor management resulted in huge losses. 
The huge losses resulted from poor management. 

C We can use about after many different verbs expressing speech or thought. 
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We were talking about renting a fla,t. 
Our neighbours complained about the noise. 
We'll have to decide about our holiday. 

Compare ask about and ask for. 



222 Prepositional verbs 

We asked about cheap tickets. ('Please tell us about cheap tickets.') 
We asked for cheap tickets. ('Please give us cheap tickets.') 

For more about patterns with ask, > 264D. 

We can sometimes use a/meaning 'about', but it is rather formal. 
The Prime Minister spoke of/about his vision of the country's future. 

With some verbs, about· and of have different meanings. 
I was thinking about my work. (= turning over in my mind) 
I couldn't think of the man's name. (It wouldn't come into my mind.) 
What did you think of the hotel? (What was your opinion?) 
We're thinking of/about starting our own business. (= deciding about) 
I heard about your recent success. (Someone told me about it.) 
I've never heard of Bagley. Where is it? (The name is unfamiliar to me.) 
Last night I dreamed about something that happened years ago. 
( =::= imagined in my sleep) 
I used to dream about/of making a number one hit. 
(= think how much I would like) 
I wouldn't dream of criticizing you. (It wouldn't enter my mind.) 

D We usually use to before the person our words are directed at. 
We were talking to/with our friends. 
They complained to their neighbours about the noise. 

But we say laugh at, smile at, and argue with. 
Everyone laughed at the clown. Are you arguing with me? 

Shout at can suggest anger. 
The farmer shouted at us to keep out. 
Matthew shouted to his friends across the street. 

We communicate with someone. 
The government even made it an offence to communicate with foreigners. 

But we communicate something to someone. > 223C 

When we use the telephone, we ring, (tele)phone, or call a person. 
We do not use to. 

I had to phone my boss. 

E Some verbs have a similar meaning to a prepositional verb, but they take a 
direct object and not a preposition. 

The troops have entered the city. (NOT The troaps haJJe entered i,iro the city.) 
We were discussing politics. (NOT Vle were discttSSitig ab6f:tt politics.) 
We reached our destination. (NOT Yle reae,'1etl re ottr destintition.) 

Such verbs include: acco,mpany, answer(> Note), approach, control, demand, 
desire, discuss, enter(> Note), expect, influence, lack, marry, obey, reach, 
remember, request, resemble, seek, suit. 

The equivalent noun talces a preposition. 
their entry into the city a discussion about politics 
.our demand for justice 
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Some verbs can take either a direct object or a preposition, depending on the 
meaning. 

I paid the taxi-driver I paid the bill. 
I paid for the taxi I paid for the meal. 
The police searched the whole house. 
They were searching for drugs I looking for drugs. 
The committee approved the plans. (= accepted, allowed) 
I don't approve of cruelty to animals. (I don't think it is right.) 
The train leaves Exeter at ten fifteen. (= goes from Exeter) 
The train leaves for Exeter at ten fifteen. (= leaves on its journey to Exeter) 

--

NOTE 

a We use answer to and enter into only with special meanings. 
Don't forget the company has to answer to its shareholders. (= explain its actions to) 
The two sides have entered into negotiations. (= begun) 

b Meet and visit often take a direct object, but you may hear meet with and visit with, 
especially in American English. 

223 Verb + object + preposition 

A Some prepositional verbs have an object between the verb and preposition. 

Verb Object Preposition 

We have to translate the article into 
You can insure your belongings against 
The company spends a lot of money on 

In the passive, the preposition comes directly after the verb. 
The article has to be translated into English. 
Your belongings can be insured against theft. 
A lot of money i� spent on advertising. 

English. 
theft 
advertising. 

Here-are some more examples of this type of prepositional verb. 
-Ju-st compare these figures with those for last year.
I'd like to congratulate you on your success.
The press criticized the government for doing nothing.
Most people prefer the new system to the old one.
The old cinema has been turned into a night club.
Did you thank Daniel for helping us?

NOTE 

For more examples with verb + object + preposition + gerund 
(e.g. thank Daniel for helping),> 115B. 

B Compare these pairs of sentences. 
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You can't blame the government for everything. 
You can't blame everything on the government. 
The artist presented the President with a portrait of the White House. 



224 Verb + adverb + preposition 

The artist presented a portrait of the White House to the President. 
The company provules its customers with a first-class service. 
The company provules a first-class service to/for its customers. 

C We can use about after tell/ask+ object.
Has anyone told you about the new timetable? 

' I 

I've been asking people about their plans for next year. 
We can also ask someone for something. 

We asked our friends for some help. 
This means that we asked them to giye us some help. 

After inform and warn we can use about or of 
We will inform customers about/of any changes to the arrangements. 
I should warn you about/of the difficulties you may face. 

When warning someone not to do something, we can use against. 
My friends warned me against deciding in a hurry. 

After communicate, describe, explain, and write, we use to before the person
receiving-the message . .-, 

Paul was eager to communicate the news to his neighbours. 
Can you describe the man to me?\ 
I explained our problem to the tour guide. 
Lots of people write letters to the Queen. 

For more details about this pattern with communicate, describe, etc, > 6F.

D Sometimes the verb + object + pr�positioµ h�s an idiomatic meaning. 
, • .I \ ' • 

It's the nurse's job to take care of the patients. (= look after)
We ought to make_ the most of thi5: lovely weather. 
( = get the maximum benefit from) 
The speaker took no notice of the. interruption. (= ignored)
Perhaps I should put my faith in al�ernatipe medicine. (= fully believe in)

Sometimes the verb and prepositional phrase have an idiomatic meaning. 
We have to take a number of factors into consuleration. (= consider)
The latest crisis has thrown everyone into a panic. ( = made everyone
panic) 
The constant noise drives me to distraction. (= makes me very annoyed)
He has been put out of actiqn by a back injury. (= stopped from working)

, 

224 Verb + adverb + preposition 

A A verb can have both an adverb and a preposition after it. 

Verb Adverb Preposition 

My sister fell down on the ice. 
The room looked out over farmland. 
The astronomer gazed up at the stars. 
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• 

Combinations like these are called 'phrasal-prepositional verbs'. 

Sometimes the meaning is idiomatic. Here are some examples. 
The others left half an hour ago. I'll never catch up with them now. 
( = go faster and reach) 
I'm trying to cut down on my calorie intake. (= reduce) 
You've got to face up to the situation. (= not avoid) 
I don't have that information right now. Can I get back to you? 
(= answer at a later time) 
I'll get round to filling that form in some time. (= find time) 
My cousin has decided to go in for teaching. (= begin a career) 
Are you looking forward to your holiday? 
(= thinking with pleasure about a future event) 
Why should we have to put up with poor service?(= tolerate) 

B There can be an object between the verb and adverb. 

Verb Object Adverb Preposition 

Are we going to let anyone else in on the secret? 
Laura has taken us up on our invitation. 
Each enquiry brought the police up against a blank wall. 

225 Adjective + preposition 

A Some adjectives can be followed by a preposition. 
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The place was crowded with tourists. 
The town is famous for its huge market. 
The man was found guilty of burglary. 
You'll be late for work. 
We're ready for action. 
We're rather short of time. 
The job is similar to the one I did before. 
That kind of remark is typical of a man. 

Many of these adjectives express feelings. 
afraid of the dark confident of victory crazy about country music 
eager for news fed up with housework fond of seafood 
impressed by/with your performance interested in ballet 
jealous of other people's success keen on fishing 
pleased with/about my exam results proud of her achievements 
satisfied with my score surprised at/by what happened 
thrilled at/by the prospect tired of walking 
worried about/by this setback 

NOTE 

For adjective + preposition + gerund, > 116. 



225 Adjective + preposition 

B Some adjectives can take different prepositions, depending on the meaning. 

We are angry with someone about something. 
The tourists were angry �about the mix-up over tickets. 
Why are you angry with me? It's not my fault. 

We are anxious about a problem. 
Everyone was anxious about terrorist attacks. 

Anxious for means 'wanting'. 
The whole family were anxious for news about the missing boy. 

We are concerned about or concerned at a problem. 
The government is concerned about/at the rise in crime. 

Concerned for means 'wanting'. 
We are concerned for the child's welfare. 

Concerned with means 'about' or 'involved in'. 
My research is concerned with social trends. 

We can be sorry about something or sorry for doing something. 
I've kept you waiting. Sorry about that. 
I'm sorry for keeping/to keep you waiting. 

We also feel sorry for people. 
I feel sorry for Kate living in that awful place. 

C We us'e good at; bad at; etc to talk about ability. 
Mike is good at skating. (He can skate well.) 
I was always bad at any kind of sport. (I couldn't do sport very well.) 
You're brilliant at maths, you know. (brilliant= very good) 
They say the English are hopeless at learning foreign languages. 
(hopeless = very bad) 

We use at with an activity and with to talk about other things. 
I'm no good at budgeting. 
I'm no good with money. 

We use good for and bad for to say if something benefits you or not. 
Regular exercise is good for you. 
Eating too much fatty food is bad for anyone. 

To say how we behave towards someone, we can use good to, rude to, etc. 
Thank you. You've been very good to me/kind to me. 
I thought you were a bit rude to your teacher. 
The waiter was barely polite to us. 

:.; . 

i,lan9ua9a 
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226 Noun + preposition 

A Some nouns can combine with a preposition. 
I think there's a good chance of fine weather. 
Here's an example of what I mean. 
This is the key to the whole problem. 
My main problem is a lack of money. 
What's the reason for this sudden change of mind? 
There's plenty of room for all our luggage. 
They put a tax on tobacco. 
I'm having trouble with the computer. 
I've found a way oftmethod of getting round the problem. 

Some nouns can take different prepositions. 
I was listening to a discussion oftaboutlon the political situation. 
The Beatles had a great influence on/over their generation. 
The staff have a rather aggressive attitude to/towards customers. 

B Look at these examples. 
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Verb/ Adjective + preposition 

I used to be afraid of flying. 
He's interested in art. 
We were invited to the party. 
No one objected to the idea. 
It protects you from/against 
the wind. 
I'm researching into GM food. 

Noun + preposition 

I conquered my fear of flying. 
He talked about his interest in art. 
We had an invitation to the party. 
There was no objection to the idea. 
It gives protection from/against 
the wind. 
I'm doing research into GM food. 

Here we use the same preposition after the noun as we do after a related verb 
or adjective. 

Now compare these examples. 

Adjective + preposition 

The athlete was proud of his 
performance. 
You're very fond of chocolate, 
aren't you? 

Noun + preposition 

His pride in his performance 
was obvious. 
We've noticed your fondness 
for chocolate. 

Here we use a different preposition after the noun. 

Sometimes the verb has a direct object, but the noun takes a preposition. 

Verb 

I can't answer the question. 
They attacked the government. 

I've damaged my car. 

Noun + preposition 

What's the answer to the question? 
Their attack on the government 
made headlines. 
There's some damage to my car. 



226 Noun + preposition 

Verb 

The opposition parties demanded 
an inquiry. 
We should respect our environment. 

Noun+ preposition 

Their demands for an inquiry 
were ignored. 
We should have respect for our 
environment. 

C A number of nouns to do with needs and desires are followed by for. 
There is a great need for low-cost housing. 
World leaders expressed their desire for a lasting peace. 

Such nouns include: appetite, application, demand, desire, need, preference, 
request, taste, wish. 

D Compare the use of with and between in these examples. 
Police say there is a link with/connection with another murder. 
Police say there is a link between/connection between the two murders. 

The psychiatrist's relationship with the patient is very important. 
The relationship between the psychiatrist and the patient is very 
important. 

There is a sharp contrast with the other side of town. 
There is a sharp contrast between the two sides of town. 

Note also these combinations. 
What's the difference between American football and soccer? 
This treatment is an alternative to conventional medicine. 
The material can be used as a substitute for wood. 

Compare the use of in and of in these examples. 
There has been a rise of 20 points in the Financial Times Share Index. 
Figures show a reduction of three per cent in the price of raw materials. 
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227 Types of clause 

Here is a paragraph from a book of strange but true stories. 

ATTEMPTED SUICIDE 

A New York painter decided to end it all by throwing himself off the Empire 
State Building. He took the lift up to the 86th floor, found a convenient 
window and jumped. A gust of wind caught him as he fell and blew him into 
the studios of NBC Television on the 83rd floor. There was a live show going 
out, so the interviewer decided to ask the would-be suicide a few questions. 
He admitted that he'd changed his mind as soon as he'd jumped. 

(from J. Reid It Can't Be True!) 

A Main clauses 
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A main clause is one that could stand alone as a sentence. 
He took the lift up to the 86th floor. A gust of wind caught him. 

For the structure of a main clause, > 4. 

We can use and, or, but, and so to join two or more main clauses. 
He took the lift up to the 86th floor, and he jumped. 
He could go through with it, or he could go back down again 
He jumped from the 86th floor, but he survived. 
It was a live show, so the host invited him on. 

Two main clauses linked together like this are called 'co-ordinate clauses'. 

When the subject of the two clauses is the same� 'we can often leave it out, 
especially after and and or. 

He took the lift up to the 86th floor and (he) jumped. 
We can also leave out the auxiliary verb to avoid repeating it. 

He could go through with it or (he could) go back down again. 

We can link more than two clauses. Usually an(i, comes only before the last 
one. 

He took the lift . . .  , found a convenient window and jumped. 

NOTE 

We can begin a sentence with and, or, but, or so to link to the previous sentence. 
A gust of wind caught him as he fell and blew him into the studios of NBC Television on 
the 83rd floor. And it happened tha,t there was a live show going out at the time. 

At one time some people believed that it was incorrect to begin a sentence with and, or, but, 
or so. This attitude is now less common, and you will often see such sentences. 



228 What comes after the verb? 

B Sub-clauses 

A sub-clause cannot stand alone as a complete sentence . 
.A gust of wind caught him as he fell. 
He admitted that he'd changed his mind. 

Here as he fell and that he'd changed his mind are 'subordinate clauses' or 
sub-clauses. In a sub-clause we often use a linking-word like as, that, when, 
if, or because. And sometimes we use a relative pronoun such as who or 
which. > 266. 

A man who jumped off the Empire State Building was miraculously saved. 

The word order in a sub-clause is the same as in a main clause. 
He admitted that he'd changed his mind. 
(NOT He ttdmitteti thttt he his mind h-ad chttnged.) 

NOTE 

When we leave out that, the sub-clause has the same form as a main clause. 
He admitted he'd changed his mind. 

The clause is a sub-clause and not a main clause because it is the object of admitted and 
does not stand alone. 

C Finite and non-finite clauses 

A non-finite c;lause has an infinitive, a gerund, or a participle. 
The interviewer decided to ask him a few questions. 
He regrets now having jumped. 
Finding a convenient window, he threw himself out of it. 

These non-finite verb forms often have no subject, but they can sometimes 
have one. 

The show having ended, the man left the studio. 
Some patterns with participles (Finding ... , The show having ended, ... ) can . 
be formal or literary in style. > 127-128 

Compare the verbs in these finite clauses. 
The interviewer decided that he would ask him a few questions. 
He regrets now that he jumped. 
When he found a convenient window, he threw himself out of it. 

A finite clause can be a main clause or a sub-clause. A finite verb has a 
subject, e.g. (he found, he threw), although it is sometimes left out after 
a'nd and or. > A 

228 What comes after the verb? 

When we add a sub-clause to a main clause, the type of sub-clause we can 
use often depends on the verb in the main clause. For example, after the verb 
accept we can use a that-clause but not a to-infinitive. 

The company accepted that they would pay damages. 
(NOT The COfflflttny ttccepteti t<J ptty tlttmttges.) 
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But with agree we can use either a that-clause or a to-infinitive. 
The company agreed that they would pay damages. 
The company agreed to pay damages. 

Here are some possible patterns that come after a verb. 

Pattern after a verb 

That-clause> 253A 

Object+ that-clause> 253B 

Wh-clause > 253A 

Object+ wh-clause > 253B 

Question word+ to-infinitive> 108 

Object + question word + 
to-infinitive > 108B 

To-infinitive > 101 

Object+ to-infinitive > 105 

For+ object + to-infinitive > 109 

Object + infinitive without to > 1 l0C 

Gerund> 101 

Object + gerund > l 13E 

Preposition+ gerund> 115A 

Object + preposition + gerund > 115B 

Example 

I know (that) you're busy. 

He promised me (that) he would 
be here. 

I wonder what's happened. 

Remind me what the password is. 

Have you decided where to go? 

No one has ever taught me how to 
cook properly. 

We're aiming to be back by five. 

We persuaded Sarah to come with us. 

I've arranged for my mail to be 
sent on. 

This show always makes me laugh. 

I suggested waiting a bit longer. 

They've stopped us using the pool. 

I used to dream of going on the stage. 

I must warn you against wearing 
expensive jewellery. 

Here are some details of verbs and the patterns that come after them. With 
some verbs there is more than one possibility. The most common uses are 
shown here, but for more details, see the sections referred to above. 

Verb 

accept 
accuse 
admit 
·advise

agree 
aim 
allow 
apologize 
arrange 

assume 
avoid 

Common patterns with a sub-clause 

accept (that) something is so 
accuse someone of doing something 
admit (that) you did something, admit doing something 
advise someone to do something, advise (someone) what to do, 
advise (someone) against doing something 
agree (that) something is so, agree to do something 
aim to do something 
allow someone to do something 
apologize (to someone) for doing something 
arrange that something will happen, arrange to do something, 
arrange for someone to do something 
assume _(that) something is so 
avoid doing something 



Verb 

believe 
cause 
choose 
consider 

decide 

demand 

deny 

doubt 
dream 

expect 

explain 
force 
help 
hope 
insist 
intend 
invite 
involve 
know 
learn 
let 
like 

make 
mind 

need 
object 

offer 
permit 
persuade 
predict 
prefer 
pretend 
prevent 
promise 

228 What comes after the verb? 

Common patterns with a sub-clause 

believe (that) something is so, believe in doing something 
cause something to happen 
choose to do something 
consider (that) something is so, consider what is happening, 
consider something to be so, consider doing something 
decide (that) something should happen, decide what you're 
going to do, decide to do something, decide what to do 
demand (that) someone does something, demand to do 
something 
deny (that) something is so, deny doing something, deny having 
done something 
doubt (that) something is so, doubt if/whether something is so 
dream (that) something will happen, dream of doing 
something 
expect (that) something will happen, expect to do something, 
expect someone to do something 
explain (that) it was a mistake, explain what happened 
force someone to do something 
help (to) do something, help someone (to) do something 
hope (that) something will happen, hope to do something 
insist (that) something should happen, insist on doing something 
intend to do something, intend doing something 
invite someone to do something 
involve doing something 
know (that) something is so, know what is happening 
learn to do something, learn how to do something 
let someone do something 
like doing something, like to do something, like someone doing 
something, like someone to do something, like it when 
something happens 
make something do something 
don't mind what happens, don't mind doing something, don't 
mind someone doing $Omething, don't mind if I do something 
need to do something 
object (that) something is so, object to doing something, 
object to someone doing something 
offer to do something 
permit someone to do something 
persuade someone to do something 
predict (that) something will happen, predict what will happen 
prefer to do something 
pretend (that) something is so, pretend to do something 
prevent someone (from) doing something 
promise (that) something will happen, promise someone (that) 
something will happen, promise to do something 
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Verb 

propose 

refuse 
remind 

require 
show 

stop 
succeed 
suggest 

suppose 
teach 

understand 

want 
warn 

wish 
wonder 

Common patterns with a sub-clause 

propose (that) something should happen, propose doing 
something, propose to do something 
refuse to do something 
remind someone (that) something is so, remind someone what 
is happening, remind someone to do something 
require someone to do something 
show someone (that) something is so, show (that) something is 
so, show (someone) what happens, show something to be so 
stop doing something, stop someone (from) doing something 
succeed in doing something 
suggest (that) something should happen, suggest doing 
something 
suppose (that) something is true, suppose something to be true 
teach someone to do something, teach someone how to do 
something 
understand (that) something is so, understand what is 
happening 
want to do something, want someone to do something 
warn (that) something might happen, warn someone (that) 
something might happen, warn someone not to do something, 
warn someone against doing something 
wish (that) something would happen, wish to do something 
wonder why something is so, wonder if/whether something will 
happen 

But remember that these verbs are not always followed by a sub-clause. 
Many of them can also be followed simply by a noun phrase as object or by a 
prepositional phrase. 

The teacher accepted our apology. 
They've agreed to the proposal. 

229 Clause combinations 
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We can link a number of clauses together. In speech you sometimes hear a 
number of main clauses linked by and. 

So I went to bed and I had to get up and get dressed and go and 
pick him up. 

For more about linking main clauses, > 233-236. 

But speech does not consist only of main clauses. Sub-clauses are also used. 
Look at the structure of these sentences spoken in conversation. 

Main clause - Adverbial clause - Main clause - Adverbial clause 
I became a policeman when I was twenty-nine, and I've enjoyed it because 
every day is interesting. 



230 The unreal present and past 

Main clause -To-infinitive clause - Main clause -To-infinitive clause -
Adverbial clause 

It takes me an hour and a quarter to get to Bangor, and it takes Jane about 
an hour and a half to get to Stafford because they're such bad roads. 

This sentence from a conversation contains a number of main clauses and 
sub-clauses. 

Well, we hung about waiting for a representative to come and tell us what 
to do, and after an hour and a half nobody came, so we took a taxi and 
went into Basle, and because we'd missed the train we decided to stay the 
night there. 

Here are some real examples of clause combinations in written English. 
Adverbial clause - Main clause - Main clause 

When I was about ten years old I used to go and watch Brighton and 
Hove Albion football club with my father and we would stand on the 
East Terrace at every home game. 

Main clause - Adverbial clause - Gerund clause 
Many cities have drive-in movies, where you can watch a film without 
leaving your car. 

Main clause -To-infinitive clause - Gerund clause 
Most Inuit people use refrigerators to stop their food from getting cold. 

If-clause -That-clause - Main clause 
If you've always thought that a swimming-pool would be far too 
expensive, then this is the one for you. 

Main clause with a relative clause -To-infinitive clause -Adverbial clause 
-That-clause -To-infinitive clause

Japan, which has no fossil fuel reserves of its own, wants to stockpile
plutonium because it believes that it can develop the technology to 
transform it into plentiful and cheap electricity. 

230 The unreal present and past 

A In some kinds of sub-clause, tenses are used differently from how they are 
used in a main clause. This happens after expressions like as if, as though, 

if(> 243), imagine, suppose, supposing, it's time, and would rather(> 81E). 

Look at these clauses with a past-tense verb. 
Imagine you wanted to murder someone. How would you go about it? 
Suppose we won the lottery. What would we do with the money? 

In the first example, the past tense expresses something unreal in the 
present, something that is not so. (You don't want to murder anyone.) In the 
second example it expresses a future event as a theoretical possibility. (It is 
unlikely that we will really win the lottery.) 

NOTE 

Some of the expressions above can be followed by the subjunctive were. > 231C 
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B We can also use the present tense with most of the expressions in A. This 
makes the situation sound less theoretical and more real. 

Imagine you want to murder someone. 
This wall looks as if it's about to fall down. 
Suppose we all give a few pounds and then buy one big present? 

We use the past tense in a clause after ft's time (that) . . .

Your hair's getting rather long. It's time you had it cut. 
It's late. It's time we were going. 

In the second example the meaning is the same as It's time (for us) to go. We 
cannot use the present tense here. (NOT It's tilne we're gaing).

We generally use the past tense (rather than the present) in a sub-clause after 
would rather. 

I'd rather we went out somewhere. I'm fed up with staying in. 
But for I'd rather go out somewhere, > 81E.

C The following examples are about a past situation. There is a sub-clause with 
a past-perfect verb. 

The speaker ignored the interruption. He continued as if no one had 
spoken. 
You don't need insurance. I travelled round the world last year without 
any. ~But supposing you'd had an accident. What then? 

An expression like as if or supposing with the past perfect expresses 
something unreal in the past, something that was not so. (Someone did 
speak. You didn't have an accident.) 

231 The subjunctive 

A The subjunctive is the base form of a verb. There is no-s in the third person 
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singular. 
The committee recommended that the scheme go ahead. 
The Opposition is insisting that the Minister resign. 
It is important that an exact record be kept. 
They agreed to our proposal that an advertisement be placed in the 
newspaper. 

We can use the subjunctive in a that-clause when expressing the idea that 
something is necessary. It comes after a clause with a word such as advisable,
anxious, ask, demand, essential, important, insist, necessary, proposal, 
propose, recommend, recommendation, request, suggest, suggestion, or vital.

Only in the third person singular is the subjunctive different from the normal 
verb form. In the plural there is no difference except in the verb be.

The committee recommended that both schemes go ahead. 
The committee recommended that both schemes be approved. 



232 Verbs after wish and if only 

B The subjunctive is rather formal. It is used more in American English than in 
British English, where should or other forms of the verb are often used. 

The committee recommended that the scheme should go ahead. 
The Opposition is insisting that the Minister resigns. 

C There is a past subjunctive form were, which we can use instead of was in the 
first and third person singular. 

If I was/were a bit taller, I could reach. 
Suppose the story was/were true. 

We can use the subjunctive were after as if, as though, if, suppose, supposing, 
and wish. 

The subjunctive · were is a little formal, but it is often used in the idiom if I 
were you meaning 'in your place'. 

It's a good offer. If I were you, I'd accept it. 

232 Verbs after wish and if only 

A Wish ... would 

This pattern expresses a wish for a future change in the situation. 
I wish Simon would reply to my e-mails. (I want him to reply to them.) 
I wish people wouldn't leave litter. (I want them to stop leaving litter.) 

Wish . . . would can express a rather abrupt request or a complaint. 
I wish you wouldn't smoke. It makes the place smell awful. 

B Wish ... past tense/ could

This pattern expresses a wish that the present situation should be different. 
I wish I had more spare time. 
We all wish we knew the answers to these questions. 
I wish I could help you, but I'm afraid I can't. 

I wish I could help implies that I can't help. 

We cannot use would here. 
(NOT I wish I wt1ukl have rt"U:JN! Sf'll1't! tfrne.) 

C Wish ... past perfect / could + perfect 

This pattern expresses a wish about the past. 
I wish I had never bought this car. It's been nothing but trouble. 
I wish you'd told me you had a spare ticket for the show. 
I bet your parents were surprised when you told them the news. I wish I 
could have seen their faces. 

We cannot use would. 
(NOT I wish I wt1ukl net1er hllt1e bought this oor.) 
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D If only 
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If only has a similar meaning to I wish, and we use it in the same patterns. 
If only Simon would reply to my e-mails. > A

If only I had more spare time. > B

If only I could have seen their faces. > C

If only is more emphatic than wish. It often expresses regret about the past. 
If only you'd told me you had tickets for the show. I'd have loved 
to go. 

Only can sometimes be in mid position. 
If I'd only stopped to think, I would never have done anything 
so stupid. 



And, or, but, so, etc

233 Words meaning 'and' 

A We can use and to link two clauses. 
I've seen the film, and I've read the book. 
Shakespeare wrote plays, and he was an actor. 

The adverbs too and as well are more emphatic than and. 
I've seen the film. I've read the book too. 
Shakespeare wrote plays, and he was an actor as well. 

These adverbs usually come in end position. 

Also goes in mid position. 
The town is an important rail junction, and it also has an airport. 

Plus as a conjunction is informal. 
I've had a terrible day at work, plus my train was cancelled. 

B In a negative sentence we use either rather than too or as well. 
I haven't seen the film, and I haven't read the book either. 
(NOT l haven't reetti the book too.) 

For or with the negative, > 234B. 
I haven't seen the film or read the book. 

C We can also use besides and what's more to link two clauses. 
I'm too tired to go for a walk. Besides, it looks like rain. 
It's dangerous to ride a motor-bike without a helmet. What's more, it's 
against the law. 

We use these expressions to make an extra point, for example to back up our 
argument. 

And then and on top of (all) this/that are informal. 
I have to pay the rent. And then there's the electricity. 
We've got workmen in the house. On top of that, my sister is staying 
with us. 

Furthermore, moreover, and in addition are a little formal and more typical of 
written English. 

Some people in rural areas have no car. Furthermore, there is little public 
transport, and so they find it difficult to get about. 
The country was hit hard by the oil crisis. Moreover, its economy was 
already extremely weak. 
Police have been making house-to-house inquiries, and in addition the 
murdered man's family have appealed to the public for information. 
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D We can use the prepositions as well as, in addition to, and besides with a 
noun phrase or an ing-form. 

Shakespeare was an actor as well as a writer. 
In addition to doing all my usual work, I have to write a report. 
Besides the rent, I have to pay for the electricity. 

We can also use along with and together with. 
The city has several golf courses, along with swimming-pools and 
tennis courts. 
Together with a film crew, the team are walking towards the South Pole. 

These prepositions are usually followed by a noun phrase. 

NOTE 

In rather formal English we can also use the pattern as + be or auxiliary verb + subject. 
It expresses the idea that what is true of one thing is also true of another. 

The children's motivation is excellent, as is their concentration.

Shakespeare wrote plays, as did Marlowe.

For and so is their concentration, > 27B. 

E When talking about two things, we can use both . . . and . . . or not only ... 
but (also) . . . to give extra emphasis. 

Shakespeare was both a writer and an actor. 
It's not only dangerous to ride without a helmet, but it's (also) illegal. 

We can put not only in front position. 
Not only is it dangerous to ride without a helmet, but it's (also) illegal. 

In this position, not only is followed by inversion. > lOF 

234 Words meaning 'or' 

A We use or to express an alternative. 
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I'd like to study at Oxford or Cambridge. 
We can take a bus, or we can walk. 

We can also use alternatively. 
We can cancel the meeting. (Or) alternatively, we can find another venue. 

Either . . . or is more emphatic than or on its own. 
You'll have to go either right or left. 
I've either left my bag on the bus or at the office. 
Either we pay someone to do the job, or we do it ourselves. 

Or can mean 'if not'. We can also use or else or otherwise. 
We'd better go now, or (else) we'll be late. 
Put the receipt somewhere safe, otherwise you'll lose it. 



235 Words meaning 'but' 

B We often use or in a negative sentence. 
We were stuck. We couldn't go forwards or backwards. 
I didn't know whether to laugh or cry. 

Neither . . . nor is more emphatic and can be a little more formal. 
We were stuck. We could go neither forwards nor backwards. 

· An illiterate person is someone who can neither read nor write.
Neither the post office nor the bank was/were open.

We use a positive verb form, e.g. could go. 

235 Words meaning 'but' 

A We use but_to. express a contrast. 
Julie is twenty but (she) looks younger. 
Canberra is the capital of Australia, but it isn't the biggest city. 

We can also use the adverb though. In informal English it usually comes in 
end position. 

Julie is twenty. She looks younger, though. 

In more formal English, though often comes after the first phrase of the 
sentence. 

Mass tourism can bring economic benefits. On the whole though, its long
term impact is negative. 

We sometimes use yet at the beginning of a clause. 
Many of Britain's royal 'traditions' seem centuries old, (and) yet they are in 
fact relatively new. 

NOTE 

There is a special use of may in a clause followed by but. 
These pens are cheap I These pens may be cheap, but they're useless. 

B The adverbs however and nevertheless are both a little formal. 
The fire destroyed thousands of homes. However, only six people lost 
their lives. 
At first sight the figures appear random. Nevertheless, a pattern can 
be observed. 

These words can also go in other positions. 
Only six people, however, lost their lives,. 
Only six people lost their lives, however. 
A pattern can nevertheless be observed. 
A pattern can be observed nevertheless. 

We can also use even so and all the same. 
She had lots of friends. Even so, she often felt lonely. 
I didn't want a present, but all the same I was grateful I I was grateful 
all the same. 
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NOTE 

The adverb still can have the same meaning as however or nevertheless. 
I'm sleeping on a friend's sofa. Still, it won't be for long. 

C We can use a sub-clause with the conjunction although, which is sometimes 
shortened to though. 

I was furious, though I tried not to show it. 
Although Canberra is the capital of Australia, it isn't the biggest city. 

Compare the use of but. 
Canberra is the capital of Australia, but it isn't the biggest city. 

Even though is more emphatic than although. 
They allowed me to continue the course.Jiven though I failed the 
first-year exams. (NOT eve,i although J failed) 

In the following pattern with though, an adjective or adverb goes in front 
position. 

Important though it is, this issue is not relevant to our discussion. 
Well though the team played, they never really looked like winning. 

NOTE 

We can use as with an adjective or adverb in front position. 
Strange as it may seem, I've never been to Paris. 

D We can use the prepositions despite and in spite of with a noun phrase or an 
ing-form. 

The parade went ahead despite the heavy rain. 
In spite of being the capital of Australia, Canberra isn't the biggest city. 

We cannot use despite or in spite of before a finite clause. 
(NOT In spite of it is the capital ... )

But we sometimes use despite the fact that or in spite of the fact that, 
especially if the two clauses have different subjects. 

No new safety measures have been introduced, despite the fact that a 
serious accident happened three months ago. 

But although is usually neater. 
No new safety measures have been introduced, although a serious accident 
happened three months ago. 

E Sometimes we can use whereas meaning 'but'. 
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·Red .is a warm colour, but/whereas blue is cold.
We can use whereas when we are talking about a comparison rather than a 
conflict between two ideas. 

We can use while with the same meaning. 
I'm right-handed whereas/while my brother is left-handed. 

We can also use on the other hand to link two sentences. 
Birmingham is a big city. Warwick, on the other hand, is quite small. 



236 Words meaning 'so' 

NOTE 

We use on the contrary when we mean that the opposite is true. 
Warwick isn't a big city. On the contrary, it's quite small. 

236 Words meaning 'so' 

A We use so to express a result. 
I was tired, so I went to bed. 
It hasn't rained for ages, (and) so the ground is very dry. 

So comes at the beginning of a clause. 

We can sometimes use so that to express result. 
I hope it stays fine so that we can have a picnic. 

But so that is more commonly used to express purpose. > 240B 

B We can also use as a result and consequently. 
·

More .women are needed in employment. As a result, they are having 
fewer children. 
The computer was incorrectly programmed, and consequently the 
rocket crashed. 

We can use the preposition as a .result of before a noun phrase or ing-form. 
The rocket crashed as a result of a computer error. 
As a result of lying in the sun too long, we got sunburnt. 

The adverb therefore is a little formal. 
There has been no rainfall for some time. The ground is therefore very dry. 
The scheme has been a failure. Therefore it-should be scrapped. 

Thus is also formal and used mainly in written English. 
Passengers would be able to travel direct.from Cardiff through the Channel 
Tunnel, thus avoiding the need to cross Londo'!_ by tube. 

C This pattern with so or such and a that-clause expresses a result. 
The ground is so dry (that) the plants are dying. 
( = The plants are dying as a result of the ground being so dry.) 
There was so much steam (that) we couldn't see a thing. 
The place looked such a mess (that} I couldn't invite anyone in. 

We cannot use very or too in these sentences. 
(NOT The ground is t1ery dry thttt the plttnts ttre dying.) 

NOTE 

The following pattern with inversion is emphatic and rather formal. 
So dry is the ground that the plants are dying. 
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237 Introduction 

A Compare these _sentences. 
Adverb: We could play cards afterwards. 
Prepositional phrase: We could play cards after the meal. 
Clause: We could play cards after we've eaten. 

An adverbial clause functions in the same way as an adverb or a prepositional 
phrase. It often begins with a conjunction such as after, because, or so that. 

This chapter is mainly about clauses of time, reason, and purpose. 
Conditional clauses are dealt with in the next chapter (sections 243-251). For 
clauses with although and despite, > 235C-D. 

B An adverbial clause usually goes in front position or end position. 
If you like, we could play cards. 
We could play cards if you like. 

NOTE 

It is sometimes possible for the adverbial clause to go in mid position, but this is less usual. 
We could, if you like, play cards. 

C An adverbial clause can be non-finite. For example, we can use a clause with 
a to-infinitive or a participle. 
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Just check it again to make sure. 
I was sitting in the park eating my sandwiches. 

We can also use a preposition + gerund or a conjunction + participle. 
You can't work all day without taking a break now and then. 
I often listen to music while driving. 

NOTE 

After some conjunctions, we can leave out the subject and the verb be when the meaning is 
clear without them. 

A car must be taxed when (it is) on the road. 
Although (we were) shocked, we were also very relieved. 

Leaving out the subject and verb here is more typical of written English. For more examples 
with a conjunction + adjective, > 182C. 



238 Clauses of time 

238 Clauses of time 

A Conjunctions of ,ime_ 

An adverbial clause of time often begins with a conjunction. 
After we'd finished work, we all went to the pub. 
Think carefully before you make a decision. 

. I � 

Once you've done the basic course, you can go on to the more advanced one. 
A lot has happene4 since I last saw·you. 
I can't discuss the report until I've read it. 
Mozart could write music when he was only five. 

Conjunctions of time include: after, as, as soon as, before, once, since, 
till/ until, when, whenever, while. 

After, before, since, and till/ until can also be prepositions. 
After work, we all went to the pub. 
A lot has happened since last summer. 

. ' 

B Non-finite clauses of time 

A non-finite clause can have a gerund with after, before, on, and since. 
> 114

I felt guilty after eating all those chocolates. f : 
. . 

We can also use a participle after once, until, when, whenever, and while. 
> 126

Take care when crossing the road.
Please wait until told to proceed.

We can also use a participle without a conjunction. > 127 
Take care crossing the road. 
Having glanced at the letter, Jack pushed it aside. 

C When, while, and as 

These conjunctions have similar uses but also some important differences. 
We use all three words to talk about more than one thing happening at the 
same time. 

I almost fell when/while/as I was coming down the stairs. 

While and as suggest something continuing for a period of time. 
The model had to sit still while we drew her. 
As we were cycling along, we saw a fox. 

But to talk about a certain time in your life, use when. 
I wonder what I'll be doing when I'm thirty. 

When the clause of time refers to a short action 'interrupting' a longer one, 
we use when with the short action. 

We were cyclin,g along when we saw a fox. 
When I arrived, the party was in full swing. 
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We can also use when to talk about two short actions which happen one after 
the other. 

When I clicked on the icon, the screen went blank. 
For more examples of when with the past continuous and past simple, > 4 7C. 

When can also mean 'every time'. 
I cycle to work when it's fine. 
When something goes wrong, people look for someone to blame. 

Whenever and every time/each time are more emphatic. 
I cycle to work whenever it's fine. 
Every time I see a record shop I just have to go in. 

For more about words ending in -ever,> 242A. 

We can use as (but not while) to express the idea that a change in one thing 
goes with a change in another. 

The mixture hardens as it cools. 
As we drove further north, the weather got worse. 

Compare The further north we drove, . . .  , > 207B. 

Just as means 'at that exact moment'. 
Just as we came out of the club, the rain started. 

D As soon as, no sooner, hardly, etc

We use as soon as to emphasize the idea of one thing coming immediately 
after another. 

As soon as the gates were open, the crowds rushed in. 
We can also use immediately or the moment. 

Immediately you hear any news, let me know. 
The moment you hear any news, let me know. 

But Americans do not use immediately as a conjunction. 

We can also use these patterns with no sooner and hardly. 
Jeremy was no sooner in bed than the doorbell rang. 
I had hardly started work when/before I felt a pain in my back. 

In both patterns we can use inversion. 
No sooner was Jeremy in bed than the doorbell rang. 

Hardly had I started work when/before I felt a pain in my back. 

E By, before, and until 
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By is a preposition and not a conjunction. 
By ten o'clock there were hundreds of people in the queue. 

We use by the time to introduce a clause. 
By the time the ticket office opened, there were hundreds of people in the 
queue. (NOT By the ticleet <:Jffice opened, there were ... )



239 Clauses of reason 

We can use by the time or before to express the idea of something happening 
later than expected. 

It was midday by the time I got to the office. 
It was midday before I got to the office. 

These patterns with not . . . till/ until and not . . . before express the same 
idea. 

I didn't get to the office until midday I until it was almost lunch time. 
I didn't get to the office before midday I before it was almost lunch time. 

We can also use before after a phrase expressing length of time. 
It was months before James dared to ask Laura out. 
(= It was months later that James dared to ask Laura out.) 

239 Clauses of reason 

A We form an adverbial clause of reason with� conjunction such as because. 
I made a mistake because I was tired. 
People use cars because they're convenient. 
Why don't you buy that coat?~ (Because) it's too expensive. 

A clause with because usually comes after the main clause, but it can come 
first. 

' ··· · 

Because I was tired, I made a mistake. 

We can also use as, since, seeing (that), and now (that). 
As the weather is usually warm, many of the homes have swimming-pools. 
Since the pay was so poor, I didn't apply for the job. 
Seeing (that) it's so late, why don't you stay the night? 
I can get here much more easily now (that) I've got a car. 

These conjunctions can go before or after the main clause. 

For meaning 'because' is rather literary. 
The cause of the accident is unclear, for there are many factors involved. 

For with this meaning always comes after the main clause. 

NOTE 

Compare these two negative sentences, both with because. 
I didn't go to the exhibition because I was too busy. I'm sorry I missed it. 
(= The reason why I didn't go to the exhibition is that I was too busy.) 
I didn't go to the exhibition because I was interested. I went there to meet my friends. 
(= It is not true that I went to the exhibition out of interest.) 

The first example is an explanation of why you didn't go. The second corrects a mistaken 
belief about your reason for going. 

B We can also use a participle clause to express reason. > 128 
Being tired, I made a mistake. 
Having spent all my money, I couldn't pay the hotel bill. 
With water flooding into the building, people were moving things upstairs. 
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C We can also use the prepositions because of, due to, in view of, on account of, 
and owing to. 

The project was abandoned because of the cost. 
The singer's latest tour has been cancelled due to illness. 
I would advise you not to invest in the scheme in view of the risks involved. 
No one goes out at midday on account of the heat. 
Owing to circumstances beyond our control, the event has been cancelled. 

We sometimes use due to the fact that or in view of the fact that as 
conjunctions. 

The applicant's failure to get the job was solely due to the fact that he 
lacked the necessary qualifications. 

Out of can express a motive for an action. 
I had a look just out of curiosity. 

.. . ; 

•. 

" 4 
. 

. .

240 Clauses of purpose 

A We can use a to-infinitive to express purpose. 
I went out to buy a newspaper. > 1 OOA

In order to and so as to are more emphatic. They are also a little f�rmal. 
You need to know the length and width in order to calculate the area. 
Why not pay in instalments so as to spread the cost? 

The negative is in order not to or so as not to. 
We should allow plenty of time in order not to be late. 
Young people like to wear what their friends do so as not to be different. 

But we cannot use not to on its own. 
(NOT Vle shfJulti (llfow plenty <7} time not w be late.) 

NOTE 
We can use for+ noun phrase+ to-infinitive to express purpose. > 109B 

There was a book for visitors to write their comments in. 

B We can also use a finite clause with so that. 
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You should keep milk in a refrigerator so that it stays fresh. 
I wrote it in my diary so that I wouldn't forget. 
Students learn to analyse situations so that problems can be solved. 

So that is often followed by the present simple or by will, would, can, or 
could. 

We can sometimes use to avoid or to prevent instead of a negative clause with 
so that. 

I always use sunscreen so that I don't get burned. 
I always use sunscreen to avoid getting burned. 

In informal English, and especially in American English, so can be used on its 
own without that. 

You should keep milk in a refrigerator so it stays fresh. 



241 As and like 

In order that is more formal and less common than so that.-· 
You will be,givenfull details.shortly in order that you may make 
your arrangements. · ' ., 

' .. � " . ,,. l • " \ 

C We can use for with 'a 'noun phrase to �xpress the. pu;rpose of an action. 
- . . f' ' • ' . We went out for iome fresh air. 

Why not come over for a cup of coffee? ' · , 

... 
... 

To express the gen��al purpose or us·e of something, we normally use for with 
an ing-form. 1 • · · • .• 

This paper is for printing photos on. - · i ,,, , 

A saw is a tool for cutting wood. 
But we use a to-infinitive to talk about a specific need or a specific action.

We must buy some paper to print those photos on. · · 
I used an electric drill to make the holes. 
I need a saw to cut this wood. (NOT I need a saw 1i:Jr cutting 'this weJetl.) 

After use there can be either for+ ing-fdr:p:1 or a: to--ipfi_nitive. 
We use a ruler for measuring 1/ to\measure things. . 

! . • • � .. 

A We can use as and like as conjunctions. 

. . 

• .·, ,· ' '!,� ,_ "' .... 
\ ·: ; ,;

,•·, 

I entered the data into the cbrnputer, as/like I'd been told to do .. 
My brother beliaved .'as/like he 'usually does - badly. 

Like as a conjunction is •informal. In 'rriore formal English, and especially in 
British English, as is preferred to like: . 

The event passed off peacefully, as it had done the previous year. 
Doctors need time off, as everyone else does.· 

But the equivalenf preposition is like 'ta th.er than as. 
--t' f , . -� Doctors need time off like everyone else. 

Doctors, like everyone else, nee� time off. 

B We can use a clause with as to express the idea that what you are saying is 
already known or expected. 

As you know, I'm short of cash at tfze moment. 
As the report shows, the .pr.oblems are much worse than we thought. 

···· 
. . � ' ( \. . 

I was absolutely terrified, as you can imagi,ne . 
..; . \ 

We do not normally use like,in this kind of clause, except informally with say. 
As/Like I said,,you're welcome to stay here. '. 
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C We can use as if and as though to say how something seems. 
It was as if I as though I was dreaming the whole thing. 
Chloe looked as if I as though she was asleep. 
I feel as if I as though everyone is laughing behind my back. 
People are behaving as if I as though nothing had changed. 

The verbs be, look, feel, and seem are often used in this pattern. For verb 
tenses with as if I as though, > 230. 

We can also use this pattern for what we can see is probably going to happen. 
It looks as if I as though it's going to be a nice day. 

We can use like instead of as if I as though. 
Chloe looked like she was asleep. 
Now it seems like we're getting somewhere. 
It looks like it's going to be a nice day. 

Like is informal here. 

We can also use like+ ing-form. 
It looks like being a nice day. 
Do you feel like going to the cinema? 

242 Whoever, whatever, etc and no matter 

A We can use whoever, whatever, whichever, whenever, wherever, and however 
with the meaning 'it doesn't matter who', 'it doesn't matter what', etc. 

Whoever runs the country, we're always in a mess. 
I won't change my mind, whatever you say. 
The journey takes ages, whichever route you take. 
I can't draw faces, however hard I try. 

We can also use no matter. 
I won't change my mind, no matter what you say. 
No matter where we go on holiday, you never enjoy it. 

NOTE 

We can use whoever, whatever, etc in questions and in relative clauses. 
Whatever are you going to do?> 16G

Whatever you say won't change my mind. > 273

B Whether . . .  or . . .  means 'it doesn't matter if ... or 
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Whether the Conservatives or Labour get in, it makes no difference. 
Whether you walk along the road or cut across the fields, it still takes 
twenty minutes. 
You have to pay a month's rent in advance, whether you like it or not. 



Condit.ional sentences 

243 Introduction 

A Most conditional sentences have a sub-clause starting with the word if. We 
can use many different verb forms in conditional sentences. Here are some 
real examples. 

If you haven't got television, you c'an't watch it. 
If you go to one of the agencies, they have a lot of temporary jobs. 
If someone else has requested the book, you would have to give it back. 
If you lived on the planet Mercury, you would have four birthdays in a 
single Earth year. 

In general we use verb forms in conditional sentences in the same way as in 
other kinds of sentences. 

If you've finished work for today, you can go home. 
Compare: You've finished work for today, so you can go home. 

In an open condition (when something may or may not happen), we use the 
pres�nt-tense.: if you go to one of�he agen,c{e$. Wh.en we talk abo�t. something 
unreal', we often use the p_ast ten�e: if you lived on'··the planet Mercury. After 
an unreal condition, we use would in the main clause: you woul,d have four 
birthdays. 

B There are some verb forms which often go together. These patterns are 
usually called Types 1, 2, and 3. 

Type 1: If the company fails, we will lose our money. > 245 
Type 2: If the company failed, we would lose our money. > 246 
Type 3: If the company had failed, we woul,d have last our money. > 247 

There is another pattern which we can call Type 0. 
Type 0: If the company fails, we lose our money. > 244 

C The if-clause usually comes before the main clause, but it can come after it. 
I/you're in a hurry, you needn't wait for me. 
You needn't wait for me if you're in a hurry. 

A comma between the clauses is more likely when the if-clause comes first 
and less likely when it comes at the end. 
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D We can use conditional sentences in a number of different ways: not only to 
give information but also, for example, when we request, advise, criticize, 
and so on. 

Use 

Requesting: 

Advising: 
Criticizing: 

Suggesting: 
Offering: 
Warning: 
Threatening: 

Example i , 1 , 

If you're going into town, could you post this letter for me, 
please? 
If your headache persists, you should see a doctor. 
If you'd remembered your passport, we wouldn't be in such 
a rush. 
We can go for a walk if you like. 
If you'd like a sandwich, just help yourself. 
If you don't save the information to disk, you risk losing it. 
If you don't leave immediately, I'll call the police. 

244 Type O conditionals 

A The pattern is if . . . + present . . . + present. 
If the doorbell rings, the dog barks. 
If you add twelve and fifteen, what do you get? 
The batteries take over if the mains supply fails. 

This pattern means that one thing always follows automatically from 
another. 

We can use when instead of if when the meaning is 'each time'. 
If/When I reverse the car, it makes a funny noise. 
(= Each time I reverse the car, ... ) 

For more about if and when, > 249A. 

B We can also use Type O for the automatic result of a possible future action. 
If the team win tomorrow, they get promotion to a higher league. 

We could also use a Type 1 conditional with they will get. 

245 Type 1 conditionals 

A This is a very common type. The basic pattern is if . . . + present . . . + will. 
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If it rains, the reception will take place indoors. 
If we don't hurry, we won't get there in time. 
If we want to ask questions, will we be allowed to? 
The milk will go off if you leave it by the radiator. 

The if-clause expresses an open condition. In the first example, if it rains 
leaves open the question of whether it will rain or not. The present simple 
(rains) expresses future time. For more examples of the present used in this 
way, e.g. Let's wait until everyone arrives, > 59. 



245 Type 1 conditionals 

We do not normally use will in the i�,<r1iJlfS_�··,1 :. ; : ;-··:: ·. , < 1.: _ .. > _.: , : t ·_: ..·
(NOT If it will raif'I;, ... )

. . . . _, ' . J • ·•· • •• • • • • • • , 

But we can use will in the if-clause to talk about something that is further in 
the future than the action of the main clause. · 

If this .medicine does me/will do me good, I'll take it. 
For will in the_ if-clause �xpressing wil!ingness, > 245D. 
NOTE 

We can use shall instead of will after I/we.> 54A

If we don't hurry, ive will/shall miss the train. 
' 

B As well as the present simple, we can use the present continuous or perfect. 
If we're having a party,· we'll have to invite the neighbours. 
If I've finished my work by ten, I'll probably watch a film on TV 

As well as will, we can use other modal verbs and similar expressions in the 
main clause. 

If someone sees me, how can I explain what I'm doing? 
If you change the time of your flightn you may be charged a fee. 
I'm going to look silly if I can't answer any of the questions. 

We can also use the imP.erative in the main clause. 
If you've got a problem, ring our Helpline. 
If you make a mistake, don't panic. 

' 

C A present tense in the if-clause can refer to the present. 
If you think modelling is glamorous, think again. 
If it's raining already, I'm definitely not going out. 

D We can use will in the if-clause for willingness and won't for a refusal. 
If all of you will lend a hand, we'll soon get the job done. 
If the car won't start, I'll have to ring the garage. 

For more about this meaning of will an� w01;i't, > 54D. 

We can use will in the if-clause for a request. 
If you'll take a seat, someone will be with you in a moment. 
If you'll just sign here, please. Thank you. 

E Instead of a Type 1 conditional with If you + simple present, we can use this 
pattern with and and or in informal speech. 

Touch me and I'll scream. 
(= If you touch me, I'll scream.) 
Go away or I'll scream. 
( = If you don't go away, I'll scream.) 
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246 Type 2 conditionals

A The basic pattern is if . . . + past . . . + would. 
If I had lots of money, I would travel round the world. 
I'd tell you the answer if I knew what it was. 
If we didn't think the plane was safe, we wouldn't fly it. 

Here the past tense expresses an unreal condition. In the first example, 
if I had lots of money means that really I haven't got lots of money; I am 
only imagining a situation where I have. For more examples of the past used 
in this way, > 230. 

We do not normally use would in the if-clause. 
(NOT Ifl woukl ,'w,ve fots af nwney, ... ) 

NOTE 

a We can use should instead of would after II we. 
If I had lots of money, I would/should travel round the world. 

Would is more usual. Should is rather literary here. 

b In informal American speech would is sometimes used to express an unreal condition. 
If those people would get a nuclear bomb, it would be a great threat to us. 

But this is not acceptable in writing, so you should avoid it. 

c We sometimes use were instead of was in an if-clause.> 231C 
If I was/were a billionaire, I would travel round the world. 

B We also use the Type 2 pattern for a theoretical possibility in the future. 
If we caught the early train tomorrow, we'd be in York by lunch time. 
If you lost the video, you would have to pay for a new one. 

Here the past tense refers to a possible future action such as catching the 
early train tomorrow. 

Compare Types 1 and 2. 
Type 1: If we stay in a hotel, it will be expensive. 
Type 2: If we stayed in a hotel, it would be expensive. 

Type 1 expresses the action as an open possibility - we may or may not stay 
in a hotel. Type 2 expresses the action as a theoretical possibility only, 
something more distant from reality. 

Sometimes it can be more polite to use Type 2 rather than Type· 1, for 
example when making a request. 

Would it be all right if I brought a friend?~ Yes, of course. 
Here Type 1 would be more direct and less tentative. 

C You might occasionally see a mixture of Types 1 and 2. 
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If England win against Germany tonight, it would be a miracle. 
However, this is unusual. Normally we do not mix Types 1 and 2. 

(NOT If I've g<Jt lots af money, f woukl travel round: the workl.J ) 



247 Type 3 conditionals 

TIP 

Do not mix Types 1 and 2. 
Say If you break it, you will have to pay for it. 
OR If you broke it, you -would have to pay for it. 
NOT If you break it, yott tt16ttltl httr:,e t-8 ptty f8r it. 
and NOT Ifyou broke it, you will har:,e t-8 ptty fer it. 

NOTE 

a We can use a mixture of the past tense and will when we combine a past condition with 
a future result. 

If they posted the parcel yesterday, it won't get here before Friday. 

b A Type 2 pattern can be the past of a Type 1, for example in reported speech. 
Type 1: Don't go. If you accept the invitation, you will regret it. 
Type 2: I told you that if you accepted the invitation, you would regret it. 

' . 

D As well �s the past simple, we can use �he past continuous or could in the 
if-clause. 

If the sun was shining, everything would be perfect. , 
If I could have my child looked after, I would go out to work. 

As well as would, we can use other modal verbs such as could or might in the 
main clause. 

If I had a light, I could see what I'm doing. 
If we could re-start the computer, that might solve the problem. 

We can also use continuous forms. 
If Shakespeare was alive today, he would be writing for television. 

E We can use would in the if-clause for a request. 
I/you wouldn't mind holding the line, I'll try to put you through. 
If you'd just sign here. please. Thank you. 

We can also use would like. 
If you'd like to see the exhibition, it would be nice to go together. 

247 Type 3 conditionals 

A The basic pattern is if ... + past perfect ... + would+ perfect. 

If you had taken a taxi, you would have got here in time. - -
I would have bought that guitar yesterday if I'd had enough money. 
My brother would have been promoted if he'd stayed in his job. 
We'd have gone to the talk if we'd known about it. 
(= We would have gone if we had known.) 

Here the verb forms refer to something unreal, to an imaginary past action. 
In the first example, if you had taken a taxi means that really you didn't take 
a taxi; I am only imagining a situation where you did. For more examples of 
the past perfect used in this way, > 230C. 
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We cannot use the past simple or the past perfect in the main clause. 
(NOT Ifyou had tctketi a taxi, you had got here in time.) 

And we do not normally use would in the if-clause. 
(NOT Ifyou would hat1e Utken a taxi, you would hat1e got here in time.) 

NOTE 

You may occasionally hear a form such as would have taken (OR had have taken) in an if
clause in informal speech. But many people regard it as incorrect, and it is not acceptable in 
writing, so you should avoid it. 

B We can use could+ perfect in the if-clause. 
If I could have warned you in time, I would have done. 

As well as would, we can use other modal verbs such as could or might in the 
main clause. 

If I'd written the address down, I could have saved myself some troubl?. 
The plan might not have worked if we hadn't had a piece of luck. 

We can also use continuous forms. 
If he hadn't been evicted by his landlord, he wouldn't have been sleeping 
on the streets. 

C We can mix Types 2 and 3. 
If Tom was ambitious, he would have found himself a better job years ago. 
If you hadn't woken me up in the night, I wouldn't feel so tired now. 

We can also use a Type 1 condition with a Type 3 main clause. 
If you know London so well, you shouldn't have got so hopelessly lost. 

248 Should, were, had, and inversion 

The following types of clause are rather formal. 

A We can use should in an if-clause to talk about something that might possibly 
happen. 

. 1 . • . ··. 

If you should fall ill, the company- will pay 'your 'hospital- expenses. 
If I should be chosen as your representative, I would do my best for you. 

More neutral would be If you fall ill, . . . and If I was chosen . . .

We can also use happen to. 
If you (should) happen to fall ill, the company will pay your 
hospital expenses. 

B Sometimes we use were instead of was. > 231 C 
If the picture was/were genuine, it would be worth a million pounds. 

We can also use were to for a theoretical possibility. 
If the decision were to go against us, we would appeal. 
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C In a condition with should or were, we can invert the subject and verb and 
leave out if. '1 1• ,/ 

Should ·you fall ill,; the company will pay your hospital expenses. 
Should we- not succeed,-the consequences would be disastrous. 
Were the picture genuine, it would be worth a million pounds. 
Were the decision to go against us, we would appeal .. _ 

We cannot do this with was . 
. _. • - ,If the picture was genuine,· it would be worth a million pounds. 

(NOT Vlas the picture genuine, it 1:tmuld be worth a ,nillion pou,ids.) 

We can also use inversion with the past perfec_t (Type 3, > 247). 
. i" � 

I!: 

. , _Ijad you. taken a taxi, you would ht{lve got _h.ere on time. 
Had I not'carried out the order, t would have been sacked. 

But an if-clause (If you had taken a taxz) is mo're common, especially in 
informal English. 

D Look at thes� �x�ples with if . . . not for. 
You saved my life. If it hadn't been for you, I'q have drowned ..
(= Without you, I'd have drowned.) 

. . . 

I'd give up teaching if it wasn't/weren't for the holidays. 
;1 

We can also use but for.:> 251B 
But for you, I'd have drowned. 

249 More details about if 

A When and if 
I' 

.:, 

1-l 

When we talk about thEffuture, we use when for something that will happen 
and ·if fo'r something "{Iiat might happen. . ' 

When the doctor cqrrz,es, ca1n yo¼ let her .in?. (The doctor. will come.)
If the doctor comes, can you let her in? (The .doctor�might come.) 

l 

We use if (not when) for an unreal cpndition. ,, . 
If I had a credit card, I would spe'f/4 even m9re motJ,ey. 
(I don't have a credit card.) · .•, _

In some contexts 'either-when or if is possible.> .244A 
I always feel guilty when/if I use my credit card. 

·B Then

After an if-clause we can use then in the main clause. 
If the figures don't add up, then you must have made a mistake. 
If no one else has requested the book, then you can keep it for another 
three weeks. 
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Here then is not an adverb of time. It emphasizes the link between the 
condition (e.g. no one else has requested the book) and the result of the 
condition being met (e.g. you can keep it). We cannot use so in this way. 

(NOT If the ftgttr:es don't add: 1:tf', SB j'(jl:t mwt ha1:1e mtttle a. mista.�.) 

C Short clauses 

We can sometimes use a short clause with if leaving out the subject and the 
verb. 

I'd like a room with a view of the sea if (that is) possible. 
If (you are) in difficulty, ring this number. 

We can do this when the meaning is still clear without the missing words. 

For if so and if not, > 28D. 

D What if 

We tan use what ifto ask someone to imagine a situation. 
What if the tickets don't arrive in time? 
What if you'd had an accident? 

We can also use it to make a suggestion. 
What if we all meet in London at the weekend? 

Suppose and supposing are used in the same way as what if > 230 
Supposing the tickets don't arrive in time? 

E Even if 
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We use even if to expre�s both a condition and a contrast. 
I'm going to finish this report even if it takes all night. 
(This report may or may not take all night, but I'm going to finish it.) 

We cannot use even on its own as a conjunction. 
NOT I'm g<Jing re finish this re,,Brt twen it takes a.ll night. 

Compare even if and even though. 
Even if the rumour is untrue, people will still believe it. 
(The rumour may or may not be untrue.) 
Even though the rumour is untrue, people will still believe it. 
(The rumour is untrue.) 



2-SO Unless

250 Unless 

A Unless with a positive verb is equivalent to if with a negative verb. 
The club will go bankrupt unless it finds a new backer soon. 
(= ... if it doesn't find a new backer soon.) 
Unless I get up when I wake, I feel tired all day. 
(= If I don't get up when I wake, ... ) 
We're going to have a picnic - unless.it rains, of course. 
( = if it doesn't rain, of course.) 

In these examples, the main clause is negative. 
You can't get your money back unless you've got a receipt. 
(= You can get your money ba,ck only if you've got a receipt.) 
Won't you join us?~ Not unless you apologi.ze first. 
(= I'll join you only if you apologize fir�t.) 

B We do not normally use unless meaning if ... not to express an unreal 
condition. 

If you didn't talk so much, you'd get more work done. 
If the horse hadn't fallen, it would have won the race. 
(NOT Unless the h6rs-e htt:d j(}l;Ueri, it W6tdd have wmi the race.) 

We do not use unless to talk about a feeling which would result from 
something not happening. 

Laura will be upset if you don't come to her party. 
I'll be very surprised if you don't get the job. 
(NOT I'll be Ye,Y surprised unless you get the job.) 

251 Other ways of expressing a condition 

A As long as, provided, etc

As well as if, we can use as long as or so long as to express a condition. 
You can smoke as long as you do it outside the building. 
I don't care what a car looks like so long as it gets me from A to B. 

We can also use· provided (that), providing (that), and on condition that. 
The machine will go on working for years provided (that) it is looked 
after properly. 
We are willing to accept your offer providing (that) payment is made 
within seven days. 
The country was gi.ven aid on condition that it signed a trade agreement. 

These conjunctions are more formal. 
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B In case of, with, etc

We can use the prepositions in case of and in the event of 
In case of fire, break glass. (on a sign) 
(= If there is a fire, ... ) 
In the event of a major emergency, local hospitals would be alerted. 
(= If there was a major emergency, ... ) 

The prepositions with, without, and but for can also express a condition. 
With a bit more time, we could do a proper job. 
(= If we had a bit more time, ... ) 
Without my mobile, I would have been in big trouble. 
(= If I hadn't had my mobile, ... ) 
But for the climate, Edinburgh would be a perfect place to live. 
(= If it wasn't for the climate, ... ) 

In that case means 'if that is so'. 
I've lost my ticket.~ In that case you'll have to buy another one. 

We can also use otherwise to express a condition. It means 'if that is not so'. 
I'd better write the address down, otherwise I'll forget it. 

C In case 

Compare if and in case. 
I'll get some money from the cashpoint if I need some. 
(I'll wait until I need some and then get it.) 
I'll get some money from the cashpoint in case I need some. 
(I'll get it now because I might need it later.) 

Here are some more examples with in case. 
You should insure your belongings in case they get stolen. 
(= t .. b·e·ca1,1seithey might get sJolen.) ·, . 
I left a glass of water by ·my bed in case I woke up thirsty in the night. 
(= ... because I might wake up thirsty in the night.) 

We can also use should or might in a clause with in case. 
I'll take my mobile in case you should/might need to contact me. 

We can use in case as an adverbial. 
I'll get some money from the cashpoint (just) in case. 

But for in case of, > B. 

NOTE 

In American English in case can mean the same as if 
If you need I In case you need any help, let me know. 
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Noun clauses 

252 Introduction 

I 
' 

A A noun clause begins with that, a question word, or if/ whether. 
I expected that there would be difficulties. 
The price depends on where you want to sit. 
We'll have to decide if/whether we can afford it. 

A that-clause relates to a statement. 
There would be difficulties. ➔ . . . that there would be difficulties 

A wh-clause relates to a wh-question. 
Where do you want to sit? ➔ . . . where you want to sit 

A clause with if or whether relates to a yes/no question. 
Can we afford it? ➔ . • • iftwhether we can afford it 

B In informal English we can often leave out that. 
I knew (that) you weren't listening to me. 

In a clause relating to a question, we normally use the same word order a� in 
a statement. 

We'll have to decide if/whether we can afford it. 
(NOT l�'-e'll h-tlve w decide iflwhet."'ter oon we afford it.) 

We can sometimes use a to-infinitive with a question word or whether. 
> 108

The problem was where· to plug in all the electrical equipment.

C We use the term 'noun clause' because these clauses generally function in 
the same way as noun phrases: they can be the subject, the object, or the 
complement, or they can come after a preposition. 

As subject: 

As object: 
As complement: 

After a preposition: 

That he could be mistaken wasn't possible. 
> 254A
I noticed that the door was open. > 253
The result is that no one knows what to do.
> 254C

We had a talk about who should be invited. > 255

We can also use noun clauses in other patterns. 
With it: Itwasn'tpossiblethathecouldbemistaken. >254B. 
After an adjective: I'm disappointed that I didn't get the job.> 256A 
After a noun: I heard a rumour that the professor has been 

kidnapped. > 256B 

Noun clauses are used in indirect speech after verbs like say and ask. > 259 
You said you wanted to come with us. 
Someone asked what the matter was. 
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253 Noun clause as object 

A A noun clause can be the object of a verb. 
We regret that you did not find our product satisfactory.1 
I can't believe anyone would be so stupid. 
The figures show how much the population has increased. 
I wonder whether that's a good idea. 

There are many different verbs that we can use before a noun clause. Here 
are some of the most common ones. 

agree consider mean see suspect 
ask feel point out show think 
assume find realize suggest understand 
believe know say suppose wonder 

NOTE 

Sometimes we put not in the main clause when you might expect it in the noun clause. 
I don't think we've got time. I don't expect it'll take very long. 

This is more usual than I think we haven't got time or I expect it won't take very long. 
We prefer to put not in the main clause with believe, expect, imagine, suppose, and think. 

B Sometimes there is an indirect object. 
We told the driver we were in a hurry. 
I persuaded Laura that she ought to give up smoking. 
The woman asked the policeman what was happening. 

The indirect object is usually a person. > 6A 

The verbs we can use in this pattern include the following. 

advise 
ask 
assure 
bet 

convince 
inform 
notify 

persuade 
promise 
reassure 

remind 
show 
teach 

tell 
warn 
write> Note 

With some of these verbs we cannot leave out the indirect object. > 259C 

NOTE 

An indirect object with write in this pattern is used mainly in American English. 

He wrote me that he couldn't come. 
In British English wrote to me is more usual. 

C With certain verbs we can use a phrase with to. 
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We explained to the driver that we were in a hurry. 
I mentioned to Karen that you would be here. 

The verbs that we can use in this pattern include the following. 

admit declare mention recommend 
announce explf_l,in point out remark 
complain indicate propose report 

We can always leave out the phrase with to. 

say 
suggest 
write 



254 Noun clause as subject and as complement 

D We can use a noun clause after a passive verb ... 
It was assumed that the stock market would continue to rise. 

For more details, > 92A. 

254 Noun clause as subject and as complement 
• I 

.. 
I 

A We sometimes use a noun clause as the subject of a sentence. 
That you want to be independent is only natural. 
How they're going to enforce the law isn't clear. 

But it is more usual to put the noun cl�use later in the sentence. > B 

We cannot leave out that wh.en the clause is the subject. 
(NOT ¥01:t want to be inde,,entie'!t is only natuffll.) 

I ,, � 
� ',, •�" 

We can use whether (but not ifJ when the clause is the subject. 
Whether I'll be able to come depends on a number of things. 

r 

B We often use it and put the noun clause at the end of the sentence. 
It's only natural that you want to be independent. 
It isn't clear how they're going to enforce the law. 
It's hard to say if/whether it's going to rain or not. 
It was easy to see how it could have ·happened. 

We do this because the clause is long and comes more naturally at the end. 
NOTE 

a For it with seem, happen etc, > 36C. 
It seems that I've made a mistake. 

b For it with a passive verb, > 92A. 
It is feared that many lives have been lost in the earthquake. 

c We can use the following pattern with it as the obje_ct. > 36B 
They haven't made it clear how they're going to enforce the law. 

C A noun clause can be a complement of be. 
The' truth is that I don't get on with my flat-mate. 
The advantage of DVD is that it gives you much better picture quality. 

Before be we often use nouns lilce these: advantage, answer, effect, 
explanation, fear, idea, point, problem, reason, result, situation, truth. 

255 Noun clause after a preposition 

A A wh-clause or whether can come after a preposition. 
The government is looking.into what needs to be done. 
Thert there's the question of who pays for all this. 
The singer made no comment on whether he had sold his story 
to a newspaper. · · 

We cannot use if in this pattern. 
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We cannot use a that-clause after a preposition. Compare these examples. 
No one told me that Nicola was ill. 
No one told me about Nicola's illness. 
No one told me about Nicola being ill. > 115B.

(BUT NOT JV-o one told me tlbottt {Vieoltl wttS ill) 

B Many verbs, nouns, and adjectives can be followed by a particular 
preposition: wonder about, an effect on, surprised at, interested in. Some 
combinations of this kind can be followed by a wh-clause or whether. 

The elections will have an effect on whether the President can push ahead 
with reforms. ')
I'm interested in how business decisions are made. 

Sometimes we can leave out the preposition. 
I was wondering (about) who's going to be in this band. 
We were all surprised (at) how cold it was. 

Here are some expressions with verbs and adjectives where we can leave out 
the preposition before a wh-clause. 

to agree (about/as to/on) certain (about/as to/of) 
to ask (about) to decide (about/on) 
aware (of) to report (about/on) 
to care (about) sure (about/as to/of) 

surprised (at) 
to think (about/of) 
to wonder (about) 
to worry (about) 

But in these expressions we do not leave out the preposition. 

anxious about 
a belief about/as to 
confused about/as to 
a difficulty about/as to/over 
a discussion aboutlofton 

an effect on 
an inquiry about/as to/into 
interested in 
a report about/on 
some research into/on 

256 Noun clause after an adjective or noun 

A We can use a that-clause after some adjectives. 
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It's essential that you fit smoke alarms. 
I'm hopeful we can reach an agreement. 
The girl was sure she would be able to recognize her attacker. 
I was as certain as I could be that my calculations were correct. 

The adjectives that we can use in this pattern include the following. 

afraid 
amazed 
annoyed 
aware 

certain 
clear 
concerned 
confident 

convinced 
disappointed 
glad 
grateful 

hopeful 
nice 
pleased 
satisfied 

sorry 
sure 
surprised 
worried 



257 Nominalization 

We can also use a wh-clause after some adjectives. 
I wasn't sure what the time was. 
Are you aware who is causing all this trouble? 

For details about the use of a preposition before the wh-_clause, > 255B. 

·.B We can use a that-clause after some nouns.
The news that the plane had crashed came as a terrible shock. 
You can't get around the fact that his fingerprints were on the gun. 
Whatever gave you the idea that I can sing? 
There's a rumour going round that the exam papers have been stolen. 

We do not normally leave out that except occasionally in informal speech. 

The nouns that we can use in this pattern are mainly to do with thoughts or 
speech. They include the following. 

assumption concern fact 
beliErf danger hope 
claim evidence idea 

257 Norninalization · 

A Compare these three examples. 

news 
report 
rumour 

statement 
suggestion 
view 

Main clause: The campaign succeeded, and this meant that lives were 
saved. 

Noun clause: The fact that the campaign succeeded meant that lives were 
saved. 

Noun phrase: The success of the campaign meant that lives were saved. 
. ' . 

A statement like The campaign succeeded can be a main clause, or we can 
turn it into a that-clause and use it as part of a larger sentence. Sometimes we 
can also tum a clause into a noun phrase such as the success of the campaign. 
Here this involves changing a verb (succeeded) into a noun (success). Using a 
noun phrase rather than a clause is called 'nominalization'. Especially in 
written English, it is often neater to use a phrase. 

Here are some more examples. 

Clause 

The residents protested. 
The document was published. 

The landscape is beautiful. 

Phrase 

The residents' protests were ignored. 
The publication of the document was 
delayed. 
We were attracted by the beauty of the 
landscape. 

The last example involves changing an adjective (beautiful) into a noun 
(beauty). 
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B When we change a clause into a noun phrase, the subject of a clause either 
has the possessive form or comes in an of-phrase. 

Clause Phrase 

I was happy. Nothing could spoil my happiness. 

Our visitor departed. Our visitor's departure I The departure of our visitor 
was a great relief 

The film ended. I missed the end of the film. 

With people we use a possessive form, and sometimes we can use the 
of-structure. With things we use of For more details about the choice of 
the possessive form or of, > 133. 

C A verb + object becomes a noun + preposition + object. 

Clause 

They will open the new skateboard 
park. 

Someone attacked the army post. 

They've changed the law. 
I've requested a transfer. 

Phrase 

The opening of the new skateboard 
park is eagerly awaited. 

The attack on the army post took 
place yesterday. 

There's been a change in the law. 
I've made several requests for a transfer. 

The most common preposition after a noun is of For more details, > 226. 

D An adverb in a clause is equivalent to an adjective in a noun phrase. 
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Adverb 

The residents protested angrily. 

The landscape is amazingly 
beautiful. 

Adjective 

The residents' angry protests were ignored. 

Discover the amazing beauty of the 
landscape. 



i1lan9ua9cz 

Indirect speech 

258 Introduction 

A We use direct speech when we report someone's words by quoting them. 
'I'll go and heat some milk,' said Agnes. (from a story) 
Gould was the first to admit, 'We were simply beaten by a better side.' 
(from a newspaper report) 
'Made me laugh more than any comedy I have seen in the West End this 
year' - Evening Standard (from an advertisement for a play) 

B Instead of quoting the exact words we can report the meaning in our own 
words and from our own point of view. This is called 'indirect speech' or 
'reported speech'. 

Agnes said she would go and heat some milk. 
Gould admitted that his team were beaten by a better side. 
One of the critics claims it's the funniest play in the West End. 

Here the indirect speech is the object of said, admitted, or claims. These are 
verbs of reporting. > 259 

NOTE 

a When we use indirect speech, we normally express the meaning of what was said rather 
than the exact words that were spoken. 

'I had a really great time.' ➔ She said she had enjoyed herself 

b We can report thoughts as well as speech or writing. 
I thought I had plenty of time, but in fact I only just made it. 

The speaker thought 'I've got plenty of time', but the thoughts were not necessarily 
expressed in speech. 
Often think is used to report expressions of opinion. 

My careers advisor thinks I should do business studies. 
In the context of a discussion between the.careers aqvisor and the student,:it is clear 
that the opinion was expressed in speech. 

C We often use that in indirect speech, but in informal English we can leave it 
out, especially after a common verb like say. 

Tom says (that) he'll only be five minutes. 

We can sometimes use a gerund clause or a to-infinitive clause. 
Gould admitted having lost to a better side. > 265E

I warned you to take care. > 265D

NOTE 

a Sometimes the indirect speech comes first (in a finite clause), and the information 
about who said it comes at the end, as a kind of afterthought. 

His team were beaten by a better side, Gould admitted. 
There will be no trains on New Year's Day, the rail companies announced yesterday. 

We do not begin with That ... when the indirect speech comes first. 

b We can use a phrase with according to to show who said something. 
According to Gould, his team were beaten by a better side. 
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D With direct speech, we can sometimes invert the verb of reporting and the 
subject. This happens mainly in literary English, for example in stories. 

'I'll see you later,' said Sam. 
'But that's not true,' replied the man. 

We can do this with most verbs of reporting, but not with a verb like tell 
which has an indirect object. 

We do not usually put a personal pronoun after the verb. 
'Nice to meet you,' he said. 

E You may see a mixture of direct and indirect speech. This is from a 
newspaper report about a man staying at home to look after his children. 

But Brian believes watching the kids grow up and learn new things is the 
biggest joy a dad can experience. 'Some people think it's a woman's job, but 
I don't think that's relevant any more.' 

F Wnen someone says something that goes on for more than a single sentence, 
we do not need to use a verb of reporting in every sentence. This is from a 
newspaper report about a court case. 

Prosecutor David Andrews said Wilson had stolen a gold wedding ring and 
credit card and had used the card to attempt to withdraw money from a 
bank. In the second offence Wilson had burgled premises and taken a 
briefcase containing takings from a shop. Police had later recovered the 
bank notes from his home. 

It is clear that the whole paragraph is reporting what the prosecutor said. It is 
not necessary to say, for example, that Mr Andrews added that police had 
later recovered the bank notes from his home. 

259 Verbs of reporting 

A We can use a verb of reporting with a that-clause or a wh-clause. 
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Polly says (that) she isn't feeling very well. 
He wondered why everyone was smiling. 

Most verbs of reporting can also be used with direct speech. 
Polly says, 'I'm not feeling very well.' 
'Why is everyone smiling?' he wondered. 

We also use verbs of reporting with other patterns such as a to-infinitive 
clause or a gerund clause. > 265 

We asked the waiter to bring another bottle. 
I've apologi,zed for keeping everyone waiting .. ·

NOTE 

Some verbs express how a sentence is spoken. 
'Oh, not again,' she groaned. 

Such verbs include groan, laugh, murmur, mutter, scream, shout, sigh, sob, and whisper. 
They are typically used with direct speech in stories and novels. 



259 Verbs of reporting 

B There are many different verbs of reporting. Here are some that we can·use 
before a that-clause or a wh-clause. 

admit 
agree 
announce 
argue 

ask 
believe 
consider 
feel 

hear 
inquire 
insist 
know 

point out 
read 
say 
suggest 

suppose 
think 
understand 
wonder 

With many of these verbs we can use a passive pattern with it. > 92A 
At that time it was already known that the earth orbited,the sun. 

NOTE 

. In informal speech be like is sometimes used, especially by younger speakers, when quoting 
someone's words. 

We were making a bit of a noise, and my dad was like, 'What's going on here?' 

C Sometimes there is an indirect object after the verb of reporting. 
No one told me you were leaving. 
The police have warned the public that the man is dangerous. 

The verbs we can use in this pattern include the following. 

advise inform promise remind warn 
assure notify reassure tell 

With some of these verbs we cannot leave out the indirect object. 
We informed everyone that the time had been changed. 
(NOT l¥e informed that the time httti been changed.) 

These verbs are assure, inform, notify, reassure, remind, and tell (> 260). 

We can use the verb of reporting in the passive. 
Everyone was informed that the time had been changed. 

NOTE 

For write with an indirect object, > 253B Note. 

D Sometimes we use a phrase with to after a verb of reporting. 
Can someone explain to me what's happening? 
I suggested to the· others that we should meet them here. 

The verbs that we can use in this pattern include the following. 

admit declare mention recommend say 
announce explain point out remark suggest 
complain indicate propose report write 

We can always leave out the phrase with to. 
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E As well as verbs of reporting, we can also use an adjective such as sure 
or certain. 

I'm sure someone's been looking through my papers. 

260 Te//, say, and ask 

A We normally use an indirect object after tell. 
You told me you didn't like Chinese food. 
Simon told us he was going to Australia. 
(NOT Simon told he was going to Austffllitt.) 

But after say we do not use an indirect object. 
You said you didn't like Chinese food. 
Simon said he was going to Australia. 
(NOT Simon sttid us he was going to Austrttlitt.) 

B We can use either a that-clause or a wh-clause after say or tell. 
Kate told me (that) she's fed up. 
Kate said (that) she's fed up. 
Kate told me what the matter was. 

Say+ wh-clause is used in a negative statement or a question where the 
information is not actually reported. 

Kate didn't say what the matter was. 
Did your brother say how long he would be? 

Say+ wh-clause is less usual in a positive statement. 

NOTE 

We can use tell+ indirect object+ about. 
Kate told us about the fight she had with her boyfriend. 

We use say with about only if the information is not actually reported. 
What did Kate say about her boyfriend? 
The company won't say anything about its plans. 

C There are a few expressions where we can use tell without an indirect object. 
I'm not very good at telling stories. 
Paul told a very funny joke. 
You mustn't tell lies. You should always tell the truth. 
The pupils have learned to tell the time. 
Can you tell the difference between tap water and bottled water? 
( = distinguish) 

NOTE 

You may sometimes see tell without an indirect object before how or of 
The couple told how they had been held hostage. 
I remember crying when the radio told of the death of the King. 

D After say we can use a phrase with to. 
I said to him, 'I've been mugged.' 
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But this is less usual in indirect speech. 
I said I'd been mugged. 
I told him I'd been mugged. 

We prefer either of these to I said to him I'd been mugged. 

But we can use a phrase with to if the information is not reported. 
The mayor will say a few words to the guests. 
What did the boss say to you? 

E We use talk and speak to say who was speaking, to whom, for how long, 
or what about. 

Daniel was talking to a very attractive young woman. 
The President spoke for an hour . 

• 

We don't talk about politics. 
We do not use them as verbs of reporting. 

The announcer said that he had a surprise for us. 
(NOT The a,inouncer talked/spoke that he had a surprise for 1::tS.) 

F We can use ask with or without an indirect object. · 
Kate looked a bit upset, so I asked (her) if there was anything wrong. 

For tell and ask in indirect orders and requests, > 264. 
We told/asked Kate to hurry up. 

Compare ask and say in direct and indirect speech. 

Direct speech 

'What time is it?' he asked/said. ➔

'The time is ... , ' he said. ➔

Indirect speech 

He asked what time it was. 
He said what time it was. 

261 Changes in indirect speech 

A People, place, and _time 

Imagine a situation where Andrew and Tina are at home one afternoon. Tina 
wants to go out in the car, but it refuses to start. She rings the garage and asks 
a mechanic if he can come and see to it. He is too busy to come right away, 
but he agrees to come the, next morning. 

Mechanic: I'll be at your house at eight tomorrow morning. 

A moment later Tina reports this to Martin. 
Tina: The mechanic says he'll be here at eight tomorrow morning. 

Now a different speaker is giving the message, so where the mechanic said I'll

be ... , Tina says he'll be . . . . And the speaker is in a different place, so at your 
house for the mechanic becorqes here for Tina. 

Next day the mechanic-has not arrived even by nine o'clock, so Tina rings 
him again. 
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Tina: You said you would be here at eight this morning. 
Now the time has changed. It is a day later, so instead of tomorrow morning, 
Tina says this morning. And the promise is now out of date, so will becomes 
would. For changes to verb forms, > 262. 

When we report something, we have to take account of changes in the 
situation - a different speaker, a different place, or a different time. 

B Pronouns and possessives 

When you report what someone else has said, both pronouns and possessives 
can change. 

'I'm really enjoying myself' ➔ Kate said she was enjoying herself. 
'I like your new hairstyle.' ➔ Martin said he liked my new hairstyle. 

C Adverbials of time 

Here are some typical changes from direct to indirect speech. 

Direct speech 

now 
today 
yesterday 
tomorrow 
this week 
last year 
next month 
an hour ago 

Indirect speech 

then/at that time/immediately 
yesterday/ that day/ on Tuesday, etc 
the day before/the previous day/on Monday, etc 
the next day/ the following day/ on Thursday, etc 
last week/ that week 
the year before/ the previous year/ in 1990, etc 
the month after/ the following month/ in August, etc 
an hour before/ an hour earlier/ at two o'clock, etc 

D Reporting this and that

When we are talking abm�t things other than tipie, this or that 1;1sually 
changes to the in indirect speech, or the phrase is replaced· by it. 

'This steak is nice.' ➔ Kirsty said the steak was nice. 
'I'd like to buy that guitar. ➔ Tom saw a guitar. He said he wanted to buy it. 

262 Verb tenses in indirect speech 

A Verbs of reporting 
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A verb of reporting can be in a present tense. 
The forecast says it's going to rain. 
I've heard they might close this place down. 

Here the present simple or present perfect tense suggests that the reported 
statements were made not long ago and that they are still relevant. For 
written statements such as The article says fast food is bad for you, > 42G. 



262 Verb tenses in indirect speech 

After a present-tense verb of reporting, we do not change the tense in indirect 
speech. 

'I'm hungry.' ➔ Robert says he's hungry. 
'I took drugs when I was younger.' ➔ The singer says he took drugs when he 
was younger. 

A verb of reporting is often in a past tense. 
The forecast said it was going to rain .. 
Robert said he's hungry. 

We can always use the past tense, even if the words were spoken a very short 
time ago. After a.past-tense verb of reporting-we often change the tense in 
indirect speech. 

It's going to rain. ➔ The forecast said'it was going to rain. 
For details > B-C. 

NOTE 

C�mtinuous forms are sometimes used informally to report what was saia, especially when 
summarizing the main point of a message. 

The authorities are saying that the school will have to close. 
This politician on TV last night was saying there's hardly any rainforest left. 

B The tense change and when we use it 

When the verb of reporting is in a past tense, we often change the tense in 
indirect speech from present to past. In general we are more likely to change 
the tense if we are unsure whether the statement is still true and still relevant. 

When a statement" is untrue or out of date, then we change the tense. 
Oh, they live in Bristol, do they? I thought they live� in Bath. 
(They don't live in Bath.) 
The forecast said it was going to rain and it did. 
(The forecast is now out of date.) 

We also use the past tense when we are reporting in a n_eutral way and we do 
not want to suggest that the statement is necessarily true. 

'Our policies are the right ones.' ➔ The Minister said that the party's policies 
were the right ones. 

This use of the past tense gives an objective tone to the reporting of people's 
views in the news media. 

Sometimes we can use the same tense in reported speech as in direct speech. 
This happens when the statement is still relevant. 

'I know the way.' ➔ Karen told me she knows/knew the way, so there's no 
I . 

need to take a map. , r 

'It's gqing to rain.' ➔ The forecast said it's going to rain I it was going to rain 
today:· · 

Using the present tense makes the speaker sound more confident that Karen 
really does know the way and that it really is going to rain. However, it is 
always possible to change the tense, even when the statement is still relevant . 

. 
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TIP 

After said and told it is safest to change the tense from present to past. 
'I'm tired.' ➔ She said she was tired. 

C The form of the tense change 

The tense change in indirect speech is a change from present to past. 
'I feel awful.' ➔ Louise said she felt awful. 
'You're crazy.' ➔ Simon thought I was crazy. 
'I've got a headache.'➔ I told them I had a headache. 

If the verb phrase is more than one word,-!_hen the first word of the verb 
phrase changes from present to past. 

'We're going the wrong way.' ➔ I knew we were going the wrong way. 
'I haven't finished.' ➔ Laura said she hadn't finished. 
'The _kids have been swimming.' ➔ Steve said the kids had been swimming. 
'The matter is being investigated.' ➔ They told me the matter was being 
investigated. 

So the present continuous changes to the past continuous, the present 
perfect to the past perfect, and so on. 

D Past and past perfect in indirect speech 
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If the verb in direct speech is past, then it usually changes to the past perfect. 
'I passed my driving test yesterday.' ➔ Paul told me he'd passed his 
driving test. 
'We were sailing on the lake last weekend.' ➔ They told me they'd been 
sailing on the lake. 

The use of the past perfect makes it clear that the sailing is further in the past 
than when they told me about it. If we don't change the tense - They told me 
they were sailing - this could mean that the sailing holiday was not yet over. 

Look at these examples. 
'I feel very stressed.' ➔ Lucy said she felt very stressed. She certainly didn't 
look well. 
'I felt very stressed.' ➔ Lucy said she'd felt very stressed, but she seems to 
have got over it now. 

Here we have to use the past perfect in indirect speech to show that the 
feeling was in the past when it was reported. 

But when it is clear that something happened long before it was reported, we 
do not need to use the past perfect. 

'I once lived in a palace.' ➔ Joshua told me that he once lived in a palace. 
'Rome wasn't built in a day, you know.' ➔ The teacher reminded us that 
Rome wasn't built in a day. 

We do not change a past-tense verb when it refers to something unreal. 
'I wish I had a dog.' ➔ My sister used to say she wished she had a dog. 
'If I knew, I'd tell you.' ➔ Amy said that if she knew, she would tell us. 



262 Verb tenses in indirect speech 

If the verb in direct speech is in the past perfect, then it does not change. 
'I was annoyed because I'd left my coat on· the train.' ➔ Jack said he'd been 
'annoyed because he'd left his coa� on the train. 

NOTE 

The past perfect in indirect speech can relate to three different verb forms. 
'I've seen the film.' ➔ She said she'd seen the film. 
'I saw the film last week.' ➔ She said she'd seen the film}he week before. 
'I didn't watch it because I'd seen it before.' ➔ She said she'd seen it before. 

E Modal verbs in indirect speech 

Some modal verbs change in indirect speech. 
'You'll regret it.' ➔ I told them they'd regret it. 
'I can drive.' ➔ I said I could drive. 
'It may snow.' ➔ They thought it might snow. 

The changes are will ➔ would, can ➔ could, and may ➔ might. 

Other modal verbs do not change. 
'A walk would be nice.' ➔ We thought a walk would be nice. 
'You should come back tomorrow.' ➔ They told me I should go back the 
next day. 

There is no change with would, could, should, might, ought to, had better, and 
used to. 

Must can stay the same or change to had to. 
'I must go now.' ➔ Sarah said she must go I she had to go. 

When it refers to the future, it can change to would have to. 
'I must go soon.' ➔ Sarah said she must go I she had to go I she would have 
to go soon. 

But when must expresses certainty, it usually stays the same, but it can 
change to had to. 

'There must be some mistake.' ➔ I thought there must be I there had to be 
some mistake. 

Mustn't and needn't can stay the same, or they can change. 
'You mustn't lose the key.' ➔ I told Matthew he mustn't lose I he wasn't to 
lose the key. 
'You needn't wait for us.' ➔ We said they needn't wait I didn't need to wait 
I didn't have to wait for us. 

NOTE 

a Shall for the future changes to would. 
'I shall be making a complaint.' ➔ He said he would be making a complaint. 

Shall meaning 'ought to' changes to should. 
'What shall I write about?' ➔ She wondered what she should write about. 

For She wondered what to write about, > 108. 

b There are sometimes other ways we can report a sentence with a modal verb. > 265 
'Would you like to come for tea?' ➔ They invited me for tea. 
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263 Reporting questions 

A When we report a question, we use verbs such as ask, enquire, want to know, 
or wonder. 

Here are some examples of how we report a wh-question. 
'Where did you have lunch?' ➔ I asked Elaine where she'd had lunch. 
'What time does the flight get in?' ➔ I'll enquire what time the flight gets in. 
'Who have you invited?' ➔ Peter is wondering who we've invited. 
'When is the lecture?' ➔ Someone wants to know when the lecture is. 

When we report a yes/no question, we use if or whether. 
'Is there a cafe in the museum?' ➔ Tom was asking iftwhether there was a 
cafe in the museum. 
'Has the drug been properly tested?' ➔ People want to know iftwhether the 
drug has been properly tested. 

NOTE 

After if/whether we can use or not to stress the need for a yes/no answer. 
They want to know if/whether it's safe or not. 
They want to know whether or not it's safe. 
(BUT NOT They w12nt tt, know if or not it's safe.) 

B In an indirect question the word order is usually subject + verb, as in a 
statement 

I asked Elaine where she'd had lunch. 
Compare: She'd had lunch in the canteen. 
I'll enquire what time the flight gets in. 
Compare: The flight gets in at three o'clock. 
(NOT I'll e,iquire tth'itlt time tiaes the flight get iti.) 

NOTE 

We use inversion in the indirect question in sentences like this. 
Where did Elaine have lunch, I was wondering. 

Here the reporting verb comes at the end of the sentence, as a kind of afterthought. 

C In an indirect question the tense can change from present to past in the same 
way as in a statement. > 262 

'What do you want?' ➔ The man asked what we wanted. 
'Can we take photos?'➔ Anna wondered if we could take photos. 

D We can use an indirect question form after say, tell, etc when we are talking 
about the answer to a question. 

Did your friend say when she would be calling? 
I wish you'd tell me whether you agree. 
I haven't been informed what time the flight gets in. 

E We can use an indirect question to ask for information. > 17 
Could you tell me what time it is, please? 
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264 Reporting orders and requests 

A To report an order_ or requfst, we usually\1se tell/ask+ object+ to-infinitive. 
'Please wait outside.' ➔ The teacher told us to wait outside. 
'I want you to relax.' ➔ My therapist is always telling me to relax. 
'Could you- help us, please?' ➔ We.asked· someone to help us. 
'Would you mind not smoking?' ➔ ·A· nurse asked Tim not to smoke. 

As well as tell and ask, there are a number of other verbs we can use such as 
command, request, and urge. For more details about this pattern, > 105B.

B There are other ways of reporting orders and requests. We can also use must, 
should, have to, or be to. 

My therapist is always telling me I must I I should relax. 
The teacher said we had to wait I we were to wait outside. 

Sometimes we can report the order or request in the form of an indirect 
statement or question. 

My therapist is always telling 'me ·she· wants me to relax. 
A nurse asked Tim if he would niind not smoking. 

C We can use the passive before the to-infinitive. 
I'm always being told to relax. 
We were asked to form a queue. 

D We can use ask with or without an indirect object. Compare these examples. 
· 'May I sit down?' ➔ Mark asked to sit down.
'Please sit down, Mark.' ➔ The boss asked Mark to sit down.

We use ask for with a noun phrase•to report a re-quest to have something. 
'Can I have a receipt, please?' ➔ I asked (the assistant) for a receipt. 

We can also use the following pattern with ask for and a passive to-infinitive. 
The villagers are asking for a speed limit to be introduced. 

To report a request for permission, we use ask if/whether. 
'Do you mind if I smoke?' ➔ Tim asked if/whether he could smoke . 

. ( 

265 Re-porting offers, warnings, apologies, etc 

· A Introduction

Besides statements, questions, and requests, there are many other kinds of 
sentence that we can report, such as an offer or an objection. We can often do 
this by reporting them in the form of an indirect statement or question. 

'I can lend you some money.' ➔ Stella said she could lend me some money. 
'Why should I have the smallest room?' ➔ Emma wondered why she should 
have the smallest room. 
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Indirect speech 

But it is often neater _to use a verb like offer or object.which makes clear the
purpose of what was said·. 

· ·· · · · 

'I can lend you some money.' ➔ Stella offered to lend me some money. 
'Why should I have the smallest room?' ➔ Emma objected to having the 
smallest room. 

Sometimes we can use a that-clause with verbs of this kind(> H-1). But after 
most of these verbs we use a different pattern. Here are some examples. 

B A single clause 
.'I'm sorry.' ➔ The man apologized. 
'Thank you very much.' ➔ I thanked the driver. 
'We really must have a sea view.' ➔ The guests insisted on a sea view. 
'Be careful. The path is slippery.' ➔ He warned us about the path. 

C Verb + to-infinitive 
'I'm not going to walk all that way.' ➔ I refused to walk. 
'I'll see to the computer for you.' ➔ Paul promised to see to the computer. 

Verbs we can use in this pattern include agree, offer, promise, refuse, threaten, 
and volunteer. 

D Verb + object+ to-infinitive 
'You really ought to call in the experts.' ➔ Jane advised us to call in 
the experts. 
'Would you like to stay at our house?' ➔ Some friends have invited me 
to stay. 

Verbs we can use include advise, invite, remind, and warn. 

E Verb + gerund 
'I'm afraid I've lost the photo.' ➔ Luke admitted losing the photo. 
'Let's move on, to a night club.' ➔ Someone suggested moving on to a club. 

Verbs we can use include admit, deny, and suggest. 

F Verb + preposition + gerund 
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'I'm sor_ry_ I was (n such a bad mooq,.' ➔ Sara� apologized for .being {n such 
a bad inood. 
'Why do I have to tidy up after everyone?' ➔ Lucy was complaining abput 
having to tidy up after everyone. 

Prepositional verbs we can use in this pattern include apologize for, complain 
about, confess to, insist on, and object to. 



265 Reporting offers, warnings, apologies, etc 

G Verb + object + preposition + gerun_d 
'Well done for speaking up like that.' ➔ We congratulated Chloe on 
speaking up. 
'Why didn't you take your opportunity?' ➔ Carl's friend criticized him for 
not taking his opportunity. i 

•. , , 

Prepositional verbs we can use in this pattern include accuse . . . of, blame 
. . . for, congratulate . . .  on, criticize . . .  for, praise . . . for, thank . . . for, and 
warn . . . about. 

NOTE 

We can also use the phrasal verb tell off. 
'You really can't spend so much time phoning your friends.' ➔ The boss told 'me off for 
phoning my friends. 

H Verb + that-clause 

. . ,: 

'Club officials are to wear suits.' ➔ The club insists (that) the officials 
wear suits. 
'I'm afraid I've lost the photo.' ➔ Luke admitted (that) he had lost 
the photo. 

Verbs we can use include admit, advise, agree, complain, confess, deny, 
forecast, insist, object, predict, promise, recommend, remind, suggest, threaten, 
and warn. 

Verb + object + that-�lat.1se 
'Be careful. The path is very slippery.' ➔ He warned us (that) the path was 
very slippery. 
'Don't worry. There'll be a seat for you.' ➔ They assured me (that) I would 
get a seat. 

Verbs we can use in this pattern include assure, promise, reassure, remind, 
and warn. 

. ' ' 

.-
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Relative clauses 

266 Introduction 

A This sentence is from a newspaper. 
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A body recovered from the River Severn at Tewkesbury ar the weekend is 
thought to be a man who disappeared from the Midlands in January, police 
said yesterday. 

The sentence contains a noun phrase (a man)+ a relative clause (who 
disappeared from the Midlands in January). The relative clause begins with a 
pronoun (who). Compare the use ofa personal pronoun and a relative pronoun. 

The body is that of a man. He disappeared in January. 
The body is that of a man who disappeared in January. 

A relative clause can also follow a compound pronoun beginning every-, 
some-, any-, or no-. 

The body is that of someone who disappeared in January. 

These sentences also contain relative clauses. 
We can't ignore the difficulties which lie ahead. 
The tension that has gripped the city began to ease yesterday. 
There are a lot of pupils here whose parents have divorced. 

Here the relative clauses begin with which, that, and whose. 

Sometimes we can use a clause without a relative pronoun. > 268E 
They've charged me for a phone call I didn't make. 
The bus we were waiting for never came. 

We do not use the personal pronoun that we would need in a main clause. 
a man who disappeared in January 
(NOT tl man who he tiisttppea.red in Janua,ry) 
the difficulties which lie ahead 
(NOT the tiifficttlties which they lie tlhea.ti) 

The relative pronoun (who, which) replaces the personal pronoun (he, they) 
as the subject of the clause. The same thing happens when the relative 
pronoun is the object of the clause. 

a body that they found in the river 
(NOT tl body thttt they fm:tttti it in the rir:,er) 

The relative pronoun (that) replaces the personal pronoun (it). But here we 
still need the personal pronoun they as subject. For more about relative 
pronouns as subject and object, > 268B. 

NOTE 

We sometimes use another clause inside a relative clause. 
It is the body of a man who the police think was murdered. 
We can't ignore the difficulties which we know lie ahead. 

In the second example we put th
_
e clause we know inside the relative clause which lie ahead. 



266 Introduction 

B Compare a relative clause with other ways of modifying a noun. 

An adjective or noun: 

A phrase: 

A participle clause: 

A full relative clause: 

a dead body 
'l 

a Midlands man 
• a body in the river
a man from the Midlands
a body recoveredfroni the river> 274

a man missing since Januar.y > 274

a body which police recovered from the river
a man who disappeared from the Midlands

We usually choose a pattern that enables us to express all the relevant 
information in the shortest way. For example, a Midlands man or a man from 
the Midlands would be more usual than a man who comes from the Mi<j,la1Jds. 

• � I • I 

C A relative clause usually comes directly after the noun it relates to, but it can 
come later in the sentence. These two examples are from real conversations. 

I can't think of any good films �t the moment that I'd like to see. 
The train was just pulling out of the station that we were supposed to 
connect with. 

But it is usually best to put the relative clause directly after the noun so that it 
is clear what the clause relates to. 

At the moment I can't think of any good films that I'd like to see. 
The train that we were supposed to connect with was just pulling out of 
the station. 

D The use of commas with relative clauses 

Relative clauses can be divided into those without commas and those which. -
are separated off from the rest of the 'Sentence by one or two commas. 
Whether we use commas or not ( or whether we pause when speaking) makes 
a difference to. the meaning. Look at these two paragraphs. 

Without commas 

Two cars had to swerve to avoid 
each other. One car left the road 
and hit a tree, and the other ended 
up on its roof The driver of the car 
which hit a tree was killed. 

In speech we do not pause before the 
clause without commas. The clause 
tells us which of the two cars is 
meant. The sentence would be 
incomplete without the relative 
clause. 

With commas 

A car had to swerve td avoid a 
horse and left the road. The driver 
of the car, which hit a tree, was 
killed. 

In speech there is a short pause 
before the clause with commas. The 
clause adds extra information about 
the car. It does not identify the car 
because in this context there is only 
one. The sentence would still make 
sense without the relative clause. 
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Here is another example. 

Without commas 

Cars which cause pollution 
should be banned. 
(Some cars cause pollution and 
should be banned.) 

The clause without commas tells us 
what kind of cars are meant. 

With commas 

Cars, which cause pollution, 
should be banned. 
(All cars cause pollution and 
should be banned.) 

The clause with commas adds 
information about cars in general. 

267 Types of relative clause 

Some relative clauses are without commas, and some have commas. > 266D 
Both these basic kinds of clause have different uses, as shown below. There 
are three types of relative clause without commas (> A-C) and two types with 
commas (> D-E) 

A Identifying clauses 

A relative clause without commas can identify which one we mean. 
Who was that man who said hello to you? 
I can't find the book that I was reading. 

The clause that I was reading identifies which book we are talking about. 

An identifying clause often comes after a noun phrase with the. 
I like the course that I'm doing now. 

We do not normally use my, your, etc. 
(NOT I like my course that Pm doing now.) 

Both my and the relative clause identify the course, but we do not need to use 
more than one of them. But we can use this, that, these, or those. 

Have you got those photos you took at the weekend? 

B Classifying clauses 
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A relative clause without commas can say what kind of thing we are talking 
about. 

We're looking for a pub that serves food. 
I hate people who laugh at their own jokes. 

The clause that serves food describes the kind of pub we mean. A classifying 
clause often comes after a noun phrase with al an (a pub) or a plural noun 
(people). 



268 More details about relative clauses without commas 

C Clauses used for emphasis 
' 

. 

We can use a relative· clause without commas in a pattern with it + be. > 38D 
It's my husband who does the cooking, not me. 

Here the pattern emphasizes the phrase my husband. 

D Addi'ng clauses 

We can use a relative clause with a comma to add more information about a 
noun.> 269 

I'll be away on 10 June, which is a Thursday. 
Aristotle was taught by Plato, who founded the Academy at Athens. 

The clause who founded the Academy at Athens adds extra information about 
Plato. We can leave out the adding clause and the sentence still makes sense. 

NOTE 

After a phrase with al an, the question of whether a comma should be used is less clear. 
My brother had a teddy bear which he used to carry around everywhere. 

This could be written with or without a comma and spoken with or without a pause 
before which. 

E Connective clauses 

A relative clause with a comma can tell us what happened next. 
I shouted to the man, who ran off. 
Jack put a match to the paper, which instantly caught alight. 

We use a connective clause to link two actions. In spoken English we often 
prefer to use two main clauses. 

I shouted to the man, and he ran off. 

268 More details about relative clauses without 

commas 

Here we look at who, which, that, and whom in relative clauses without 
commas. (For the use of commas, > 266D.) We also look at relative clauses 
without a pronoun. 

A Who, which, and that 

We use who for a person and which for something not human such as a 
thing, an action, or an idea. 

The hairdresser who usually does my hair was ill. 
It was a dream which came true. 

The difference between who and which is like that between he/ she and it. But 
who and which can go with a plural noun as well as a singular one. 

People who haven't got cars can't shop at these out-of-town stores. 
Why import things which we could produce ourselves? 
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We can use that with any noun. 
The hairdresser that usually does my hair was ill. 
It was a dream that came true. 
Why import things that we could produce ourselves? 

With people, who is more usual than that in writing, but both are used in 
conversation. After other nouns, both which and that are possible, but which 
can be a little formal. 

That is more usual than which after a quantifier or pronoun. 
There was little that could be done to help the victims. 
I've thought of something that I'd like for my birthday. 

In this last example we can leave out that: 
something I'd like for my birthday. > E

TIP 

As a general rule, in informal or neutral English use who with people and 
that with other nouns. Say the man who phoned but the bus that came. 

B Relative pronoun as subject and object 

The relative pronoun can be the subject or the object of the clause. 

Subject 

Never buy from people who sell 
out of suitcases. 
(They sell out of suitcases.) 
I've got a computer program that 
does the job for me. 
(It does the job for me.) 

Object 

They're the same actors that we 
saw at the theatre. 
(We saw them at the theatre.) 
It's a job which you could do 
yourself quite easily. 
(You could do it.) 

We often leave out an object relative 
pronoun. > E 

They're the same actors we saw at 
the theatre. 
It's a job you could do yourself 
quite easily. 

C Whom 
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We mostly use who as a subject relative pronoun, but it can be an object. 
I met an old friend who I hadn't seen for years. 

We can also use whom as an object pronoun. 
I met an old friend whom I hadn't seen for years. 

But whom is formal and rather old-fashioned. In everyday speech we usually 
use that, or we leave out the pronoun. 

I met an old friend that I hadn't seen for years. 
I met an old friend I hadn't seen for years. 



268 More details about relative clauses without commas 

We· can.use Ufhom as ,the object·of a preposition (> D). It is also used in
adding cla{ises (> 269). 

· · 

D Prepositions in a relative clause without commas 

Who, which, or that can be the object of a preposition. 
I'll introduce you to the man who I share a flat with. 
(I share a flat with him.) 

There are a number of factors which we have no control over. 
(We have no control over them.) 

That's the reality of the world that we live in. 
(We live in it.) 

In informal English the preposition comes in the same place as in a main 
clause. In the first example, compare the relative clause who I share a flat 
with and the main clause I share a flat with him. In both clauses with follows 
share + object. 

We can leave out the relative pronoun. > E 
I'll introduce you to the man I share a flat with. 
There are a number of factors we have no control over. 

In more formal English, we can put the preposition before whom or which. 
The person with whom I share a flat seems to have disappeared. 
Politics is a topic in which I have absolutely no interest. 

We cannot leave out whom or which here, and we cannot use who or that. 

NOTE 
For prepositions in a relative clause with commas, > 269C. 

E Leaving out the relative pronoun 

We can leave out the pronoun from a relative clause without commas when it 
is not the subject of the clause. This happens especially in informal English. 

I need to talk to someone I can really trust. 
That man you were sitting next to never said a word� 
This has been the wettest summer anyone can remember. 
He certainly could not have committed the crime he was accused of 

Here the relative clauses begin with the pronouns I, you, anyone, and he. But 
when the relative clause has a noun subject, it is more usual to use a relative 
pronoun such as that. 

Nearby was a rope ladder that two gi.rls were climbing up. 

We do not leave out a subject relative pronoun. 
The architect who designed this building won an award. 
(NOT The architect designed this building won an a=ward.) 
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269 More details about relative clauses with 

commas 

Here in A-E we look at adding clauses. These are relative clauses which add 
extra information. (For the use of commas, > 266D.) 

A This news item contains a sentence with an adding clause. 
Darren Curry, who studied at both Brooklands School and Walton College 
in Chedworthy, has reason for double celebrations. He was recently 
awarded a degree in history at Nottingham University and has had his first 
book published. 

The clause adds information that the reader may not know, although the 
sentence still makes sense without the adding clause. This kind of clause is 
rather formal and typical of a written style. 

B We separate the adding clause from the main clause, usually with commas. 
Einstein, who failed his university entrance exam, went on to 
discover relativity. 
Police seized the drugs, which have a street value of £20 million. 

We can also use dashes or brackets. 
The new manager is nicer than the old one - whom the staff disliked.
The cat (whose name was Molly) was sitting on the window-sill. 

In an adding clause we use who, whom, whose, or which but we do not 
normally use that. And we cannot leave out the relative pronoun from an 
adding clause. 

C A preposition can go before the relative pronoun, or it can stay in the same 
place as in a main clause. 
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Tim's hobby is photography, on which he spends most of his spare cash. 
Tim's hobby is photography, which he spends most of his spare cash on. 

It is more informal to leave the preposition at the end. 

Here are some more examples. 
I lived in a flat in London, which I paid a high rent for. 
(I paid a high rent for it.)

There was a bomb scare, as a result of which the area was evacuated. 
(As a result of that the area was evacuated.) 

We can also begin an adding relative clause with a preposition+ which+ 
noun. 

We didn't get home until half past midnight, by which time everyone [!lse 
had gone to bed. 
(By that time everyone else had gone to bed.) 
The company may be obliged to lay off staff, in which case the unions are 
sure to object. 
(In that case the unions are sure to object.) 

Here we use which as a determiner before a noun (which time, which case). 



270 Whose

NOTE 

For prepositions in a relative clause without commas,> 268D. 

D We can use a quantifier such as all, one, or some with of whom/ of which to 
express a whole or part quantity. 

.The police received a number of bomb warnings, all of which turned out to 
be false alarms. 
(All of them turned out to be false alarms.) 
At the time of the accident there were two people in the chair lift, one of 
whom was slightly injured. 
There are hundreds of 1V channels, some of which operate 24 hours a day. 

NOTE 

In formal English the quantifier sometimes comes after of whom or of which. 
The company plans to open twelve new outlets, of which five will be in the UK 

E Which can relate to a whole clause, not just to a rioun. 
The team has lost again, which doesn't surprise me. 
(The fact that the team has lost again doesn't surprise me.) _ 
Anna and Matthew spent the whole time arguing, which annoyed me. 
I get paid a bit more now, which means I can afford to run a car. 
The men helped carry the furniture indoors, for which I was very grateful. 

We cannot use what here. 
(NOT The team has ltJ-st again, whttt ti<Je-sn't -surpri-se me.) 

For what as a relative pronoun, > 272. 

F The patterns that we use in adding clauses can also be used in connective 
clauses to say what happened next. 

Joshua presented the flowers to Susan, who burst into tears. 
I dropped a box of eggs, all of which broke. 

270 Whose 

A Whose has a possessive meaning. 
We stopped to help some people whose car had broken down. 
(Their car had broken down.) 

In a relative clause we use whose as a determiner before a noun (whose car). 

(NOT -stJme people who-se the ear httd: broken down) 

B Whose + noun can be the subject or object of the relative clause. 
Doctors are people whose work is obviously useful. 
The prize goes to the contestant whose peiformance 1V viewers like best. 
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It can also be the object of a preposition. 
I wish to thank all those people without whose help I would never have got 
this far. 
My best friend was Martin, at whose wedding I had first met my future w,ife. 
The neighbour whose dog I'm looking after is in Australia. 

We can use whose in a clause with commas. 
The ball fell to Collins, whose shot hit the post. 

C Whose usually relates to a person: some people whose car had broken down. 
But it can relate to other nouns which do not refer directly to people, 
especially nouns which suggest human activity or organization. 

It's the poorer countries whose exports are earning less money. 
I wouldn't fly with an airline whose safety record io so bad. 
She sang a beautiful song, whose sentiments moved the audience. 

Instead of whose relating to a thing, we can use the following pattern with 
the + noun + of which. 

She sang a beautiful song, the sentiments of which moved the audience. 
We are introducing a new system, the aim of which is to cut costs. 
You should look up any word the meaning of which is unclear. 

NOTE 

The + noun can sometimes come after of which. 
You should look up any word of which the meaning is unclear. 

271 Relative adverbs 

- A -There are relative adverbs where, when, and why. 
The house where I used to live has been knocked down. 
Do you remember the time when we all went to a night club? 
The reason why we can sell so cheaply is because we buy in bulk. 

We use where after nouns like place, area, country, house, situation. We use 
when after nouns like time, day, moment, period. We use why after reason. 

NOTE 

We can use where and when without a noun. 
Where I used to live has been knocked down. 
(= The place where I used to live ... ) 
Do you remember when we all went to a nightclub? 
(= ... the time when we all went to a nightclub?) 

B Instead of a clause with where, we can use one of these patterns. 
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The house in which I used to live has been knocked down. 
The house (that) I used to live in has been knocked down. 

The pattern with in which is rather formal. In informal English the house I 
used to live in is more usual. 



272 The relative pronoun what

Instead of when or why, we ca,n use tl].is R�tter�. . .1 
.

Do you remember the time·(that) we all went to a night club'? 
, _ The. reason (that) we can sell so cheaply is becau�e we buy in bulk. 

NOTE 

After a pronoun ending in -where, we can. drop the prepositiQ� from the end of. the clause. 
This place reminds _me of somewhere I �ed to live: . _ 
When you're famous; people follow you everywhereyou'go.,"

,. ' • f . 

C Clauses. with where 9r,._when can be separaJ�d pff by commas. 
We walked up to the,top of the hill, where lf'e got a marvellous view. 
I'd rather go next week, when I won't be so busy. 

We cannot leave out where or when here: ahd we cannot use· that . 

. ,, 

D With the nouµ way, we can use _these gattems. 
I hate the way in which these adverts keep popping up on the screen. 
I hate the way that these adver(s k,eep popping up on the screen. 
I hate the way these adverts keep popping up on the screen. 

The way·in which is more formal. 
NOTE 

We can also use how. 
. � .. . . :; , : 

I hate how these adverts keep popping up on the screen. 

272 The relative pron?�n. ·what.-. 

We can use what in this pattern. 
We'd better write a list of what we need to pack. 
(= the things that we' need to pack) 
I was going to buy�a coat, but I couldn't find wh.at I .wanted. 
(= the thing that l wanted) 

But what cannot rela�e ,to a noun. 
(NOT t.'ie eeat what,{ waf<Uetl) ., • 

NOTE 

We can use what in indirect speech. > 263 
You haven't told me what we need to .pack. , 

We can also use what to emphasize. part of the sentence. > 38E 
What I wanted was a coat. 

. ,. 
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273 Whoever, whatever, etc 

We can form relative clauses with whoever, whatever, whichever, wherever, 
and whenever. 

Whoever painted this graffiti ought to clear it up. 
(= the person who painted this graffiti - no matter who it is) 
I'll spend my money on whatever I like. 
(= the thing that I like - no matter what it is) 
Wherever I choose for a picnic always turns out to be unsuitable. 
(= the place that I choose - no matter where it is) 

We cannot use who in this pattern. 
(NOT Ylho designed this building ought to be shot.) 

We have to use a noun before the relative pronoun who. 
The person who designed this building ought to be shot. 

But we can use what. > 272 
I'll spend my money on what I like. 

274 Participle relative clauses 

A Active participles 
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We can use an active participle in a shortened relative clause. 
Who are those people taking photos over th�re?. 
(= those people who are taking photos) 
The official took no notice of the telephone ringi.ng on his desk. 
( = the telephone that was ringing on his desk) 

The participle can refer to the present (are taking) or the past (was ringing). 

The active participle can refer to a state as well as an action. 
All the equipment belongi.ng to the club was stolen. 
(= all the equipment that belongs to the club) 
Fans wanting to buy tickets started queuing early. 
(= fans who wanted to buy tickets) 

We can also use it to report a message. 

We received a letter telling us about the ·arrangements. 
They've put up a sign warning of the danger. 

We can sometimes use the active participle for a repeated action. 
People travelling into London every day are used to the hold-ups. 
( = people who travel into London every day) 

But we do not normally use the active participle for a single complete action. 
The man who escaped from prison is said to be dangerous. 
(NOT The man escapingfrom prison is said to be dangerous.) 

NOTE 

We can use this kind of relative clause in a sentence with there+ be. > 35F

There were some people taking photos. 



275 Infinitive relative clauses 

,, -B _ P,ass,iv:e participles 
-� . 

.....;· . . · .. \_,,

We can use a passive participle in a shortened relative clause. 
Applications received after the deailline· eanh,pt be consid_ered. 
(= applications which are received·after the deadline) 
The first British 1V commercial, broadcast in 1955, was for toothpaste. 
(= which was broadcast in 1955) . .. .' . _ .
Police are trying to identify a body recovered frotn' the river. . , · 
(= a body which has been recovered from the river) 

We can use the passive participle for both single and repeated actions. 
NOTE 

We can also use a continuous form of tlie passive participle. 
Transport policy is the subject bei�g discussed in Parliame11t this afternoon. 

C Word order with participles 

We can sometimes put a participle before a noun, 'like an adjective. > 123 
We could hear the sound of running water. 

We can also put it after the noun in a ,shortened relative clause. 
We could hear the sound of wa�er running through the pipes. 

When the participle has a phrase of more than one word with it, then it 
cannot come before�the noun. 

(NOT l"/e oould hear the s<Jund of thmugh the pipes running Ulfj;ter.) 

275 Infinitive relative clauses 

A Look at this pattern with: an adjective and a to-infinltive. 
Which was the first country to win the Rugby World Cup? 
(= the first country that wo,n the Rugby World Cup) ·, 
The last person to leave will have to turn out the lights. 
(= the \ast person who leaves) · 
You're the only student to sign up for the course. 
(= the only student who has signed up for the course) 
.Ronald Reagan was th'e oldest man to become US President. 
(= the oldest man who became US President) 

We can use a to-infinitive after an ordinal number (first, second, etc); after

next and last, after only, and after a superlative adjective (e.g. oldest).

We can use a passive to-infinitive. 
The first British monarch to be filmed was Queen Victoria. 

B We can use a to-infinitive in this pattern with a preposition+ which.
This is an ideal location from which to explore the Lake District. 
I need a piano of my own on which to practise. 

This pattern is rather formal. In informal English we can leave out which and 
put the preposition at the end. 

I need a piano of my own to practise on. 
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.Spelling and pronunciation of 
word endings 

276 The -sf-es ending 

A Spelling 

To form the regular plural of a noun or the third-person singular of a 
simple-present verb, we usually add -s.

rooms games words looks opens 

After a sibilant sound we add -es. 
kisses watches bushes taxes 

But if the word ends in e, we just add -s.

places supposes prizes 

A few nouns ending in o add -es. 
potatoes tomatoes heroes echoes 

But most just add -s.

radios pianos photos studios discos kilos zoos 

NOTE 

Sometimes y changes to i, e.g. carry ➔ carries. > 280 

B Pronunciation 
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The -sf-es ending is pronounced ls/after a voiceless sound, /z/ after a voiced 
sound, and /rz/ or /az/ after a sibilant. 

Voiceless: hopes !psi, fits Its/, clocks· /ks/ 
Voiced: cabs /bz/, rides /dz/, days /erz/, throws /auz/ 
Sibilant: loses /zrz/ or /zaz/, bridges /d31z/or/d3az/, washes, /Jrz/ or/Jaz/ 

The possessive form of a noun is pronounced in the same way. 
Mike's /ks/ my teacher's /az/ the boss's /srz/ or /saz/ 
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277 The -ed/-d ending 

A Spelling 

The ed-form of most regular verbs is simply verb+ -ed. 
played walked seemed offered filled 

If the verb ends in e, we just add -d.

moved continued pleased smiled 

NOTE 

Sometimes we double a consonant before -ed, e.g. siop ➔ stopped. > 279 
Sometimes y changes to i, e.g. carry ➔ carried. > 280 

B Pronunciation 

The -edl-d ending is pronounced /t/ after a voiceless sound, /d/ after a 
voiced sound, and/id/ after It/ or Id/.

Voiceless: 
Voiced: 
/t/ or /d/: 

jumped I pt/, liked /kt/, wished I Jtl 
robbed lbd/, closed I zd/, enjoyed /-:J1d/, allowed I aud/ 
waited /tid/, expected /tid/, landed I did/, guided I did/ 

278 Leaving out e

A We often leave out e before an ending with another vowel. For example, we 
normally leave it out before an ing-form. 

make ➔ making shine ➔ shining use ➔ using 
But we keep a double e before ing. 

see ➔ seeing agree ➔ agreeing 

When we add -ed, -er, or -est to a word ending in e, we do not write a double e. 
type ➔ typed late ➔ later nice ➔ nicest 

B We usually leave out e before other endings that start with a vowel, 
.e.g. -able, -ize, -al. 

advise ➔ advisable mobile ➔ mobilize culture ➔ cultural 

But there are exceptions. 
notice ➔ noticeable courage ➔ courageous 

Some words ending in ce or ge keep the e before a or o. 

Some words with -able can be spelled ei�er with or without the e. 
like ➔ likeable/ likable size ➔ sizeable/ sizable 

C We do not usually leave out e before a consonant. 
move ➔ moves nice ➔ nicely care ➔ careful 

Exceptions are words ending in ue. 
argue ➔ argument true ➔ truly due ➔ duly 
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NOTE 

a We can keep the e in judgement! judgment and acknowledgement! acknowledgment. 

b We leave out the e when we form the adverb from whole ➔ wholly. 

D To form an adverb from an adjective, we normally add -ly, 
e.g. quick ➔ quickly. But when an adjective ends in a consonant + le, we just
change the e to y.

simple ➔ simply possible ➔ possibly 

Note also that when an adjective ends in -ic, we add -ally to form the adverb. 
-ically is pronounced /rkli/.

dramatic ➔ dramatically idiotic ➔ idiotically 
An exception is public ➔ publicly. 

279 The doubling of consonants 

A Doubling happens in a one-syllable word that ends with a single vowel and a 
single consonant, such as win, put, sad, plan. 

win ➔ winner put ➔ putting sad ➔ saddest plan ➔ planned 
We double the consonant letter before a vowel. 

We also double the consonant before -y.

fog ➔ foggy Tom ➔ Tommy 

Compare these two verbs. 
tap I trep I ➔ tapping 
tape /terp/ ➔ taping 

B We do not double y, w, or x.

stay ➔ staying slow ➔ slower fix ➔ fixed 
We do not double when there are two consonants at the end of the word. 

work ➔ working hard ➔ harder 
We do not double when there are two vowels. 

keep ➔ keeping broad ➔ broadest 

NOTE 

If an adjective ends in 11, we just add y to form the adverb. We do not add a third l. 
full ➔ fully dull ➔ dully shrill ➔ shrilly 

C When the word has more than one syllable, then we double the consonant 
only if the last syllable is stressed. 
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for'get ➔ forgetting pre'fer ➔ pre'ferred 

We do not usually double a consonant in an unstressed syllable. 
'open ➔ 'opening 'enter ➔ 'entered 



280 Consonant + y 

But we·double the letter l in an unstressed syllable. 
travel ➔ travelled marvel ➔ marvellous jewel ➔ jeweller 

We also double the letter pin some verbs. 
handicap ➔ handicapped worship ➔ worshipping 

NOTE 
( , 

Americans usually write a single l in an unstressed syllable. 
traveled marvelous jeweler 

280 Consonant + y

A When a word ends in a consonant + y, we cannot simply add -s. 
study ➔ studies country ➔ countries 

The y changes to ie before s. 

Before most other endings, the y changes to i. 
study ➔ studied silly ➔ sillier lucky ➔ luckily happJ' ➔ happiness 

We do not change y after a vowel. 
day ➔ days buy ➔ buyer 

But pay, lay, and say have irregular forms paid, laid, and said I sed/. Note also 
day ➔ daily. 

NOTE 

a There are a few exceptions where y does not change after a consonant. 
shy ➔ shyly sly ➔ slyness dry ➔ dryer! drier 

But dry ➔ dried. 

b We form the possessive in the usual way. 
Singular: the lady's name 
Plural: the ladies' names 

c We do not change y when it is part of someone's name. 
Mr and Mrs Grundy ➔ the Grundys 

B We keep y before i. 
copy ➔ copying hurry ➔ hurrying lobby ➔ lobbyist 

We change ie toy before -ing. 
die ➔ dying lie ➔ lying 
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281 Introduction 

Most countable nouns have a regular plural in -s/ -es. 
hand ➔ hands date ➔ dates bus ➔ buses 

For details of spelling and pronunciation, > 276. 
For the plural of compound nouns, > 131B.

For the use of plural nouns, > 131C.

Some nouns have an irregular plural. 
man ➔ men life ➔ lives stimulus ➔ stimuli 

Irregular plurals are formed in a number of different ways, for example by 
changing a vowel or consonant sound or by adding an unusual ending. 

282 Vowel and consonant changes 

A Vowel changes 

Some plurals are formed by changing the vowel sound. 
foot ➔ feet goose ➔ geese man ➔ men mouse ➔ mice 
tooth ➔ teeth woman/'wumanl ➔ women /'Wimrn/ 

NOTE 

We also use men and women in words like Frenchmen and sportswomen. 

B The ending -en

There is an old plural form -en which has survived in these two nouns. 
child /tJarld/ ➔ children /'tJrldran/ ox ➔ oxen 

C Consonant changes 

With some nouns we change/to v and add-s/-es. 
calf ➔ calves half ➔ halves knife ➔ knives leaf ➔ leaves 

· life ➔ lives loaf ➔ loaves shelf➔ shelves thief ➔ thieves 
wife ➔ wives wolf ➔ wolves 

Some nouns ending inf or fe are regular, e.g. beliefs, chiefs, cliffs, safes. A few 
can have either form, e.g. scarf ➔ scarfs/ scarves. 

D Voicing 
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Some nouns ending in th have a regular written plural, but there are two 
possible pronunciations. 

path /pa:0/ ➔ paths /pa:0s/ or /pa:oz/ 



283 Nouns which do not change in the plural 

. .
. 

' 
' The last two sounds of paths �r.e ofte� voiced: pther examp�es _an� baths1 , _ 

mouths, truths, and youths(= young people). 

Some plurals in ths are regular, e.g. births, dedths, months. These are 
pronounced with / 0s/. 

There is also voicing in the last syllable of houses. 
house /haus/ ➔ houses /'hauzrz/ 

E Penny, pence, and pennies 

When we are talking about an amount.of money, we use pence as the plural 
of penny. 

Seventy-five pence, please. 

Pennies are individual penny coins. 
I found an old tin with a lot of pennies in it. 

F Person, persons, and people 

Person has two plurals: persons and people. 
Authorized persons only may enter. 
There were lots of people on the streets. 

People is more usual and less formal. 

A people is a large group such as a nation. 
The Celts were a tall, fair-skinned people. 
One day the peoples of this world will live in peace. 

283 Nouns which do not change in the plural 

Some nouns have the same form in the singular and the plural. 
Singular: I heard an aircraft passing low overhead. 
Plural: I kept hearing aircraft passing low overhead. 

These nouns are aircraft, hovercraft, spacecraft, etc; some animals, e.g. sheep, 
deer; and some kinds of fish, e.g. cod, salmon. 

For nouns ending in -s in both singular and plural, e.g. one means I various 
means of transport,> 147C.

Some nationality words ending in -ese can be singular or plural, e.g. one 
Chinese I several Chinese. 
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284 Irregular plural endings 

390 

There are a number of foreign words which have come into English, mainly 
from Latin and Greek, and these have plural endings which are less common 
in English. 

-a/�/ criterion ➔ criteria curriculum ➔ curricula 
medium ➔ media phenomenon ➔ phenomena 

-ae /i:/ formula ➔ formulas/formulae 

-is ➔ -es /i:z/ analysis ➔ analyses cnszs ➔ crises hypothesis ➔ hypotheses
oasis ➔ oases synthesis ➔ syntheses 

-us ➔ -i /a1/ cactus ➔ cacti nucleus ➔ nuclei stimulus ➔ stimuli 
The plural cactuses is also possible. 

NOTE 

a 

b 

C 

Not every noun ending in on, um, or us has an irregular ending. 
electron ➔ electrons museum ➔ museums bonus ➔ bonuses 

In informal speech, words with the plural ending -a are sometimes used as if they 
were singular. 

I don't believe what the media is telling us. 
Many people would consider this to be incorrect. 

The word data is the plural of datum, which is little used. Data is also often used as 
an uncountable noun. 

Not enough data is/are available. 
Users can control how much data is sent over the network. 
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285 Introduction 

A 

Regular verbs Irregular verbs 

An irregular verb can also have -sA regular verb can have these 
endings: -s, -ing, and -ed. and -ing, but we do not simply add -ed. 

Base form: look play 
s-form: looks plays 
ing-form: looking playing 
Past tense: looked played 
Past participle: looked played 

Base form: steal find 
s-form: steals finds 
ing-form: stealing finding 
Past tense: stole found 
Past participle: stolen found 

The past tense and the past/passive 
participle are irregular. 
Past tense: Someone stole the card. 
Past participle: Who has stolen the card? 

B Look at these examples. 

Regular verb: 
lrregul.ar verb: 

I've painted the wall. 
I've written the report. 

I've repainted the wall. 
I've rewritten the--repvrt. 

A verb form such as painted (regular) or written (irregular) is not changed by 
a prefix such as re-, fore-, or mis-. For example, if tell is irregular, then so is 
foretell. 

286 List of irregular verbs 

The more common verbs are in bold type. 

Base form 

A 
arise/ a'rruz/ 
awake /a'we1k/ 
B 
be /bi:/ > 65 
bear/bea(r)/ 
beat /bi:t/ 
become /b1'kAm/ 

Past tense 

arose /a'rauz/ 
awoke/ a'wauk/ 

was /woz/, were/W3:(r) / 

bore /b�: (r) / 

beat /bi:t/ 
became /b1'ke1m/ 

Past/passive participle 

arisen / ar'1zn/ 
awoken /a'waukan/ 

been /bi:n/ 
borne /b�:n/ 
beaten / 'bi:tn/ 
became /b1'kAm/ 
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begin /bi'gin/ began /bi'gren/ begun /bi'gAn/ 
bend /bend/ bent /bent/ bent /bent/ 
bet /bet/ bet /bet/ bet /bet/ 
bid /bid/ (= offer money) bid /bid/ bid /bid/ 
bid (= order)/bid/ bade /beid/ bidden /'bidnl 
bind /baind/ bound /baund/ bound /baund/ 
bite /bait/ . bite /bait/ bitten /'bitn/ 
bleed /bli:d/ bled /bled/ bled /bled/ 
blow /blau/ blew /blu:/ blown /blaun/ 
break /breik/ broke /brauk/ broken / 'braukan/ 
breed /bri:d/ bred /bred/ bred /bred/ 
bring /bnI)/ brought /br::>:t/ brought/br::>:t/ 
broadcast /'br::>:dka:st/ broadcast I 'br::>:dka:st/ broadcast /'br::>:dka:st/ 
build /bild/ built /bilt/ built /bilt/ 
bum /b3:n/ burnt /b3:nt/ burnt /b3:nt/ 

burned /b3:nd/ burned /b3:nd/ 
burst /b3:st/ burst /b3:st/ burst /b3:st/ 
bust /bAst/ bust /bAst/ bust /bAst/ 

busted I 'bAstid/ busted /'bAstid/ 
buy /ba1/ bought /b::>:t/ bought/b::>:t/ 

C 

cast /ka:st/ cast /ka:st/ cast /ka:st/ 
catch /kretJ / caught /k�:t/ caught /k�:t/ 
choose /tJu:z/ chose /tJauz/ chosen / 'tJ auzn/ 
cling I khIJ / clung /klAIJ/ clung /klAIJ / 
come /kAm/ came /ke1m/ come /kAm/ 
cost /kost/ > Note a cost /kost/ cost /kost/ 
creep /kri:p/ crept /krept/ crept /krept/ 
cut /kAt/ cut /kAt/ cut /kAt/ 
D 

deal /di:ll dealt / delt/ dealt / delt/ 
dig /dig/ dug /dAg/ dug /dAg/ 
dive /da1v/ dived I da1vd/ dived / da1vd/ 

dove /dauv/ 
do /du:/ > Note b did /did/ done /dAn/ 
draw /dr::>:/ drew /dru:/ drawn /dr::>:n/ 
dream /dri:m/ dreamt / dremt/ dreamt /dremt/ 

dreamed / dri:md/ dreamed / dri:md/ 
drink / dnIJk/ drank / drreI)k/ drunk I dr AI) k/ 
drive / dra1v / drove /drnuv/ driven / 'dnvn/ 
dwell I dwell dwelt / dwelt/ dwelt /dwelt/ 
E 

eat /i:t/ ate /et/ eaten / 'i:tn/ 
F 

fall /fa:1/ fell /fell fallen / 'fa:lan/ 
feed /fi:d/ fed /fed/ fed /fed/ 
feel /fi:1/ felt /felt/ felt /felt/ 
fight /fa1t/ fought /fa:t/ fought /fa:t/ 
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find /faind/ 
fit /fit/ > Note c 

flee /fli:/ 
fling / flnJ / 
fly /fla1/ 
forbid /fa'b1d/ 
forecast / 'fo:ka:st/ 
forget /fa'get/ 
forgive /fa'gJ)l/ 
forsake /fa'se1k/ 
freeze /fri:z/ 
G 
get /get/ 

give /grv/ 
go /gau/ > Note e 
grind / graind/ 
grow /grau/ 
H 
hang /hrel)/ 

have /hrev/ > Note h 
hear /hi:a(r) / 
hide /hard/ 
hit /hit/ 
hold /hauld/ 
hurt /h3:t/ 
K 

keep /ki:p/ 
kneel / ni:1/ 

knit /mt/ 

know /nau/ 
L 
lay /le1/ > Note i 
lead /li:d/ 
lean /li:n/ 

leap /li:p/ 

learn /13:n/ 

leave /li:v/ 
lend /lend/ 
let /let/ 
lie /la1/ > Note i 

found /faund/ 
fitted / 'fit1d/ 
fit /fit/ 
fled /fled/ 
flung /flAIJ / 
flew /flu:/ 
forbade /fa'be1d/ 
forecast I 'fa:ka:st/ 
forgot /fa'got/ 
forgave /fa'gerv/ 
forsook /fa'suk/ 
froze /frauz/ 

got /got/ 

gave /gerv/ 
went /went/ 
ground / graund/ 
grew /gru:/ 

hung /hAIJ/ 
hanged /hreIJd/ 
had /hred/ 
heard /h3:d/ 
hid /hid/ 
hit /hit/ 
held /held/ 
hurt /h3:t/ 

kept /kept/ 
knelt /nelt/ 
kneeled I ni:ld/ 
knit /nit/ 
knitted /'n1tid/ 
knew /nju:/ 

laid /le1d/ 
led /led/ 
leant /lent/ 
leaned /li:nd/ 
leapt /lept/ 
leaped /lept/ 
learnt /13:nt/ 
learned /13:nd/ 
left /left/ 
lent /lent/ 
let /let/ 
lay /lei/ 

286 List of irregular verbs 

found /faund/ 
fitted / 'fit1d/ 
fit /fit/ 
fled /fled/ 
flung /flAIJ/ 
flown /flaun/ 
forbidden /fa'b1dn/ 
forecast /'f::>:ka:st/ 
forgotten /fa'gotn/ 
forgiven /fa'grvn/ 
forsaken /ia'se1kan/ 
frozen / 'frauzn/ 

got /got/ 
gotten /'gotn/ > Note d 
given /'g1vn/ 
gone /gon/ > Note f 
ground /graund/ 
grown / graun/ 

hung /hAIJ/ 
hanged /hreIJd/ > Note g 
had /hred/ 
heard /h3:d/ 
hidden /'h1dn/ 
hit /hit/ 
held /held/ 
hurt /h3:t/ 

kept /kept/ 
knelt /nelt/ 
kneeled /ni:ld/ 
knit /mt/ 
knitted /'n1t1d/ 
known /naun/ 

laid /le1d/ 
led /led/ 
leant /lent/ 
leaned /li:nd/ 
leapt /lept/ 
leaped /lept/ 
learnt /13:nt/ 
learned /13:nd/ 
left /left/ 
lent /lent/ 
let /let/ 
lain /le1n/ 
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light /la1t/ lit /ht/ lit /ht/ 
lighted /'la1t1d/ lighted / 'lrut1d/ 

lose /lu:z/ lost /lost/ lost /lost/ 
M 
make /me1k/ made /me1d/ made /me1d/ 
mean /mi:n/ meant / ment/ meant /ment/ 
meet /mi:t/ met /met/ met /met/ 
mistake /m1s'te1k/ mistook /m1s'tuk/ mistaken /m1s'te1kan/ 
mow /maul mowed /maud/ mown /maun/ 

mowed /maud/ 
p 
pay /pe1/ paid /pe1d/ paid /pe1d/ 
put /put/ put /put/ put /put/ 

Q 
quit /kwit/ quit /kwit/ quit /kwit/ 

quitted I 'kwit1d/ quitted I 'kwit1d/ 
R 
read /ri:d/ read /red/ read /red/ 
rid /nd/ rid /nd/ rid Ind/ 
ride /raid/ rode /mud/ ridden /'ndn/ 
ring /rnJ/ rang / reel) / rung /rAl)/ 
rise /ra1z/ rose /rauz/ risen / 'nzn/ 
run /rAn/ ran /rcen/ run /rAn/ 

s 

saw /s::>:/ sawed I s::>:d/ sawn /s::>:n/ 
sawed I s::>:d/ 

say /se1/ > Note j said /sed/ said /sed/ 
see /si:/ saw /s::>:/ seen /si:n/ 
seek /si:k/ sought I s::>:t/ · sought I s::>:t/
sell /sell sold / sauld/ sold / sauld/
send /send/ sent /sent/ sent /sent/
set /set/ set /set/ set /set/

sew /sau/ sewed I saud/ sewn /saun/
sewed I saud /

shake / J e1k/ shook /Juk/ shaken /'Je1kan/
shed /Jed/ shed /Jed/ shed /Jed/
shine / J a1n / shone/ Jon/ shone/ Jon/

shined / Ja1nd/ shined / Ja1nd/ > Note k
shoot / Ju:t/ shot I Jot/ shot/ Jot/
show/ Jau/ showed I Saudi shown IS aun/

showed I Saudi

shrink / Jnl)k/ shrank / Jrcel)k/ shrunk / JrAl)k/
shrunk / JrAl)k/ 

shut / JAt/ shut/ JAt/ shut/ JAt/ 
sing /s1l)/ sang / scel) / sung /sAl)/ 
sink /snJk/ sank / sceI)k/ sunk /sAI]k/ 
sit /sit/ sat /scet/ sat /scet/ 
slay /sle1/ slew /slu:/ slain /sle1n/ 
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sleep /sli:p/ slept / slept/ slept / slept/ 
slide I slru:d/ slid /shd/ slid /shd/ 
sling I shl) / slung / slAl) / slung / slAIJ / 
slink I shl) k/ slunk I slAl)k/ slunk / slAl)k/ 
slit /sht/ slit /sht/ slit /sht/ 
smell I smell smelt I smelt/ smelt I smelt/ 

smelled I smeld/ smelled I smeld/ 
sow /sau/ sowed I saud/ sown /saun/ 

sowed I saud/ 
speak / spi:k/ spoke / spauk/ spoken /'spaukan/ 
speed /spi:d/ > Note 1 sped /sped/ sped /sped/ 

speeded / 'spi:drd/ speeded /'spi:d1d/ 
spell / spell spelt I spelt! spelt I spelt/ 

spelled I speld/ spelled / speld/ 
spend / spend/ spent / spent/ spent /spent/ 
spill / sprl/ spilt / sprlt/ spilt I sprlt/ 

spilled / sprld/ spilled I sprld/ 
spin /sprn/ spun /spAn/ spun /spAn/ 
spit /sprt/ spat /spret/ spat / spret/ 
split / spht/ split / spht/ split / spht/ 
spoil / spJrll spoilt / spJrlt/ spoilt / spJrlt/ 

spoiled I spJrld/ spoiled / spJrld/ 
spread / spred/ spread / spred/ spread / spred/ 
spring /spnl)/ sprang / sprrel) / sprung / sprAl) / 
stand I strend/ stood I stud/ stood /stud/ 
steal / sti:ll stole / staull stolen /'staulan/ 
stick I strk/ stuck I stAkl stuck I stAkl

sting / strl) / stung / StAl) I stung I stAIJ I
stink /strl)k/ stank / strel)k/ stunk I stAl)k/ 
stride I strard/ strode I straud/ stridden /'stndn/ 
strike / strark/ struck I strAkl struck / strAk/ 
string / strrl) / strung / strAl) / strung / strAl) / 
strive I strarv / strove I strauv I striven /'strrvan/ 
swear /swea(r)/ 'swore / SWJ: (r) / sworn /sw-;J:n/ 
sweep /swi:p/ swept I swept/ swept I swept/ 
swell I swell swelled /sweld/ swelled I sweld/ 

swollen /'swaulan/ 
swim lsWiml swam / swrem/ swum /swAm/ 

swing / swrl) / swung / SWAl) I swung I sw Al) I

T 
take /terk/ took /tuk/ taken /'terkan/ 
teach /ti:tJ / taught /tJ:t/ taught /tJ:t/ 
tear /tea(r) / tore /t-;J:(r)/ torn /tJ:n/ 
tell /tel/ told /tauld/ told /tauld/ 
think / 0rl) k/ thought / 0::>':t/ thought / 0J:t/ 
thrive / 8rarv / thrived / 8rru:vd/ thrived /9rarvd/ 

throve / 8rauv / thriven /'8rrvn/ 
throw /9rau/ threw / 8ru: / thrown / 8raun/ 
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thrust /8rAst/ 
tread /tred/ 
u 

thrust /0rAst/ 
trod /trnd/ 

thrust /0rAst/ 
trodden I 'trndn/ 

understand / Anda'strend/ understood I Anda'stud/ understood I Anda'stud/ 
upset / Ap'set/ upset / Ap'set/ upset I Ap'set/ 
w 

wake /werk/ 
wear /wea:(r)/ 
weave /wi:v I
weep /wi:p/ 
wet /wet/ 

win /win/ 

wind /warnd/ 
withdraw /wro'dr8:/ 
wring / nl) / 
write /rart/ 

NOTE 

woke /wauk/ 
wore /w8:(r) I
wove /wauv/ 
wept /wept/ 
wet /wet/ 
wetted I 'wetrd/ 
won lwAnl 
wound /waund/ 
withdrew /wro'dru:/ 
wrung Ir Al) / 
wrote /raut/ 

a Cost is regular when it means 'estimate the cost'. 
We've costed the project. 

woken /'waukan/ 
worn /w8:n/ 
woven I 'wauvn/ 
wept /wept/ 
wet /wet/ 
wetted I 'wetrd/ 
won /wAn/ 
wound /waund/ 
withdrawn /wro'dr8:n/ 
wrung /rAl)/ 
written / 'ntn/ 

b The third person singular of the simple present of do is does I dAZI. 

c Fit is usually regular in Britain but irregular in the US. 

d Gotten is used in some contexts in American English. Have gotten means 'have 
become'. 

The pain's gotten a lot worse. 

e The third person singular of the simple present of go is goes /gauz/. 

f For gone to and been to, > 65D. 

g We use hanged only to talk about hanging a person. 

h The third person singular of the present tense of have is has /hrez/. 

IAy (past tense laid) means 'put something somewhere'. 
They laid the plans on the dining-room table. 

Lie (past tense lay) means 'be horizontal' or 'be in a certain place'. 
They lay in bed half the morning. 

Lie meaning 'tell an untruth' is regular. 
He lied to the police about his movements. 

The third person singular of the present tense of say is says I sez/. 

k Shined usually means 'polished'. We say I've shined my shoes, but The sun shone. 

Sped usually expresses movement. 
The driver jumped in the car and sped off 

But we say speeded up (= went faster). 
Once on the motorway, we soon speeded up. 

m Alternative forms such as burned/ burnt and learned/ learnt are both possible in British 
English. But the irregular forms such as burnt and learnt are less usual in America. 
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Compare these sentences. 
Have + participle: A ship had sunk off the coast a century before. 
Participle+ noun: We heard stories of sunken 1ships and hidden treasure.-· 

Sink has a past participle sunk, which is used to form perfect tenses (had 
sunk). It.also has a special form su11,ken that is mostly used before a noun (a 
sunken ship, a sunken garden) or to talk about a person's appearance. 

He had sunken eyes.I His eyes were sunken. 

Here are some more examples of verbs .which have two different participle 
forms. 

bless Fortunately the event was blessed with good weather. /blest/ 
When the rain came, it was a blessed relief. /'bles1d/ 

drink The men had drunk too much. 
There was a drunken argument. 

learn · I've learned something useful from the lecture. /13:nd/ 
The king loved the company of wise and learned men. /'13:nid/ 

melt The ice had melted. 
The molten metal is poured into a mould. 

prove The technology has proved to be reliable. 
We are using proven technology. /'prauvan/ or /'pru:van/ 
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288 Introduction 

When we are speaking slowly and deliberately, or when we give extra 
emphasis to a word, then we use the strong form of the word. 

I AM sorry. 
AM= /rem/ 

In writing we use the full form am to represent this pronunciation. 

In speech we often join I and am together and use the weak form. 
I'm sorry. 
'm = Im/ 

In writing we can use the short form 'm to represent this pronunciation. 

Strong Weak 

Spoken /rem/ Im/ 

Full Short 
Written am 'm 

A number of grammatical words have weak forms, such as auxiliary verbs, 
pronouns, and prepositions, e.g. have, you, of. Words with short forms are 
auxiliary verbs and not. For lists of the forms, > 289-290. 

289 Weak forms ➔ Audio

A Some grammatical words have weak forms in unstressed syllables. 

398 

We've finished for the moment. 
Here 've = /vi and for= /fa(r) I. 

But when such words are stressed, we use strong forms. 
Have you finished?~ Yes, we have. 

Here have = /hrev/. A verb in a short answer is stressed. 

In this example for is stressed. 
What are you looking for? 

Here for = /fa:/. A preposition at the end of a question is often stressed. 

We also use strong forms when speaking slowly, deliberately, or 
emphatically. > 288 



290 Short forms 

B These are the .main weak forms and their pronunciation. 

a /al 

am lam/ or /m/ 
an Ian/ 
and land!, Ian!, or /n/ 
are /a(r) I
as /az/ 
at lat/ 

be /bi/ 
been /bin/

can /kan/ or-/kn/ 
could /kad/ 
do /du/ or Ida/

for /fa(r)/ 
from /fram/ 
had /had!, I ad/, or / di

has lhazl, lazl, or /z/ 
have /hav/, /av/, or /v/ 
he /hi/ or /i/ 
her /ha(r)/ or /a(r)/ 
him /rm/ 
his !Iz/ 
is /z/ 

NOTE 

me /mi/ 
must !mast/ or /mas/ 
not Intl 

of /av/ or /v/ 
shall I J all or / Jll 
she I Ji/ 
should I Jad/ or / Jd/ 
some Isam! or Ism!> 172D 
than loan/ 
that /oat/ > Note 
the loaf or /oi/ > 151 
them loam/ or /am/ 
there /oa(r)/ > 35A Note 
to /tu/ or /ta/ 
was /waz/ 
we lwi/ 
were /wa(r) I
will Ill 
would /wadi, lad!, or Id/

you /ju/ or /ja(r)/ 
your /ja(r) I

That can have a weak form when it is a conjunction or relative pronoun. 
I know that I Oat I it's true. 

As a demonstrative, it does not have a weak fol'.m. 
I've read that I Oret I book. 

290 Short forms 

A We often use short forms in informal writing, such as in this advertisement. 
Fit a gas wall heater and you'll stop shivering. It'll warm up your bathroom 
so quickly you won't need a towel. It fits snugly and safely on the wall. And, 
because it's gas, it's easy to control and very economical. 

When writing a short form, we miss out part of a word and use an apostrophe 
instead. We say it's instead of it is. We do not leave a space before the 
apostrophe. 

The short form corresponds to the spoken weak form: /1tz/ instead of/rt rz/. 
We use short forms· in. informal writing and to represent speech - in a 
filmscript or play, for example. Full forms are used in more formal writing. 
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B 

400 

We cannot use a short form of a verb when it would be stressed in speech. 
Is gas easy to use?~ Of course it is. 

But we can use unstressed n't at the end of a sentence. 
Is gas expensive?~ No, it isn't.

These are the main short forms. 

Short form Long form 

aren't are not she's she is/she has 
can't cannot shouldn't should not 
couldn't could not that's that is/that hc;1s 
daren't dare not> 83 there'd there had/there would > 35 
didn't did not there'll there will > 35 
doesn't does not there's there is/there has> 35 
don't do not they'd they had/they would 
hadn't had not they'll they will 
hasn't has not they're they are 
haven't have not they've they have 
he'd he had/he would wasn't was not 
he'll he will we'd we had/we would 
he's he is/he has we'll we will/we shall 
here's here is> 34C we're we are 
how's how is/how has we've we have 
I'd I had/I would weren't were not 
I'll I will /I shall what'll what will 
I'm I am what's what is/what has 
I've I have when's when is 
isn't is not where's where is/where has 
it'll it will who'd who had/who would 
it's it is/it has who'll who will 
let's let us> llF who's who is/who has 
mightn't might not won't will not 
mustn't must not wouldn't would not 
needn't need not you'd you had/you would 
oughtn't ought not you'll you will 
shan't shall not you're you are 
she'd she had/ she would you've you have 
she'll she will 

We can also use a short form with a noun. 
If your bathroom's cold, a gas heater'll soon warm it up. 

But this is less common than with a pronoun. 

TIP 

Do not confuse the short form it's with the possessive its.> 164B 
It's now that the tree starts to lose its leaves. 



290 Short forms 

NOTE . 

There is a non-standard short form ain't. .. -

That ain't right. (= That isn't right.) 
Ain't can mean 'am not', 'is not', 'are not', 'has not', or 'have not'. 

C The form 's can mean is or has. 
It's a big house. It's got five bedrooms. -

' I 

(= It is a big house:It has got five1bedrooms.) 

And the form 'd can mean had or would. , 
If you'd thought about it, you'd have realized. 
(= If you had thought about it, you would have realized.) 

There are two different ways we can shorten is not and are not. 
It is not working. = It isn't working.I It's not working. 
We are not ready. = We aren't ready./We're not ready. 

Both short forms are possible, although it's not and we're not are 
more frequent. 

There are also two possibilities with will, have, has, and had. 
It will not take long. = It won't take long. I It'll not take long. 

' ) 

You have not signed it. = You haven't signed it.I You've not signed it. 
Won't, haven't, hasn't, and' hadn't are more usual than 'll not, 've not, etc. 

,. 

" 

NOTE 

In Standard English I am not has only one short form: I'm not. 
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Glossary 

abstract noun An abstract noun refers to an idea or a quality, something that we 
cannot see or touch, e.g. science, excitement, strength. The opposite is a concrete 
noun. 

action verb a verb that refers to something happening, e.g. do, walk, eat, speak. ► 51 A 
The opposite is a state verb. 

active An active sentence has a verb like stole or are cleaning. Someone stole my coat 
and We're cleaning the windows are active, but My coat was stolen and The windows 
are being cleaned are passive. ► 86 

active participle (or present participle) the ing-form of a verb used after be in the 
continuous, e.g. I was working, and in other structures, e.g. He lay on the bed 
reading. ► 121 

adding relative clause (or non-defining/non-identifying relative clause) a relative 
clause with commas around it that adds extra information, e.g. Bernard, who was 
feeling unwell, left early, but which does not identify which one is meant. ► 269 

adjective An adjective is a word like big, new, special, or famous, often used to describe 
something. ► 181 It can come before a noun, e.g. a nice day, or after be, e.g. That's 
nice. ► 182 

adjective phrase An adjective phrase is either an adjective on its own, e.g. tall, hopeful, 
or an adjective with an adverb of degree, e.g. quite tall, very hopeful. 

adverb In the sentence The time passed slowly, the word slowly is an adverb. Adverbs 
are words like easily, there, sometimes, quite, and possibly. They express ideas such as 
how, when or where something happens, or how true something is. 

adverbial The adverb late, the phrase in a hurry, and the clause because I was cold all 
function as adverbials in these sentences: The show started late; We did everything in 
a hurry, I put a coat on because I was cold. Adverbials express ideas such as when, 
how, or why something happens. ► 189 

adverbial clause In the sentence I'll phone you when I get home, the clause when I get 
home functions as an adverbial. ► 237 Compare I'll phone you later. 

adverb particle see particle 
adverb phrase An adverb phrase is either an adverb on its own, e.g. carefully, often, or 

an adverb which is modified by an adverb of degree, e.g. very carefully, more often. 
affirmative see positive 
agent The agent is who or what is doing the action. In an active sentence it is usually 

the subject, e.g. Tom won the game. In a passive sentence there is sometimes an 
agent in a phrase with by, e.g. The game was won by Tom. 

agreement (or concord) the choice of the correct singular or plural verb form after a 
subject, e.g. My ear hurts, but My ears hurt. 

apostrophe In the phrase my friend's flat, there is an apostrophe between friend and 
-s. Friend's is the possessive form of the noun friend. ► 132 We also use an
apostrophe in a short form, e.g. I'm, you're.

apposition In sentences such as The next day, Thursday, was fine and dry and My 
cousin Maria gave it to me, the two noun phrases are in apposition; they both have 
the same grammatical function and both mean the same thing. 

article Nan and the. Nan is the indefinite article, and the is the definite article. ► 1 50 
aspect Aspects are elements in the tense system which can combine with the present 

or the past. A verb can have continuous aspect (e.g. is walking, was looking), perfect 
aspect (e.g. has walked, had looked) or both (e.g. have been waiting ). 

attributive An adjective in attributive position is before a noun, e.g. a cold day. But in 
the sentence The day was cold, the adjective is in predicative position. 
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auxiliary verb The auxiliary verbs are be, have, and do (► 64) and the modal verbs, also 
called 'modal auxiliary verbs', such as can, mz and should(► 70). An auxiliary verb 
can combine with an ordinary verb, e.g. I am trying, we have finished, did you 
remember?, he can swim, we must hurry. 

bare infinitive an infinitive without to, e.g. I might go out, they made us wait. ► 110 
base form The base form of a verb is the form without an ending. We use it in the 

imperative, e.g. Please stop it, in the present simple, e.g. I get off here, or as a bare 
infinitive, e.g. I heard you come in. 

capital letter A capital letter is a big letter, e.g. A, B, C, used at the beginning of a 
sentence or a name. 

cardinal number a number such as one, two, three; compare ordinal number 
causative The sentence I had my hair cut shows the causative use of have because it 

means 'I caused someone to cut my hair.' 
classify When we classify something, we say what kind it is, e.g. a sports car (a kind of 

car), a machine that washes bottles (a kind of machine). 
classifying relative clause a relative clause that tells us what kind is meant, e.g. 

software that protects your computer against viruses. ► 267B 
clause A clause usually has a subject and a verb. The sentence We stayed at home is a 

single main clause. The sentence We stayed at home because it rained has two 
clauses. We stayed at home is the main clause, and because it rained is the sub
clause. A sub-clause with an infinitive or ing-form often has no subject, e.g. I went 
out to get some fresh air, I can't help worrying. ► 227 

cleft sentence a structure with it or what used to emphasize part of the·sentence, e.g. It 
was yesterday I phoned you; What I saw was definitely a ghost. ► 38D-;E 

collective noun see group noun 
colon We can use a colon before an explanation, e.g. I came by coach: it's much cheaper 

than the train. 
comma We use commas in a list, e.g. tall, dark, and handsome, or to separate off a 

clause or phrase, e.g. The following weekend, something strange happened. 
comment adverbial an adverbial that makes a comment on what we say, e.g. 

Incredibly, we slept through the noise. ► 201 
common noun see proper noun 
comparative a form with -er or more used to make a comparison, e.g. older, more 

famous, more efficiently. ► 203-204 
comparison Comparison involves forms used to compare one thing with another, e.g. 

older, more useful, longest, most easily, as safe as. ► 203-207 
complement A complement is a noun phrase, e.g. the boss, or an adjective phrase, e.g. 

unhappy, in a sentence such as You're the boss or He looked unhappy. These are 
'subject complements'; they follow a linking verb such as be and they relate to the 
subject of the sentence (you, he). See also object complement. 

compound a word made up of other words, e.g. bookshop (book+ shop), good-looking 
(good + looking), something (some + thing). 

concession A clause of concession (or concessive clause) has a conjunction, e.g. 
although, despite, or even though: Although it was warm, I was shivering. 

concord see agreement 
concrete noun A concrete noun refers to something we can see or touch, e.g. bottle, 

grass, man, shop. The opposite is an abstract noun. 
conditional clause a clause expressing a condition, e.g. If you need a lift, I can give you 

one. We'd have won if we'd kept our cool. ► 243; see also type 1/2/3 conditional 
conditional form/tense A verb form with would such as would go or would take is 

sometimes called a conditional form or conditional tense. 
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conditional sentence a sentence with a conditional clause, usually a clause with if, e.g. 
If we're late, we'll be in trouble. ► 243

conjunction a word such as and, but, because, when, or that, which links two clauses, 
e.g. I believe that it's true.

connective clause a type of relative clause that says what happens next, e.g. / bumped 
into a young woman, who swore at me. ► 267E

connector A connector is a word used to link two clauses or sentences. It can be a 
conjunction, e.g. You're crazy, but I like you, or a linking adverbial, e.g. I can't find the 
map. Anyway, I know the way. 

consonant see vowel 
context The context of a sentence is the words that come before it or the situation in 

which it occurs. 
continuous (or progressive) a verb form with be and an active participle, e.g. The film 

is starting now; We've been waiting for you; I expect to be working. 
continuous infinitive A continuous to-infinitive is to be+ ing-form, e.g. I'm supposed 

to be relaxing. The infinitive is sometimes without to, e.g. I should be relaxing. 
contraction see short form 
co-ordinate clause Two clauses linked by a conjunction such as and, but, or or are 

co-ordinate clauses, e.g. It was ten past nine and I was late. ► 227 A 
A co-ordinate clause is not part of another clause. See also main clause. 

copular verb see linking verb 
countable noun A countable noun can be either singular or plural and can be used 

with a/an, e.g. a bag, three hours, some trees. ► 137 See also uncountable noun. 

dangling participle see hanging participle 
dash We can use a dash to separate off part of a sentence, e.g. / almost decided to quit -

but I didn't. 
declarative A declarative sentence has the form of a statement, with the subject before 

the verb. 
defining relative clause see identifying relative clause 
definite My friend Jack is a definite person: I know exactly who I mean. Someone is 

indefinite because it doesn't say which person is meant. 
definite article the word the ► 150 
degree An adverb of degree is a word like very, quite, or hardly. ► 196 
demonstrative This, that, these, and those are demonstrative determiners or pronouns. 

► 165
dependent clause same as sub-clause; see main clause 
determiner a word that can come before a noun to form a noun phrase, e.g. a photo, 

the result, my old friend, this week. 
direct object see object 
direct speech We use direct speech when we r�port someone's words by quoting them, 

e.g. She said, 'I never want to see you again.' ► 258 See also indirect speech.

echo question a question which asks for information to be repeated, e.g. She's gone to 
Vladivostock. ~ Where has she gone? ► 21 A

echo tag (or reply question) a short question form expressing interest, e.g. I play chess. 
~ Oh, do you? ► 21B

ellipsis leaving out words when the meaning is clear without them, e.g. I haven't seen 
the film, but Kate has, meaning but Kate has seen the film. 

emphasis/emphasize/emphatic Emphasis is drawing special attention to a word or 
phrase and making it more important. ► 38 We can use extra stress, special word 
order, or a special structure, e.g. What he did was run away. 

emphatic form We use the emphatic form of a verb to emphasize a positive or a 
negative, e.g. / DID remind you. We CAN'T go back now. ► 38C 
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emphatic pronoun a pronoun such as myself or themselves used to emphasize a noun 
phrase, e.g. The Queen herself visited the scene. ► 177E 

emphatic stress speaking a word with extra force in order to draw attention to it, e.g. I 
said LE.!-T, not right. ► 388

empty subject In the sentence It was raining, it is an empty subject. In the sentence 
There was an argument, there is an empty subject. It has no real meaning, but we use 
it because the sentence needs a subject.► 35-36

ending The word dogs has the plural ending -s; the word walking has the ending 
-ing.

end position When an adverbial comes at the end of a clause, after a verb or a verb + 
object, it is in end position, e.g. He repeated the words slowly. ► 190F

exception see rule 
exclamation a special structure with how or what, e.g. What a waste! or any sentence 

spoken with emphasis and feeling, e.g. Quick! ► 12 
exclamation mark We write an exclamation mark at the end of an exclamation, e.g. 

How awful! Look out! 

finite A finite verb is one that is in the present or past tense, e.g. goes, waited, was 
coming, have seen, or one that has a modal verb, e.g. will be, can carry. It can be the 
verb in a simple one-clause sentence, e.g. She goes to college, called a finite clause. A 
non-finite verb is an infinitive, gerund or participle, e.g. She wants to go to college. I 
saw her going to college; The clauses to go to college and going to college are non
finite clauses. 

first conditional see type 1 conditional 
first person see person 
formal We speak in a more formal style to strangers than we do to our friends. We use 

formal language to be polite, or on official occasions. A business letter is more formal 
than a letter to a friend. I am afraid I have no information is more formal than Sorry, 
I don't know. 

frequency An adverbial of frequency tells us how often, e.g. always, usually, sometimes. 
► 195

fronting putting a word or phrase at the beginning of a clause to make it more 
prominent, e.g. Very carefully they laid the patient on a stretcher. ► 34 

front position When an adverbial comes at the beginning of a clause, it is in front 
position, e.g. Luckily we were just in time. ► 1908

full form see short form 
full stop We put a full stop at the end of a written sentence. 
future continuous a verb form with will be+ ing-form, e.g. I will be leaving soon.► 60

future perfect a verb form with will have+ past participle, e.g. We will have saved 
enough money soon.► 61A

future perfect continuous a verb form with will have been+ ing-form, e.g. He will have 
been working here for twenty years. ► 61 B

future tense The use of will + verb in a sentence such as Tomorrow will be wet and 
windy is sometimes called the future tense. 

gender Some words show differences between male/masculine, female/feminine, and 
non-personal/neuter, e.g. he, she, and it. Waiter is masculine, and waitress is 
feminine. 

generalization The statement Cats are nice is a generalization; it is about all cats and 
not a specific one. 

genitive see possessive form 
gerund the ing-form of a verb used like a noun, e.g. Sailing is fun; I've given up 

smoking. ► 111
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gerund clause a clause with a gerund as its verb, e.g. Running a business isn't easy; I 
like sitting outside. ► 112

gradable A gradable adjective expresses a quality which can exist in different degrees. 
Busy, soft, and dirty are gradable because something can be a bit dirty, rather dirty, 
very dirty, and so on. An ungradable adjective such as brilliant, impossible, or 
enormous does not go with a bit, rather, or very. ► 186

group noun (or collective noun) a noun referring to a group, e.g. audience, class, gang, 
team. ► 149

hanging participle (or dangling participle) In the sentence Looking out of the window, 
my friend was cycling past, the verb looking is a hanging participle. The understood 
subject of looking (myself) is not the same as the subject of the main clause (my 
friend). ► 122B Note 

hyphen In the number twenty-five there is a hyphen between twenty and five. A 
hyphen joins two words. 

identifying relative clause (or defining relative clause) a relative clause that says 
which one is meant, e.g. That's the man who lives next door, where who lives next 
door tells us which man is meant. ► 267 A 

idiom/idiomatic· An-idiom is a group of words which together have a meaning that is 
different from the meanings of the individual words, e.g. come off ( = succeed), make 
up your mind(= decide). 

imperative the base form of the verb used to give orders, express good wishes, and so 
on, e.g. Wait there. Have a good time. ► 11

indefinite see definite 
indefinite article the word a or an ► 150

indirect object see object 
indirect question How much does this cost? is a direct question. In an indirect question 

we put the question in a sub-clause, e.g. Could you tell me how much this costs? ► 17 
indirect speech (or reported speech) We use indirect speech when we report in our 

own words what someone said, e.g. She told me she never wanted to see me again, 
rather than quoting the words 'I never want to see you again.' ► 258B

infinitive The infinitive is the base form of the verb, e.g. They let us stay the- night. We 
often use it with to, e.g. They invited us to stay the night. ► 97 We often use a to
infinitive after a verb or adjective, e.g. I hope to get a job; It's good to talk. A to
infinitive can also express purpose, e.g. I came here to see you. 

infinitive clause a clause with an infinitive as its verb, e.g. They asked me to open both 
my suitcases; You'll need to work hard. ► 98

informal We use an informal style in everyday conversation and when we e-mail or 
text a friend. Can you do it right away? is more informal than I would be grateful if 
you could attend- to the matter immediately. See also formal. 

ing-form An ing-form is the form of a verb ending in -ing, e.g. seeing, making, flying. It 
can be a gerund, e.g. Moving house is quite stressful, or an active participle, e.g. I'll be 
moving house on that day. 

intensifier a word that strengthens the meaning of another, e.g. so stupid, very cold 
► 196

interrogative An interrogative sentence has the form of a question, e.g. Have you 
finished? Interrogative words are question words, e.g. what, how. 

intonation the rise and fall of the voice in speech 
intransitive verb An intransitive verb cannot have an object, e.g. The parcel has 

arrived. It can have an adverbial after it, e.g. Let's go to the park; The police appeared 
eventually. 
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inversion/invert Inversion means changing the order of two things. To form the 
question Has the play started? from the statement The play has started, we invert the 
subject (the play) and the auxiliary verb (has). 

inverted commas see quotes 
irregular see regular 

linking adverbial an adverbial such as also, otherwise, or nevertheless that relates to the 
previous clause or sentence, e.g. She felt furious. Nevertheless, she managed not to 
show it. ► 202 

linking verb (or copular verb) a verb such as be, seem, become, or look that can have a 
complement, e.g. It was a great party, Everything seems fine. 

literary A literary style is a formal written style typical of literature. It may contain 
some unusual or old-fashioned words and structures. 

main clause A main clause has a subject and a verb, e.g. I phoned yesterday. A sentence 
has at least one main clause. It can also have more than one, e.g. I phoned yesterday, 
but you didn't answer. A main clause can also have a sub-clause. In the sentence I
woke up when the alarm went off, the main clause is I woke up, and the sub-clause is 
when the alarm went off In the sentence To be on time, I had to get up early, the 
main clause is I had to get up early, and to be on time is a sub-clause. A main clause 
can stand on its own, but a sub-clause cannot: A sub-clause functions as part of the 
main clause. For example, it can be the object of the main clause, e.g. I knew that 
you were away, or it can be an adverbial, e.g. I phoned you yesterday because I
wanted a chat. ► 227 A-B 

main verb The main verb is the verb which follows the subject in a main clause, e.g. I
like classical music; Hearing a knock, he jumped up; They will expect us to be on time. 
The main verb is in the present or past tense or has a modal verb. 

manner An adverbial of manner says how something happens, e.g. He looked at me 
sadly. ► 193

mid position An adverbial is in mid position when it comes in the middle of a 
sentence, usually after an auxiliary verb, e.g. I was just writing a note, but before an 
ordinary verb, e.g. I just wrote everything down. ► 190C-E

mixed conditional a conditional sentence which is a combination of two different 
types, e.g. I/you hadn't lost the map, we would know where we are. (type 3 condition 
and type 2 main clause) ► 247C 

·modal verb (or modal auxiliary verb) The modal verbs are can, could, must, need,
should, ought, may, might, will, would, and shall, e.g. I can drive; We should support 
the idea. A modal verb always has the same form. ► 70 

modifier/modify In the phrase a narrow street, the adjective narrow is a modifier. It
modifies the noun street. It changes our idea of the street by giving more information 
about it. Other kinds of modifiers are nouns, e.g. a golf ball, adverbials, e.g. They 
stopped suddenly, and prepositional phrases, e.g. a man in uniform. 

nationality word a word formed from the name of a country which can be used as an 
adjective, e.g. the German economy, or to refer to people, e.g. the Americans in our 
group .. 

negative A negative sentence has not or n 't, e.g. I'm not ready, or a negative word such 
as never or nothing. ► 10

neutral A neutral style is neither formal nor informal; it is between the two extremes. 
nominalization expressing the meaning of a clause in a noun phrase, e.g. they are 

enthusiastic ➔ their enthusiasm ► 257 
nominal relative clause a relative clause beginning with what, e.g. This is what I 

bought ► 272, or with whoever, whatever, etc, e.g. I'll eat whatever there is in the 
fridge. ► 273 and functioning like a noun phrase 
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non-finite see finite 
non-defining relative clause see adding relative clause 
non-identifying relative clause see adding relative clause 
noun a word such as desk, apple, or information which can follow the word the. ► 130 
noun clause A noun clause is a clause that functions like a noun phrase. It can be the 

subject, e,g, What actually happened came as a complete surprise, the object. e.g. We 
suspected that it was a trick, the complement, e.g. The problem is we're lost, or the 
object of a preposition, e.g. I'm worried about whether I made a good impression. 
► 252

noun phrase A noun phrase can be the subject, object or complement of a sentence, 
e.g. The bus is late; I could hear music; It was a lovely holiday. It can also come after
a preposition, e.g. It was in my pocket. It can be a noun on its own (music), but it
usually has a determiner (the, a, my), and it can have an adjective (lovely). A noun
phrase can also be a pronoun, e.g. I've been looking for you.

object In the sentence He was wearing a sweater, the noun phrase the sweater is the 
object or direct object. The object usually comes after the verb. In the sentence They 
gave the children presents, the noun phrase presents is the direct object, and the 
children is the indirect object. The indirect object typically refers to the person 
receiving something. ► GA See also prepositional object. 

object complement In a sentence such as They voted her their leader or The quarrel 
made Tom miserable, the object complement is a noun phrase, e.g. their leader, or 
an adjective phrase, e.g. miserable. These complements relate to the object of the 
sentence (her, Tom). ► 5D 

object pronoun I and she are subject pronouns; me and her are object pronouns. 
► 1758

ordinal number a number such as first, second, third. 
ordinary verb (or full verb or lexical verb) a verb such as bring, offer, remember, or 

stay, any verb which is not an auxiliary verb 

pair noun a plural noun which refers to something made of two parts, e.g. jeans, 
scissors, trousers ► 148 

participle A participle is a verb form such as turning, turned, or having turned ► 121 
See also active participle, passive participle, past participle, perfect participle. 

participle clause a clause with a participle as its verb, e.g. Arriving home, I found the 
front door open; We saw a ship launched by the Queen. ► 122 

particle (or adverb particle) an adverb which is part of a phrasal verb, e.g. look up, turn 
down, run away, ► 217 A 

passive A passive sentence has a verb form with be and a passive participle, e.g. My 
coat was stolen. The windows are being cleaned. ► 86 Compare the active sentences 
Someone stole my coat and We're cleaning the windows. 

passive gerund a verb form with being+ passive participle, e.g. I hate being stared at. 
► 95

passive infinitive A passive to-infinitive is a verb form with to be+ passive participle, 
e.g. Something needs to be done. ► 95 The infinitive is sometimes without to, e.g.
Nothing can be done.

passive ing-form A passive ing-form is a verb form with being+ passive participle. It 
can be a passive gerund, e.g. No one likes being made to look foolish. ► 95 lt can also 
be a continuous passive participle, e.g. We watched the building being knocked 
down. 

passive participle A passive participle is a verb form such as cleaned or broken, the 
same form as the past participle. It is used after be in the passive, e.g. The room was 
cleaned, and in other structures, e.g. I stepped on a broken bottle. ► 121 
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passive to-infinitive a verb form with to be + passive participle, e.g. I asked to be 
excused. ► 9 5 

past continuous (or past progressive) a verb form with the past of be and an ing-form, 
e.g. It was raining at the time. ► 47

past participle A past participle is a verb form such as arrived or known, the same form 
as the passive participle. It is used after have in the perfect, e.g. They have arrived; 
How long has he known? ► 121 

past perfect a verb form with had and a past participle, e.g. I had seen the film before. 
► 49

past perfect continuous (or past perfect progressive) a verb form with had been and 
an ing-form, e.g. I saw that it had been raining. ► 50 

past progressive see past continuous 
past simple (or simple past) the past tense without an auxiliary, e.g. The train stopped; 

I wrote a letter. ► 43 
perception see verb of perception 
perfect a verb form with have+ past participle, e.g. The game has started; If only I had 

known; I regret having opened my mouth. 
perfect conditional A verb form such as would have left or would have seen is 

sometimes called a perfect conditional. 
perfect gerund a verb form with having + past participle, e.g. He denied having taken 

the money. ► 111 B

perfect infinitive A perfect to-infinitive is a verb form with to have + past participle, 
e.g. I hope to have finished by then. ► 97B The infinitive is sometimes without to, e.g.
We might have finished by then.

perfect participle a verb form with having + past participle, e.g. Having paid the bill, 
we left. ► 121 B

perfect to-infinitive a verb form with to have+ past participle, e.g. It would be good to 
have done all these jobs by the weekend. ► 97B 

performative verb When we say I agree to express agreement, we are using a 
performative verb. Others are apologize, promise, refuse, and suggest. ► 9 

person First person relates to the speaker (/, we). Second person relates to the person 
spoken to (you). Third person relates to other people and things (he, she, it, they). 

personal pronoun words such as I, me, you, and she ► 175 
phrasal verb a verb + adverb combination, e.g. I got up early; Did you turn off the 

heating? ► 217 A 
phrase A phrase is a word or group of words that functions as part of a clause. In the 

sentence My friend is leaving on Friday, the noun phrase my friend functions as the 
subject, and the prepositional phrase on Friday functions as an adverbial. ► 3-5 

plural A plural form means more than one. Compare the singular That tree is very old 
(one tree) and the plural Those trees are very old (more than one tree). 

positive (or affirmative) I'm ready is a positive sentence, and I'm not ready is negative. 
possessive a form expressing the idea of something belonging to someone, or a similar 

connection, e.g. That's my chair; Whose idea was it?; I'd love Diana's job. 
possessive determiner (or possessive adjective) the words my, your, his, her, its, our, 

and their used before a noun, e.g. my flat, her name ► 164 
possessive form (or genitive) The possessive form of a noun is a noun with an 

apostrophe such as Adam's room or a dogs' home, often used to express the idea that 
something belongs to someone. ► 132 

possessive pronoun the words· mine, yours, his, hers, ours, and theirs, e.g. These photos 
are mine. ► 164 

postmodifier a word, phrase, or clause that modifies the word it follows, e.g. the people 
outside, the shop on the corner, a game you play on the beach 
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predicative An adjective in predicative position comes after a linking verb such as be, 
e.g. The room was small. But in the sentence It was a small room, the adjective is
before the noun in attributive position.

prefix A prefix is something we put at the beginning of a word to change the meaning. 
The word subway has the prefix sub- before way. The word unhappy has the prefix 
un- before happy. 

premodifier a word or phrase that modifies the word that comes after it, e.g. a red 
dress, a carefully prepared speech 

preposition A preposition is a word like on, to, by, or with. It is usually followed by a 
noun phrase, e.g. on the water, to the left. ► 208 

prepositional object the object of a preposition, e.g. behind the sofa, on your bike 
prepositional phrase A prepositional phrase is a preposition + noun phrase, e.g. in the 

studio, from Australia, or a preposition + adverb, e.g. since then. It often functions as 
an adverbial, e.g. I've got an interview on Thursday. 

prepositional verb a verb + preposition combination, e.g. Look at this photo; Did you 
pay for your drink? ► 2178 

present continuous (or present progressive) a verb form with the present of be and an 
ing-form, e.g. Everyone is waiting for you. ► 41

present participle see active participle 
present perfect a verb form with the present of have and a past participle, e.g. Nothing 

has changed. ► 44

present perfect continuous (or present perfect progressive) a verb form with the 
present of have+ been+ ing-form, e.g. She has been working all day. ► 48

present perfect simple the present perfect, e.g. I have written it, as distinct from the 
present perfect continuous, e.g. I have been writing it. 

present progressive see present continuous 
present simple (or simple present) the present tense without an auxiliary, e.g. I like 

this song; He sells computers. ► 40 
progressive see continuous 
pronoun A pronoun is a word that functions like a noun phrase, 

e.g. you (personal pronoun), ourselves (reflexive/emphatic pronoun), theirs
(possessive pronoun), which (relative pronoun).

pronounce/pronunciation Correct pronunciation is speaking something with the 
correct sounds. 

proper noun A proper noun is a name, e.g. Jessica, New York. It begins with a capital 
letter and does not normally have a determiner such as a or the. Other nouns are 
common nouns, e.g. table, business, mistake, treatment. 

punctuation marks such as a full stop or comma used to divide sentences, clauses or 
phrases. 

quantifier A quantifier is a word that says how many or how much, e.g. all the books, 
some milk, half of the students, enough money. It usually comes before a noun. 

question A question is a request for information which usually involves inversion of 
subject and auxiliary, e.g. Have you bought a ticket? Where are we going? ► 13-15 

question mark We write a question mark at the end of a question, e.g. Are you sure? 
question phrase a phrase with what or how at the beginning of a question, e.g. What 

time is it? How long will you be? ► 16C 
question tag a short question added to the end of a statement, e.g. That was nice, 

wasn't it? ► 20 
question word the words who, what, which, whose, where, when, why, and how ► 15 
quotes/quotation marks (or inverted commas) When we report the words someone 

said, we put quotes before and after the words, e.g. 'It's not my fault,' she said. 
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reflexive pronoun a pronoun such as myself or themselves which refers to the subject, 
e.g. He blamed himself for the accident. ► 177

regular A regular form is the same as most others; it follows the normal pattern. The 
verb call has a regular past tense called, but the verb sing has an irregular past tense 
sang. ► 285 Regular noun plurals end in -sl -es, but men, women, and children are 
irregular plurals. ► 281 

relative adverb the words where, when, and why in a relative clause, e.g. the hotel 
where we stayed ► 271 

relative clause a clause that comes after a noun and identifies what is meant or adds 
information, e.g. the woman who called yesterday. ► 266 

relative pronoun a word such as who, which, or that in a relative clause, e.g. the person 
who started the argument, a job that I have to do. ► 266 

reply question see echo tag 
reported speech see indirect speech 
reporting verb see verb· of reporting 
rule A grammatical rule is a statement of how a language works. For example, there is a 

rule that in English we form a noun plural by adding -s or -es to the singular, e.g. car 
➔ cars, .bus ➔ buses. This rule applies to almost all countable nouns in English, but
there are a few exceptions, words which do not follow the rule, e.g. man ➔ men.

s-form the form of a verb with -s or -es added in the simple present third person
singular, e.g. The office opens at nine.

second conditional see type 2 conditional 
second person see person 
semi-colon In this sentence there is a semi-colon between the two clauses: It was very 

late; I was ready for bed. 
sentence A sentence can be a statement, e.g. I waited for you, a question, e.g. Did you 

wait for me?, an imperative, e.g. Wait for me, or an exclamation, e.g. How silly! ► 7 
It consists of one or more clauses, e.g. I waited for you, or I waited for 
you, but you didn't come. A written sentence begins with a capital letter and 
ends with a full stop (.), a question mark (?), or an exclamation mark (!).

short answer an answer where the words after the auxiliary are left out because they 
are understood in the context, e.g. Have you heard the news?~ Yes, I have, meaning 
Yes, I have heard the news. 

short form (or contraction) Some words can be written in a full form or a short form, 
e.g. We have or we've. In the short form we miss out part of the word and write an
apostrophe instead.

short question a question where the words after the auxiliary or after the question 
word are left out because they are understood in the context, e.g. My tutor told me to 
rewrite the essay. ~ And have you? ~ No, but I'm going to. ~ Well, when? 

sibilant Sibilant sounds are Isl, lzl, I JI, 131, ltf I, and ld3I, as in the words see, zoo, 
show, vision, chair, and just. 

simple The simple tenses are the present simple, e.g. It arrives, and the past simple, 
e.g. It arrived. Sometimes a perfect tense is called 'simple' meaning 'non
continuous'; I have done it is present perfect simple, and I have been doing it is
present perfect continuous.

simple future The use of will + verb in a sentence such as Tomorrow will be wet and 
windy is sometimes called the simple future. 

simple past see past simple 
simple present see present simple 
singular A singular form means one only. Compare the singular That tree is very old 

(one tree) and the plural Those trees are very old (more than one tree). 
specific We are being specific when we mean a particular one. The First World War is a 

specific war, but if we say War is a terrible thing, we are talking about war in general. 
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spelling If you spell a word correctly, you write it with the correct letters. 
split infinitive a to-infinitive with an adverb between to and the verb, e.g. I want to 

completely forget about it. ► 98A Note 
standard Standard English is the kind of English used in education and in serious 

newspapers and generally considered correct. I'm not telling you is standard; I ain't 
telling you is non-standard. 

state verb (or stative verb) a verb that expresses a meaning such as being, having an 
opinion, or thinking rather than doing, e.g. exist, believe, know, include. ► 51 A The 
opposite is an action verb. 

statement A statement is a sentence which gives information. / like it here is a 
statement, but Do you like it here? is a question. ► 7 

stative verb see state verb 
stress When we stress a word or syllable, we make it sound more prominent. The word 

apple /'repl/ is stressed on the first syllable, and again /a'gen/ is stressed on the 
second syllable. 

strong form see weak form 
structure The structure of a sentence is the way the different parts are arranged to 

form the whole. The sentence My friend has won the lotte,y has this structure: 
subject (my friend) + verb (has won) + object (the lottery). The phrase my friend has 
this structure: determiner (my) + noun (friend). 

sub-clause (or subordinate clause) see main clause 
subject In the sentence The ship sails in an hour, the noun phrase the ship is the 

subject. In a statement the subject comes before the verb. ► 4 
subject complement see complement 
subject pronoun I and she are subject pronouns; me and her are object pronouns. 

► 1758
subjunctive The subjunctive is the base form of a verb. We can use it in rather formal 

English in some contexts, e.g. We propose that the money be made available. ► 231 
subordinate clause (or sub-clause) see main clause 
suffix A suffix is something we put on the end of a word. If we add the suffix -Ly to the 

adjective calm, we form the adverb calmly; if we add the suffix -ment to the verb 
move, we form the noun movement. 

superlative a form with -est or most used to make a comparison, e.g. oldest, most 
famous, most efficiently. ► 203-204 

syllable The word important has three syllables: im por Lant. 

tag see question tag 
tag question a sentence with a question tag, e.g. It's true, isn't it? 
tense a form of the verb which shows whether we are talking about the present, e.g. I 

play, he knows, we are, or the past, e.g. I played, he knew, we were. The various 
combinations of tense and aspect can also be called tenses, e.g. I have played is the 
present perfect tense. ► 39 

third conditional see type 3 conditional 
third person see person 
to-infinitive a form like to go, to miss or to open; see also infinitive 
to-infinitive clause see infinitive clause 
transitive verb a verb that has an object, e.g. We enjoyed the meal; The postman brings 

the letters. 
truth adverbial a word or phrase which expresses the speaker's view of the truth of a 

statement, e.g. There's certainly a problem; It went OK on the whole. ► 200 
type O conditional a conditional sentence with the present simple in both clauses 

expressing the idea that one thing follows automatically from another, e.g. If you 
click on the icon, the file opens. ► 244 
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type 1 conditional a conditional sentence with if . . . + present . . . + will/ can etc, 
expressing an open condition, e.g. If you drop that, it'll break. ► 245 

type 2 conditional a conditional sentence with if . . .  + past ... + would/ could etc, 
expressing an unreal or theoretical condition, e.g. If I had a car, the journey would be 
a lot easier. ► 246 

type 3 conditional a conditional sentence with if .. . + past perfect .. . + would/ could 
etc + perfect, expressing an unreal condition in the past, e.g. If I had left two minutes 
earlier, I would have caught the bus. ► 247 

uncountable noun An uncountable noun cannot have a/an in front of it and has no 
plural form, e.g. gold, petrol, music. ► 137 

ungradable see gradable 

verb In the sentence The parcel arrived yesterday, the word arrived is a verb. Verbs are 
words like make, talk, expect, carry, discover. There are also the auxiliary verbs be, 
have, and do and modal verbs, e.g. can, should. 

verb of perception a verb whose meaning is to do with how we are aware of things 
around us, e.g. see, hear, feel, smell. 

verb of reporting (or reporting verb) a verb used to report what someone says or 
thinks, e.g. say, tell, think, answer, promise. ► 259 

verb phrase A verb phrase is a word or group of words that functions as a verb, e.g. You 
look tired; We watched the game; Someone is coming; Lucy did fail her exam; I can 
play the piano; You must have known. There is always an ordinary verb, e.g. look, 
watched, coming, fail, play, and there may also be an auxiliary verb, e.g. is, did, have, 
or a modal verb, e.g. can, must. 

viewpoint adverbial An adverbial which expresses the aspect or point of view from 
which we are looking at a situation is a viewpoint adverbial, e.g. Things don't look too 
good weather-wise. ► 199 

voiced/voiceless The difference in pronunciation between came and game is that 
came begins with voiceless /k/, and game begins with voiced / g/. The consonant 
sounds in these words are voiceless: play, take, call, sea, shop, cheese, four, thin. 
These consonant sounds are voiced: bag, down, good, zoo, jam, very, this, long, right, 
many, now, sang. All vowel sounds are voiced, e.g. dog, seem, boat. 

vowel The letters a, e, i, o, and u are vowels. The other letters are consonants. 

weak form Some words can be spoken in two different ways: we use a strong form 
when they are stressed and a weak form when they are unstressed. The modal verb 
can has a strong form /kren/ and a weak form /kan/ or /kn/. 

wh-clause a noun clause beginning with a question word, e.g. I know what you did, or 
with if or whether, e.g. No one cares whether it's true or not. ► 252 

wh-question a question that begins with a question word, e.g. What did you say?; 
Where can we park? ► 1 5 

word class a type of word such as a noun, adjective or preposition ► 1 

yes/no question a question that begins with an auxiliary verb and can be answered yes 
or no, e.g. Am I late? ~ No, not very; Did you enjoy the show? ~ Yes, it was great. 
► 14A

yes/no short answer an answer such as Yes, it is or No, they didn't ► 19B 

zero conditional see type O conditional 
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References are to section numbers. Terms followed by an asterisk(*) appear in the 
glossary. Keywords are in italics and grammatical categories in capital letters. 
Examples of grammatical points are given in italics within brackets. 

a see a/an 
a bit of 167C 
a few 167C-E 
a little (QUANTIFIER*) 167C-D 
a lot of 167A-B 
a number of (AGREEMENT*) 146 
a/an 150-162 

form 151 
uses 152-154 
with adverbs of degree 196H 
(such a good time) 
many a 167E Note a 

and one 156 
specific or not? 152E 
twice a day 155 
see also ARTICLES 

able to 80B-C 
about 

preposition 21 lH 
in prepositional verbs 222C, 223C 
reporting 2608 Note 

about how many . . .  ? 16E 
about to 58 
above 211A 
ABSTRACT NOUNS* 

countable and uncountable l 40E 
or gerund? 120B Note b 
suffixes 2848 

across 211C 
ACTION VERBS* 51 
ACTIVE* and PASSIVE* 86-96 
ACTIVE FORMS WITH PASSIVE MEANING 96 

ACTIVE PARTICIPLES* 121 
after a passive verb 93B 

(You were seen leaving.) 
in shortened relative clause 274A 

(the people watching) 

ADDING RELATIVE CLAUSES* 267D 
ADJECTIVE PHRASES* 3C 
ADJECTIVES* 181-188 

or adverb? 193A 
comparison 203 
after conjunction 182C 

(when ready) 
after something etc 180G 
ending in -ly 1928 
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gradable/ungradable 186 
(very tired I absolutely exhausted) 

-ing and -ed forms 187
(amused/ amusing)

+ noun clause 256
(It's good that you're here.)

order 185 
position 182-184 
+ preposition + gerund 116

(keen on riding)
+ preposition 225

(afraid of the dark)
after the 188 

(the disabled) 
+ to-infinitive 106

(It's nice to see you.)

ADVERB PARTICLES (::: PARTICLES*) 217-218 

ADVERB PHRASES* 3D 
ADVERBIAL CLAUSES* 237-242 

purpose 240 
reason 239 
time 238 

ADVERBIALS* 189-202 
definition 1898

of comment 201 
of frequency 195 
fronting 34A 
followed by inversion 34B 

(Inside was a letter.) 
linking 202 
of manner 193 
order (end position) 191 

+ participle 123C
(a newly-arrived student)

of place 194 
position 190 
with there and be 358 
of time 194 
to-infinitive 100

(To win you need luck.) 
of truth 200 
of viewpoint 199 

ADVERBS* 
forms 192 
or adjective? 193A 
of degree 196 
comparison 204 



for emphasfs 38C Note 
not after 28E 
adverb particle (in phrasal verb) 217 A 
(run away, tum offi 

relative (where/when/why) 271 
see also ADVERBIALS 

afford+ TO-INFINITIVE 102G 
afraid 

with to-infinitive or gerund pattern? l 18B 
after 

and afterwards 194G 
and before 214E 
sequence 211F 

afterwards 194G 

AGENT* 89 
with verbs of reporting 92C 

ago 213C 
agree 

+ to-infinitive l02E
with to-infinitive or gerund pattern? l 18B

AGREEMENT* 144-149 
summary 144 
a number of 146 
every 146 
group nouns (family/team) 149 
nouns with a plural form 147 
one of 146 
pair nouns (pair of scissors) 148 

all 169 
without a noun 17 4B 

all through 214B Note a 
allow + GERUND 1021 

see also be allowed to 
almost 171C 
along 211C 
already 194D 

with present perfect I past simple 46A 
also 202 

and even 198A Note 
although 235C 
always 

special use with the continuous 42C, 47E 
(They're always gi,ving parties.) 

among and between 211G 
an and a 151 
and SF Note 

between adjectives 185F-G 
beginning a sentence 227A Note b 
comparative pattern 207 A 
(taller and taller) 

go/come and look lO0A Note 
nice and warm 185G Note 
between pronouns l 75C 
try and 104D Note 
words meaning and 233. 

another l 73C, E 

Index 

ANSWERING QUESTIONS 19 
anxious 

with to-infinitive or gerund pattern? 118B 
any (QUANTIFIER*) 172A 

meaning it doesn't matter which l 72E 
any longer(ADVERBIAL*) 194E 
any more (ADVERBIAL*) 194E 
anyone, anybody, etc 180 
apart from 215H 

APOSTROPHES* 
possessive form 132-136 
short form 290A 

APPOSITION* 5G 
around 211H 
ARRANGEMENTS 

future 60 
past 47E 

ARTICLES* 150-163 
form 151 

as 

uses 152-154 
in generalizations 153 
(Dogs make good pets.) 

names 162-163 
pronunciation 151 
school/prison 160 
singular nouns on their own 159 
(on Thursday, in fact) 

in time phrases 161 
zero article 158-160 

+ adjective 182B
adjective+ as+ subject 235C Note
(nice as it was)

+ auxiliary verb + subject 233D Note
(as do I)

in comparisons 206C-E
(as tall as you)

conjunction of time 238C
conjunction of manner 241
conjunction of reason 239A
expressing function 215G
(She acted as our guide.)

and like 215G
after twice, three times, etc 196C Note

as a result (ofJ 236B 
as if241C 
as long as (CONDITIONAL SENTENCES*) 251 
as soon as 238D 
as though 241C 
as well (as) 233A, D 
ashamed 

with to-infinitive or gerund pattern? 118B 
ask 

asking for something l lC 
indirect speech 260 
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+ to-infinitive 102F
(I asked to see the file.)

+ object + to-infinitive 264A
(They asked him to leave.)

ASPECT* 39 Note a 
at 

and on, in (place) 210 
and on, in (time) 212 

at all lOE 
good at 225C 

and to (place) 209B 
and to after a verb 222D 

ATTRIBUTIVE* ADJECTIVES 182-185 

AUXILIARY VERBS* 64A 
leaving out following words 24 

available (position) 184A Note b 

BARE INFINITIVES* 110 

infinitives with and without to 97A 
be 65 

+ adverbial (phrasal verb) 220E

as auxiliary 64A
been or gone? 65D
as ordinary verb 65

be able to 80B-C 
be about to 58 
be allowed to 75C 

see also allow 
be bound to/certain to 58F 
be due to 58D 
be going to 55 

and will I present continuous 57 

was going to 62A 

be on the point of 58C 
be set to 58E 
be supposed to 7 4C 
be sure to see be bound to 
be to 58 

(We're to wait here.) 
because 239A 
because of 239C 
been or gone? 65D 
before 

and after 214E 
as conjunction 238E 
sequence 211F 

behind 211F 
below 211A 
besides 233C-D 
best 

had best 74B Note 
superlative adjective 203F 
superlative adverb 204B 

better 
comparative adjective 203F 
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comparative adverb 204B 

had better 7 4 B

between 
and among 211G 
and with after a noun 226D 

bit (a bit ofJ 167C 

BODY, PARTS OF THE (with POSSESSIVES) 164C 
both 170A-C 
both . . . and 233E 
bother 103A Note b 
bottom of 211B 
bound to 58F 
bring+ to/for 6C Note b 
but 

between adjectives 185F-G 
words meaning but 235 

but (for) 
condition 2518 
= except 215H 
but + infinitive 11 OE 

by means of2l5D 
by 

by bus 215E 
by the hour 155B 
means 215D-E 
by myself l 77E 

place 211E 
by the time as conjunction 238E 
and until 214C 

can 
ability 80A 
permission 75 
possibility 79 

cannot/can't 
ability 80A 
certainty 76C 

(No, that can't be right.) 

CAPITAL LETTERS* 
in people's names 162A Note 

CARDINAL NUMBERS* 
care (+ TO-INFINITIVE) 102H 

CAUSATIVES* 
with have and get 94A-B 

(We had/got the TV repaired.) 
verb + object + to-infinitive 105C 

(They forced me to agree.) 

CLASSIFYING RELATIVE CLAUSES* 267B 

CLAUSES* 
basic structure 4-6 
adverbial clauses 237-242 
clause combinations 229 
conditional clauses 243-251 
co-ordinate clauses 233-236 
noun clauses 252-257 



relative clauses 266-275 
sentences with more than one-clause 227-32 

CLEFT SENTENCES* 38E 
close to/by 211E 
clothes 139B Note a 
CO-ORDINATE CLAUSES* 227A · i; 

COLLECTIVE NOUNS (= GROUP NOUNS*) 149 

COLONS* 

COMMAS* 
with if-clauses 243C 
with relative clauses 266D; 269,, , , 

COMMENT ADVERBIALS* 201 
to-infinitive lO0C 
(to be honest) 

COMPARATIVES* 203-207 
see also O?MPARISON 

COMPARISON* 203-207 
of adjectives 203 
of adverbs 204 
patterns 206-20_7 
of quantifiers 205 

COMPLEMENTS* 5B, D 
in front position 34D 
gerund clause l 13C 

' '

(My hobby is sailing my boat.) 
noun clause 254C 

; < 

. ' 

. '

(The problem is I don't have any mo�.) 
possessive pronouns as 164A 

-

to-infinitive clause 99 
(The idea is to meet new people.) 

COMPOUNDS* 
everyone, something etc 180 
noun + noun 141-142 
compound participles 123C 
plurals 131B 

CONCORD (= AGREEMENT*) \44-149 

CONCRETE NOUNS* 130 , 

CONDITIONAL SENTENCES* 243-251 
inversion 248 

(Had we·enough time, ... ) 
participle clause 129B 
(weather permitting) 

type 0 244 

(If it's hot, we stay indoors.) 
type 1 245 

(If I get the job, I'll be happy.) 
type 2 246 

(If I had time, I'd wa(ch the ga�e.) 
type 3 247 

(If I'd sol.d my bike, I'd hav,e regr;ettf!d it,) 
CONJUNCTIONS*, 241 

+ adjective 182C
(when ready)

Index 

as 238C 
like 241 
+ participle 126
(Although feeling unwell, ... )

of time 238

CONNECTIVE CLAUSES* 267E 

CONNECTORS* 
see CONJUNCTION; LINKING ADVERBIAL 

considering 129D 

CONSONANTS 
changes in plurals 282C-D 
doubling 279 
see also VOWELS 

continue(+ TO-INFINITIVE* or GERUND*) 103A 

CONTINUOUS* 39 
and state verbs 51 C 

CONTINUOUS INFINITIVES�, 97B 
(to be doing) 

CONTINUOUS PASSIVE PARTICIPLES 121C 
(We saw the tower.being demolished.) 

CONTRACTIONS (= SHORT FORM*) 290 

COPULAR VERBS(= LINKING VERBS*) 
· could

ability 80 
permission 75 
possibility 79 

couldn't for impossibility 760 

COUNTABLE NOUNS* 137, 140 
country 

uncountable 139B 

damages 139B Note c 
DANGLING PARTICIPLES (= HANGING 

PARTICIPLES*) 122B Note 
dare (MODAL VERB) 83 

DASH* 
with relative clauses 269B 

DAYS OF THE WEEK AND ARTICLES 16iE 

DECLARATIVES* 7-8 
DEFINING RELATIVE CLAUSES 

(= IDENTIFYING RELATIVE CLAUSES*) 268 

DEFINITE ARTICLES* 150-163 
see also the 

DEGREE* ADVERBS 196 

DEMONSTRATIVES* 165 

DEPENDENT CLAUSES(= SUB-/SUBORDINATE 

CLAUSES) 227B see also MAIN CLAUSES* 
describe something to someone 6F 
deserve(+ to-infinitive I gerund) 1041 
despite 2350 

DETERMINERS* 
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Index 

articles 150-163 
demonstrative 165 
+ gerund 120
(the singing) 

possessive 164 
quantifiers 166-174 

did as past-simple auxiliary 43A 
DIRECT AND INDIRECT OBJECTS 4, 6 , 

see also OBJECTS 
DIRECT SPEECH* 258A 
do 68 

auxiliary verb 64A 
for emphasis 38C 
with imperative llA Note c 
(Do sit down.) 

and make 68C 
ordinary verb 68 
past-simple auxiliary 43A 
present-simple auxiliary 40A 
replacing a verb 24A 
+ the+ gerund 124B
(do the cooking)

do so I do it I do that 29A 
DOUBLE NEGATIVES lOD Note
dread(+ TO-INFINITIVE* I GERUND*) 104C 
due to 

= because o/215I 
future 58D 

during 214B 

each 171 
and agreement 146C 
without a rioun l 74C 

each other 177G 
ECHO QUESTIONS* 21A 

(You saw who?) 

ECHO TAGS* 21B 
(Did you really?) 

-edl-d ENDING
in past simple 43A 
spelling and pronunciation 277 

-edl-ing (adjective endings) 187
(amused, amusing) 

education with an 140C Note
either 

quantifier 170 
in short addition 27 A

(I can't either.) 
either . . . or 234A 
elder, eldest 203G 
ELLIPSIS* 22-30 

see also LEAVING OUT WORDS 
else 

after everyone etc 180G 
after question word 16F 
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EMPHASIS* 38 
emphasizing a negative lOE 
emphasizing a question 16G 

(What on earth ... ?) 

EMPHATIC do 38C 
with imperative l lA Note c 

(Do sit down.) 

see also EMPHATIC FORM 
EMPHATIC NEGATIVE lOE 
EMPHATIC PRONOUNS* l 77E 
EMPHATIC STRESS* 38B 
EMP1Y SUBJECTS* 35-37 
-en plural ending 282B
END POSITION* 190F, 191
ENDINGS*

spelling and pronunciation 276-280 
enough 

quantifier 173A 
with to-infinitive 106D 

(small enough to carry) 

and too 196G 
even (ADVERB) 198 
even if249E 
even so 235B 
even though 235C 

and even if 249E 
ever 195E 

with present perfect / past simple 46B 
+ comparative 207A Note

every 
and each 171 
and agreement 146C 
and all/whole 169D 

every one 180 Note a 
everyone, everybody etc 180 
exactly after a question word l 6E 
except+ infinitive l l0E 
except (for) 215H 
EXCIAMATIONS* 12 
explain something to someone 6F 

far (adverb) 194F 
farther, farthest 203F, 204B 
few 167D-E 
fewer/ fewest 205 
FINITE* ClAUSES 227C 
first and firstly 192D Note b

FIRST CONDITIONAL 
(= TYPE 1 CONDITIONAL*) 245 

following 129D 
for 

meaning because 239A 
good/bad for 225C 



i,lan9ua9C! 

for joining and to join 118 , · , 
meaning to help someone 6C •Note, a 
with needs/ desires 226C 

(a request for help) 
other i;neanings 215B 
in phrase of time with present perfect / 

past simple 46D 
expressing purpose 240C 

(go out for-a newspaper) "
and since 213A-B 
with to-infinitive 109 

(I'll wait for you 'to finish.) 
after buy etc 6B-C 

(I bought it for you.) 
fprget (+ TO-INFINITIVE I GERUND) 104A 
FREQUENCY* 195 

· friend of mine 164D
from . . . to 214D
FRONT POSITION* 34

adverb of phrasal verb 218B_ 
adverbial 190B 
object or complement 34D 

FRONTING* 34 
FULL STOP* 
further, furthest 203F, 204B 
FUTURE TENSE* 53-63 

overview 63 
be about to sac

be going to 55, 57 
be to 58A-B 
future continuous 60 

(I'll be seeing you.) 
future perfect 61 · 

(I'll have finished.) , · · i 

present tense forms 56 
present tense in a sub-clause 59 

(I'll tell him when I see him.) · , . , • 
will and shall 54 

FUTURE CONTINUOUS* 60 
(I'll be seeing you.) 

FUTURE PERFECT* 61A 
(I'll have finished.) 

FUTURE PERFECT CONTINUOUS-* 61B-C 
(I'll have been studying for. thre'e years.) 

GENDER* 
he/ she/ it l 75F 

GENERALIZATIONS* 153, 158 
GENITIVE(= POSSESSIVE FORM*) 132 

GERUNDS* 111-20 
'- ,· 1· 

active with passive meaning 96A. 
(It needed cleaning.) 

after' a determiner 120 
(the singing) 

Index 

+ noun 282B
(the dining-room)

after a ,noun 28.2C 
(letter-writing) 

passive 95 
(being invited) 

after a phrasal verb 219F 
(I gave up smoking.) 

after a pnmosition 114-119 
after a verb 101-:-104 

(He avoided answering.) 
verb + object + gerund l 13E 

(I don't mind you staying here.) 

GERUND CLAUSES* 112-H3 

get 
see also GERUND 

get someone to do something 94A 
get something done 94B 
passive with get 90 

(I got delayed.) 
• passive to-infinitive/gerund 95 Note

(to get hurt I getting hurt)
+ to-infinitive I gerund 104G

give 
with indirect object 6 
passive 91 

(I was given a ticket.) 
go· 

go/come and look-l00A Note 
see also be going- to 

go on (+ TO-INFINITIVE / GERUND) 104H 
go+ PAfffICIPLE 124B 

(go swimming) 
going to 55 

see also be going to 
gone or been? 65D 
good 

got 

+ preposition 225C
and well 192G

have got66 
gotten 286 Note d 
GRADABLE* / UNGRADABLE ADJECTIVES 186 

GROUP NOUNS* 149 

h (SILENT) 151B Note 
HABITS 

present simple 42B 
would I used to 82 · 

had 
past of have 66B 
in past perfect 49 
and inversion 248C 

(Had I known, ... )

had better 74B 
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Index 

had to 76D 
half (QUANTIFIER) 169B 

HANGING PARTICIPLE* 122B Note 
hardly 

and hard l 92E 
in clause of time 238D 
(Hardly had I sat down ... ) 

hate 
in American English 109C Note 

(I'd hate for that to happen.) 
(+ TO-INFINITIVE / GERUND) 103A-B 

have 66-67 
auxiliary verb 64A 
(I've been surfing the net.) 

causative 94 
(I had the job done. I I had him do it.) 

with gerund 113B 
(We had fun playing on the beach.) 

in idioms such as have a look 69 
negative form 66D 
ordinary verb 67 
question form 66D 
short forms 66C 

have got 66 
have got to 72

see also have to 
have a look etc 69 
have someone do something 94A 
have something done 94B 
have something happen 94C 
have to 71 

certainty 76B Note a 
don't have to 73A 
and have got to 72

and must 71 
he/she/it l 75F 

HEADLINES 
leaving out words 30B 

hear 
+ object + infinitive/participle 125A-C
to hear him talk 1 OOD

help (+ INFINITIVE) 102D 
with object 105C 
(I'll help you (to) do it.) 

here 
with inversion 34C 

(Here comes the bus.) 
his/her/its 164B 
hope(+ PRESENT/FUTURE) 59C Note 
how (QUESTION WORD) 16D 

how come? 16C Note 
in exclamations 12B 
how old/ long etc l 6C 
after tell 260C Note 

however 
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= but 235B 
in emphatic question 16G 

HYPHENS* 

IDENTIFYING RELATIVE CLAUSES* 267A, 268 
if243 

and when 249A 
see also CONDITIONAL SENTENCES 

if ever 195E Note 
if not 28D 
if only and following verb tenses 232D 
if so 28D 
ill 183B Note 

comparison 203F Note a 
imaginable (position) 184A Note b · 
immediately as conjunction 238D 

IMPERATIVES* 11 
in 

and at, on (place) 210 
and at, on (time) 212 
and into 209B 
+ gerund 114C

in case 251C 
in case of 25 lB

in front of 211F 
in order to 240A 
in spite of 235D 
in time for/to 216B 
in view of 239C 

INDEFINITE ARTICLES* 150-162 
see also a/an 

INDIRECT OBJECTS 4, 6 
before a noun clause 253B 
(I warned them it was dangerous.) 

in the passive 91 
(I was given a ticket.) 

with tell 260 
see also OBJECTS 

INDIRECT QUESTIONS* 17 
reporting questions 263 

INDIRECT SPEECH* 258-265 
changes 261-262 
reporting offers, warnings, etc 265 
reporting orders and requests 264 
reporting the written word 42G 
verb tenses 262 
verbs of reporting 259-260 

INFINITIVE CLAUSES* 98 
relative clauses 275 
(the first to arrive) 

INFINITIVES* 97-110 
without to 110 
see also TO-INFINITIVE 

information as uncountable noun 139 



ING-FORM* 
active participle 121-129 
see also PARTICIPLES 
difference: gerund/participle 1 llA Note a 
as uncountable noun 139 
gerund 111-120 
see also GERUND 

-ingl-ed (ADJECTIVE ENDINGS) 187
(amusing, amused) 

INSTRUCTIONS 
imperative llD 
note style 30C 
present simple 42H 

intend(+ TO-INFINITIVE or GERUND) 103A 
INTENSIFIERS* 196 
INTENTIONS (be going to) SSC 
interested 

and interesting 187 
with to-infinitive or gerund pattern? 118B 

INTERROGATIVES* 13-21 
see also QUESTIONS 

into 209B 
INTONATION* 

in echo questions/tags 21 
in question tags 20E . 

INTRANSITIVE VERBS* SC 
not in the passive 88C 

INVERSION* 
after adverbials 34B 

(In.side was a letter.) 
in conditionals with should/ were/ had 248 
after here and there 34C 
(Here comes the bus.) 

after negative phrases lOF 
(Seldom are we alone.) 

in questions 14B 
with verb of reporting 258D 
(said the teacher) 

INVERTED COMMAS (= QUOTES / QUOTATION 
MARKS*) 

INVITATIONS 
answering l 9C 
imperative llD 

IRREGUlAR NOUN PLURALS 281-284 
IRREGUlAR VERBS 285-287 
it 

emphasis 38D 
(It was you who told me.) 

empty subject 36-37 
(It's I it seems I it looks ... ) 

with gerund 113B 
(It's no good arguing.) 

with noun clause 254B 
(It was hard to see what was wrong.) 

personal pronoun l 75F 
It is said that . . . 92A 
It is said to be . . . 92B 

with to-infinitives 99 
(It's good to talk.) 

just 
with present continuous 41B 

Index 

with present perfect / past simple 46A 

keep someone waiting 125D 
knowledge with a 140C Note 

last 
in phrase of time 161H 
and lastly 192D Note b 
and latest 203G 

least 
quantifier 205 
before an adjective ·206B 

LEAVING OUT WORDS 22-30 
first word 26 
(Talk to you soon.) 

after the auxiliary 24 
(Of course I can.) 

main verb 25C 
(Sarah went first and Paul next.) 

nouns 23 
(Would you like some?) 

relative pronouns 268E 
(the film we saw) 

short questions 25A 
(Oh, have you?) 

that in a noun clause 252B 
(I know I'm right.)

infinitive clauses 25B 
(I left early, but I didn't want to.) 

less 
quantifier 205 
before an adjective 206B 

let 
and infinitive without to l lOC 

(They let me take photos.) 

imperative l lF 
(Let's sit outside.) 

like (CONJUNCTION) 241 
like (PREPOSITION) 

and as 215G 
comparisons 206H 
(a computer like yours) 

+ gerund 114D
(It was like walking on air.) 

what . . . like? 16D 
like (VERB) 

+ to-infinitive or gerund 103B
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Index 

(I like to cook/ cooking) 
see also would like 

LINKING ADVERBIALS* 202 
LINKING VERBS* SC 

+ adjective 193A
little (QUANTIFIER) 167D-E 
long (ADVERB) 194F 
look + TO-INFINITIVE 102C 
lots o/167 A-B 
love(+ TO-INFINITIVE or GERUND) 103B 
-ly ending 192

MAIN CI.AUSES* 227A 
make 

and infinitive without to 110C 
(They made me open my luggage.) 

and do 68C 
make a start etc 69 
MANNER* ADVERBIALS 193 
many 167 

as complement 167E Note b 
may 

before a clause with but 235A Note 
permission 75A-B 
possibility 78 

MEALS AND ARTICLES 161G 
mean 

(+ TO-INFINITIVE I GERUND) 104F 
MID-POSITION* 190C-E 
might 78 
mind + GERUND 102H 

would mind 81D 
mine/yours etc 164 

a friend of mine 164D 
MIXED CONDITIONALS* 246C 
MODAL VERBS* 70-85 

overviews 70G, 85 
in indirect speech 262E 
passive forms 87C 
before performative verbs 9B 

MONTHS AND ARTICLES 161B 
more 

comparison of adjectives 203 
+ noun 205

most 
a/the most+ adjective 203B Note 
comparative quantifier 205 
comparison of adjectives 203 
quantifier l 69A-B 

much 
before a comparative 206G 
large quantity 167A-B 
part quantity 168D 
and very much 196D Note 
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must 71 
certainty 76B-C 
recommending 71D 

mustn't 73D 
my, your, etc 164 
myself, yourself, etc 177 

instead of me/you l 77F 

NAMES 
with articles 162-163 
group nours 149E 

NATIONALITY WORDS* 
near 211E 

and nearly 192E 
nearest and next 203G 
nearly 

+ every 171C
and near l 92E

need 73B 
+ to-infinitive/gerund 1041
+ object + to-infinitive 105E
(We need you to help.)

needn't 73A 
didn't need to do I needn't have done 73C 

NEGATIVE PHRASES 
followed by inversion IOF 
(Seldom are we alone.) 

NEGATIVE PREFIXES 
after not lOC Note a 

NEGATIVE QUESTIONS 18 
(Haven't you finished?) 
as exclamation 12C 

NEGATIVE STATEMENTS 10 
after positive 27C 
(I'm ready. ~ Well, I'm not.) 

NEGATIVE WORDS (no, never etc) IOD 
neither 

quantifier 170 
and nor in short addition 27 A 
(Neither can I.)

neither . . . nor 234B 
never 195E 

with present perfect 46B 
news as uncountable noun 139 
NEWSPAPER HEADLINES 

leaving out words 30B 
next 

and nearest 203G 
in time phrase 161H 

next to 211E 
no (QUANTIFIER*) l 72C 
nobody 180 
no longer l 94E 
no matter 242 



no one, nobody, etc 180 
no sooner in clause of time 238D , ; 
no way lOF Note 
NOMINAL REIATIVE CIAUSES* 272..'...273 
NOMINALlZATION* 257 
NON-DEFINING REIATIVE CIAUSES (= ADDING 
REIATIVE CIAUSES*) 269 , 

',� ( \ 

NON-FINITE CIAUSES 227C see also finite 
of time 238B 

!. 

NON-IDENTIFYING REIATIVE CIAUSES 
(= ADDING REIATIVE• 9IAU:SES*) 26� 

none 169B-C 
nor 27B 
notlOB-C 

after an adverb 28E 
(Certainly not.) 

as correction l0C 

I \ ) ' 

(I ordered tea not coffee.) 
with expressions of quantity lOC 

(not manylmucfz) 
in main clause or noun clause?_ 253A Note 

(I don't think that's,true.) 
negative statements 10 

j .... , 

+ negative prefix l0C Note a
replacing clauses 28

(Oh, I hope not.) 
not only . . . but also 233E 
NOTE STYLE 30D 
nothing 180 ;, 

nothing like 215G Note a 
NOUN ·cIAUSES* 252-257 

after adjective 256A 
(It's good that 'you're here.)' 

nominalization 257 
after noun 256B 

' I

(the fact that no one was injffred) 
as object 253 

(I know I'm right.) 
after phrasal verb 219F 
after preposition 255 

• I ' 

• j' 

·• 

l 

·. '(I'm interested in what you said.) 
as subject o� complement 254 \ '}

NOUN PHRASES* 1308-C i:' ,,: 

see als·o NOUNS 
NOUNS* 130-143 

compound nouns 141-142 
countable/uncountable 137-140 
+ -ed 123D

(a walled city)
+ gerund 282C

( letter-writing)
group nouns 149 

,,; 

irregular plurals 281-284 
leaving out 23 

' 
,. 

.,, 

Index 

+ noun clause 256B
(the fact that no one was injured)

noun on its own 157-159 
pair nouns 148 
from phrasal verbs 218C 

(ready for take-off) 
+ phrase 143

(a meal for two)
with a plural form 147 
possessive form 132-136 
+ preposition 226

(a 'lack of money)
+ preposition + gerund 117

(a fear of flying)
and pronouns 175D-E 
after question word 16A 

(Which way?) 
regular plurals 131 !"._,,. 
replacing 23 , 11; 

- + to-infinitive 107 ' • ,
(a desire to succeed)

now (that) 239A ,i 
nowhere 180 
nowhere near 211E Note 
NUMBERS with of 168F 

OBJECT COMPLEMENTS* 5D 
OBJECT PRONOUNS� 175B 
OBJECTS* 4, 6

direct and indirect 6 
in front position 34D 
noun clause as object 253 

(I know I'm rightj 
or prepositional phrase? 222E 

J 

) \'. \) 

I. . 

(discuss politics I talk abou� politics) 
word order with adverbial 190F 

.. 

\ 
I 

l I 

of 
word order with phras,al verb �19B

1 ,1 

agreement with a number of etc 146 
after gerund 120B 

(the building of houses) 
or possessive form? 133 

(my friend's name I the name of my friend) 

in a preposition of place 211A Note 
expressing quantity 138 

(a packet of biscuits) 
+ relative pronoun 269D
after tell 260C Note
with to-infinitive 109

(It's good of you to help.) 
expressing whole/part quantities 168 

(some of the time) 
other meanings 215F 

of whom I of which 269D 
OFFERS 
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Index 

on 

answering 19C 
with imperative llE 
reporting 265 

and at, in (place) 210 
and at, in (time) 212 
and onto 209B 
+ GERUND 114C

on account of 239C 
on earth emphas{zing a question 16G 
on the point of SBC 
on time 216B 
on top of211B 
once/twice 

once a day ISSA 
with present perfect / past simple 46B 

one 
or a/an 156 
personal pronoun 176 

(One should be careful.) 
pronoun 179 

(a large one) 
one another 177G 
one of with singular verb 146 
ones 179 
only (ADVERB) 198 
only just 198C 
onto 209B 
opposite (PREPOSITION) 211F 
or 

linking pronouns l 75C 
linking words SF 
in questions 14A Note 
after whether 263A Note 
words meaning or 234 

ORDERING INFORMATION 88A 

ORDERS 
for food and drink 140F 
with imperative l lB 
reporting 264 
with will 54E Note c 

ORDINAL NUMBERS* 

ORDINARY VERBS* 64B 
be 65 
do 68 
have 67 

other 1730-E 
each/one . . . the other 177G Note 
other than 180G Note b 

otherwise 251B 
ought to 74A

probability 77 Note a 
out of (expressing motive) 239C 
out (of)/outside 209A Note 

OUTCOME with TO-INFINITIVE 100B 
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over 
place 211A 
time 214B 

owing to 239C 
own after my, your, etc 164E 

PAIR NOUNS* 148 
part of 168E 

PARTICIPLE CLAUSES* 122, 124-129 
of reason 128 
shortened relative clause 274 

(those people taking photos) 
of time 127 

PARTICIPLES* 121-129 
before a noun 123 

(running water) 
forms used as adjectives 187 
passive verb + active participle 93B 

(We were kept waiting.) 
in shortened relative clause 274 

(those people taking photos) 
special forms 299 

(a sunken garden) 
with well and good 192G 

PARTICLES* 217A 

PARTS OF SPEECH 1 

PASSIVE* 86-96 
+ active participle 93B

(They were seen leaving.)
agent 89 

(The article was written by my friend.) 
with get 90 

(We get paid monthly.) 
with give/send 91 

(I was given a ticket.) 
have something done 94 
modal verbs 87C 

(It can be done.) 
performative verbs 9A Note b 

(You are requested to leave.) 
of a phrasal verb 219D 

(The house was knocked down.) 
with reporting verbs 92 

(It is said that/to ... ) 
tenses 87 
+ to-infinitive 93

(I was told to stop.)
uses 88 

PASSIVE GERUNDS* 95 
(being invited) 

PASSIVE INFINITIVES* 95 
(to be invited) 

PASSIVE ING-FORM• 
gerund 95 



continuous participle 121C , •··· 

PASSIVE PARTICIPLES* 121 
after get 90B 

(get washed) 
in shortened relative clause 27 4B 

(people injured in the crash) 

PASSIVE TO-INFINITIVES* 95 
active or passive? 96B 

(There's a job to do/to be done.) 

PAST CONTINUOUS* 47 
and past simple 4 7C 

PAST PARTICIPLES* 121A 
PAST PERFECT* 49 

in conditional clauses 24 7 
in indirect speech 262D 
and past simple 49C 

PAST PERFECT CONTINUOUS* 50 

PAST PROGRESSIVE (= PAST CONTINUOUS*) 47 
PAST SIMPLE* 43 

with adverbials of time 46 
in conditional clauses 246 
indirect speech 262D 
and past continuous 4 7C 
and past perfect 49C 
past states 4 7D 
or present perfect? 45 
unreal past 230 

(Suppose you had a year off.) 
penny/pence/pennies 294E 
people 

alternative to passive 88D 
singular/plural form 282F 

per 155A Note 

PERCEPTION (= VERB OF PERCEPTION*) 
PERFECT* 39 
PERFECT CONDITIONAL* 247 
PERFECT GERUNDS* 11 lB 

(having started) 

PERFECT PARTICIPLES* 121C 
(having started) 

PERFECT PASSIVE PARTICIPLES 121C 
(having been delayed) , · 

PERFECT TO-INFINITIVES* 97B 
(to have started) 

PERFORMATIVE VERBS* 9 
(I apologize.) 

person/persons/people 282F 
PERSONAL PRONOUNS* 175 

changes in indirect speech 2618 
overview with other pronouns 178 

PHRASAL/PREPOSITIONAL VERBS 224 
(put up with) 

PHRASAL VERBS* 217-221 

.Index 

(keep on, take away) 
common adverbs used in 221 
differences from prepositional verbs 219 
meanings 2208 
nouns from 218C 

(ready for take-off; 
passive 87D 

(The house was knocked down.) 
word order 21 

PHRASES* 3 
after nouns 143 

(a meal for two) 

PLACE 
ADVERBIALS 194 
adverbials in indirect speech 261C 
possessive form 136 

(at the doctor's) 
prepositions 209-211 

PLACE NAMES 
and the 163 

pleased 
with to-infinitive or gerund pattern? 118B 

plenty of 173B 

PLURALS* 131 
compounds 13 lB 
in generalizations 158 
irregular nouns 281-284 
with or without the 158 
verb-subject agreement 144-149 

plus (CONJUNCTION) 233A 
police with the 154E 

POSITIVE* STATEMENTS 
form 4-5 
after negative 27C 

(I'm not ready. ~ Well, I am.)

use 8 
POSSESSIVE DETERMINERS* 164 

changes in indirect speech 2618 
+ gerund 112B, 120A

(your driving)
overview with pronouns 178 
with parts of the body 164C 

POSSESSIVE FORM• OF NOUNS 132-136 
+ gerund 112B

(Paul's driving)
of -one/ -body 180F 
or of? 133 

POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS* 164 
a friend of mine 164D 
overview with other pronouns 178 

possible (position) 184A Note b 
POSTMODIFIERS* 143 
PREDICATIVE* ADJECTIVES 182-183 
PREFIX* + participle 123A 
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Index 

(unsmiling) 

PREPOSITIONAL IDIOMS 222-226 
adjectiye + preposition 225 

(ready for action) 
noun + preposition 226 

(a lack of money) 
verb + adverb+ preposition 224 

(put up with) 
verb + object + preposition 223 

PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES* 208B 
as adverbial 189B 

PREPOSITIONAL VERBS* 222 
differences from phrasal verbs 219 
with an object 223 

(I spend all my money on clothes.) 
PASSIVE 87D 

PREPOSITIONS* 208-216 
after an adjective 225 

(late for work) 
adjective + preposition + gerund 116 

(keen on riding) 
+ gerund 114

(without stopping)
idiomatic phrases 216 
in infinitive clauses 98B 

(nice to look at) 
modifying 208D 

(right beside me) 
after a noun 226 

(a lack of money) 
noun + preposition + gerund 117 
(a fear of flying) 

+ noun clause 255
(aware of what's happening)

other meanings 215 
+ personal/reflexive pronouns l 77C

(for me I for myse/f)
after a phrasal verb 224 

(put up with) 
of place 209-211 

in questions 15D 
(Where do you come from?) 

in relative clauses 268D 
(the world we live in) 

of tirhe 212-214 
verb + object + preposition 223 

(I spend all my money on clothes.) 
verb + object + preposition + gerund 115B 

(I congratulated her on getting the job.) 
verb + preposition+ gerund 115 

(He insists or, coming .here.)
see also PREPOSITIONAL IDIOMS; 

PREPOSITIONAL VERBS 

PRESENT CONTINUOUS* 41 
future time 56A 
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(I'm seeing her tomorrow.) 
future time in a sub-clause 59 

(I'll tell him when I see him.) 
performative verbs 9A Note a 

(I'm warning you.) 
or present simple? 42 

PRESENT PARTICIPLES (= ACTIVE 

PARTICIPLES*) 121 

PRESENT PERFECT* 44 
adverbials of time 46 
future time 59B 
or past simple? 45 
or present perfect continuous? 48C 

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS* 48 

PRESENT PERFECT SIMPLE* 
see also PRESENT PERFECT 

PRESENT PROGRESSIVE(= PRESENT 

CONTINUOUS*) 

PRESENT SIMPLE* 40 
in conditional clauses 244-245 
future time 56B 

(The train leaves in five minutes.) 
future time in a sub-clause 59 

(I'll tell him when I see him.) 
or present continuous? 42 

PRESENT TENSES FOR THE FUTURE 56 
pretty 

adverb of degree 196A 
prison without article 160 

PROGRESSIVE(= CONTINUOUS*) 39 

PRONUNCIATION OF ENDINGS 276-277 
see also ENDING 

PRONOUNS* 175-180 
overview 178 
after as/ than 206D 

(I'm not as tall as him.) 
changes in indirect speech 261 B 
emphatic (myself/yourself) l 77E 
everyone/ something 180 

after give etc 6E 
(I gave it to him.) 

one/ ones 179 
people in general (you/ one/ we/ they) 176 
personal (I, you, etc) 175 
possessive 164 
preposition + l 77C 

(I had no money on me.) 
in question tags 20C 
reflexive (myself/ himself) 177 A-D 
relative 266 
see also RELATIVE PRONOUNS 
subject 175B 

PROPER NOUNS* with article 162-163 
provided (CONDITIONAL SENTENCES) 251 



PURPOSE 240 
to-infinitive clause lOOA 

(We sat down to rest;) 

QUALITIES 134E 
QUANTIFIERS* 166-174 

large/small quantities' 166 
modifying l 96F 

, I I • I 

(too much work) 
of-structure 138 

(a bag of /four) 
whole/part quantities 168 
without a noun 17 4 

(Some sell food.) 

QUESTION MARKS* 
QUESTION PHRASES* 16C 

'l 

! 

,. ,,· . 

., 

• t 

I • 

(what kind of ... ?, how often ... ?) 
QUESTION TAGS* 20 

echo tags 21 
(Did you really?) 

after imperatives llE 
QUESTION WORDS* 15-16 

+ to-infinitive 108

,. I �:. , . .. ,, 

i � : 

(I know what to do.) 

QUESTIONS* 13-21 
. . I' 

answering 19 
echo questions 21 

(You saw who?) 
emphasizing 16G 
( What on earth ... ?) 

wjth have J hqve got 66D 
indirect questions 17 
negative questions 18 
with prepositions 15D 

(Where do you cdme from?) 
reporting'263 · · 11 

wh-questions 15 
yes/no questions 14 

quite 196 
positive feeling 196H 
and rather 197 

... 

., 

.· ..l .
. 

, •. l • ,r 

•' I . ·_r, 

•• l'.t 

• l,: { 

QUOTES / QUOTATION MARKS* ,. 

rather 196 
and quite 197 
rather than 110B 

REASON 
finite clause 239 
participle clause 128 

.. ,. .. ·,,, 
'i/ 

1 • • • • ' 

•. I ' . t , , � 

1,1,'.• 

recently 
with past simple and present perfect 46A 

REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS* 177 A-D 
overview of pronouns and possessives 178 

regret,+ TO-INFINITIVE/GERUND 104B
RELATIVE ADVERBS"':' 271 

(where, when, why) 

RELATIVE CLAUSES* 266-275 
types 267 
with commas 266D, 269 
infinitive relative clauses 275 

(the only person to answer) 
participle relative clauses 274 

(those people taking photos) 
prepositions in 268D . 

(the world we live in) 

Index 

with where/when/why 271 :·i 
with whose 270 
without commas 266D, 268 

RELATIVE PRONOUNS* 266 
in clauses with commas 269 
in clauses without commas 268 , 
leaving out 268E 

(the film we saw) 
what 272 
whose 272 

remember+ TO-INFINITIVE / GERUND 104A 
remind . 1 

. with \o-in(in�tive or gerund pattern? 118B
REPEATED ACTIONS 

past 45C 
pres�nt 40B 

REPETITION OF WORDS 
for emphasis 38B Note 
avoiding 22 

REPLACING WORD� 22-30 
REPLY QUESTIONS (= ECHO Tt,.GS"' ) 218 
REPORTED SPEECH(= INDIRECT SPEECH*) 

258-265
REPORTING VERBS (= VERBS OF REPORTING*) 

259 
REQUESTS 

answering l 9C 
reporting 264 
tentative 43B Note c · 

(I wanted to ask you.) 
right and rightly 192D Note a 
round (PREPOSITION) 211G 
ROUTINES .. 

future 60C 
present 42B 
temporary in the p_ast 4 7E 

S-FORMS*
in simple present 40A
spelling and pronunciation of -sf -�s 276 

said _to be . . . (passive) 92B · · 
same 
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Index 

in comparisons 206H 
as replacement word 29D 
and the same 183A Note a 

say, tell, and ask 260 
school without article 160 
SEASONS 

and articles 1618 

SECOND CONDITIONAL 
(= TYPE 2 CONDITIONAL*) 246 
see someone do/doing something 125A-C 
seem+ to-infinitive 102A 
after it 36C 
after there 35G 
seldom lOC

SEMI-COLONS* 306A 

SENTENCE TYPES 7-12 
exclamations 12 
imperatives 11 
sentences with more than one 
clause 227-232 
negative statements 10 

SENTENCES* 
complex 227 
simple 4 

SEQUENCE OF TENSES in indirect speech 262 
set to (FUTURE) 58E 
shall 

changes in indirect speech 262E Note a 
and will for the future 54 

shan't 54A Note 

SHORT ANSWERS* 19B 

SHORT CLAUSES with if 249C 

SHORT FORMS* 290 
have/ have got 66C 

SHORT QUESTIONS* 25A 
should 74A 

in conditional clauses 248A, C 
(if the alarm should ring) 

expressing probability 77 
(It should stay fine.) 

instead of would 246A Note a 
SIGNS 30A 

SILENT h 1518 Note 
SIMPLE PAST (= PAST SIMPLE*) 43 
SIMPLE PRESENT(= PRESENT SIMPLE*) 40 

SIMPLE SENTENCES 4-6 
since 

in clause of reason 239A 
and for 213B 
with past simple / present perfect 46D-E 
Since when? 15D Note 

SIMPLE TENSES 39 
see also SIMPLE PAST; SIMPLE PRESENT 
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SINGULAR* 
noun on its own 159 
verb-subject agreement 145-149 

so 

with a/an 196H 
(so good a game) 

adverb of degree 196A 
(so easy) 

comparisons 206C 
(I don't drink so much coffee as you.) 

as replacement word 28-29 
(think so, do so) 

in short addition 27B 
(I'm ready. ~ So am I.) 

so/such and that-clause 236C 
(I was so tired I fell asleep.) 

words meaning so 236 
so as to 240A 
so that 

expressing purpose 240B 
expressing result 236A 

some 172 
and a noun on its own 157 
with a singular noun l 72F 

some more l 73C 
someone, somebody, etc 180 
somewhat 196B 
sooner 

would sooner 81E Note 
sorry 

+ about/ for 225B
with to-infinitive or gerund pattern? 118B

speak 260E 

SPECIAL STYLES 30 

SPELLING* of word endings 276-280 
spend some time waiting (VERB + OBJECT + 

PARTICIPLE) 125E 

SPLIT INFINITIVES* 98A Note 
start+ TO-INFINITIVE or GERUND 103A 
STATEMENTS* 7-8 
STATIVE VERBS (= STATE VERBS*) 51 

passive 88C 
past states 47D 
present states 40B 

still 
adverb of time 194C 
meaning however 235B Note 

stop+ TO-INFINITIVE/ GERUND 104E 

STRESS* 
for emphasis 38B 
in noun+ noun combinations 142 
in phrasal/prepositional verbs 219C 

STRONG FORMS 288 



see also WEAK FORMS 

SUB-CLAUSES (= SUBORDINATE/DEPENDENT 

CLAUSES*) 227B 
present tense for the future 59A 
verb patterns 228 
see alsq_ MAIN CLAUSE* 

SUBJECT COMPLEMENTS 5D 
see also COMPLEMENT 

SUBJECT PRONOUNS* 175B 

SUBJECTS* 
subject-verb agreement 144-149 
gerund clause 113A 

(Moving house is stressful.) 
linking to previous sentence 33 
noun clause 254 

(How we find the money is the problem.) 

to-infinitive clause 99A 
(To do nothing would be a mistake) 

SUBJUNCTIVES* 231 

SUBORDINATE CLAUSES 
(= SUB-/DEPENDENT CLAUSES) 227B 
see also MAIN CLAUSES* 

such 
with a/an 196H 

(such a good game) 
with a/an and as 206C Note a 

(not such a good game as the last one) 

SUFFIX* 

SUGGESTIONS 
answering 19C 
imperative 11D 
with might 78C 

SUPERLATIVES* 203-206 
see also COMPARISON 

supposed to 7 4C 

TAGS 20 
see also QUESTION TAGS 

talk 260E 
tell 

reported request 264A 
(They told me to wait.) 

..

+ question word+ to-infinitive 108B
(They told rrJ,e what to do.)

+ object + about 118B · 1
verb of reporting 260

TENSES 39-52 
than 

in comparisons 206A, D-E 
+ adjective 182B

(faster than normal)
+ gerund 114D

(nicer than working)
+ infinitive 114D Note ,. 

that 
changes in indirect speech 261D 
demonstrative 165 
in noun clause 252B 
,· (I know that it's true.) 
relative pronoun 268 

(the route that/ take) 
and this on phone 314C 

that way 
as replacement 29C 

Index 

(It's fine, and I hope it stays that way.) 
= so 196B Note b 

the 150-163 
form 151 
use 152-154 
+ adjective 188

(the disabled)
by the hour 155 
with parts of the body 164C 

(He pushed me in the back.) 

in place names 163 
with superlatives, last, next, etc 152D 

(We get out at the next stop.) 
the . . . the with comparatives 207B 

(the sooner the better) 
or zero article 158 
see also ARTICLES 

the same 
as replacement 29D 

(Yes, I think the same.) 
then after IF-CLAUSE 249B 
there 

empty subject 35 
(There's someone at the door.) 

with gerund 113B 
(There's no point starting.) 

with inversion 34C 
(There goes the whistle.) 

or if? 37 
these 165 
they 175F-G 

people in general 176 
person of unknown sex 175G 

thing after an ADJECTIVE 188C

- (The important thing is we don't panic.)

THIRD CONDITIONAL 
(= TYPE 3 CONDITIONAL*) 247 

this 
changes in indirect speech 261D 
demonstrative 165 
or that on phone 314C 

this morning with PRESENT PERFECT / PAST 
SIMPLE 46C 

those 165 
though 235A, C 
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Index 

through 211C 
throughout 214B Note a 
till see until 

TIME 
possessive form 135 · 

(today's paper) 
phrase of time without article 161 

(on Monday) 
phrase of time without preposition 212E 

(last week) 
adverbials 194A 
adverbials in indirect speech 261C 
prepositions 212-214 

TIME CIAUSES 238 
participle clause 127 

TiME OF THE YEAR and articles 161B 
to 

and at (place) 209B 
and at after a verb 222D 
behaviour towards someone 225C 
+ gerund 119

(I was close to crying.)
+ gerund or to-infinitive? 119
after give etc 6B-F

(Give it to me.) 
and towards, up to 21 lD 

TO-INFINITIVE CIAUSES (= INFINITIVE 

CIAUSE*) 98 
leaving out 25B 

TO-INFINITIVES* 97-109 
active with passive meaning 96B 

(I had a job to do.) 
adjective + to-infinitive 106 

(It's nice to see you.) 
withfor 109 

(I'll wait for you to finish.) 
after a noun phrase 107 

(a desire to succeed) 
passive 95 

(to be invited) 

after a passive verb 93 .. 
(I was told to s(op.) 

or preposition + gerund? 118 ) 
(for join�ng l to join) 

after question word 108 
(I know what to do.) 

in shortened relative clause 27 4 
(the first to arrive) 

and to + gerund 119 
(I hope to go. I I look forward to going.) 

after a verb 101-104 
(I decided to take a bus.) 

verb + object + to-infinitive 105 
(He wants you to ring him.) 
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today with PRESENT PERFECT /PAST SIMPLE 
46C 

too 
with a/an 196H 

(too cold a day) 
and either 27 A 
and enough 196G 
with to-infinitive 106D 

(too far to walk) 

too many/much 173B 
top of211B 
towards 211 D 

TRUTH ADVERBIALS* 200 
try+ TO-INFINITIVE / GERUND 104D 

TYPE O CONDITIONALS* 244 

TYPE I CONDITIONALS* 245 

TYPE 2 CONDITIONALS* 246 

TYPE 3 CONDITIONALS* 247 

UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS* 137-140 
with or without the 158 

under 211A 

UNGRADABLE / GRADABLE "' ADJECTIVES 186 
unless 250 
unlike 215G Note b 

UNREAL PRESENT AND PAST 230 
until 

preposition 214C-D 
. conjunction 238E 

up to 211D 
used to (PAST HABITS) 82B-C 

VERB PHRASES* 3A 

VERB TENSES (= TENSE*) 39-52 
summary 39 
overview 52 
in indirect speech 262 
passive 87 

VERBS* 
action/state 518 
irregular 285-287 
modifying with adverbial 196D 

(I just know.) 

patterns after 228 
as sentence element 4 
tenses 39-52 
verb+ adverb 218-221 
(take away, get up) 

verb + adverb + preposition 224 
(put up with) 

verb + object + gerund l 13E 
(I don't mind you staying here.) 

verb + object + participle 125 
(I saw him doing it.) 



verb + object + preposition 223 
(I spend all my money on clothes.) 

verb + object + preposition + gerund 115B 
(I congratulated her on getting the job.) 

verb + object idioms 69 
(have a look, make a start) 

verb + object + to-infinitive 105 
(I want you to stay.) 

verb + preposition 217B, 222 
(Look at this.) 

as word class 1 

VERBS OF PERCEPTION* SlE 
+ object + participle/infinitive 125

(I saw you doing/do it.)

VERBS OF REPORTING* 259 
passive 92 

very 196A 
not very 196B 
very own 164E Note 

VIEWPOINT ADVERBIALS* 199 

VOWELS* 
changes in plural 282A 

want 
+ gerund 1041

(It wants cleaning.)
+ to-infinitive 102B

(I want to go.)
+ object + infinitive l0SE

(I want you to stay.)
+ object + passive participle 125G

(I want it repaired.)
was about to 62C 
was going to 62A 
was to (future in the past) 62C 
way (that I in which) 271D 
we 175H 

people in general 1 76 

WEAK FORMS* 289 
well 

attributive adjective 183B Note 
comparison (adjective) 203F Note a 
and good 192G 
may/might as well 78D 
may/ might well 78A Note b 

were (in CONDITIONAL CIAUSES) 248B-C 

WH-CIAUSES* 252A 

WH-QUESTIONS* 15 
short questions 25A 
and yes/no questions 14A 

what 
emphasis 38E 

(What I'd like is a new computer.) 
in exclamations 12B 
question word 16B 

Index 

relative pronoun 272 
(I've got what I need.) 

as subject/ object 15B 
who, what, and which 16B 

what i/249D 
what . . . like? I 6D 
what time/colour etc 16C 
whatever 

in emphatic question 16G 
(Whatever do you mean?) 

meaning 'it doesn't matter what' 242A 
(Whatever you say, I won't change my 
decision.) 

in relative clause 273 
(Whatever you say won't change my 
decision.) 

when 
in clause of time 238C 
and if249A 
relative adverb 271 

(the day when we first met) 
where 

question word ISA 
relative adverb 271 

(the stop where I get offi 
whether 

in noun clause 252A 
in indirect question 
+ to-infinitive 108A

whether . . . or 242B 
which 

question word 16 
who, what, and which 16B 
relative pronoun 268, 269E 

which 
(in clause of time) 238C 
and during 214B 

who 16B 
relative pronoun 268 
as subject/object 15B 
who, what, and which 16B 

whoever see whatever 
whole 169D 
whom 

question word !SC 
relative pronoun 268C 

whose 
question word ISA, 16A 
relative pronoun 270 

why 
question word 16 
relative adverb 271 

(the reason why I phoned you) 

will 
certainty 76 

(He'll be home now.) 
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Index 

future time 54 
and be going to I present continuous 57 
instant decision 54C 

(I'll do it now.) 
and shall 54 
will be doing 60 
will have done and will have been doing 61 
willingness 54D 

(No one will help us.) 
wish 

and following verb forms 232A-C 
with 

and between after a noun 226D 
condition 251B 

(With luck we'll be on time.) 
means 215D 

(write with a pen) 
in participle clause 129C 

(with everyone laughing) 
possession 66G 

(a man with a gun) 
other meanings 215C 

with the exception of 215H 
without 215C 

condition 251B 
(Without a map I'd be lost.) 

WORD CLASSES* 1-2 

WORD ENDINGS 
spelling and pronunciation 276-280 

WORD ORDER 
adjectives 182 
two or more adjectives 185 
adverbials 190 
clause structure 4 
emphasis 38 
front position 34 
indirect question 263B 

(I asked what the matter was.) 
object in front position 34D 

(That coat I'd really like.) 
two objects 6 
ordering information 32 
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with participles 274C 
(people sitting on the grass) 

phrasal verbs 218 
preposition in infinitive clause 98B 

(nice to look at) 
preposition in question 15D 

(Where do you come from!) 
preposition in relative clause 268D 

(the world we live in) 
in sub-clause 227B 
see also INVERSION 

work 
countable or uncountable? 139B Note e 
plural 147C 

worse, worst 203F, 204B 
would 81 

in conditional sentences 246-247 
future in the past 62B 
in indirect speech 262E 
past habits 82A 

would like 81C 
+ to-infinitive 1O3B

would mind 81D 
would rather 81E

write 
with indirect object 253B Note 

YEARS without the 161B 

YES/NO QUESTIONS* 14A 
short questions 25 

YES/NO SHORT ANSWERS* 19B 
yet 194B 
you 175B 

with imperative llA Note a 
people in-general 176 

ZERO CONDITIONAL(= TYPE O CONDITIONAL*) 
244 

ZERO QUANTITY 166E 
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